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6We have held NASA
to budgets that allow.Utile

more than one major

program at a time. The
result is that we've fielded

a team for space ...'..'•.

' missions that has practically

no backup capability^

Dc=tp>:e \iA?A'~ :..:;>'. vim ;.:- ? row
. appears certain thai Skylab will blaze

;
:!

the year. Pieces of ihe 87.5-ton spacecraft'-

will survive reentry and hit the earth's

surface—pieces as- large as the

.
2,250-ki'tograrn airlock shroud and ihe

1
:

800-kilogram lead vault in which film

was stored In all, seme twenty to

twenty-rive tons of debris may hit the
: ; surface". - - •

.

oon Earth, fromfifty---..
'

.
-degrees north to fifty degress south ....
latitude. The impact "footprint" will be
about. 6,400 kilometers long and 160

.
kilometers wide. Anyone within the final

"footprint" will be in danger
!!::;: - P. ..:.: ..]-

under specific directives from the White
House, NASA has considered. a hatful of

'

plans for saying Skylab and averting a
possible satastroohe caused by the falling

debris, NASA has discarded ail"the plans

. and is now standing- by helplessly, with

crossed fin'gers.'
:

'

:

. N, .
to a higher orbit; They can't even control

fte spacecraft, so .ihat-,ii will reenter the
atmosphere ai a predetermined- spot, '

-

such as an empty, stretch'of the Pacific,

. because Sky
i ad's systems no longer

respond to ground commands.
In answer to suggestions that they.ask -

' the. Russians for help (see "Pride..and
Prejudice In Orbit," Omni, December

.
1978), NASA says that the Sovi.ets'do not

have She proper equipment for the task.

. So.Skyiabwiilcrasn.'toEarth.

How did we get into this fix? Why don't

we have the abiiiiy to save Skylab?
The major reasoi is Chat we, the voters',

and our representatives in the Congress
have not given NASA the tools to'dc the

whole job. Since the astounding success
of ihe Apollo orociram, we have herd NASA
to budgeisihat allow little -more than one

.

. major program a; a time. The result is that

weVe'fielded a team foe space missions
that has practically no- backup capaoilily

the diamond, with no bench 'strength.'no

relief pitchers, no pinch hitters.

We are iv :efor this

"penny-wise, pound-foolish" altitude.' If-

anyone is hurt by a piece of debris from

.

the ta^rig Skylab, U will be because we
have skimped on our investment in space.
The lime to make emends is now:

it's too late '.o save Skylab. just as if was
.
ioo late to save the Alamo or Pearl Harbor.

But it isnoi too late to renew our efforts In

space, to make certainthat we never
::

;

again have to stand by helplessly and run

the risks we face today
Our space program is in the doldrums

ma iters

and taxpayers—have not inslsted'on firm,

achievable, practical goals for'NASA;
'

:

.

go; r i.,s Tne
Carter administration's plans for NASA's

.
immediate future- are as nebulous as .the

predicted impact point for Skylab.
And there is a goal that wecan achieve,

one "hat wouid nave enormous practical

benefit for Us all.

We face ae.ohtinuing energy crisis, a's

petroleum ai

.dwindle. and I ejpfuels
escalate out of sight.

. Soiar:power satellites can-convert. '

. sunlight .into energy, in orbit, andbea'rn
that-

:
energy tiown'f© Earth, cleanly .cheaply,

safely Analyses have shown that

.solar-power satellites can be tbe'most

effective way to solve our long-range'

energy problems.
If should be our national goal', then, to

produce at least 10 percent of Ihe United

Slates' energy needs from sofar-power

'

satellites by the year 2000. :'

.'.--'.•'"'

' Such a goal'woUid'foCus ourspace-.
'..

efforts as they have not been focused
since 20 Juiy 1 969. Such a goal

Fansconoe Wnite House and
congressional politics. Achieving such a
goal will give us the Technology and the

learn to make certain.we are never Caught
short in space again,

tell.your congressperson about it Toil

yourSenafor Teiiyour president. DO
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In
October we asked our readers to pre-

dict trie future. We did it through some-
thing called the Delphic Poll, a highly

sophisticated polling system designed by
experts to accurately reflect how people

view the future. Using today's political,

economic, and social climates as a

barometer, we found that over 20,000
readers projected a variety of trends with

astounding similarity The results, com-
piled by contributing editor Dr. Christopher

Evans and later analyzed by computer, are
at last ready for publication (seep. 131).

What we felt as most gratifying was that

our readers' prcd'cions corresponded
amazingly well with the vision Omni pre-

sents to you each month.

In this issue, for instance; we bring you
an article on psychic research. Readers
predicted that by the year 2000, such re-

search would become an integral element
of science and technology. If "Deep Quest:
Experiment in Psychic Research" (p. 94)
by Stephan A. Schwartz is any indication,

we may not have to wait that long, It's the

story of how a unique team of psychics
and researchers known as The Mobius
Group were able to locate a specific

archaeological site, never previously re-

corded, ninety meters (300 feet) below the
Pacific Ocean.
The furor last year over David Rorvik's

book In His Image apparently did not

convince readers that cloning has taken
place. According to the Delphic Poll, Omni
readers don't expect the first successful
clone until the late 1980s or '90s. Perhaps
a OMNI

after they read contributing editor Bill

Stuckey's piece "The Clone Doctor," clon-

ing will become a reality in readers' minds,

not just fantasy. Dr. Landrum Shettles,

famous for his work with test-tube babies,

has apparently taken those "first steps
toward cloning a human person." In fact,

writes Siuckey "He's been taking them
since back in 1975 right there in his little

down-the-block laboratory in Randolph,
Vermont." (Seep. 76.)

Many readers predicted that tickets for

space travel would be available to the pub-
lic by the 1990s, much like airline tickets

today 'A pretty fair guess," writes G. Harry
Stine, scientist and expert on space indus-

trialization. In 'Ticket to Space" (p. 44),

Stine describes how several major aero-

space corporations are already laying the
groundwork for space tourism. Writes

Stine, "Those tickets are only twenty years
down the road. And what's more, they'll be
sold at a price we can all afford." Stine's

astute understanding of the industrializa-

tion of space forms the second part of this

article, to appear in the April issue.

Our interview this month is with one of

the greatest names in science fiction, Ar-

thur C. Clarke. Now in semiretiremeni and
living in Sri Lanka, Clarke took an after-

noon to talk with Omni correspondent
Malcolm Kirk about telecommunications,
dolphins, his writings, and what he's plan-
ning for the future (p. 1 00).

In fiction, we mark the return of Orson
Scott Card, winner of the prestigious John
W Campbell Award for best science-

fiction writer of the year (1 978) and con-

sidered by many to be the hottest SF writer

of the decade. Card has four new books
coming out in the near future and has just

completed a collection of his works for

Capital Press—including "A Thousand
Deaths" (see the December Omni). See
"Unaccompanied Sonata" (p. 50),

Other works of fiction include Dean tng's

"Down and Out on Ellfive Prime" (p. 82),

French author Patrice Duvic's "Eyes on
Butterflies' Wings," and "The Great Move-
way Jam" by newcomer John Keefauver.
Someone once said of Albert Einstein,

"He was unable to obtain his self-imposed

goal of completely understanding the uni-

verse. But his brilliance will continue to

survive and benefit all of us for centuries to

come." This month marks the hundredth
birthday of this great physicist. In "Ein-

stein's Legacy" (p. 54), Dr. Robert L For-

ward explores those breakthroughs for

which Einstein was little-known, but whose
implications will be with us for centuries.

Rounding out this month's issue is "Ul-

travision," a pictorial on all the ways in

which science can peer into the body
using an astounding collection of lenses

recently developed for diagnostic imag-

ing. Hal Hellman provides the text begin-

ning on p. 86. Good readingl

Note: Last month, in Next Omni, we said
thai "The World's Hardest IQ Test" would
appear in this issue. Unfortunately, the
editors are still taking the test, so we are

holding it until next month. OO



There's more to
the world's best tape than

the world's best tape.
Our reputation for making the and more work into our cassettes we believe in a simple philosophy-

world's best tape is due in part to than most manufacturers put into To get great sound out of a

making the world's best cassettes, their tape. cassette takes a lot more than just

In fact, we put more thought We do all this, because at Maxell putting great tape into it.
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The Omni Chronicles

I haven't done this in a long time. But here

goes

—

Omni is the single most beautifully

put together magazine I have seen in

years. The artwork alone is worth the
newsstand price, not to mention the typog-
raphy Then, your lineup o! writers-
superb, in sum: Bravo! May you be pub-
lishing on Mars in 1999!

Ray Bradbury
Los Angeles, CA

No Nonsense
"Count the Clock That Tells the Time"
(December Omni) is a perfect example of

•Harlan Ellison's craft. It is about people
who have wasted their lives and are mostly

nonpeople. It is not about aliens or clocks,

thank goodness.

Stephen C. Zisson

Organization For the

Observation of Nonpeople
Salem, MA

In Praise of Revulsion

I was totally overcome with disgust and
revulsion by Orson Scott Card's detailed

description of death. I felt an empathy for

the hero and an outrage at the author (how
could he do that to a hero?) I've never
experienced before. I feel for this fictional

character more than I've felt ior most living

people. Never has my emotional state

been so drastically altered by a story.

Such work requires the talent of a superb
writer. Orson Scott Card will go far.

Tali

Rochester, Ml

A Thousand Nights

After purchasing your first edition of Omni
I
fell into the habit of reading an article in

bed every night before I went to sleep, I

found this to be a serious mistake with

your December issue. Upon reading "PSI

Burn," by David Searls, which I took at a
glance to be a serious endeavor, I soon
found myself laughing so hard that I fell

out of bed. The following night it took me
two hours to fall asleep, and I suffered

from strange nightmares after reading 'A

Thousand Deaths," an excellent piece of

science fiction by Orson Scott Card. One

would think that Mr. Card had experienced
strangulation himself from the detailed and
very convincing way it was portrayed.

Dennis Albright

Southpoint, OH

Waiting for Cargo
"PSI Burn" was a thoroughly humorous
and informed spoof on parapsychology.

The term "cargo cult" was coined by
physicist Richard Feynman (Engineering
and Science, June 1974) to suggest thai

parapsychology (along with psychology)
has the trappings of science but is miss-

ing something essential—since the cargo
does not come. But would Feynman know
a cargo il he saw one? His only brush with

parapsychology seems to be his son's *

experience of not having a nail bent by
Uri Geller. If he wants the parapsycholog-
ical ship to come in, better to look at the

quantitative experimental evidence for

psychokinetic influence on random-
number generators: Sixteen experimental

studies in a number of labs gave a

combined significance of 10" 10
.

The "cargo" in this case is merely the

ability of human consciousness to affect

electronic processes in a systematic way.

If that seems mysterious, then consider
exactly the same process in quantum
physics: the observer effect.

The "cargo" of parapsychology may be
arriving on the same ship as the "cargo" of

quantum physics.

Alan Vaughan
San Francisco, CA

Frowning Bowlers

I suggest to Roger Kraut and Robert E.

Johnston ("Smiling Bowlers," November
Omni Continuum) that they should take a
closer look at bowlers. I do not deny thai

their findings have truth, but there is more
to the issue. We bowlers find that if we
break our concentration (and smile) on
those pins, even tor a strike or spare,

we break the rhythm of our game and
make mistakes. I suggest that Kraut and
Johnston ask bowlers about this instead of

judging them outright.

Thorn Kimes
Berea, KY



Evolutionary Fallout

After reading Frank Kondig's First Word in

the December Omni, I'm curious- as to

why man is not as smart as reptiles were. I

don't understand why we have invested so

much time, money, and energy in develop-

ing mechanical means of flight when we
could, by simply jumping out of trees, off

buildings, or any high place, gradually

evolve natural flight abilities.

Perhaps it is true that we have been

around only 3.5 million years as com-

pared to the 1 50 million of the reptiles,

but since man, according to Mr. Kendig,

\s more advanced, we should have

started jumping out of trees long ago.

By now, our landings would be much
safer and our arms would be showing

signs of becoming wings, our skin

feathery.

Obviously, one of the disadvantages of

beginning the evolutionary process would

be the high mortality rate, but if reptiles

survived, no doubt man would. The con-

tribution we, as a generation, could make
to the evolution of flight is phenomenal. If

we could only convince people to start the

process by falling out and otf of things!

I wonder how much television advertis-

ing it would take to convince people that

the pain of hitting the ground over and
over again would be considerably less in

100 million years, making it worthwhile. II

we could only be as smart as reptiles!

Debbie Conger
Norwalk, I

A

The reptile in question was, after all, able

to glide, if only in a crude manner. Who
knows how many other creatures tried this

feat, perhaps in envy, and displayed the

aerodynamics of a stone? Somewhere
along the tine, I'm sure, man tried the

same thing, arms flapping. Perhaps the

most evident mark of our "advancement"
is that, on occasion, we learn from our

mistakes.—Ed.

The Cancer Industry

Omni is a fantaslic magazine, and I enjoy

reading it, but why you printed "The

Cancer Scare" in December Continuum is

beyond me. That clown Dr. Pollak is not

only misleading the public but is also a

detriment to the education of people
exposed (practically all of us) to possible

cancer-producing elements. Does Dr.

Pollak actually think that Ihe thousands of

chemicals poured into the environment

have little effect on society? And that

cancer statistics can be compared to

those of almost eighty years ago?
More than 350,000 people have died

from cancer every year for the past four

years, and the frequency is escalating at

such a rate as to suggest only that what

we are eating, drinking, and breathing has

substantial bearing on those numbers.
Despite medical research and the

agencies set up to protecl Americans, the

bulk of the urban industrialized populalion

continues to be plagued by this dread

13 OMNI

disease. We are, in fact, the inadvertent

guinea pigs ol cancer research. And I

wonder what industry Dr. Pollak works lor.

Robert Varricchio

Hicksville, NY

Ignoble J

In "Whale Pilots" (November Omni), the

Browers painted Steve Sipman and
Kenneth LeVasseur in a decidedly heroic

fashion for their release of two Atlantic

bottle-nosed dolphins being studied at the

University of Hawaii. It should be noted,

however, that following their release one of

the dolphins was seen inshore, suffering

from wounds and in an extreme state of

agitation. No sign of either dolphin has
been seen since. The survival record for

wild animals released in any other than

their native habitat is poor. Usually the

animal dies. The release of the Atlantic

bottle-nosed dolphins in mid-Pacific

waters is tantamount to the capture of

North American humans Sipman and
LeVasseur and their subsequent release in

the Amazon jungle. Their motive, while

noble, lost a lot in practice.

John M. Gerty

Evanston, IL

Flight: Good and Bad Winds
"A Flyer for the Masses" (December Omni)
is really upbeat on this great little flying

machine the flivver. But to propose that it

can be everyman's flyer is quite an

extreme. I've a mere six hours of flight time

on my Para-Flite Strato Star, a sport

parafoil, and on one occasion "bad wind"

grabbed it and twisted me ninety degrees

off my flight path, I've witnessed a fellow

parachutist experience complete canopy
collapse and then free-tall until descent

speed caused reinflation forty feet farther

down. Fortunately, we escaped further

complications with turbulence and
landed safely with our wrenched guts and
now use greater discretion in making

skydives on windy days.

Skydivers have made millions of jumps
on parafoils, however, a tribute to their

sound design, stability, and reliability.

Indeed, the flivver is a terrific fun machine,

but it can be enioyed only under optimum
weather conditions, which is why it will

never leave its California playground. Alter

our entire society? Not this design. Only a

portable antigravity machine will do that.

Andrew Eschenauer

US Parachute Assn.

New Haven,CT

I am an avid hang-glider pilot, and I would

like to point out that your pictures of

gliders in the December Omni were

probably taken no later than 1974 or 1975.

Since then, the improvements in the

performance capabilities, safety, and
handling of ultralight gliders have

progressed in quantum leaps. As an

example, witness the fact that in July 1977
Jerry Katz flewhis hang glider a distance

of..1 03 miles in four hours using thermals to

gain as much as 9,800 feet of altitude,

flying downwind to ihe next thermal. In

July 1 978 Gary Patmor thermaled up from

6,150 ASL (at sea level) to 1 6,350 ASL for

a world record of 10,200 feet.

Second, today's gliders are certiiied by

the Hang-Glider Manufacturers'

Association according to the same criteria

as the Federal Aviation Administration's

standards lor commercially manufactured

airplanes and sail planes. The certification

covers not only structural adequacy but

also the aerodynamic qualities of positive

pitching moments and roll rates. Most
modern gliders are pitch positive to

negative 25° attack. The poor pitching-

moment curves of the outdated glfders

were responsible for the instability.

Third, a study by the U.S. Hang-Gliding

Association, which is a member body of

the National Aeronautics Association and
the Federation Aeronautique

Internationale, showed that the ratio of

fatalities to number of aircraft was higher

for light-powered aircraft than for hang
gliders.

Finally, Denris .'vlerediih ( Man-Powered
Flight") omitted any mention of powered
Pang gliders, wh ch have flown from

mainland California to Catalina Island and
across the English Channel and Long
Island Sound and get up to 300 miles per

gallon. I'm hoping Omni will give a much
maligned sporl a badly needed break by

eliminating some of the more popular

misconceptions surrounding

foot-launched ultralight aircraft. >

Steve Dusterwald

Las Vegas, NE

I am a professional hang-glider pilot who
has been practicing this unbelievable

sport for the last four years, and it is my
firm belief that hang gliding is Ihe sport of

the twenty-first century. In answer to your

December article's comment "Incorrect

body movements have caused many hang
gliders to become unstable and plummet
to earth, killing their pilots," here is a true

fact. The hang-gliding magazine Glider

Rider in November reports on Ihe finals of

the American Cup and the competition

season of 1978: "Much to the dismay of

one local hospital (Dade County, Georgia).

high-velocity injuries ol catastrophic na-

ture" failed to materialize, keeping clean

the record 36,000 injury-free flights of the

U.S. Hang-Glider Association-sanctioned

competition.

Ed Vasquez
New York, NY

Free-Fall

I wonder how a publication of such scope
and style could devote an entire issue to

flight without mentioning the skydivers.

Perhaps within the grand family of aviators

we are still considered Ihe bastard chil-

dren. It's unfortunate.

Reg Clayton

Abbotsford, BC
Canada DO
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Cervical Scandal
I think Omni provides a fine service, both

to the public and to the scientific

community. However,
I was shocked and

dismayed to read Bernard Dixon's account
"Henrietta's Legacy" in the January issue.

Dixon treats the cloning of Mrs. Lacks's

cervical tumor as if if were some kind of

triumph of clinical biology, whereas this

act, and the subsequent distribution of

Mrs. Lacks's cells all over the world, is one

Henrietta Lacks: The Hrsl

of the most shameful incidents in the

history of medical science.

Dr. Dixon conveniently neglects to

mention that Mrs. Lacks was a black

woman and that it is still in doubt whether

or not she understood exactly how her

body was going to be exploited.

Perhaps were Mrs. Lacks brought back
to life—an idea that Dixon admittedly finds

repulsive—she would express great pride

in the fact that her cancer has furthered

the aims of research. But perhaps not.

I am of the opinion that if Mrs. Lacks had
been an upper-middle-class white woman,
say, a woman of a social status equal to

thai of Mrs-.-Bernard Dixon, the cloning of

her cervix would never have taken place.

Jackson A. Whitemore
Syracuse, NY
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Patent on Life?

Concerning Kathleen McAuliffe's "Who
Owns Life?" in November Continuum:

Congress will not have to address
itself to the problem of defining life.

Constitutionally, it has neither the

religio-philosophical authority nor the

scientific acumen to do so. With regard to

the questions at hand, furthermore, it has
no cause to do so.

The cases in question are not

concerned with naturally occurring life

forms but with scientifically created ones
that have no natural representafion outside

the laboratories. In this sense they are

artificial structures fabricated for specific

purposes, as any inventions are.

Where science can identically

manufacture or duplicate naturally

occurring life forms, logically there can be
no patent or legislative action to guarantee
a monopoly to any individual. However,

where a specialized, artificial form of life is

created, which by its nature is not of the

"given" universe but is a development of

the mind of humankind, using what is

available (as with any other invention),

there should be no impediment io

recognition of the achievement and
guaranteeing its author full possession

of it.

Gregory Komichuk
Noroton Heights, CT

Tills tetter is being answered by Stephen
A. Bent, a graduate student in biology at

the University of Connecticut. Mr. Bent
has been following this issue closely

and has prepared a case note on

Chakrabarty—Ed.

Mr Komichuk may have overstated his

case. The U.S. Constitution mandates that

Congress "promote the progress of

science and useful arts" by granting to

inventors and authors an exclusive right to

their creations. The legislative branch
therefore enjoys a broad power to

establish and modify patentability stan-

dards and otherwise dictate the range of

patentable subject matter. (Whether it has
the technical resources to exercise this

power widely is another question.)

The Plant PatentAct of 1930 is an

example of Congress s Hexing its

legislative muscle in this area, and it may
well do so again regarding the general

patentability of living matter (however it

chooses to define "living").

Moreover, by referring to the moditied

organisms in question as "artificial

structures." Mr. Komichuk begs a

potentially crucial question, i.e., to what
extent can any living product derived from

raw material that was alive to begin with be
considered artificial? The answer may not

be the same for different "altered"

aggregates of living matter, since one
modification may be novel and innovative

while another merely reflects existing

technology The classification for patent

purposes of products as inanimate or „

animate (or as artificial or natural)

represents a misleading over-

simplification.

Our Chicken Little Problem
Thanks for the very informaiive article

"Pride and Prejudice in Orbit" in the

December Omni.
I am concerned about

this subject, but that doesn't mean I'm

going to scurry around like Chicken Little

thinking the sky is going to fall down any
second.

So it's really that bad, huh? You stated

that we have only just about a year before

Skylab, our first true space station, will (via

gravity) crash down on our (or some other

terribly unfortunate country's) head. I

hope, though, that NASA's right—at least

1 983 is far enough away to give us some
time to get our act together so that we can
do something about our Chicken Little

problem.

Asking the Russians to help would not

be right. I consider it a slap in the face, as

far as our self-sufficiency is concerned.
I know, the proliferation of science and

technology is spat upon by many
politicians. Senator Proxmire, that

antiscience blob, along with his "Golden
Fleece" award, is doing all he can to

propagate antitechnological feelings.

What this country needs, Mr. Bova, is a

science-oriented Congress. I'd bet

anything that if we'd had one all along (or

at least since 1 957) we wouldn't have to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 137



_ANET ANTAR«

EARTH
By Kenneth Brower

^^n almost inevitable adjective in

Wm^L any description of Antarctica is

M % "otherworldly." The coura-

geous polar explorers who have suc-

cumbed and used the word should feel no

shame. The Antarctic/s another world, an

alien planet at the bottom of the habitable

one we know
Wedding that planet to this one was

some sort of colossal mistake. The Antarc-

tic continent seems to know that and want

to rectify it. On our lopsided Earth, Antarc-

tica is the highest ot continents, a pro-

tuberance that corresponds to the Arctic's

slight depression. Our southern pole

bulges, as if trying to break the surface

tension of this globe and emerge to be-

come a small world in its own right return-

ing to its proper orbit in some frigid region

farther from the sun,

Antarctica's cold is otherworldly

—

Saturnine or Jovian, The lowest tempera-
ture on Earth, -52 3

C, was recorded on a

high Antarctic plateau. Weather stations in

the Antarctic have recorded temperatures

of -88°C, more than twenty degrees lower

'

than those reported anywhere else on

Earth. This is cold so intense that steel

shatters, mercury becomes solid metal,

and human explorers, once they've given

up the ghost, freeze solid in seconds. The
effect of such Stygian cold is com-
pounded by a horrendous wind-chill fac-

tor. At places on the coast, wind speed
can average 1 1 2 kilometers per hour for

an entire month, with gusts up to 272
kilometers per hour. High winds and low

temperatures combine to produce cold as
lethal, for most practical purposes, as that

of deep space. The Antarctic explorer lost

outside his hut becomes a silvery statue

as quickly, nearly, as the astronaut whose
suit fails him on the sunless side of Nep-
tune. The explorer's forehead rings just as

metallic, if you tap him there. The differ-

ence is that the explorer freezes at a forty-

five-degree angle, leaning into the gale

that has killed him.

If Antarctica could indeed secede from

its union with us, becoming an indepen-

dent planetoid, its nearest sisters would
be Callisto and Titan, those moons of

Jupiter and Saturn covered by thick outer

layers of ice. Antarctica contains 90 per-

cent of the world's snow and ice. The
thickness of its ice sheet, which averages

Only penguins i.
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2,099 meters, is testimony to the conti-

nent's enduring cold, for those few
kilometers of ice have built up on land with

the annual precipitation of a desert—five

centimeters or so on the central plateau.

The Antarctic ice sheet covers 14.3 million

square kilometers, twice the area of

Australia. If Antarctica were remodeled as

a planetoid, that surface area would fit a
globe a third the size of our moon, half

again the size of ihe asteroid Ceres. It

would be a beautiful little planet. The white

brilliance of Antarctica is, according to

astronauts who have seen it from space,
Earth's most striking feature. The planet

Antarctica would be a ball of milky crystal

outshining our moon.
For travelers on the ground, in good '

weather, Antarctica has an unearthly clar-

ity Peaks 480 kilometers distant stand out

clearly, as if they were on a world with no

atmosphere. Underwater, in winter, the

same clarity is the rule. Before the

plankton bloom of Antarctic summer, the

visibility underwater is 1 19-149 meters, a
transparency unknown in any other sea.

After the bloom, visibility is terrible, for

plankton multiply more quickly in Antarctic

waters than anywhere else on Earth. The
Southern Ocean, which constitutes only 5

percent of the world's salt water, accounts
for 20 percent of all marine photosyn-

thesis.

Antarctica's simplified pelagic ecosys-
tem, in which enormous harvesters the

size of spacecraft- blue and fin whales
up to thirty meters long and weighing 150
tons, the largest creatures to have existed

on ihe planet—mow their way through

meadows of tiny krill, is as improbable a
system as any imagined in science fiction.

The phenomena of Antarctica: the

coastal mirages, the aurora australis, the

parhelia that form in airborne ice crystals,

the tabular icebergs the size of cities, the

jade icebergs colored green by plank-

ton—all belong on some other sphere.

The planet Antarctica, halt again the

size of Ceres and considerably closer at

hand, was not discovered until 1820, nine-

teen years after the discovery of the as-

teroid. Antarctica, in its nearly celestial

remoteness, was the one continent Stone



Age man did not tread upon. The Arctic, a

temperate place by comparison, had
been settled for millennia before Antarc-

tica was even imagined. (The imaginer

was Aristotle, whose sense ot symmetry

required a southern landmass to balance
Europe and Asia in the North. The Greeks
named Antarctica and mapped it, and
somehow they were right. Thanks to them,

the Western world expected an Antarctica,

a terra australis incognita
,
for more than

two thousand years before the smallest

proof of such a place existed. Perhaps
those two millennia were enough for the

expectation to become a kind of racial

memory. That memory guides even

present-day pianet imaginers like Frank

Herbert, for whom the southern poles are

the poles of mystery and possibility.)

The planet Antarctica is separated from

the rest of Earth by an unbroken belt of

wind-roiled waters that encircles the entire

lower end of the globe. These are the

stormiest seas in the world. Advanced
technology was a prerequisite oi conquer-

ing those seas, and the permanent habita-

tion of Antarctica began in the Interna-

tional Geophysical Year of 1 957-58, the

same year the Space Age began.

The Antarctic, like space, has its nay-

sayers. Cook, whose circumnavigation of

the Southern Ocean proved that no part of

Aristotle's continent intruded into temper-

ate latitudes, said of that elusive land-

mass, "I make bold to declare that the

world will derive no benefit from it."

Will Antarctica be the dry run for man's

adventure in space?

If so, it appears that our use of space

will be pure exploilalion. Mankind will not

benefit from it; rich men will. Extraterres-

trial resources will not narrow the gap be-

tween have and have-not nations; they will

broaden it.

Antarctica, like space, is accessible

only to countries with high technology and
capital to invest. A krill trawler costs be-

tween 1 and 20 million dollars. The
protein-hungry nations that need krill most

cannot afford that. The thirteen member
nations of the Antarctica Treaty—those na-

tions that have staked out claims in the

Antarctic—are all wealthy nations. They
have taken a proprietary stance on the last

continent and show no interest in sharing

the wealth. In 1977, the Food and Agricul-

ture Organization proposed a ten-year

program to "explore, exploit, and utilize"

Antarctic resources for the whole world,

with special consideration for the poor

countries. The Antarctic Treaty nations re-

sisted that proposal, and it was withdrawn.

If Antarctica is to be the dry run, then

the awesome beauty of space will be for-

gotten for the raw materials to be mined
there. In 1972, at the Second World Con-
ference on National Parks, it was sug-

gested that the Antarctica Treaty powers
establish the continent as the first world

park. The treaty powers found the sugges-
tion too foolish for response. In 1975,

Maurice Strong of the United Nations Envi-

ronment Programme suggested that the

treaty members consider a moratorium on
development in Antarctica. The members
refused.

If Antarctica is to be the dry run, then

extraterrestrial animals had better watch
out. It there really are harmoniums on the

planet Mercury, we will make them into

protein paste. If there really are giant

sandworms on the planet Dune, we will

harpoon them for their oil and crystal

teeth.

If Antarctica is the dry run, then any
planetary ecologist arguing for a total-

ecosystem approach to this sphere will be

out of luck.

In the Antarctic, with the demise of the

really big animals, industry has turned to

smaller whales, like the sei and minke, and
is'gearing up for a campaign against krill.

Japan, Norway, Chile, the USSR, Poland,

the Germanies, and Taiwan have begun
programs of exploratory krill harvesting.

OMNI

miuaie.d at Ihe bottom ot the

Next to nothing is -<nown about krill biology

or about the dynamics of the system for

which krill is the base or about how har-

vesting will affect these systems, but that

sort of ignorance has never stopped us

before and will not stop us now.

In Antarctica, as in space, we have

agreed to be peaceful and not test our

weapons. That's fine, but we need to move
on now to harder problems of international

cooperation. We can agree on nuclear

bombs (there are still plenty of under-

ground test sites in Nevada anc Siberia),

but can we agree on the equitable divi-

sion and wise use of Antarctic re-

sources? Antarctica demonstrates, among
other things, how poorly fisheries conven-

tions protect interna: ona waters. The In-

ternational Whaling Commission—tooth-

less, like all international regulatory

bodies—has been unable to check the

precipitous decline of whale populations,

in the Antarctic or anywhere else. We need
to find ways to pass good environmental

law with provisions for international en-

forcement. Antarctica is the opportunity to

prove that we can stop the free-for-all, that

we can make sensible use of the re-

sources, earthly and otherwise, that we
hold in common.
The starship Enterprise and countless

other fictional spacecraft are manned by

multinational crews that get along cheer-

fully—the racial jokes about the Vulcan's

ears are more or less friendly—and they

always come to strange worlds in peace.

Nothing in the testing ground of Antarctica ,

justifies that view of our future. Many non-

action al thinkers hope that the energy and

the raw materials in space will provide so-

lutions to old human problems. Nothing in

our early exploitation of Antarctica justifies

those hopes.

But there is still time for Antarctica.

Perhaps advocates of space exploration

owe it lo the mother planet to see that

here, for once, we do it right, before step-

ping on to the stars.

The next year is crucial for Antarctica.

The members of the Antarctica Treaty will

decide on a regime for management of the

continent's living resources. The U.S. is in

a strong position to guide the new regime

in the right direction. Our government
should commit itself lo an international

program that respects the integrity of the

Antarctic ecosystem and vie rights of the

international community to share in its wise

use. We should oppose the use of krill as

livestock feed and fight for wise manage-
ment of the krill resource, on which Earth's

vanishing baleen whales depend. The

men to write to are:

Ambassador John Negroponte
Deputy Assistant Sccclary for Oceans
and Fisheries Affairs

Department of State

Washington. DC. 20520

The President

The White House
Was -i i no. ton, DC. 20500 DO



WHIRLPOOLS IN THE SKY

By Mark R. Chartrand III

^% I hat will our galaxy look like in

i I I 20 billion years? Will the

mm vv beautiful spiral arms wind up
and disappear? What causes these

cosmic whirlpools, anyway?
Two scientists at IBM's Thomas J.

Watson Research Center, Dr. Humberto
Gerola and Dr. Philip E. Seiden, have taken

a step toward the answers. They have

made computer models ot galaxies based

on the hypothesis that chain reactions of

exploding stars produce the galaxies'

spiral features, The results are computer
"portraits" of several galaxies that quite

closely resemble the real ones after which

they were modeled.

HOW GALAXIES ARE FORMED
Recipe for a spiral galaxy: Take siars of

all brightnesses, sizes, and ages; mix with

interstellar gas and dust; add radiation

fields of light, radio waves, x rays, and
cosmic rays; swirl lightly; and let the

ingredients mix gravitation ally for several

billion years. Voit&!

It is easy to be misled when looking

at photographs of a spiral galaxy. Among
the things we are not seeing are the faint

stars and the cool clouds of gas and dust.

We see and photograph only the very

brightest stars, some clusters of stars

(which at this distance are hard to

distinguish from single stars), and a few

bright clouds of hot gas that shine

because of radiation from the bright stars.

Only 1 percent of all the material in the

galaxy is producing all the light we see.

(You can compare this to taking an aerial

photograph of a city at night: You might

record only the bright lights but notthe

buildings and other things that make up

most of the city.)

From studies of our own Milky Way
galaxy we know that most of its material is

spread almost evenly over a large

disc-shaped region. The galactic disc is

100,000 light-years across, about 1,000

light-years thick, and has a central bulge

—

the galaxy's nucleus—that is a few

thousand light-years thick. In proportion to

its diameter, however, most of the galaxy is

thinner than a dime.

For some reason, the conspicuous stars

and gas clouds tend to be aligned along

spiral streamers. But the spiral features are

far from simple structures: There are

photographed ii-irongn .'.-;« / ia'.a Otiservzfwas' 200 mah telescope.

multiple arms, branches, gaps, and other

irregularities. The question is why there are

spirals, and any explanation must account

for the variations as well.

Our galaxy is ten or so billion years old,

and it still has spiral arms. In that time the

sun has orbited the nucleus of the galaxy

twenty or twenty-five times. (Some people

call the 250-million-year period it takes the

sun to orbit the galaxy once a "cosmic

year."} So any theory of a galaxy's spiral

structure must explain why the arms last for

so long without winding together.

Since spiral arms stretch from the

nucleus of a galaxy to the outermost parts,

astronomers have sought to explain the

arms as some global property of galaxies,

some pattern superimposed on the overall .

distribution of stars and gas.

The spiral arms are regions with a slightly

higher density of stars and gas. The bright

stars are explained by the fact that when
gas is compressed, the chances are

increased that some gas clouds will

contract and become stars. The very

brightest stars formed from such gas
clouds have very brief lives—only a couple

of million years—and so don't move very

far around the galaxy from where they were
formed. Thus these very bright stars

delineate the regions of higher density. The
longer lived stars drift away from these

regions.

Several astronomers have suggested
that the shock waves produced when very

massive siars explode or become
supernovas could trigger the collapse of

nearby gas clouds and cause stars to form.

A supernova is a massive star that

catastrophically explodes at the end of its

life. Most of the material of the star is

spewed out into space as a cloud of gas, a

supernova remnant. It expands so fast that

it lorms a shock wave, somewhat like a

sonic boom. The wave and gas travel

outward, enriching the interstellar gas with

elements made in the explosion. If the

shock wave plows into a nearby cloud of

gas, it heats and compresses the gas. If a

gas cloud is compressed beyond a certain

point it will continue collapsing under the

force of its own gravity and form a star or a
group of stars. A few of these stars may be
CON7 NUECONPAGE119
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Micro TV
Breakthrough
Remember the $400 Sinclair Micro TV? Here's the

story on the greatest TV value ever.

That Sinclair TV shown above is small-the

smallest TV in the world.

And when it was first introduced last year, it

made history. So did its high price-5395.

Our company never sold the unit for two

reasons: 1 ) It was being promoted as a pocket

TV and we felt it would nol fit in most pockeis

and 2] We felt $395 was too high a price forthe

unit regardless of its quality, size and features.

But we were wrong. Thousands of them

were sold and it was selected as one of the

most exciting new products of the year.

WE BOUGHT ONE
A few monlhs ago we purchased a Sinclair

TV and discovered another feature we didn't

like. The unit included a 220-volt converter for

European operation. This meant that every

American who bought the set had to pay extra

for the converter even though very few

Americans would be taking theirTV to Europe.

So we came up with an idea. We went to

England and purchased thousands of sets

directly from the factory without the converter.

We were also able to save money by elimina-

ting the normal mark ups by importers, whole-

salers and distributors.

We can now offer you the unit for only

S249.95 and if you want the 220-volt converter,

your cost is only $1 9.95 extra.

LESS THAN WHOLESALE
JS&A would be offering the exact same

Sinclair TV at a price less than Sinclair's actual

wholesale price in Ihe United States and we
would still make enough profit to pay for the

cost of this advertisement.

There is one feature we liked very much
about the set. Us rechargeable batteries are

built into the unit. Larger portable TV's offer

$60 optional rechargeable battery packs that

must be purchased separately. Ours is built in

and included in the price.

The Sinclair TV comes complete with an

American AC adapter and charger, ear

phones, carrying case, rechargeable batteries

and a built-in antenna for both VHF and UHF. It

also comes with a cigarette lighter power
converter, so you can watch all your favorite

TV channels from your boat, plane, motor

home or car without even using your batteries.

PHOTOGRAPHIC QUALITY
We were well aware of Sinclair's advanced

electronics and quality features. But what we
found particularly exciting was its picture tube.

Even though the 2" (measured diagonally)

tube is small, the TV's resolution resembles

that of a clear sharp photograph. You can even
read small telephone numbers when they're

flashed on the screen.

The Sinclair unit is offered in this advertise-

ment with the same accessories available in

the $395 system with the exception of the

220- volt power

The Sinclair

lake it on trips and entertain your children

while you fly or drive. You can keep it on your

desk at work and monitor the latest news or

stock market reports. And you can view the

soap operas as you work around the house.

We even took ours to the ball game to watch

those instant replays.

BIG POCKETS
But don't expect to carry it in your pocket- it

won't fit unless you have big pockets. The unit

The TV is serviced in the United States by

Sinclair's service-by-mail facility. If service is

ever required during its one-year limited war-

ranly, just slip it in its handy mailer and send it

to them for repair. Your solid-state unit should

operate for years without a problem, but if it

ever needs repair, its good to know that ser-

vice is an important part ot our program.

For $249.95, the Sinclair Micro TV is worth

your test. Order one from JS8A. Take it with

you on a trip, bring it to your office, or carry it

with you around Ihe house. See how clear and

sharp the picture is and how closely it resem-

bles a black and white photograph. Then
decide if you want to keep it. If not, no problem.

Simply return your TV within 30 days for a

prompt and courteous refund. We just want

you to prove to yourself, the miracle of space-

age electronics before you decide.

AMERICA'S LARGEST
Sinclair Radionics is one of England's

largest electronics manufacturers and JS&A is

America's largest single source of space-age

products - further assurance that your modest
investment is well protected even though the

unit is offered at such a bargain price.

To order your Sinclair Micro TV, simply send

your check for $249.95 plus S3.00 postage

and handling (Illinois residents, please add 5%
sales tax) to the address shown below or credit

card buyers may call our toll-free number
below. But please act quickly

The Sinclair TV is an outstanding product

that was priced too high. If you felt like we did

and you waited, your timing is perfect. Order a

Sinclair Micro TV at no obligation, today.mmPRODUCTS
THAT
' THINK'

1%"> x 6y4 " and w
pun

,rghs

.

:s which includes the built-in batteries

Dept.OM One JS&A Plaza
Northbrook, III. 60062 (312) 564-7000

Call TOLL-FREE 800 323-6400

In Illinois Call (312) 564-7000

©JS&AGroup,lnc..1979



By Dr. Bernard Dixon

I ^% I hat could possibly link the

i I 4 I theology of Protestantism withU vv rivalry between Jonas Salk

and Albert Sabin over their respective

polio vaccines?

A minor tragedy that occurred in 1978
provides the answer. For the second time

in eight years, a fundamentalist sect in the

small Netherlands town ol Staphorst was
ravaged by poliomyelitis, which struck

down and paralyzed seventy-nine people.

Although the overall immunization rate in

Holland is more than 95 percent, members
of this close-knit community refuse

vaccination on 'religious grounds. The
Staphorst tragedy dramatizes the

continuing disagreement among scientists

as to precisely what sort of vaccine should

be administered to safeguard us against

one of life's most harrowing maladies. Two
varieties.of polio vaccine are now used in

different parts of the world

.

There is the vaccine that was pioneered

in (he 1950s by Dr. Jonas Salk and that

contains inactivalcd (\il ed) virus and has

to be injected. The alternative is a much
more popular version, developed later by

Dr. Albert Sabin, which is given orally. It

consists of a living but weakened virus that

colonizes the human gut—just as

poliovirus does—but without invading the

nervous system.

Over the years, some mighty dispu-

tations have raged about the merits of

these two rival products. The United

States controversy, unresolved to this day,

goes back to the early 1 960s, when Basil

O'Connor decided to throw the weight of

the National Fund for Poliomyelitis

Research behind Sabin's vaccine rather

than Salk's version. The recent Dutch
experience underlines one of the

arguments lor that switch in policy. A
person inoculated with the Salk vaccine

simply becomes immune to polio.

Someone given the Sabin vaccine,

however, is likely to shed the virus in his

feces. Inevitably, the microbe spreads

around the community, and many other

people become immunized wilhouteven

knowing it.

Hence the significance of the tragedy in

the Netherlands, where the authorities

have elected to use the Salk vaccine.

There is an excellent chance that if they

had chosen Sabin's product instead, at

'.'vs debate nc.'ivccn acvocsics >' D' SaC'V",- (abO'/s; and lh: SaVv ;.s a:,-:-;,',', qr>rw;i!:n;.i conimsrirsy.
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least some members of Staphorst's rigid

Protestant sect would have unwittingly

become invulnerable to poliomyelitis.

Calamity might have been avoided.

However, there are points on the other

side of the argument.

From the beginning of Salk and Sabin's

rivalry, independent experts warned that a .

vaccine containing living virus (as does
Sabin's) posed a unique theoretical

hazard. The virus might mutate and
become capable ot paralyzing recipients,

just as the deadly agent Irom which it was
originally derived does. With a killed

vaccine, such danger is virtually

unthinkable.

We now know that these risks are not

simply hypothetical. In recent years,

genuine poliomyelitis has been caused in

both the United States and Britain by a

virus derived from thai used in the Sabin

vaccine. Although the numbers are

exceedingly small (some five a year in the

USA) when compared with the millions of

people immunized, they confirm that a

living vaccine can indeed be more

hazardous than a dead one.

The only virtue of what happened at

Staphorst is that it highlights one aspect

ot the conlroversy in a somberly explicit

fashion. Killed vaccine undoubtedly

bestows a high level of resistance to polio,

so we can overlook one of the earliest

arguments against its use: that live

vaccine is much more potent in triggering

the manufacture of antibodies. If the Dutch

government had selected the Sabin vac-

cine, the virus would surely have spread in

the papulation, and at least some
adherents of a fundamentalist religious

group would have been immunized

without ever knowing it. Some would also

have been spared lifelong handicap. We
must, however, also reckon with the remote

chance of some members' contracting

polio as a direct result of the vaccine's

being given to other people. It is a

perplexing dilemma, and the most that the

prestigious British weekly The Lancet

could say recently about the subject was
that while "such involuntary vaccination is

undesirable ... it is preferable lo having

large outbreaks." OQ



PARADISE LQ

By Patrick Moore

Last year ended with a concen-

trated attack on the planet Venus.

Several probes arrived there and
sent back some illuminating information.

But they did much more than that, In a way,

they ended a dream. The Pioneer and the

Soviet probes have proven once and for all

that Venus bears no resemblance to the

romantic planet we believed it to be in the

years before the first rockets flew.

It was not unreasonable to portray

Venus as a lovely world. After all, Venus is

the most brilliant of all the planefs and at

its brightest can cast a perceptible

shadow. This is partly because it is so

close to us: Venus can come within 40
million kilometers (25 million miles) of

Earth. Another reason for Venus's

brightness is its considerable reflective

qualities. The planet is cloud covered,

which explains its high albedo, or

reflective power.

This cloud cover has been the source
of much of Venus's mystery through the

years and the cause of much of our

misunderstanding of the planet. The
clouds never clear; and therefore no

observer on Earth, even with a powerful

telescope, has ever seen the surface of

Venus.

Given, then, that mere observation was
not notably helpful in describing the

planet's surface, pre-Pioneer astrono-

mers had to turn to other means. One
phenomenon that caused a great deal of

argument was Ihe Ashen Light. This was
the name given to the faint visibility of

Venus when her nightside is turned toward

us and she shines as a crescent. The

Ashen Light was first detected by Johann
Schroeder, the first greai planetary

observer of near-modern times. The same
sort of feature seen on the moon is due to

light reflected from Ihe earth onto the lunar

surface. But Venus has no satellite, and
the Ashen Light was not easy to explain

Franz Von Paula Gruithuisen, a German
astronomer of the first half of the

nineteenth century, however, felt he had

the answer; forest fires.

He suggested that the light could be
coming from vast forest fires lit on the

planet by the local inhabitants to celebrate

the election of a new government. Now it

.is more generally thought that the light

is caused by local effects in the upper

atmosphere of Venus and not by large-

scale postelection bonfires.

Still, hopes for life on Venus remained

strong. Anobvious objection was its

Venus, as phoiogracr.-sa iasi Uecemoer by -.'is Pioneer Oroi:e'. irorn 65,000 kilometer
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presumably intense heat, considering the

closeness of Venus to the sun. But

proponents of Venusian lite suggested

that the thick atmosphere might act as a

protective screen, leaving the surface only

pleasantly warm.
Further hope came from two eminent

American astronomers, F Whittle and D H.

Menzel, in the years immediately before

the Space Age began. They believed

Venus was covered mainly with water. If

true, the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
would have fouled the water, resulting in

oceans of soda water (though the

astronomers did not go so far as to

suggest there would be any whiskey to

go with it). If this had been proven, then

Venus might have resembled our earth in *

pre-Cambrian days 600 million years

ago—and it would have followed that life

might just be beginning there.

All these ideas are attractive, but, alas,

science is not always romantic. The first

successful Venus probe bypassed the

planet in 1962 and discovered that the

surface temperature there is on the order

of 4B2°C (900
C
F) , that the atmospheric

pressure is some ninety times that of our

own air at sea level, that the amount of

carbon dioxide is considerable, and that in

all probability the clouds contain large

amounts of sulfuric acid. This means
thai there may be a deadly sulfuric acid

"rain" in the middle atmosphere, though it

may evaporate before reaching the actual

surface.

Far from being friendly Venus has

turned out to be the most hostile planet in

the solar system. It's worse fhan airless

Mercury or arid, chilly Mars. Russian

pictures of the surface obtained from

sofi-landing probes have shown a

desolate, rock-strewn landscape that

makes a moon desert seem inviting.

As for going there, well, I would not

recommend trying it. Land on Venus today,

step outside your spacecraft, and you will

at once be squashed, poisoned, cooked,

and corroded.

We have learned much during the past

couple of decades, but it is disappointing

to learn that we will never find those seas
of soda water. DO
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THE ARTS
racula, Brarn Stoker's classic

novel of horror, has been filmed

many times, in many countries,

and under many different names. The
Transylvanian count has surfaced

regularly in films, never disappearing from

the screen for more than a couple ot years

before being raised from the dead and set

to walk lha earth again, surviving by

drinking the blood of the- living.

A Dracula revival has been developing

in the counlry for the past year. No longer

relying on the blood and the horror

aspects ol the story, the current wave of

vampires has emerged as sexually

vibrant, almost dashingly romantic figures,

their bared fangs inviting sighs of pleasure
instead of screams of fear. This trend, most
notably represented by the Edward
Gorey-deS'C] iec New Yo-\ stage
production that teatured Frank Langella as

the epitome of the sevenlies Dracula. will

see its culmination in a slew of 1 979 films

featuring sexually oriented vampires.

Though the screen version of the

Gorey-Langella production will draw the

most attention in the press—unless humor
prevails and kudos go to an elegantly

attired George Hamilton, starring in a

vampire spoof entitled Love at First

Bite—the most meres;. rig interpretation

expected is a faithful rendition of the

original Stoker novel, Nosferatu, directed

by German filmmaker Werner Herzog.

Best known for his most recent films,

Aguirre, the Wrath of God, Stroszek, and
Kaspar Hauser, Herzog has been an
important director in Western Europe for a

decade, with. seventeen low- and
moderate-budget films to his credit. But

while he is a favorite at film festivals and
among serious film devotees. Herzog is a

complete unknown to most of the

American audience. After Nosferatu,

however, chances are (hat he will be
"discovered" and become a world-class

director inthe1980s.
Michael Gruskoff

,
producer of Young

Frankenstein and Silent Running, the

special-effects godparent of Star Wars,

was one of the first to pick up on Herzog's
commercial potential. 'About two years

ago," Gruskoif recalls, "I went to see
Kaspar Hauser at a small art theater in Los

Angeles. I saw it on a Friday and called

Werner on the following Monday. I said I

wanted to do a film with him. He told me I

was crazy, but later I heard that he was
going around afterward saying he'd had a

call from a Hollywood producer. In his

The most in:erosi:i-g
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adaptation of the Or;ic:.:ia story is Werner Herzog's

mind, I'm sure, he looked on me as his ace
inthe hole for further financing on the

b gget pictures he wanted to make.
"I invited him to come in and talk, and

when people around the 20th Century-Fox

studio heard he was coming over, they got

very excited about it. Milos Forman, Paul

Mazursky and Bernardo Bertolucci all

kept coming into my office and asking

when he was going to arrive. As soon as

we met, Herzog and I liked each other, and
although he had come in with Jack
Nicholson to discuss another film, we
made a deal onWosferafu.Then, 20th

Gentury-Fox heard that a number of their

eading electors had a great deal of

respect 'or Herzog. They must have
figured he had potential, because they

gave him $800,000 for all distribution

rights to the iilm outside the

French-speaking countries of the world.

"The studio must have seen Nosferatu

as a way to get in bed with an important

young European director. They wanted to

start working with him immediately, so that

when he became more important he'd

come to them with his projects when he
didn't need them. My involvement with

Nosferatu was more in the nature of a

middleman, l am 'presenting' the film.

Werner was both producer and director,

and he'd already starled preproduction on

it when we made the deal."

Gruskoff was not entirely happy that

Herzog had complete artistic control over

the project, but Herzog believes that only

one vision can prevail in a film. When it's

his picture, that vision must be his,

regardless of studio involvement. "There

were certain things in the script that would

not get the reaction in America that he was
expecting," said Gruskoff, "Our

consciousness has been with The
Addams Family. The Munsters.Andy
Warhol's Dracula, The Rocky Horror Show

,

and Young Frankenstein . I saw that we'd
have problems if he kept in such lines as

'How do I get to Transylvania?' That line

would just get laughs in the U.S., and I told

him so up front, but he went ahead and did

it his own way The film works most of the

time, but there are a few things like that

that stick out."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13S
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Thirty years ago, Dr. Claude

Shannon of Bell Laboratories cut

several hundred words ouioi

a

newspaper, threw them into a hat, and
began picking ihern out one at a time,

recording the very strange "sentences"

that emerged from this randomization. This

bizarre experiment led to Shannon's
discovery that the English language is

nearly 50 percent redundant, and offered

him the clues that he later developed into

the basic mathematical equations of

information theory. He demonstrated that

information is mathematically equivalent to

negative entropy, and this helped to create

the cybernetic age.

A new book, The Third Mind (Viking,

New York) by psychedelic science-liction

novelist William S. Burroughs and painter

Brion Gysin, represents an experiment in

semantic miscegenation at least as

radical as Shannon's. Using processes of

permutation and combination that they call

Cut Up and Fold In
,
Burroughs and Gysin

take apiece of writing by themselves or

anyone else (their favorite sources appear
to be. Shakespeare, Rimbaud, T.S. Eliot,

daily newspapers, and the last words of

such gentry as Dutch Shultz and Billy the

Rid), tear it apart iike a bulldozer hacking

into a junkyard, weld it together totally at

random, and produce a kind of

hallucinatory prose that is simultaneously

hilarious and disquieting.

If previous Burroughs books (in which
these randomization techniques were
used only occasionally) seemed like

journeys into dream, The Third Mind is

even further removed from the linear logic

of the daytime mind. Or, as The Third Mind
impersonally explains itself, "The
Burroughs Machine, systematic and
repetitious, simultaneously disconnecting

and reconnecting— it disconnects the

concept of reality that has been imposed
on us and then plugs normally dissociated

zones into the same sector—eventually

escapes from the control of its

manipulator; it does so in that it makes it

possible to lay down a foundation of an
unlimited number of books that end by
reproducing themselves." It is typical that

Ihis passage itself appears to be a Cut
Up—perhaps some critique of

Burroughs's earlier books mixed with a
description of his grandfather's famous

Brion Gysin i!e!i; ana 'A'.-
'.'. 3,7' Bi.-rro-jgris, authors of Trie Third Mind.

adding machine. The marriage of art and
;cci" "iDlogy could hardly go further.

The results of this Machine Age
yoga—in which the mind, ego, and
viewpoints of the author are totally

suspended, and processes as random as

quantum decay determine the

juxtapositions of word and image—can be
as funny as Groucho Marx getting loose in

the typesetting room of the New York

Times: "A petite blue-eyed blond streaked

across the sky anc c :ashc-d with Glasgow
police. She had wielded the gavel with a

walrus mustache and was thrown

overboard." Other times it sounds like the

Freudian unconscious escaping from the

control of its Mad Avenue exploiters: "No

flat OS ANGELES taste—AN FRANCI§CO
so Iriendly. elective, geniles ihe smoke
makes it unmade in the sanctity of a joint.

We can't do that yet, You can light either

end, beat your mother to death with a
beaded bag." It can even look like a

demented and sinister surrealist haiku:

"God damned floating whorehouse! Death

is the navigator." And, more often than not,

it is just downright creepy: "The razor

inside, sir. Jerk the handle."

Where do these gnomic and not quite

human sentences come from? Not from

the original authors, who certainly never

intended them, and not from the

conscious decisions of Burroughs and
Gysin. Where, then? From the "third mind,"
Burroughs says: from a mind that appears
as a synergetic new entity when two

minds—the technician performing the Cut

Up and his original source—are allowed to

interact without conscious control by
either. This is akin to the "no-mind" that

fires the arrow for the Zen archer or the

signal transmitted by an / Ching reading

(also generated by random processes).

More significantly, according to

Burroughs, the voice that speaks in these

Cut Ups is also an aspect of the linguistic

unconscious suggested by Korzybski,

Whorf, and Chomsky. Indeed,
Burroughs—who has spent a lot of time

studying hieroglyphic languages such as
Mayan and Egyptian—suggests that

these eerie messages come from

Korzybski 's preverbal, or structural,

CDNTNV-.EDONPAGEIM



FOS AT THE UN

UFD UPDATE
By James Oberg

^^^ccording to reports in UFO
#^^^ magazines and newsletters, the

m \ United Nations has begun an
intensive examination oi what former UN
secretary general U Thant called "one of

the most important problems facing the

world," the origin and intention of flying

saucers. This high-level UN effort was
reportedly sparked by the lervor of a small

Third World country and fueled by expert

UFO testimony from the United States,

France, Mexico, Japan, and other

countries.

The actual story, as is so common in

UFO-related mailers, differs substantially

from these widely publicized versions.

The UN's role has been exaggerated,
while other participants have not been
described in complete honesty.

A dynamic interaction between two very

different groups, each with their own goals

and methods, has led to the current

siluation. Leading UFOIogists Dr. J. Allen

Hynek and Dr. Jacques Vallee are eager
to obtain official support for their UFO
activities and lo share in a measure of the

UN's respectability. A group of political.

leaders from Grenada, a small Caribbean
island nation (situated just this side of

Trinidad and Tobago) populated mainly

by descendants ol Iree slaves, evi-

dently sees the UFO issue as a means of

attracting worldwide attention and
respect. But these two groups appear to

be trying desperately to stand on each
other's shoulders, which leads to some
awkward postures.

Grenada was granted its independence
from Great Britain in 1 974. Sir Eric Gairy, a
longtime UFO enthusiast and self-styled

"mystic" (he has seen UFOs over the

Caribbean on two occasions), became the

island's first prime minister. From his

position as head of state, Sir Eric has been
urging the United Nations to pay attention

to the UFO question. Early in July 1978,

he brought his UFO enthusiasms to

Secretary General Kurt Waldheim.
The meeting was a normal diplomatic

courtesy, extended to the head of state of

any one of the 150 UN member states, but

Gairy pushed it on to the attention of the

news media by inviting, as pari of his
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. a number of UFO

experts and enthusiasts. Hynek and
Vallee were there, along with Dr. Claude .

Poher of France and ex-astronaut Gordon
Cooper.

Secretary Waldheim listened cour-

teously as the c..iests expounded brief-

ly on the need for UN support of UFO
studies, then made some general remarks

of polite encot/agemont. ".hanked them for

their lime, and walked them to the door
"The most important meeting in the history

of UFOIogy!" crowed UFO publications.

On November 27, 1 978, the UFO con-
tingent of Gairy's team was back at the UN
again, in force. The Grenadan dele-

gation had requested time to address the

UN Special Political Committee on the

issue of UFOs; and commiltee officials, as

they must for all requests from member
states, put the matter on Ihe agenda.

Gairy, meanwhile, commissioned New
York UFO expert Lee Spiegel (who

established his reputation through a

popular nightly "UFO news report" on

-WNBC radio) to organize an audiovisual

presentation and arrange lor the return

visits of Hynek, Vallee, and other UFO
personalities.

Spiegel's presentation included both

classic' and neve -before -seen UFO
material designed specifically to impress

delegates with the seriousness of the UFO
phenomenon. "We won't necessarily be
presenting a balanced picture.'' Spiegel

remarkec befcethe meeting. "Whenever
that's been done, the result is clouded."

Prior to convening the UN committee

meeting, Grenada had pared down its

original proposal of a special seven-man
UN UFO subcommittee—to a three-man

ad hoc committee. Their mission was
reduced from solving the entire UFO mys-
tery to simply assessing the impact

of the UFO phenomenon on world society.

But from the moment the presentation

began, marked by New York's first heavy
snowstorm of the winter (reducing

attendance to only one third of the

member delegations), the Grenadan
proposal was clearly in trouble, No
delegation gave any indication of

w IHrtgness to spend a dime, a drachma,

a kopeck, a peseta, or a pfennig on the

proposed UFO project.

Spiegel's presentation, however, went

quite well. It was highlighted by the

personal appearance of Lawrence Coyne
(whose 1973 UFO encounter was
described in this column in January).



Gairy y'aliee. ariuV -yr.ok a. so made
speeches. S'ong with Stanton Friedman,

former nuclea' engineer and cufrentlya

popular UFO lecturer. Professor Friedman

was evidently irii.enc.GC by Gairy to

replace the absent Cooper and Poher.

In the. afternoon, a planned press

conference was preempted by Gairy,

who took the occasion to harangue the

gatner ng about the need for adopting

Grenada's UFO proposal. After several

hours of this, an embarrassed Vallee was
heard:to ask an equally uncomfortable

Hynek if there was any way they could gel

out of there. But the day finally ended, and

with that came.the announcement tram

. Grenada's education minister that the

UFO show had cost his country $1 6.000.

The bill was being forwarded to the UN,
In response to Grenada's presentation,

the Special Political Committee adopted a

"consensus," which in UN legalese is far

lesstormal than a "resojiion ' fire

committee recommended thai the General

Assembly do four things: first, tell the

people from Grenada :naf the UN "has

taken note" ol their proposal; second,

invite member nations to conducttheir

ownresearch concerning "exirate^estnal

life, including unidentified Hying objects''

"nird. pass the Grenacar regueststO

another committee, the one on Peaceful

Uses of Outer Space; and fourth, allow

Grenada to make another presentation

to that committee the following June.

W iile ihsso -OGommondations seem
insubstantial and primarily a bureau-

cratic way of mollifying Grenada, UFO
specialists were moderately pleased to

see that UFOs had at las! been officially

acknowledged by the UN. The UN's

resoonse. however, falls far shorl.ot even

the weakest UFO proposals, and even

farther short of the "high -level UN
UFO-study project" widely described, in

the UFO press. If the' unanimous silence

of other UN delegations is any indication

(since, ordinarily, dozers or delegates

rush lo express their opinions on nearly

any topic), a UN-sponsored UFO study

will never be approved.
Grenada, meanwhile, may be ex-

pected to host she "Second

Interna" ona U : O Coherence vh s

coming November, The "First International

UFO Conference" washeld in Acapulco in

April 1977 and is universally considered

to have been a complete fasco Sim ar

fears are being raised about the second
conference. UFO experts, disheartened

by It's lack of any -eal progress at the UN
and dismayed by what some view as

Grenada's exploitation of the UFO issue,'

are now seeking no sponsorship -y oiher

UN states, which have allegedly ex-

pressed vague stirrings of interest, The

secret hope is that France will sponsor a

new resolution, but more realistic

observers regard Bulgaria or Nepal as the

likely choice.

(Next month Omni w II present a UFO
pictorial based on the UN presentation.).

There, is one famous story about the UN
.and UFOs, and it comes courtesy of the

mainoffice of the UFO Education Center

(UFOEC) in Valley Center, California (near

Mount Palomar Observatory). Center

director Charlotte Blob once boasted

of having Iwo branch offices, one in

Appelon. Wisconsin, and one in

Guadalajara, Mexico.

According to UFOEC, a 1 80-meter

(600-foot) diam-ie' soaceohip settled over

a small mountain near Guadalajara in

October 1976, causing widespread

electrical failures. Soon after (he sighting,

a being who claimed to be a pilot from the

spaceship appeared at a local doctor's

clinic, seeking an examination.

"I was/shocked at the aopearaxeoi me
being," the doctor later testified. "His

features were the same as a regular

human's, but his skin was as white, as milk.

He insisted that humans on this planet

were very tow on the scale of evolutionary

development,"

Later tie ohyslclan (elsewhere

identified only as "Doctor Diaz") was
brought to Nev« York by officials of the

UFOEC. A meeting was arranged at the

United Nations, at which Diaz was
introduced to Ambassador Francis

Redhead of Grenada and to a

representative of the UN's Technology

Applications Section. Somebody then

'eaked the story to svnpssi ieiio newsmen.
"I OP .JNPRCRE INTO ^CREDIBLE ENCOUNTER
wiiH space 3e:ng ." head med i no weekly

tabloid National Star in its April 2b. 1 978

issue. The' article went on to describe how
"high-ranking United Nations officials

have |oneii lop scientists in a secret

investigation oi a startling report aooi." a

real- :; le eocoe'ile' ol ino toirc kind
"

i his story was apparently endorsed by

leading UFO experts, allno.jgn toe top

so.er.f'Sts" could nor be xlentffied.

However, overthe following months,

some disturbing rumors began to appear.

No UN probe was apparently ever

launched, and the UN official whose
politely encouraging remaps were widely

quoted as bav ng endorsee [lie sighting

refused any additional comment on it,

evidently wanting nothing, further to do
with the episode. Diaz, the "eminent

forty- live-year-old Mexican doctor" with

"impeccable credentials," turned out to be
Charlotte Blob's.husband

,
an improbable

coincidence of the first magnitude.

According to UN insiders, Diaz as much
as admitted to them that he had been
pressured into going alor.g with a publicity

stunt concocted by his wife. And
i'>enada:i si nosse; icier Redhead whose

country has been urging the UN to get into

the UFO- act, denied that the original

meeting had any official status. "Ii may
have been at the UN, but it was not

sponsored by the UN ' Redhead could not

recall who had invited him in the first place.

The most curious coincidence, of

course, was that the saucerand its pilot

had appeared in Mexico next door to the

last surviving branch of the "UFO
Fcuca: on Center '; additionally, the fact

thai trie wiinoss had sue s a doss- but

covered-up relationship with the director

of the UFOEC also tended to raise

suspicions. Whats-most significant about

the Diaz affair is that nobody in the UFO
community seems to have questioned its

authenticity— or, if they did (and many are

now claiming they were skeptical all

along), they kept their suspicions to

themselves. The tabloid press and the

UFO pulp monthlies were ie'"t to make the

most of it, which Ihey eagerly did.OO
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In
six short months, on September 28, the Space Shuttle is

scheduled tor its first launch. Next year it will begin carrying

into Earth orbit payloads for science, government, industry,

and the genera! public.

Yes, the general public. For the first time, largely through the

medium of the Small-Package Payload (commonly known as the

Get-Away Special), for only a few Thousand dollars outer space
will be within the potential grasp of just plain folks. Larger

payloads are similarly dirt cheap; in fact, one Gan charter the

entire shuttle for one flight for $30 million—less than the budget
of the movie Superman , In addition, even though the shuttle is not

designed to carry passengers, it will regularly carry nonastronaut

payload specialists—usually scientists tending projects.

But suddenly, because of the unprecedented availability of

cheap, generous payload space and the option of flying nonas-

tronauts, all kinds of unexpected people are- applying to get into

space—filmmakers desiring to shoot everything from documen-
taries to weightless romances, artists wanting to experiment with

blown-glass sculptures in the unique environment of tree-fall,

musicians-desiring to record their emotional impressions of outer

space, journalists wanting to cover the experience for posterity.

The demand, in fact, exceeds the shuttle's capacity.

And suddenly according to Jon Michael Smith, director of

marketing for the shuttle, for the iirst time the. decision makers at

NASA are faced with a remarkable dilemma: Just exactly who
should fly aboard the shuttle? Should the shuttle be open to

humanists as well as scientists? And if so, when should a poet be
given priority over a medical researcher experimenting with a

cure for cancer?

Up to this point, payloads flown in space have been chosen

because of their evident scientific, technological, or pragmatic

importance. Most. people's initial reflex might be to retain those

same priorities for the shuttle. But why -should they be retained?

First, the initial priorities were set when payload space' was
precious and launches were costly single shots. Each reusable

shuttle, however, will be treated like an airplane: flown, checked,

cleaned, and launched again and again—each time lifting a
cargo bay the size of a six-story building and capable of holding

30,000 kilograms.

Second, although our twentieth-century world runs on prag-

matic science and technology, these are by no means the be-all

of existence. Human life is enriched with stirring Homeric pas-

sages, the sweet, wordless piano notes of a Chopin polonaise,

the silent living marble of Michelangelo—absolutely none of

which is necessary for eating, sleeping, or procreating, but all

transforming- -barren existence into vibrant life. Itiseasytothinkof

the humanities and the arts as divorced from the. technological

feats of space, but perhaps the shuttle program needs the

humanities and the. arts— in order to survive.

A century ago, long after the gold had been sluiced out of the

California riverbanks, the romantic lore of fhe frontier West kept

invigorating human vision. Yet just a decade ago, the landings of

men on the moon—the most momentous and romantic adven-

tures of human history—were handled so flat-footedly after the

initial triumph of Apollo 7 7 that- by Apollo 77 much of the general

public was bored, and that boredom eventually soured to bitter-

ness as to'what ii was- all about. It would be all too easy tor the

shuttles through repetition, to become regarded as a humdrum
trucking company instead of being cloaked in the exotic mys-

tique of a freighter bound for parts unknown. Perhaps only the

sensitivity of an artist can freshly capture and sustain thai vigor.

If the shuttle should indeed welcome humanists as well as

scientists, how should we evaluate the projects? Remember, the

shuttle is built and operated by public funds—our tax dollars. It is

a large public trust. And a public trust demands—and
deserves—public return.

There are at least two components to the value of any humanis-

tic enterprise. The first is. its intrinsic worth, its quality

—

gnashingly tough id define even by peer review. The second is its

public worth—that is, its accessibility to the public both physi-

cally and conceptually. During the- first few critical years of the

shuttle's operation, it might be wise. to place particular weight on

those- projects that can be both widely disseminated-through a

major forum (be it theater, museum, recording company, or pub-

lishing house) and widely appreciated—a tricky criterion, since it

involves personal taste in judging whether something is too

esoteric or abstruse to be. of public worth. Above all—unless

after a certain indecisive, point we choose to select projects

simply by lot—any good policy should' be sufficiently flexible to

allow us just to play a hunch. —TRUDY E. BELL
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DESERT CREEP

Each year thousands o!

square miles of land are

taken over by slowly

expanding deserts. This

phenomenon of "desert

creep" is botn the effect and
the cause of droughts and
climatic changes that can
mean starvation for millions

of people.

Recently, however, two
U.S. scientists have

developed forthe.State

Department a plan to

actually reverse desert

creep in Mauritania, on the

western end of Africa's

Sahara.

Plant scientist Howard L.

Mills of Marshall University

and his colleague, engineer

Warren E. Grabau,
recommend that plant

nurseries be established in

the problem areas. The
nurseries would raise sand-

American mesquite and
cacti to sturdy Arabic gum
trees. When the plants were

large enough, they would be
arranged in vast hedgerows
in and around towns and
fertile lands. Such green

belts would be the

beginnings of naturally

expanding ecosystems and
would also serve as barriers

against the howling Ma-
haddan winds and driven

sand.

Because the recom-

mended plants would
require two years of watering

before their roots could tap

underground sources of

waler, the Maurltanians must
conserve water. One method
Mills and Grabau suggest

is to construct primitive

underground cisterns.

Another proposal is to cover

the surfaces of reservoirs

with polystyrene balls to

reduce the amount of water

i
evaporation.

-WilmaY. Whitley

Sturdy nurserv -grown pionis placed in hedgerows around fertile

lands may hold ttie key to turning the desert into anoasis.
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PLANT VACCINE

Plants can be immunized
against destructive fungi in

much the same 'way that

humans are given protection

Kuc's plants.

againsl disease—by
vaccination,

Using what he calls

"exciting new techniques,"

Dr. Joseph Kuc at the

University of Kentucky has
devised a plant vaccine that

may soon lead lo a natural

means of sate pest control

.

The plants are vaccinated

not by injection but by

spraying them with a

concoction of infectious

organisms that have been
weakened or "defused." The
vaccination causes the

plant's immune system to

release sticky substances
known as lectins that trap the

infectious organisms in

clumps on the surface of the

plant. The plant then

produces antibodies that

destroy the clumps, thus

conferring on the plant a

greater immunity to

subsequent atlacks by
virulent organisms.

Kuc and his colleagues at

the University of Kentucky's

College of Agriculture at

Lexington have already

successfully vaccinated
cucumber, watermelons,

and muskmelons in field

trials. They report that both

the immunized plants and
cuttings grown from them
remain healthy despite

applications of virulent fungi

to their leaves.

—Phyllis Wollman

WHALING RECORDS

Ironically, records of the

slaughter of whales during

the last two centuries may
prove to be the salvation of

those whales alive today. In

the meticulously drafted

logbooks and journals of the

whaling era lie data that

could indicate the size,

abundance, and age
distribution of the whale
population for 200 years.

That data, when compared
to similar estimates of today
might support the theory that

the great mammals are

indeed nearing extinction,

ihus providing a definitive

basis for a ban on whaling

by the International Whaling

Commission.

Atthe tip of this

informational iceberg is

Stuart C. Sherman,
professor of bibliography at

Brown University and author

of The Voice of the

Whaleman. Assisted by
Brown University's IBM
360/67 computer and a

grant from the Marine

Mammal Commission,



Sherman Is culminating'

some thirty years of work to

produce a bibliographic

guide to "every [whaling] log

and journal known to be in

existence."

HJf^j

Sherman displays whaling -log

and old sealaring artifacts.

Of the 13,927 voyages
known to have been made
by U.S. vessels, Sherman
has located about 4,000
logbooks and has uncov-

ered an additional 400
foreign records. He is hoping

to hear from others who
could perhaps provide some
long-forgotten journal

handed down from a

seafaring ancestor.

—William R Allman

CHEAP DRUNKS

Did you know that you
could drink yourself into a
stupor—with water?

According to physician R,

Emery, writing in [he British

Medical Journal, two female

psychopaths , encouraged
by reading a newspaper

article on water intoxication,

"promptly proceeded to

satisfy their longing for

alcoholic oblivion by these

inexpensive means." Alas,

results were less than

gratifying—and clearly

affirm the virtue of

moderation. One of the

women had to give up after

her sixteenth glass of water

because of headache. The
other one drank herself into

acoma and had to be
treated for convulsions.

This rare but-fascinating

phenomenon is known as

polydipsia (from the Greek
word oVpsa, "thirst") and is.

produced by the migration

of water from the vascular

space into the brain tissues

owing to osmotic pressure.

Polydipsia is not always

caused byoverinduigent

consumption of water. Hans
Langgard and William O.

Smith explain in the New
England Journal oi Medicine

that it more often results from

sodium depletion in the

body. Persons with renal

msuiiiciency or ihose who
work in high-temperature

conditions are thus more
susceptible to this affliction.

But for some obscure

reason, the syndrome has
most commonly been
observed in schizophrenic

patients.

Although there are few

less expensive ways of

getting drunk, the side

effects of headache, blurred

vision, ataxia, coma, and
convulsions thai often

accompany water

intoxication make it an

undesirable method of

achieving this goal. So much
lor cheap highs.

—Erica L Nargolwala

MAGNETS IN BEES

Scientists have long

suspected that birds, sharks,

and even some mud bacteria

can detect the earth's

magnetic field. Now James
Gould, a biologist at

Princeton University, thinks

he has found evidence that

bees may also have this

capability.

Past researchers.have

noted that the bee dance, the

distinct movements by an

individual in a hive thai

conveys information as to the

location of food, becomes
more accurate when the

bees are in an environment in

which the earth's magnetic

field is eliminated. They have

also observed that bees that

must dance when the hive is

turned on its side.become
disoriented at first but then

orient their dances to the four

cardinal points of the

set their.behavior to the

regular daily variations in the

earth's magnetic field.

Gould thinks that the

capability lo perform .these

behaviors may lie in the fact

that bees have been found to

contain tiny magnetic
crystals called magnetite in

their abdomens that perhaps
act as permanent magnetic

detectors that can twist with

relation to the fieldand

influence, the-animal's

behavior.

Although bees may use-

a

magnetic material to orient

themselves in space, Gould
is still a bit skeptical. "It could

easily be a gravity detector,"

he says, "or il may not be a

detector at all. It may be that

the magnetic material has

nothing to do with a detection

system".

To find out the exact rale of

magnetite in bee behavior,

the biologist has further

studies planned,

—Kenneth Jon Rose
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PLANT POLLUTION

Plants, rather than

vehicles or industry, may be

the major source of smog.

Several years ago it was

estimate summer vegetation

levels on tine basis of rainfall

the preceding two winters.

By calculating the amount
of vegetation in this manner.

ihe BAAPCD was able to

shown that plants emit

hydrocarbons which, under
appropriate conditions, may
result in photochemical

smog. However, this finding

was not widely appreciated

until recently, when the Bay
Area Air Pollution Control

District (BAAPCD) in San
Francisco revealed data
suggesting that in many
suburban as well as rural

areas, plants make a larger

contribution to measured
ozone levels (a smog
indicator) than do human
activities.

In the San Francisco Bay
area, as in much of

California, rainfall is the

primary factor limiting plant

growth. In California, most
rain falls in the winter; it is

therefore reasonable to
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show that plants accounted
for three quarters of the

year-to-year difference in

hydrocarbon levels at two

suburban monitoring

stations and for two thirds at

a station directly downwind
from Oakland and San
Francisco. They even

account for a third of the

variation in smog levels near

a major petrochemical

complex in downtown San
Francisco. Furthermore,

since plants release more
hydrocarbons on hot days

than on cool ones, it is now
clear why smog alerts

usually occur on stiflingly

hot days.

In view of these findings,

smog-control programs will

need careful revaluation.

—W A. Thomasson

WOLF SONG

When musician Paul

Winter recently performed

before a group of gray
wolves tor his new album,
Common Ground, featuring

the sounds of the humpback
whale and the African

fish-eagle, it was not just the

wolves thai were interested.

Apparently, after Winter

played several howl-like

phrases on his saxophone,
the wolves responded with

howls of their own," in the

same shape and length of

phrase and in the same key

as Winter's music.

It has been known for

some time that wolves howl

either in order to keep the

pack together or to avoid

other packs. But the howl

serves far more intricate

purposes as well. Fred

Harrington, an expert on wolf

behavior at Mount Saint

Vincent University in

Canada, believes the howls

are so specific that wolves

can tell each other apart oy

them. He also believes that

howls may express the

animals' frame of mind.

As for the wolves'

response to Winter's music,

Harrington sees some
important work coming out of

it, The structure of the howl

seems to be somehow
meaningful in wolf behavior,

and the scientist believes

that harmonics and not the

actual pitch also play an

important role in

inter-species language.

Harrington is fascinated by

one of the lemale wolves

who kept howling long after

Winter had stopped playing

and the other wolves had

stopped howling. Though he

is not altogether sure what

this means, he does offer

one explanation. Her duet

with the musician may have

been sexual in nature. She
wanted to male with him.

—K. J, R.



DIET COMPUTER

Overweight Americans
have a newally in their fight

against fat—the computer.

At Beth Israel Hospital in

Boston, a PDP-15 computer

has been playing diet

counselor for two and a half

years. In conference with

the patient, the computer

cross-examines the indi-

vidual about his general

eating and exercise habits,

diet, weight, and medical

history. These questions

appear on its cathode-ray

screen. The patient answers

by typing his responses on

the keyboard.

The computer helps the

patient analyze a typical

day's caloric intake, then

draws up a custom-made
diet plan. The computer
suggests. techniques for

behavioral control of eating

as well as ways to increase

activity and, oh completion,

generates a printed

summary for use by the

patient and nutritionists.

—Timothy Bay

FINGERPRINTS

Every individual, even an
identical twin, has his own
unique fingerprint -that

remains unchanged his

entire life span. But what
determines the pattern? Is it

due solely to factors in the

upper layer of the skin, the

epidermis, where the ridges

actually form, or sloes it

reflect an underlying pattern

in the lower skin layer, the

dermis?

Two MIT biologists,

Howard Green and Judith

Thomas, have developed a

tissue-culture method thai,

for the first time, permits

human epidermal cells to

w in the absence of other

growing cells—cells whose
growth pattern might

determine that of the

i-pirjermdi ceils grown alone
take fingerprint shape.

epidermal cells. To their

surprise, they noted that the

growing skin cells clumped
together into ridges, and the

ridges wound themselves
into whorls closely

resembling those found in

human fingerprints. This

strongly suggests that

whatever the ultimate origin

of the fingerprint pattern, its

explanation must lie in

properties of the epidermal

cells themselves.

—W A. T

"Literary intellectuals at

one pole—at the other,

scientists. . . , Between the

two a gulf of mutual

incomprehension.
"

—Charles Percy Snow, The
Two Cultures' and ihe

Scientific Revolution (1959)

SKIN FLICKS AND
EXERCISE

If you're not physically fit,

your physiological reaction

to an erotic lilrn may be
greater than that of some-
one more fit. So report

psychologists Joanne
Canton, Dolf Zillman, and
Kenneth Day in the journal

Perceptual and Motor Skills..

In an experiment involving

some sixty students,

sjbitic.ls were given ratings

of lithess based on

physiological response and
recovery alter exercise, and
then were shown an erotiG

movie. Less lit .subjects

displayed increased blood

pressure and. lower skin

temperature while the more
fi! people experienced a

lower physiological response.

The students' own
Perceptions of their arousal.

however, did not correlate

with their actual response. In

fact, the less fitthe subject,

the less accurate was his or

her awareness of the

reaction.

The implications of the

experiment reach into- Ihe

relationship between
emotional stress and
physical condition. Previous

studies have shown that a
person already aroused by
one stimulus will experience

a more intense reaction to. a
second stimulus. Noting that

the duration of arousal is

related to fitness. Dr Carter

believes; "II you are
physically less, fit and you

do something arousing

physically or emotionally, you
are more susceptible to

overreacting to a

subsequent emotional

arousal." This would imply

nal rieople.iri good physical

condition are better able to.

recover from emof iona I

stress, lending scientific

credence to the adage- 'A

sound body, a sound mind."

—W. F. A.
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NOISE AND
DEATH RATES

Two neighborhoods,

similar in socioeconomic

and age distributions bui

differing in proximity to Ihe

Los Angeles International

Airport and Ihusin

background-noise levels,

were recently studied by Dr.

William C. Meecham of the

University of California at Los

Angeles, an engineering

professor specializing in

aeroacoustics. The one
closer to the airport, he

discovered, has a 19

percent higher mortality rate

than the one farther away.

Although further analyses

are needed in order to

establish ihe reliability of the

work, Meecham's research

has been delayed until

freedom-of-information

litigation against the Los

Angeles Department of

Health restores public

access to health records,

Meanwhile, according to

Meecham, oiher research on

the incidence of disease in

areas adjacent to airports

has demonstrated greater

frequencies' of nervous

breakdown and birth detects

for those populations than for

ones in quiet areas.

Convincing, evidence

pinpointing noise as the

cause of health problems is

difficult to find. Skeptics

argue thai health problems
are related to socioeconomic

levels, a factor that has not

been ruled out in neigh-

borhood-noise studies.

Nonetheless, Meecham's
results show small but

consistent increases in

mortality rates for all

cause-of-death calegories,

and if similar mortality

patterns were found in

several major cities, the

argument that loud noise is

harmful to one's health

would gain strength.

—Phyllis Burns

Noise may be a serious hesnh r/iraa; Higher death ra

have been reported in people who live near airports.
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WEATHER
ARCHAEOLOGY

Thompson Webb is not a

conventional weatherman.

He doesn't predict the

i-oss'i pollen holds clues of past

climatic changes.

future. Rather, he is

concerned with recon-

structing the past by
analyzing fossil pollen

embedded in lake sediment.

The dustlike pollen grains

accumulate by the tens of

thousands' per square

centimeter in lake beds,

growing an average of one
meter deep every 1 ,000

years. Since the composition

of the pollen reflects that of

the local vegetation, Webb,
an associate professor of

geology at Brown University,

has been able to piece

together climatic changes
over the 1 1 ,000-year period

since the last ice age.

J, Christopher Bernabo, a

fellow with the American
Geophysical Union, has
worked intimately with Webb

on a climatic study of the

Great Lakes region and New
England. The result of their

work is a series of maps that

show rapid changes
(geologically speaking) in

the climate of North

America.
For 4,000 years afterthe

retreat of the glaciers, the

spruce, or Boreal forest, that

is now found in southern

Canada also retreated from

a position well south of the

Great Lakes and was
gradually replaced by oak
and pine—an indication of a

warming trend. About 7.000
years ago, however, the

warming ceased, and the

spruce began a slow

advancement on their former

frontier. If this cooling trend

continues, the spruce may
eventually return to areas

where soybean and corn are

now growing.

Like most people who deal

with the weather, Webb is

cautious about predicting

the future. "In the short

term," he says, "our data

indicate only lhat things will

vary. We don't have the

knowledge to predict

long-term trends, but we
should perhaps con-

sider decelerating our

industrial-growth rate until

we better understand the

consequences of our

actions."

— W. FA.

"Science is built up with

facts, as a house is with

stones. But a collection of

facts is no more a science

than a heap of stones is a

house."
—Juies Henri Poincare, La
Science et I'Hypothese

(1908)



ELECTRONIC MAIL

Although electronic mall

originated 130 years ago.

with the invention ol the

telegraph, it is doubtful that

in 1845, Samuel Morse
envisioned today's elec-

tronic message system

(EMS), in which messages
are stored and forwarded

from one city to another via

computer. With EMS, it is

now .possible to convert data

into digital form and transmit

it from terminal io computer
to terminal (final 'destination)

in seconds using telephone
lines.

Sender and recipient do

not have to be present at the

same time to communicate
by using EMS In addition,

rapid and reliable service is

guaranteed—not always the

case with the postal service.

President Carter and
Vice-President Mondale first

employed EMSin 1976 to

coordinate their election

campaign; now it is being

used on an experimental

basis in the executive office

of the president to enhance
the decision-making

process.

A more sophisticated EMS
experiment is being

conducted by the U,S;

Postal Service, in which a

message will be sent via

satellite from one room to

another in a Washington

laboratory. If experimental

trials are successful, EMS
antennas beaming signals

via satellites may soon
become as ubiquitous as

rooftop tv.aerials.

The cost of sending an
electronic message from

Washington, DC, to

London, England, is

estimated at $18,

In only five years, some 25

billion pieces of mail, or one
quarter of today's mail

volume, could be delivered

electronically.

—Pender M. McCarter

BABY DINOSAURS

The discovery sent shock
waves Ihrough the scientific

community. For years, it.was

assumed that dinosaurs did

|usl ninety meters away from

the nest. Homer found the

remains of an adult duckbill

nine meters, long, Now
Horner is putting the pieces

together to determine what

The Intelsat 1V-A satellite thai will soon be used for Va

and low-speed, electronic mail messages .overseas.

little to help in the upbringing

of their young. But then John
curator

ity's

nest

nosaurs,

giving support-to the theory

that someof these reptiles

may have cared for their

offspring in a way similar to

that of modern-day birds.

The nest, discovered at

the edge of a Montana
prairie ninety-seven"

kilometers west of Great

Falls, contained.the

fragmented fossils of fifteen

baby duckbills and their

eggshells that had been
buried in the plain some 75
million years ago.

By itself, it was a

paleontologist's dream. Yet,

zh.biu liiKsti (in nana) witn mi

relation Ine adult had with

the young. It is theorized by

many that the duckbill lived

by the water, but Horner

goes one step further. "It

appears that the

environment that they were
raised in was different from

the one they matured in.

They were raised in amore
upland area as opposed to

living later In life in a more
near-marine- situation."

As for the relation of ine

young to their mother, Horner

thinks that'they were quite

like .the ducks of today:

"They were probably ready

to get right up out of ihe nest

with Ihe mother and go for

walks, rather than sitting. In

the nest and having ihe

parent bring ihem food."

—K. J. R,
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ELECTRONIC
MOUSETRAPS

Many claims have

surrounded new electronic

devices on [he market for

eradicating common
household pests such as

Valley, California. On finding

that the devices had no

effect on rodents, the

agency banned their sale in

March of last year.

But the repelling capa-

bility of these devices is

far from a settled issue. One

Mousetraps may become obsolete if other rodents have the same
stressful reaction to high-frequency noise as the rat above.

of Mira's customers, the U.S.cockroaches, termites, rats,

and mice. These products

emit ultrahigh frequencies,

far too high to be humanly
audible, thai purportedly

"repel," "stress," and
"disorient" vermin while not

affecting domestic animals

and game. To date, the profit

from sales of these devices

has produced at least one

millionaire. One company
reports having sold 1 2,000

electromagnetic repellers at

$350to$1 ,000 each.

The Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA)

recently investigated the

claims made on two models

of electromagnetic devices

put out by Mira Manu-
facturing Company in Pine
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Marine Base at Camp
Pendleton, reports using two

of Mira's devices to clear a

four-hectare parade field of

gophers. A San Diego
chicken farmer said the

device cleared the farm of

1 0,000 mice, which were
bothering his chickens,

within four or five days.

To find out whether the

nation's most prevalent

pests are really disturbed

by alterations in their

electromagnetic iield, the

EPA has awarded five

nationwide grants to

universities for conducting

tests on a variety of devices

sold under different brand

names.

CHOLESTEROL
RECONSIDERED

A new test is available to

the public that may take

some of the worry out of the

word cholesterol and bring

eggs, shellfish, and liquor

back into the diet.

In contrast to conventional

determinations of cholesterol

levels, which indicate only

the total amount of cho-

lesterol present in the

blood, this test gives values

for the amount of high-

density lipoproteins

(HDL) present.

HDL, one of several

particles which transport

cholesterol in the blood, has
been found in high levels in

people—particularly

women—who are con-

sidered to have a low risk

of coronary attack. This

correlation has led some
doctors to believe that HDL
helps remove cholesterol

from the arteries, choles-

terol deposited there by

low-density lipoproteins

(LDL), a far more dangerous

type of carrier. It is the

cholesterol from LDL that

tends to accumulate in the

arteries and can lead to

heart disease. The female
hormone, estrogen,

increases the blood level of

HDL. There are only two

other things known to

increase HDL: exercise and
moderate drinking.

According to Dr. Peter

Herbert at Rhode Island's

Miriam Hospital, there is no

such thing as "good" or

"bad" cholesterol. It is

present in every eel! in the

body and is produced and
regulated in the liver.

Contrary to the advice of

organizations such as the

American Heart Association,

Dr Herbert believes that a
reduction in the diet of

cholesterol- 1aden foods

such as eggs and shellfish is

of little benefit. "The liver

controls the cholesterol

level," he says. "If the diet

does not supply enough, the

liver will simply produce
more."

What is dangerous, it

seems, is an excessive
intake of foods containing

great amounts of saturated

fat, such as whole milk,

butter, lard, and tatty meats.

This can lead to a high level

of LDL.

With this test, people
previously considered prone

to heart attacks may be
shown to be at low risk.

—W F. A.



TICKET
TOSB\CE

By the 1990s a trip to an orbiting

resort may cost the same
as a cruise on the Queen Elizabeth I

BYG. HARRY STINE

HI ere the old and ihe new
mingle," the travelogue narrator intones majestically. "People
traveling to far-otf and unusual places for whatever reason
compels them—vanity, boredom, to get away from it all, or just

to see and experience something new—that's the old of

space travel. The new factor is space itself—the sensation oi

weightlessness that you cannot obtain anywhere else and the

overwhelming vista of planet Earth sliding past the window.

So. as the space station sinks slowly in the West ..."

Yes. it can come to pass some day, and not that far in the

future. You may indeed be able to buy a ticket to tly to a space
station or space resort in Earth orbit tor a price you can aiford.

Your children will almost certainly be able to do so.

But don't stand in line to buy your ticket yet. As a matter of

fact, don't write to NASA about it. Even though NASA has the
Space Shuttle, such things as commuter services and group
tours to orbit are not in the NASA "mission model."

True, the Space Shuttle promises regular flights to Earth

orbit and back every week, provided the government's Office

of Management and Budget or the General Accounting Office

does not decide in its infinite technical wisdom that the Space
Shuttle isn't cost-effective, causing NASA to store the Space
Shuttle orbiters in a hangar somewhere like the Hughes
Spruce Goose. Even if everything goes according to NASA
plans, you probably couldn't afford a ticket to orbit on the
Space Shuttle even if you could purchase one.

In fact, the majority of us could not afford the price even if we
mortgaged everything we own. The Space Shuttle was sup-
posed to be an inexpensive way to get into orbit, when the

system was originally designed more than a decade ago, but



6 NASA has arrived at

a preliminary figure of

$2 1,000,000 for a •

Space Shuttle flights

political compromises resulted in technical

trade -of(s that raised shuttle costs by at

least a factor of three, even taking inflation

into account. Remember that an elephant,

after all, is a mouse built to government
specifications.

NASA has arrived at a preliminary figure

oi $21,000,000 lor a Space Shuttle (light,

basically by adding up the cost of all the

solid and liquid racket prapellants con-

sumed, the costs of the expendable items

such as the big external tank, the man-
power costs of the crew and the ground
personnel, and the pro rata share ol the

total research-and-development costs of

the entire program spread out over the

100-flight lifetime of each Space Shuttle

orbiter. A cost analysis indicates that NASA
may also be adding in a lot of "overhead,"

including the salaries of nearly all NASA
employees. For a 30.000-kilogram pay-

load, this amounts to about $700 per kilo-

gram If a passenger is considered to weigh

seventy-five kilograms, in accordance with

standard commercial-airline practice, this

makes a ticket worth about $55,000. There
may be other costs involved, too— life-

support consumables, on-orbit power or

utilities costs, and radio-communications

charges, all of which would make your

monthly home utility and telephone bills

look minuscule in comparison.

But ail of that really doesn't make any
difterence, because nobody can buy a

Space Shuttle ticket at any price. For one
thing, the shuttle has not been certificated

by the Federal Aviation Administration

(FAA). Everything that flies in the air in the

United States ol America carrying one or

more passengers must possess a "certifi-

cate of airworthiness" issued by the FAA
when the particular (lying machine is built.

The FAA and NASA got together on this for

the Space Shuttle some years back, and
NASA managed to convince the FAA that

the Space Shuttle was not an airplane,

would not be carrying passengers for hire,

and therefore did not need to be certifi-

cated. Although this is not 100 percent cor-

rect, the FAA bought it. II gave the FAA a

convenient and easy way out. because
they didn't have the foggiest notion how to

Cutaway of NASA's Space Shuttle Orbiter (right)

shows Spacelab, center section, a multipurpose

laboratory that will enable scientists to expea -

men! in the gravity-lree environment ol space.



test a spaceship ir order i.o issue it a certifi-

cate oi airworthiness. In the not too distant

future, however, the FAA is going to have to

figure out how to certify a spaceship like

the Space Shuttle or suffer the ignoble bu-

reaucratic shame of abrogating jurisdiction

over spaceships,

It is indeed a problem, however, because

there is a market for flights into space; and

as technology progresses, there will be a

response to this market desire. Back in

1 952, the Hayden Planetarium of the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History in New York

began signing up people who wanted to

buy a ticket to go io the moon. It was an

excellent publicity gimmick, but the

Hayden Planetarium was. totally unpre-

pared for the aoluge- ol requests that came
in from all over the world. They still get re-

quests even today, more than a quarter of a

century later.

If there is a market out there, how many
people would like to take a ride into orbit

and back? Can these people be charac-

terized? And what would Ihey be willing to

pay for going on such a trip? This is a job for

market research, and some pretty solid

numbers can be generated. Furthermore,

these numbers are reasonably reliable now

and, will become more firm in the future.

Since space tourism doesn't exist yet, we
have to look at current tourism and travel

data. From this, we may be able to derive

some information by analogy.

Obviously, the first assumption that can

be made is that space travel is going to be

expensive. "Expensive" is a relative term

whose magnitude changes with time. Au-

tomobiles and airplanes were once afford-

able-only by very, very wealthy people . .

.

until Henry Ford anci William Piper got busy.

The most expensive form of travel today

is overseas travel. In 1972, there were

6,790,000 Americans who traveled over-

seas, a respectable 3.39 percent of the

population. Of these, 73,000 people went

overseas the expensive way—by oceango-

ing ships. Total expenditure for oceangoing

travel in 1972 was $7,716,000, an average

of $1136.38 per person in 1972 dollars.

This is a surprisingly large market both in

dollar volume and in number of people.

Obviously, there' are more than 50,000

people in the United States who are willing

to spend more than $1 ,000 every year just

to do something different and to go some-

where for fun. They are not necessarily

members of the jel set, but have upper-

middle-class or upper-class incomes. We
should hot use the jet set as a characteris-

tic market, although the jet set may indeed

latch onto space travel as an in-thing to do
once it becomes available. A much more

reliable market analogue is the oceango-
ing-cruise market, which is roughly 50,000

people per year willing to spend from

$1,000 to $5,000 for atrip.

We are comparing apples and oranges,

however. Oceangoing travel is based upon

distance and time. Space travel is based

upon dollars per kilogram. Distance means
very little in space travel, although time may

be a factor. We can reconcile apples and

oranges here by looking at two analogous

markets. The first of these is airline trans-

portation and the historical development oi

the commercial-airline travel market. We
can use it to determine the lower limit of the

space-travel market.

In 1935, the airlines put the first commer-

cially and economical y 'easible airplane,

the Douglas DC-3, into.service and began
to make money hauling people rather than

mail. Air-travel costs were 22.4 cents per

mile in 1976 dollars. Today air travel costs

have dropped as low as 8 cents per mile"

and probably will go even lower with airline

deregulation. Air terminals are now as busy

as railroad stations used to be. To make a

sound apples-to-oranges conversion, con-

sider a flight halfway around the world

—

New York City to Sydney, Australia—which

consumes about the same amount of en-

ergy as a trip into orbit and which costs

roughly $1,000 one way. In space-travel

terminology, considering the average sev-

enty-five-kilogram passenger, this airline

trip works out to $12.94 per kilogram one

way and $25.88 per kilogram round trip. So
there is a market for travel at $20 per kilo-

gram. It exists, it is proven, it is very large,

and it is expanding.

The other end of Ihe scale is the round-

the-world trip on an oceangoing ship. The
lower-limit cost of going around the world

on the H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth It runs

about $4,000, give or take a tew hundred

bucks. In space-travel terminology, Ihis

works out to $50 per kilogram. So there is

also a market for travel al $50 per kilogram, >

albeit a smaller market.

These numbers tell us Ihis: (a) If costs

can be brought down to $50 per kilogram in

1 978 dollars, there is a market for perhaps

5,000 people per year; (b) if costs can be

brought down to $20 per kilogram, there is

a potential market for about 50,000 people

per year. These numbers are based upon

current overseas-travel data and are in

constant 1978 dollars.

This does not sound like a very big mar-

ket, even at $20 per kilogram, until one
looks more closely at it. We are talking

about a ticket price of $1,700 paid by

50,000 people per year. That amounts to a

gross revenue from ticket sales alone of

$85,000,000 per year. It means putting 8.5

million pounds of payload into orbit per

year. Putting 50,000 people per year into

orbit means 962 people per week or 137

people per day I

Today, when we are used to putting two,

three, or even seven people into orbit at a

time, usually months apart, this sounds like

an incredible possibility. But please don't

lose perspective. In 1926, when the Kelly

Bill was passed and the transportation of

air mail was taken from the Post Office (who

had their own mail planes) and given to

commercial operators under contract, a

milestone that marks the beginning of Ihe

commercial-airline system of the United

States, a grand total of 5,782 airline pas-

sengers was flown. By 1934, this had risen

CONTIVJlDONPAGEIIB





UNACCOMPANIED
SONATA

He was an artist, so he

had to be kept under close control

BY ORSON SCOTT CARD

hen Christian Haroldsen was six months

oid. preliminary tests showed a predis-

position toward rhythm and a keen

awareness of pitch. There were other tests, of

course, and many possible routes still open to

him. But rhythm and pitch were the governing

signs of his own private zodiac, and already the

reinforcement began. Mr. and Mrs. Haroldsen

were provided with tapes of many kinds of sound

and instructed to play them constantly, whether

Christian was awake or asleep.

When Christian Haroldsen was two years old,

his seventh battery of tests pinpointed the path he

would inevitably follow. His creativity was excep-

tional; his curiosity, insatiable; his understanding

of music, so intense that on top of all the tests was
written "Prodigy."

Prodigy was the word that took him from his

parents' home to a house in deep deciduous

forest where winter was savage and violent and

summer, a brief, desperate eruption of green. He
grew up, cared for by unsinging servants, and the

only music he was allowed to hear was bird song

and wind song and the crackling of winter wood;

thunder and the faint cry of golden leaves as they

broke free and tumbled to the earth; rain on the

roof and the drip of water from icicles; the chatter

of squirrels and the deep silence ot snow falling

on a moonless night.

These sounds were Christian's only conscious

music. He grew up with the symphonies of his

early years only distant and impossible-to-retrieve

memories. And so he learned to hear music in

unmusical things—for he had to find music, even

when there was none to find.

He found that colors made sounds in his mind:

Sunlight in summer was a blaring chord; moon-

light in winter, a thin, mournful wail; new green in

spring, a low murmur in almost (but not quite)

random rhythms; the flash ot a red fox in the

PAINTING BY EVELYN TAYLOR



leaves, a gasp of sudden startlement.

And he learned to play all those sourrds

on his Instrument In the world were violins,

trumpets, and clarinets, as there had been

for centuries. Christian knew nothing of

that. Only his Instrument was available. It

was enough.

Christian lived in one room in his house,

which he had to himself most of the time.

He had a bed (not too soft), a. chair and

table, a silent machine thai cleaned him

and his clothing, and an electric light.

The other room contained only his In-

strument. It was a console with many keys

and strips and levers and bars, and when
he touched any part of it, a sound came
out. Every key made a different sound;

every point on the strips made a different

pitch; every lever modified the tone; every

bar altered the structure of the sound.

When he first came to the house, Chris-

tian played (as children will) with the In-

strument, making strange and funny

noises. It was his only playmate; he learned

it well, could produce any sound he wanted

to. At first he delighted in loud, blaring

tones. Later he began to learn the pleasure

of silences and rhythms. And soon he

began to play with soft and loud and to play

two sounds at once and to change those

two sounds together to make a new sound

and to play again a sequence of sounds he

had played before.

Gradually, the sounds of the forest out-

side his house found their way into the

music he played. He learned to make
winds sing through his Instrument; he

learned to make summer one of the songs

he could play at will. Green with its infinite

variations was his most subtle harmony; the

birds cried out from his Instrument with all

the passion of Christian's loneliness.

And the word spread to the licensed Lis-

teners:

"There's a new sound north of here, east

of here: Christian Haroldsen, and he'll tear

out your heart with his songs,"

The Listeners came, a few to whom vari-

ety was everything first, then those to whom
novelty and vogue mattered most, and at

last those who valued beauty and passion

above everything else. They came and

stayed out in Christian's woods and lis-

tened as his music was played through

perfect speakers on the roof of his house.

When the music stopped and Christian

came out of his house, he could see the

Listeners moving away He asked and was
told why they came; he marveled that the

things he did for love on his Instrument

could be of interest to other people.

He felt, strangely, even more lonely to

know that he could sing to the Listeners

and yet never be able to hear their songs.

"But they have no songs," said the

woman who came to bring him food every

day. "They are Listeners. You are a Maker.

You have songs, and they listen."

"Why?" asked Christian, innocently.

The woman looked puzzled. "Because

that's what they want most to do. They've

been tested, and they are happiest as Lis-
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teners. You are happiesi as a Maker. Aren't

you happy''"

-Yes," Christian answered, and he was
telling the truth. HisTife was perfect, and he

wouldn't change anything, not even the

sweet sadness of the backs of the Listen-

ers as they walked away at the end of his

songs.

Christian was seven years old.

FIRST MOVEMENT
For the third time the short man with

glasses and a strangely inappropriate

mustache dared to wait in the underbrush

for Christian to come out. For the third time

he was overcome by the beauty of the song

that had just ended, a mournful symphony
that made the short man with glasses feel

the pressure of the leaves above him, even

though itwas summer and they had months
left betore they would fall. The fall was still

inevitable, said Christian's song; through

all their life the leaves hold within them the

power to die, and that must color their life.

6'Tou have broken the law. You

were put here because

you were a genius, creating

new things with only
' nature for your inspiration.

Now . . . you're

derivative. . . . You'll have

to ieave."^

The short man with glasses wept—but

when the song ended and the other Listen-

ers moved away, he hid in the brush and

waited.

This time his wait was rewarded. Chris-

tian came out of his house, walked among
the trees, and came toward where the short

man with glasses waited. The man admired

the easy, unpostured way that Christian

walked. The composer looked to be about

thirty, yet there was something childish in

the way he looked around him, the way his

walk was aimless and prone to stop so he

would just touch (and not break) a fallen

twig with his bare toes.

"Christian," said the short man with

glasses.

Christian turned, startled. In all these

years, no Listener had ever spoken to him.

It was lorbidden. Christian knew the law.

"It's forbidden," Christian said.

"Here," the short man with glasses said,

holding out a small black object.

"What is it?"

The short man grimaced. "Just take it.

Push the button and it plays."

"Plays?"

-"Music."

Christian's eyes opened wide. "But that's

forbidden. 1 can't have my creativity pol-

luted by hearing other musicians' work.

That would make me imitative and deriva-

tive, instead of original."

"Reciting," the man said. "You're just re-

citing that. This_is Bach's music." There

was reverence in his voice.

"I can't," Christian said.

And then the short man shook his head.

"You don't know. You don't know what you're

missing. But I heard it in your song when I

came here years ago, Christian. You want

this."

"It's forbidden," Christian answered, for

to him the very fact that a man who knew an

act was forbidden still wanted to perform it

was astounding, and he couldn't get past

the novelty of it to realize that some action

was expected of him.

There were footsteps, and words being

spoken in the distance, and the short man's

face became frightened. He ran at Chris- I

tian, forced the recorder into his hands,

then took off toward the gate of the pre-

serve.

Christian took the recorder and held it in

a spot of sunlight coming through the

leaves. It gleamed dully. "Bach," Christian

said. Then, "Who the hell is Bach?"

But he didn't throw the recorder down.

Nor did he give the recorder to the woman
who came to ask him what the short man
with glasses had stayed for. "He stayed for

at least ten minutes."

"I only saw him for thirty seconds," Chris-

tian answered.
'And?"

"He wanted me to hear some other

music. He had a recorder."

"Did he give it to you?"

"No," Christian said. "Doesn't he still

have it?"

"He must have dropped it in the woods."

"He said it was Bach."

"It's forbidden. That's all you need to

know. If you should find the recorder. Chris-

tian, you know the law"

"I'll give it to you."

She looked at him carefully. "You know
what would happen if you listened to such a

thing."

Christian nodded.
"Very well. We'll be looking for it, too. I'll

see you tomorrow, Christian. And next time

somebody stays after, don't talk to him. Just

come back in and lock the doors."

"I'll do that," Christian said.

There was a summer rainstorm that

night, wind and rain and thunder, and
Christian found that he could not sleep. Not

because of the music of the weather—he'd

slept through a thousand such storms. It

was the recorder that lay against the wall

behind the Instrument. Christian had lived

for nearly thirty years surrounded only by

this wild, beautiful place and the music he

himself made. But now . .

.

Now he could not stop wondering. Who
was Bach? Who is Bach? What is his

music? How is it different from mine? Has

he discovered things that I don't know?
CON I Ir-JUtD ON PAGE 120
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EINSTEIN'S LEGACY
Electric eyes, lasers, invisible molecules, solar cells—mere by-

products of his goal of completely understanding the universe

BY ROBERT L. FORWARD

Ibert Einstein was born 100 years ago

this month There was no indication at the time that the few kilograms of gray matter in

the mewling infant would ignite into an intellectual rocket whose mighty blast would

shake the very ioundations of physics and illumine the farthest reaches of space and

time.

Most people are aware that Einstein had something to do with the invention ot

nuclear energy, because of his famous equation E = mc2 (one ot the few equations you

will find in newspapers). Others may know of his special theory of relativity, which

brought us the famous twin-astronaut paradox, or of his general theory of relativity, in

which curved space replaces the more familiar notion of gravitation. Any one of these

would have guaranteed his place in history, but Einstein contributed far more to our

understanding of the physical world.

Indeed, Einstein's Nobel Prize was not awarded for either one of his relativity

theories—the Nobel Committee thought them too speculative at the time. Rather,

Emslein won the prize for explaining the operation of electric eyes, those gadgets that

sit in the doorways of small shops and ring bells or open doors when you approach.

The eminent physicist began his professional career by publishing an amazing

series of four scientihc papers in 1905. Barely twenty-six years old— before he had

obtained his Ph.D.—Einstein explained the photoelectric effect, calculated the dimen-

sions of invisible molecules, demonstrated the existence of a fundamental limit to the

sensitivity of any signal detector, and in 9.000 words outlined the entire special theory

o' relativity.

Now, 100 years after his birth, we see evidence of Einstein's contributions all around

us. His theories of atomic noise have taught electrical engineers how to develop more

sensitive FM stereo receivers. Nuclear-power planls demonstrate Einstein's ideas for

converting mass into energy His laws of light have given us the laser, now used to cut
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iEinstein showed that light

does not exist in waves but rather

as bundles of

wave energy called photons
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men's suiis, line up tunnel bores, and read

videodiscs. Weather and communication

satellites in orbit cells above us are pow-
ered by Einstein photoelectrons from solar

cells, while scientists search the heavens

(or Einstein-begotten black holes using ul-

trasensitive Einstein masers and detectors

of Einstein gravitational waves.

His body may be dead, but the products

of Einstein's brain are alive and well. Those

insights are the very tools we shall use to

explore the future.

Imagine it is 2079—the two-hundredth

anniversary of Einstein's birth. New con-

stellations sprinkle the sky—dotted chains

of gigantic solar-power stations in syn-

chronous orbit. They deploy novel types of

solar cells consisting of thin, layered photo-

sensitive material, carefully designed to

extract maximum energy in accordance
with Einstein's photoelectric equations.

This energy is converted into powerful

beams of light by laser arrays using Ein-

stein's laws for stimulated emission of radi-

ation. Some laser light is sent down to

power aircraft, ships, and electric-conver-

sion stations on the earth's surface. Other

beams shoot outward, impinging upon the

billowing light saiis of interplanetary

freighters and interstellar spacecraft.

Radio messages from deep-space
probes, red-shifted by the velocity effects

of Einstein's special relativity theory, are

picked up by new receivers, using the

latest low-noise maser techniques. Except

for deep-space work, however, radio-

communication systems on Earth are be-

coming obsolete. New gravitational -wave

transmitters now allow direct point-to-point

communication anywhere on Earth. Anoth-

er Einsteinian equation!

Out in the asteroid belt, scientists are

playing with a miniature black hole they

found trapped in the center of an asteroid.

By applying the theory of gravity they will

soon learn how to convert a scientific

curiosity into a highly efficient power plant

that can use any form of matter as fuel.

As we look around us in the year 2079,

Einstein's legacy remains all-pervasive. We
will continue to reap the benefits from that

intelligence for centuries to come.

Now, go back in time. Seventy-five years

ago: Einstein is -twenty-five and has jus!

finished his college education in Switzer-

land. The normal procedure for a new
graduate is to obtain employment as an

assistant to a former professor. In this shel-
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tered first job, the new graduate can gain

experience while carrying out research,

publishing papers, or writing a Ph.D. dis-

sertation. However, Einstein was a scientific

ugly duckling. Although all of his cohorts

obtained positions in the school, no one
wanted Einstein.

But then, young Albert himself may have

been partly to blame. Einstein knew he was
smarter than all ot his contemporaries and
his professors. Being a brash young man,

he did not disguise this fact, did not even

bother to attend many of his classes. He
preferred to read scientific journals by him-

self in his room. Later, just before an exam,

he would read over the class notes of his

friends. The response of Albert's profes-

sors was understandable. Why should they

go out of their way to accommodate a

smart aleck who considered himself above

coming to class?

Einstein's former teachers neither want-

ed him nor were willing to give him a strong

recommendation. As a result, the young

genius was unable to obtain a position at

any university. Finally, through family

friends, he found a job as a patent exam-

iner (second-class). Traditionally a position

for lesser mentalities, the job in the patent

office turned out to be beneficial tor Ein-

stein. His work consisted of examining pat-

ent applications and extracting from the

confused writing of the inventor the es-

sence of the invention. From this he learned

to peel back the surface of a physical con-

cept and arrive at the principles underlying

the idea. He would later use this ability to

ask similarly penetrating questions of na-

ture. The patent office also taught Einstein

how to express complex scientific and en-

gineering concepts in clear language (he

often rewrote applications for the inventor),

an ability that can be seen in all his writings.

The patent office gave Einstein sufficient

money to live on and eight hours a day and
weekends free to spend thinking about

physics. It was during these off-hours that

he developed the ideas that were later to

shake the world.

Although automatic door openers had

not even been invented in 1905, the basic

concept was under study in many physics

laboratories. Physicists were investigating

what they called the "photoelectric effect."

It was found that when a light beam fell

upon certain metals, particles of electricity

called electrons, were emitted. It these

electrons came flying off the surface, the

material was called photoemissive . If the

electrons stayed in the material, as they do

in solar cells, the material was called

photovoltaic, for under the influence of the

light, a voltage would appear across the

photovoltaic material, turning it into a minia-

ture battery.

However, there were features to the be-

havior of these devices that made no sense

to physicists of that time. They knew thai to

knock the electrons loose from the metal

required energy. It was obvious that the

light beam supplied the energy. By using

more light in the beam, they reasoned, they

could generate more energy. With more en-

ergy being put into the material, the elec-

trons would come flying out at higher

speeds. But it didn't work that way.

If you used a beam of green light, scien-

tists eventually discovered, all the electrons

came out at the same speed. If you

changed the color to blue or ultraviolet

without changing the intensity, there would

be fewer electrons, but they would come
out at higher speeds. If you increased the

intensity of the beam, the speed of the emit-

ted electrons would stay the same, but the

number of electrons would increase.

Two other features were even more puz-

zling. If you changed the color of the light

beam more and more toward the red end of

the spectrum, the electrons would come
out with slower and slower speeds, until at

some color in the deep red or infrared spec-



<mAII it took to invent the laser was

some understanding of

Einstein's ideas on stimulated

emission of radiation.^

trum, no electrons would be emitted at all,

regardless of how much energy there was
In the beam. If you decreased the intensity

of a green beam until the energy in the

beam was so low that only one electron was
emitted every second, and then spread the

beam over a meter-wide plate of material

so that any portion of the plate received

only a small fraction of the total energy

needed to emit an electron, you found that

still one electron would be emitted every

second!

None of this made sense to the experi-

mentalists of that time, who still visualized

light as a wave. Some theorists were on the

right track, especially Planck, who pro-

posed that nature acted by using "quanta"

of energy. But it was the young, unknown
Einstein who explained everything and
started the field of quantum mechanics

with his paper on the photoelectric effect.

Einstein showed that light does not con-

sist of continuous waves, nor of small, hard

particles. Instead, it exists as bundles of

wave energy called photons. Each photon

has an energy that corresponds to the fre-

quency of the waves in the .bundle. The

higher the frequency (the bluer the color),

the greater the energy carried by that bun-

dle. Instead of spreading out as it travels,

as an ordinary wave would, the waves in a

photon stay bunched together. When the

photon hits the photoelectric surface, all of

its energy is delivered to one place. Using

these very novel concepts, Einstein was
able not only to explain the behavior of

photoelectricity but also to give mathemat-

ical formulas that others could use to calcu-

late other features of the behavior of light.

His ability to observe nature and cor-

rectly deduce the sometimes very bizarre

behavior of the physical world made Ein-

stein a Natural Philosopher Those insights

alone would have been a great contribu-

tion. However, Einstein went even further.

He was able to translate his insights into the

cold, rigid, logical system of thought we
call mathematics. Once the beautiful ideas

were in that form, they could then be ma-

nipulated by ordinary people and their cal-

culating machines. "

The next two 1905 papers by Einstein

were on the theory of atoms and molecules

and their behavior. There were still many
scientists in 1905 who did not believe in

atoms or molecules! Matter to them was a

continuous but porous substance, and
heat was a weightless fluid that moved

through the pores. Einstein, with his unique
insight, observed that a solid melted into a

liquid, The liquid then evaporated into a

gas. The gas then behaved like a collection

of small particles or molecules that

bounced around in the otherwise empty
space of a container holding the gas. When
you changed the volume or the tempera-
ture of the container, the pressure of the gas
would change by a simple law that had
been deduced from empirical facts many
decades before by the inventors of steam
engines.

Einstein took these pieces of ideas and
put them together into a coherent picture of

all matter consisting of tiny, indivisible

atoms or molecules. Heat to Einstein was
just the random motion or vibration of'-those

atoms exchanging energy according to the

mathematical laws that Einstein had previ-

ously worked out for photons. In a mathe-

matical tour de force, he concluded one

paper by calculating the size of the invisi-

ble niolecules! (According to Einstein's

1 905 calculations, the diameter of a sugar

molecule is 9,8 angstroms, or about a bil-

lionth of a meter.)

in a third paper, Einstein used his new
knowledge of atoms to explain a puzzling

microscopic phenomenon. In the earliest

days of the compound microscope; nearly

fifty years before Einstein was born, the

botanist Robert Brown had found that tiny

grains ot pollen floating in a drop of water

never stopped moving!

Normally, you might expect that when
you slipped a freshly prepared slide under

a microscope, the water would swirl around

and the pollen grains would move along

with the tide. After a while, friction would

slow the motion, and eventually the water

and pollen would come to a stop. But it was
found that even though one waited a very

long time—one experimenter waited a
whole year between peeks—the motion of

the pollen never stopped. It was as if the

pollen had an inexhaustible supply of en-

ergy.

Einstein explained this "Brownian mo-
tion" by demonstrating that the continuous

random motion of the pollen grains was
caused by heat in the water. Heat was not

an invisible-, weightless fluid but rather the

rapid motion of each of the tiny water

molecules rushing back and forth, bounc-

ing olf each other and the pollen grain,

exchanging energy in a random way with

each collision (but never, never losing en-

ergy), The energy was always con-
served—as motion of one particle or

another. "Friction" did not exist at the

atomic level.

Although the water molecules were

thousands of times smaller than the pollen,

there were a lot of them. At any one instant

there would be 1 00 million water molecules

bouncing oif one side of a pollen grain and

100 million (plus or minus 10,000) mole-

cules bouncing off the other side. Although

one water molecule could not budge a pol-

len grain, the pushes from the random
10,000-molecule differences could move
the grain far enough for one to see it move
under the microscope.

Again. Einstein not only explained a

puzzling phenomenon but wrote down a

mathematical equation that described it.

The equation predicted that the size of the

jumps made by the pollen grain would in-

crease as the grain was made smaller, the

liquid less viscous, and the temperature

greater. All of these premises were verified

by experiment. The same formula, with

suitable modifications, is used today to ex-

plain noise in radar, radio, and telephone

systems. It shows us that at any given tem-

perature there is an ultimate limit to the

sensitivity of any detector or amplifier. This

limit is caused by the random motion of the

atoms and electrons that make up the ap-

paratus itself.

Although Einstein had a strong hand in



giving quantum mechanics, the mechan-

ical theory of atoms and light, its mathemat-

ical base, he did not contribute significantly

to its lull development. For one thing, he

was dissatisfied with the philosophy im-

plied by his own mathematical inventions.

To explain the behavior of atoms and light,

Einstein had to use the theory of statistics,

which he loathed. The theory of statistics

assumes that everything happens by

chance. There is no direct relationship be-

tween cause and efiect. This view was re-

pugnant to Einstein, who is often quoted as

having said, "God may be subtle ... but He
does not play dice." To Einstein, the idea

that God created a universe that was not

run according to strict rules (which he

someday hoped to discover) was unac-

ceptable. He always felt that underneath

the seemingly random behavior of atoms

and light there was a more logical, predict-

able base.

Another reason Einstein left the field of

quantum mechanics to others was that he

had set himself a more important task. That

was to deduce the nature of (and write

down the mathematical laws for) everything

in the entire universe! He began studying

those four elements that seemed to make
up everything: space, time, matter, and en-

ergy. When he finished, the four elements

had been reduced to two.

Einstein's special theory of relativity can

be called the Einstein theory of mechanics

at high velocities. The old Newtonian laws

of mechanics describe how matter moves
through space and lime. Matter gains and

loses energy as various forces act upon it.

The Newtonian laws work very well for ob-

jects moving at ordinary speeds, but Ein-

stein realized that they weren't going to be

adequate when mass velocities began to

approach the speed of light.

Thinking unthinkable thoughts, as usual,

Einstein asked himself, "What would I see if

I could travel at the speed of light and were

to look at a photon traveling beside me?"

One answer was that he would see the

electromagnetic fields in the light standing

motionless. Yet it was the vibration of the

fields that gave the light its frequency, its

energy, its very existence. He asked other

knotty questions. "Suppose I were traveling

at nearly the speed of light and I sent out a

beam of light ahead of me. Being light, it

would seem to move away at the speed of

light, but since
I
am sending it from a mov-

ing platform, would not some other ob-

server see the light beam moving fester

than the speed of light?"

To Einstein the only consistent answer to

any of these questions was "No. No matter

how fast or slow I am going, to me a beam
of light is always traveling at the same
speed."

According to any reasonable extrapola-

tion of Newton's laws, this was impossible.

Different observers should measure differ-

ent velocities "of light, depending upon
whether their own motion is added to or

subtracted from the motion of the thing

being observed. Yet Einstein accepted his

"impossible" answer and then derived

mathematical equations describing space,

lime, matter, and energy that would pro-

duce the desired result. Their implications

are astounding in the abandonment of

common sense, yet all of them have proved

true time and time again. They are:

• Space can be converted into time, and
vice versa.

• Mass can be converted into energy, and

vice versa.

• As you travel near the speed of light,

space shrinks, time expands, and mass
increases

• It you travel at the speed of light, space

shrinks to zero, time increases to eternity,

and your mass, if you had any to start

with, increases to infinity.

Since it would take an infinite supply of

energy to move an infinite mass, it is impos-

sible for any malerial object (like Einstein

himself) ever to attain the speed of light.

Light, being a form of pure energy, has no

rest mass per se and so can—and to exist,

* In trying to solve the

unified-field theory that would

unify space-time,

matter-energy Einstein's

intellect finally met its match in

the game he played with

his God3

must—travel at the speed ot light. Yet what

a queer universe the photon lives in. Since

its space has shrunk to zero and its time

has expanded to eternity, the photon exists

everywhere along its trajectory at all times.

The facet of Einstein's special theory of

relativity hardest for people to accept is the

slowing down of time at high velocities. This

is best illustrated by the famous twin

paradox;

There are two astronauts who are twins.

One astronaut travels off on an interstellar

spacecraft and spends a long time travel-

ing at nearly the speed of light. When he

returns he will find that his stay-at-home

brother has aged considerably, while he

himself is still young.

This time-dilation effect is real and is

used to advantage every day in large-par-

ticle accelerators. The debris from a typical

experiment often consists of elementary

particles that exist for only a trillionth of a

second. If time did not slow down for these

particles, they would travel less than a mil-

limeter before complete decay—not far

enough for them to get out of the target

chamber and into the detectors. However,

such particles are traveling so close to the

speed of light that their time is slowed by

factors of 10,000 or more. They then live

long enough in our frame of reference to

travel many meters to the detectors, where

they can be identified.

After Einstein's success with the special

theory of relativity, .he turned to the mechan-

ics of acceleration and gravity. A thought

experiment Einstein used to explore gravi-

tation and acceleration was to imagine

himself in a small elevator with no windows.

If the elevator was stopped but sitting on

the earth, he would feel his weight on his

feet. If he dropped a ball, it would fall to the

floor.

Now suppose the elevator were out in

space away from the earth's gravity, but it

was being lifted at a constant acceleration

equal to the earth's gravity. He would not be

able to tell the difference.

Einstein then made the philosophical

leap; Not only would he not be able to tell

the difference—there would be no differ-

ence!

In one stroke of genius, Einstein threw

away the Newtonian concept of gravity as a

force by which one large mass attracts

other masses. Einstein said there is no

such thing as a "gravity force." Rather, a

large mass "curves space" near it, and
other masses move in that curved space in

force-free orbits.

Now, one might think that all Einstein did

was to produce a complicated description

for the more simple Newtonian picture of

gravity. But Einstein, as usual, had a com-

plete mathematical structure to back up his"

philosophical ideas, and mathematical

predictions can be checked by experi-

mentalists. The first of these was the calcu-

lation of the anomaly in the orbit of Mercury

For centuries, Newtonian law worked well

for predicting the behavior of the planets.

Of course, as observations improved,

theorists had to put in more and more cor-

rection terms (the effect of Jupiter's gravity

on Saturn, for example) to reconcile certain

realities with Newton's theory. One minus-

cule effect—the orbit of the most insignifi-

cant planet, Mercury—seemed to escape

them.

The orbit of Mercury is quite elliptical.

Whereas most other planets have nearly

circular orbits, Mercury's is visibly egg
shaped. Because of the perturbation of the

other planets, especially Venus, Earth, and

Jupiter, you expect the major axis of Mer-

cury's orbit to precess around the sun, and

it does—something like 5,600 seconds of

arc (about 1 .6 degrees) per century. Try as

they might, the theorists could only calcu-

late something less than that. For some
strange reason not predicted by the New-

tonian law of gravity, the precession of the

orbit of Mercury was 43 seconds ot arc per

century (one revolution every 3 million

years) more than it should be. When Ein-

stein used mathematics to predict the ef-

fect of the curving of space by the sun on

the orbit of Mercury, he found that his equa-

tions predicted 43 seconds of arc per cen-

tury more precession than Newton's laws.



Exactly the amount unaccounted for!

Yet another prediction of the general

theory of relanvity is inai clocks should run

more slowly in a gravitational field- That

means that if you have a clock on the sur-

face of the earth and another on the top of a

mountain or in orbit, the one on the ground

will tick more slowly (live longer) than the

higher one.

As one of the better-justified boondog-

gles in the annals of science, nothing could

beat parlaying a test of Einstein's theories,

of relativity into a trip around the world.

In 1 971 ,
American physicists Hafele and

Keating borrowed two identical, very accu-

rate portable time standards from the U.S.

Naval Observatory and obtained a grant

from the Office of Naval Research to pay for

three first-class tickets around the world

(one seat for each ofthem and one seat for

the clock). The twin clocks were set to the

same time in Washington, D.C, One clock

stayed in Washington, where it was sub-

jected to Ihe slowing down of time owing to

its position in the gravity field of the earth.

The other clock took off at 960 kilometers

per hour and went around the earth at an

average height of nine kilometers.

The time as measured by the moving

twin was slowed down by the fact that it was

moving at a velocity close to that of light.

(Well, at least it was closer to the speed of

light than the clock in Washington.) The

time as measured by the stay-at-home twin

was slowed by the fact that it was sub-
* jected to a much greater gravitational field

than the elevated twin. (It was 1 .001 times

greater.) However, the velocity effect was
larger than the gravitational effect, so upon

return to Washington, the moving clock was
found to be slower by exactly the amount

predicted by the two theories of relativity.

Just to check, the scientists and the by now

blase world-traveling clock went back
around the earth the other way, where the

rotational speed of the earth subtracted

from the airplane's speed raiher than add-

ing to it. Again the scientists gof the correct

result (This was probably the cheapest

test of general relativity ever made; it cost

only $8,000, of which $7,600 was spent on

air fares.)

With the confirmations of his theory in the

early 1920s, Einstein became world re-

nowned. As part of his duties he was called

upon again and again to give lectures and
write about his discoveries. Unlike many
other scientists, who find it impossible to

speak without using the familiar (and safe)

jargon of mathematics, Einstein was a true

genius who could explain his ideas to

nonspecialists.

Despite the demands of fame, Einstein

was not finished with his self-imposed goal

of completely understanding the universe.

He began work on a unified-field theory that

would unify space-time, matter-energy,

and electromagnetism.

Einstein's intellect finally met its match in

the game he played with his God. God had

set up a puzzle: "Deduce the rules of the

universe, human. When you do, then you

shall know Me!" Einstein had had more

success than any physicist before him, and
though he gave his best efforts until his

death in 1 955, he was unsuccessful.

Yet, while treading the long, eventually

Iruitless, path of his search for the unified-

field theory, Einstein was still able to con-

tribute enormous insights in ways too sub-

'tie for many to appreciate. In 1924 he re-

ceived a paper from Indian physicist S. Nl.

Bose that described light as a gas consist-

ing of photons. This photon gas was a

strange type of .gas, for the particles in it

did not obey the common-sense statistical

laws that billiard balls do. If you randomly

roll a number of perfectly elastic billiard

balls on a frictionless table, sooner or later

they will all end up in one pocket or another.

If you checked by repeated experiments,

you would find that all the bails had an

equal probability of falling into.any one of

the pockets. But if the billiard balls be-

haved like photons, you would find that if

one df the pockets already had a ball in it,

the rest of Ihe balls would have a tendency

to fall into thai pocket. In fact, the more balls

already in a pocket, the more likely another

ball would choose to join its Identical

mates,

Now there is no force or attraction in-

volved in this effect. It is just a statistical

tendency that causes photons to prefer 'to

travel together. This phenomenon, devel-

oped and mathematically expressed by

Bose and Einstein, is what makes a laser!

Although Einstein did not invent the laser,

his work laid the foundation, It was Einstein

who pointed out that stimulated emission of

radiation could occur He-used his photon

mathematics to examine the case of a large

collection of atoms full of excess energy

and ready to emit a photon at some random
time in a random direction. It a stray photon

passes by, then the atoms are stimulated

by its presence to emit their photons early.

More remarkably, the emitted photons go in

the same direction and have exactly the

same frequency as the original photon!

Later, as the small crowd of identical

photons, moves through the rest of the

atoms, more and more photons will leave

their atoms early to join in the subatomic

parade.
All it took to invent the laser was for

someone to find the right kind of- atoms and

to add reflecting mirrorsto help the stimu-

lated emission along. Remember, the ac-

ronym LASER means Light Amplification

by (using Einstein's ideas about) Stimu-

lated Emission of Radiation.

So on this hundredth anniversary of his

birth, Einstein is rightly remembered for his

special and general theories of relativity

and all the wondrous things, like nuclear

energy and black holes, that came from

these works. But let us not forget that he

also measured the atom, explained the

solar cell, described the limits to our

senses, and nearly invented the laser.

Quite an accomplishment! DO

f sse^Aw? LitS'a
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The urban landscape of

the future—fully automatic

and utterly fantastic

SPACE
CITIES
BY HARRY HARRISON

Science fiction has

presented bigger, better,

and more exciting cities

than any others ever seen on

the face of the Earth. Only

recently have writers begun to

see cities as places oi

oppression for mankind; after

all, there have been more rural

hells than urban ones in our

history. Memory is fleeting, so

we should keep reminding

ourselves that right up to the

end of the twentieth century,

all the real action

—intellectual, artistic, social,

financial—took place in the

cities. The creative people left

their bucolic backgrounds

and made their way to London
or New York or the major city of

their choice. Emily Dickinson

wrole that she never saw a

train, going anywhere, that

she did not want to board.

This is meaningless to a

happily ensconced city

dweller but elicits a depth of

response from someone of

intellectual ambitions who is

buried in Booniesville.

So, writers who loved cities

designed bigger and better

ones for the future. Welis in

The Sleeper Awakes had the

sleeper wake up in a city full

of gadgets and transportation

and communication wonders.

Almost all the book-lenglh

Utopias have been citified

Utopias. Then, when the pulps

began churning along, cities

grew in complexity and

design. Just as with the

spaceship, a universal



supercity

came into

existence, a

concept
shared by

writers and
illustrators. A

writer could set

astoryinlhis

city without

going into

too much
background

or detail.

Tine reader

accepted
eagerly and

read on.

But city

growth has its

limits, reached

in Asimov's

Foundation

series with the

planet-wide.

cilyofTrantor

(transformed

to Helior and
examined in

some depth in



Harrison's Bill,

the Galactic

Hero). There is

a natural limit

tothiskindof

growtti: once

you have the

supercity buill,

you can either

keep it running

or destroy it.

Or move it

to a new
dimension.

Factories,

power-generat-

ing satellites,

spaceship
stations, war
satellites—all

of them have lo

be built in

space, with the

exception of

James Blish's

Cities in Flight.

Here, great

antigravity

machines
called

'



spindizzies are put into

position around Manhattan
Island and lift the entire

heart of New York City into

space. A dazzling concept

indeed—New York followed

by other cities that leave the

tired economies of Earth for

the excitement of the stars.

For many years, the biggest

city in space was in Clifford

Simak's Limiting Factor, where
the spacemen discover an

artificial metal world that is so

big that when they explore it.

they can make no sense of it

at ail. However, this world, and

all the others, are small-lime

when compared with the

concept of physicist Freeman
Dyson, He speculated lhal if

all of the planets of the solar

system were ground up and
melted down, there would be
enough material available to

form a thin sphere about the

sun, a giant shell that could be
inhabited on its inner surface.

This design was first used by
BabShawinOb/tsw/te,

which, though written earlier,

was not published until 1975.

Here fhe Earth explorers zip

into the sphere and must

spend years getting back to

the entrance they originally

• Writers who loved cities

designed bigger and better

ones for the future3





to translate the

records of a

vanished alien

race. Sounds
impossible--

until the author

explains

logically just

how il can be
accomplished.

Oh a much
larger scale is

Arthur C.

Clarke's

wandering

planel in

Rendezvous
with Rama

,

where an entire

abandoned
world-city

whistling

through our

solar system.

Mow, inner-

city violence

seems to have

put an end to

tne day o! the



really "super" city. Authors

are now returning to nature,

the village, and the

isolated house in the hills.

The great cities are either

dismembered or allowed

to fall into ruins,

warnings to the youth

of the future of the

error of their ancestors' ways.

SF is basically a literature of

entertainment. The limitations

are only those of the author. If

you think big you write big.

The open-minded philosophy

o(SF is a reflection of

the best thinking in social

and scientific man. DO
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For months they waited to be

rescued from the mammoth traffic jam.

Then the copters came!

BY JOHN KEEFAUVER

^^^ditor's note: The ma-

jority of readers will remember, of course, the Great

Fourteen- Month Moveway Jam near Moveway City,

California, during 1 998-99, which, at the time, was

the longest and largest traffic jam in the history of

mankind, But what most readers do not know is thai if

it were not for an unassuming, prim, and frightened

little man— Henry Littlefinger—the world today

would not now have the opportunity to learn of at

least part of the terror of Jam-ees who were inside

that prairie of unMoving automobiles on an unMov-

ing Moveway in a jam that extended from San Diego

to Santa Barbara, and from the Pacific Ocean east-

ward to points reaching some sevenly-nine miles

inland. Carefully, patiently, calmly, Jam-ee Littlefin-

ger for more than a year jotted into an ever thickening

notebook the incidents that went on around him in

Jamland. The world should well be thankful that he,

as a stationery salesman, had in his Jammed-in blue

panel truck an ample supply of paper, pens, and ink

that fateful day in May 1998, when all traffic slopped

for fourteen months.

What remains of the Littlefinger Notebook was
discovered quite by accident when the only known

survivor of Ihe Great Jam tried to pawn it in a shop in

downtown Des Moines in 2002, three years after the

Jam was brought to its gruesome ending by Move-

way Engineers. The man, who carried no papers and

was never identified, was one of the worst cases of

Jambreakdown. or Jam Psychosis, on record, ac-

PAINTING BY DON EDDY



cording to ihe U.S. Board of Jam Surgeons.

When taken into custody, he was in such a
stale of advance Jambreakdowrr that, un-
fortunately, he was unable to answer co-

herently the simplest questions.

It should be noted, however, thai officials

o! the Moveway Historical Society and
other interested parties never had a

chance to question the man, since while he
was being taken from the pawnshop to Ihe

Des Moines General Hospital the ambu-
lance became snagged in a routine jam
(three days), and he died before it could be
broken up. Thus, it has never been learned

• how he came into possession ot the last

pages ot the Nolebook. Many think, includ-

ing P. T. Townsend, Chief, U.S Bureau of

Moveway Investigation, that the short,

skinny, middle-aged man look it from Little-

finger's outstretched, lifeless hand im-

mediately alter the "end" of the Jam. This is

pure guesswork, of course. That the man
was a Jam escapee has keen verified,

however, largely on the testimony ol Jam
Surgeons; they reported that his body,

upon examination, demonstrated over-

whelming physiological characteristics of

complete Jambreakdown, including symp-
toms of exhaust fumes in the blood,

gasoline in the urine, and oil in both. In any
event, the Jam escapee, evidently not

realizing the value of the pages from the

Litllefinger Notebook, failed to bring il to

the attention of the authorities. It is indeed
sadly ironic to note that if a Jam-crazed
man had not needed money, the world

today would not now have the opportunity

lo read such a startling report of life as lived

in the last few days of the Great Fourleen-

Month Moveway Jam.

The unknown possessor took excellent

care of the few pages of the Notebook,
however. They were well wrapped in strong

brown paper when he brought them lo the

pawnshop. Only a few pages were in any
way damaged; although rain soaked, they

were legible and shed much light on the

final days of the Jam when Moveway En-
gineers arrived in Jam Helicopters and put

into effect their chilling solution to the mas-
sive problem.

Unfortunately, the vast bulk of the
Notebook was never recovered; Litllefinger

left it behind when he and a group of Jam-
ees began their march to The Wall, which
Moveway Engineers had built around the

Jam in order to stop motorists from desert-

ing their vehicles and escaping the Jam on
foot. Fortunately, however, the part of the

Notebook recovered contains the account
of the march.
According to the Moveway Historical So-

ciety, Litllefinger and other Jam-ees began
their march from the only part of Ihe Jam
where there was some semblance of order

and civilization, an area which they had
ironically named Moveville. Stretching
ahead of Ihe ragged, hungry group (made
up of abouftwenty-five percent of the popu-
lation of Moveville) were about thirty miles

of what they called Unincorporated Jam-
land, where wild, starving Jam-ees
72 OMNI

roamed, as the notebook shall reveal.

By the time they began their march,
Jam-ees were in a state of insurrection

againsl Moveway authoritos, after fourteen

months of frustralion, they were in no mood
to accept any further announcements from
hovering Moveway Engineer helicopters

that the Jam was about to be broken, es-
pecially when the copiers gradually de-
creased Ihe number of emergency food
deliveries and began Dropping more and
more suicide capsules. Out oi desperation,

then, they decided that some of the
stronger Jam-ees would try to reach and
climb over The Wall and at least let the
world know of their plight.

Who was Henry Littlefinger? Little is

known. Fragile yet tough, unimpressive yet

of a nature that attracted people and their

confidences, small, wiry, downright skinny
toward the end, with a beaklike nose and
steadying owllike eyes, he was born about
1950 on a Moveway (in those days, of

course, called a freeway) in the middle of

iWe began to roll a rusty

Chevrolet Whoosh! up to The
Wall. With 140 men

trying to lend a hand, it was
over before it

started. The car hit The Wall

with a great

rusty, dusty crunch.^

Moveway City (then with Ihe name of Los
Angeles) while in a car going eighty-five

miles an hour. From that day on, according
to his parents, Harry and Hilda Littlefinger,

now of Fairbanks, Alaska, he was scared to

death of, and had a hatred for, Moveways.
And ironic, too, is that Littlefinger never

knew the cause of the Jam that killed him: A
little old lady, signaling for a right turn in

Ventura, made a left turn instead.

THE LAST PAGES OF
THE LITTLEFINGER NOTEBOOK

July 10, 1999—We are now camped an
estimated eleven miles from Moveville, our
group of 167 exhausted men sprawled
about in an area roughly the size of half a
cily block. I write this by shaded flashlight;

fortunately, among my provisions in my
blue panel truck when Ihe Jam began was
a large supply of batteries. (Unfortunately, I

left my Notebook in Moveville;
I write on

pages scrounged from the men with me.)
We did not light campfires. We are wary.

This morning as we "marched" away from
Moveville at dawn a Moveway Engineer
helicopier darted in over us, fluttered there

a.moment, then sped back toward Move-

way City. And twice during the day we were
observed by other copters. We ran for

cover, squirming under and in the rusting

cars all about us; I'm afraid, however, that

we were seen.

Although the Boy Scout movement in the

United States has in recent years been se-

verely handicapped because of the ab-
sence of wooded areas, they being cov-
ered by cement, we are fortunate in having
with us an Eagle Scout, George Barn-
strong, who with his trusty compass and
other direclional gadgets, of which

I know
absolutely nothing, has mapped out the

most direct route to thai point of The Wall

which we think is nearest Moveville. We
have no way of knowing exactly, of course,

since our sole source of information has
been Ihe two scouts we sent out, a few
weeks ago, neither of whom returned and
we assume are dead. However, we are of

the opinion, based on pre-Jam observa-
tion, that Jams are usually longer than they

are wide. Thus, we are moving in a south-
westerly direction, mostly across, over, and
through cars, from side to side—some-
times actually opening the door, sliding

across the seat, and leaving by the other

side, often to the surprise of the "un-

civilized" motorists who make up the in-

habitants of the unincorporated areas of

Jamland. This, plus the fact that most cars
are Jammed-in bumper to bumper, plus

that loday was frying hot, plus our weak-
ened condilion, has resulled in our exceed-
ingly slow rale of travel. Too—and with

great sadness I report this—we lost threfe

men today: Adobe James, William Fun-
house, and Nicholas Funk. They collapsed
one by one during the day. We could not

bury them, of course. We could hardly dig

our way through at least a foot of Moveway
without proper tools even if we had the
strength. We placed their bodies on tops of

deserted autos; we hope that helicopter

hearses will pick them up, thinking they are
the "uncivilized."

We move in more or less a weslerly direc-

tion—like pioneers of old, we tell ourselves

somewhat grimly—because, in addition to

hoping that it is the shortest route to the

Jam limit, we hope that Moveway Engineers
have no! built The Wall along the Pacific.

(We hope to reach the ocean at a point

about four miles north of Laguna Beach.)
Certainly they think the ocean will retain us!

Too, I suppose the sea attracts us, just as it

beckoned to Ihose plodding pioneers of a
bygone era. (Bygone?) How joyous it will be
to see something—water!—besides au-

tomobiles! How lovely it will be lo see girls

wearing something—bikinis!—besides
Jam Survival Suits.

The unincorporated area of Jamland that

we passed through today was in chaos,
Rusting cars of all descriptions, windows
broken, tires and seals missing—for "fire-

wood." More ghastly, though, are the skele-

tons—Ihe human skeletons. They are ev-

erywhere: in, under, on top of, and beside

automobiles. Bones of children are ex-

tremely pathetic. J



July 11, 1999 - We mace only about six

miles today and are now camped, by rough

estimate, about seventeen miles Irom

Moveville. Our progress was slowed con-

siderably by helicopters. We saw the first

one about 10:15 A.M. as we were passing

through desolation similar to that which I

wrote about yesterday We saw the copter

before he saw us; as soon as we sighted

him in the distance, we dived beneath the

rusting cars until he flew over and away. He
was flying' very slowly and low, obviously

looking for us. As soon as he disappeared,

we came out from under the cars and con-

tinued our march. The second copter de-

layed us considerably, however. He saw us.

We had stopped for lunch, were sprawled

about, when suddenly one of the smaller

and speedier Moveway Engineer helicop-

ters—fitted with a noise abater—darted

over us hardly ten feel off the Moveway. We
clearly saw the pilot looking down at us

through the bottom oi the control bubble.

Nevertheless, we dived under the sur-

rounding automobiles, staying there for

exactly one hour and forty-seven minutes

before we crawled out and continued on

our way. A number of our group had fallen

asleep under the cars, and another fitleen

minutes were wasted waking them up.

One, James Lupo, was dead.

We had hardly started our weary march

again, though, when another copter, the

speedier type again, zoomed over our

lunch stop and dropped a small parachute,

the kind used for communication purposes.

It was a communication, all right! Bill Smitt

and I rushed to the chute, opened the small

pouch attached, and read the following let-

ter, which I copied in full. It read:

Federal Bureau of Moveway En-

gineers,

Western Division

12643 Moveway Avenue

Moveway City, California 90029
July 11, 1999

To: The Insurrectionists

Subject: Insurrection

Gentlemen:

You are hereby notified that by departing

your vehicles in Moveville on or about July

10, 1999, you are in direct violation of Fed-

eral Moveway Law 73, Section 3, Para-

graph 14, which reads: "Any operator of a

motor vehicle, or person capable of operat-

ing a motor vehicle in which he is a pas-

senger, who leaves said vehicle without

express authority of the Federal Bureau of

Moveway Engineers, white said vehicle is

entering, within, or leaving a Moveway Jam,

shall be executed by the means most

available."

You are also hereby notified that by the

power vested in me as Chief of the Bureau

of Moveway Engineers, Western Division, I

am obligated, and do cheerfully accept the

obligation, to enforce all laws under my
jurisdiction.

You are observed, gentlemen. You are in

danger. Return to your venires at once or

be prepared to accept the consequences.
Very truly yours,

(Signed) R T McSniffle, Chief

Federal Bureau of Moveway En-

gineers,

Western Division

cc: Hdqrtrs., ME, Washington, DC.
File, 1-14

Moveway City Morluary, Jam. Div.

July 12, 1999 — Fiv-e more men died the

day before yesterday (William Snofly, Nor-

man Mendicat, John Brumfield, Peter

Downey, and George Moundtop) and
seven died today (Harry Flow, Nathan
Foulpine, Samuel Week, Philip Dugan,
John Downdike. James Peters, and Mike

Thomas), Filteen dead so far. Our original

167 men are now down to 152; we have lost

nearly a man a mile.

We voted on what action to take after we
received McSniffle's letter yesterday. I'm

proud to report that to a man we decided to

• We are moving in a

southwesterly direction, over

and through cars,

sometimes sliding across the

seat, to the surprise

of motorists who inhabit the

unincorporated

areas ofJamland*

continue the March, which we did im-

mediately, our eyes on the sky as much as

on the Moveway. We saw only one more

helicopier, and that from a distance. Know-

ing we were observed, we did not attempt

to hide.

This morning (I write this, as usual, at our

overnight campsite) we started out as soon

as it was light. Most men did not sleep well.

They are wary, they are afraid. We had

hoped lo reach the Pacific—or The Wall

—

today; our scout leader had estimated it to

be about thirteen miles from last night's

campsite. We didn't make it. It happened

this way:

A few minutes after three we heard the

roar of approaching helicopters; a glance

showed us thai there must have been at

-least a dozen and that they were coming

from all directions. We shot under and into

any vehicle within reach. They roared over-

head in a thunderous armada. Cautiously I

inched my head out from under the auto I

was under. The first thing I saw were the

guns. Each copter had at least two, front

and back. They pointed Movewayward.
After roaring over us, one by one, their

guns, still silent, aimed at us, they flew out-

ward adoui 100 yards, grouped, and then

in a great circle flew around the area where

we were hidden- -as if they were flying In-

- diansand we were in a circled wagon train.

Then we heard the guns.

At their first chatter I -and I'm sure every

man—ducked backjor protection. Then,

not seeing— or feeling—any bullets

around me, I got up enough nerve to inch

my head back out from under the car The

copters, still flying their circle, were shoot-

ing not at us but in an area directly below

them -sort of a Jamland version of fifing

over your head. They were literally tearing

up that porlion of the Jam with machine

guns. This went on for about four minutes; it

was an extremely terrifying experience. At

any momenl I expected them to move in

over us with their guns.

Then, abruptly, the firing slopped. They

all flew off except one. The one made a dart

over us. and as he sped olt
I saw a

parachute floating down toward us. I was
one ot the first lo reach it. It was another

letter from McSniffle. In somewhat flowery

language, it warned us that if we did not

immediately turn back, we could expect

"the same murderous fire that you have

witnessed today to be directed unerringly

at your insurrecting bodies."

We voted at once. We decided to go on.

We waited until darkness; then, after a

cold meal we continued the March. Al-

though there were no casualties from Ihe

guns, two men had died during the firing,

probably from heart attacks (Pete Snick

and Joe Newhouser).

We stopped a little after midnight. I write

this by shaded flashlight from our moonlit

campsite. Around me men sleep fitfully.

Tomorrow the Pacific I

Or The Wall.

July 13, 7999—We started out this morn-

ing before dawn, hoping to reach our desti-

nation by daylight. A count in'the darkness

revealed that three men were missing. A
hasty search uncovered only one—dead
(George Hoston). We moved on. To track

down the others would have taken up our

so important time. They are probably dead
anyway (Nick Appleton and Francis

Bowen).
By dawn our hopes had been smashed.

As we neared the Pacific just north of

Laguna Beach, as we began to actually

hear the surf, and as the darkness faded,

we saw It—The Wall. A monstrous thing of

gray stone at least a dozen feet high, with
"

barbed wire along Ihe top. And as we
reached it, we saw one . . . two . . . Ihree . .

.

four skeletons along ils base, evidently poor

wretches who had tried to scale the thing.

I say our hopes were smashed. Not actu-

ally, for we would climb The Wall. Yet we had

so hoped to seethe Pacific. II seemed to be

right behind The Wall. The Moveway, of

course, extends right up lo the waterline

(as it does on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts,

too), so there was no sand beneath our feet

even though we were probably standing

where sand ought to have been.
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THE CLONE DOCTOR
Doc Shettles claims that

cloning is not only possible—it's easy

BY WILLIAM K. STUCKEY

^Jp m the slate of Vermont,

in a town called Randolph, there's a good old country
doctor who can take out my gizzard any day. His name
is Landrum B. Shettles, and he knows more about bed-
side manner than anybody, even though he sometimes

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DAN McCOY



6/Ve been able to take the

nucleus out of three

human eggs and replace them

with nuclei from other cells3

drops remarks that, as they say in his native

Mississippi, "nil you right upside the head."

Doc Shettles got his gentle touch by doc-

toring ladies for thirty years, helping them

with their lemale complaints and birthing

their babies. Moreover, if they have trouble

having their babies the usual way, he might

just go and whip one up in a test tube. As a

malter oi fact, that test tube of Doc Shet-

tles's might just put Randolph, Vermont, on

the map. because he plans to use it to

Xerox people with, ii he doesn't get too

many complaints, which I suspect he will.

Doc Shettles wants to be a doner. Now,

that would be the biggest medical event to

hit Randolph since 1841, when a healer

named Jehiel Smith, who claimed he could

cure people ol all sorts of ailments by put-

ting them in hot water with vegetables in it,

accidentally made soup out oi a fellow one

day and had to leave town.

Doc Shettles and his associate, Dr.

Romulo Valdez, would like to set up a fertil-

ity clinic right in Randolph, at the Gifford

Memorial Hospital, if they can raise the

money and don't get lynched. They would

like lo help women have babies, women

who have blocked fallopian tubes and thus

cannot conceive in the normal fashion.

They would like to do this by mixing one of

the woman's eggs with her husband's

sperm in a test tube and then implanting

the result in Ihe woman's womb to complete

the usual nine-month procedure. Doc Shet-

tles thinks this is a good thing to do. As he

puts it, "If the bridge is out, why not use a

helicopter?"

If you have been reading the newspa-

pers, you know that this technique of start-

ing a baby in a test tube has been success-

fully accomplished both in England and in

India. Doc Shettles claims he would have

done it back in 1 973 if his boss at Columbia

University's Presbyterian Medical Center

hadn't got upset and tossed the doc's test

tube, contents and all, into the deep freeze.

As far as I can tell, the people in Ran-

dolph like Dr. Shettles and Dr. Valdez and

generally approve ot their plans for the fer-

tility clinic. Of course, you can find one or

two who wonder about that cloning busi-

ness, even though it might be good for the

local economy, what with all those rich

tourists coming up to have themselves car-

bon-copied.

Doc Shettles is nobody's tool, but he likes

to play little jokes on people, so you have to

be careful about swallowing everything he

says. (One Randolph resident remembers

the time a lady brought Shettles a potted
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plant, and while she and the doc were hav-

ing a serious conversation about garden-

ing-he took the plant out of the pot and

replanted it upside down without batting an

eye.) Nevertheless. I believed him when he

told me that he knew how to clone people

but would not do it except for the benefit of

mankind. In other words, if you said, "Doc

Shettles, I want you to make a full-fledged

carbon copy of me. and he'e's the money,"

he wouldn't do ii ii he thought you were

crazy, mean, wanted your name in the pa-

pers, or had carpelbagging tendencies.

But I want you to decide whether or not he

was telling me the truth on that fall day in

Randolph, when Ihe leaves were yellow as

catfish eyeballs and as red as hog blood.

"You think a person ought to have the

right to be cloned?" I asked.

"I think so," he said. "I ieel that. If I

wanted to be buried or cremated, that's my
choice too, isn't it? Some people would

rather be cloned than clubbed.'

"You mean to tell me you'd attempt a

cloning operation?"

"I wouldn't have any hesitation about it,"

he answered.

"You think it would work?"

"It'd be a lot of fun, and I'd try to make it

successiul. Why not?"

Of course, that "why not" oi the doc's is a

question as big as a particle accelerator,

and if Shettles is telling the truth, and I think

he is, he'll be spending the rest of his life

answering it, as will his seven kids and the

rest of us.

Now, cloning has been talked about for a

long time, not only by such science-fiction

writers as Arthur C. Clarke (in Farewell to

Earth, for example) but also by such Nobel

Prize winners as James Watson and

Joshua Lederberg. And of course there

was J. B. Gurdon. Ihe English scientist who

actually cloned a whole slew ol identical

frogs from the gut cell oi a single frog, But

Doc Shettles talks about cloning in a differ-

ent way: He says it is easy to do. That's

right, easy, If he's right, it won't be long

before we see the neighbors coming home

with Multiple Me kits.

I have to admit that I had little intention of

talking about cloning when I went io see

Doc Shettles m Randolph with my writer-

daughter Marie (who is obviously no clone,

because she is pretty). I went up to Vermont

to see him about the Del Zio case, the re-

cent trial in New York City that put the

phrase "test-tube baby" on the front page

of every newspaper in the country that was

not then on strike. Shettles was an expert

witness for Mrs. Doris Del Zio, who was

suing Columbia University's Presbyterian

Medical Center lor the destruction of a test

tube that she claimed contained her baby,

Shettles was. in fact, the expert witness, for

he had performed the in vitro fertilization

that was to provide Mrs. Del Zio with the

child she wanted.

Although Mrs. Del Zio won her case-

she was awarded $50,000 in damages-
Doc Shettles had been strongly criticized

lor his part in the whole affair and, he told

me, was relieved to iind that his patients in

Randolph still liked him enough not to

switch to another gynecologist. Still sensi-

tive about all the things that were said

about him during the trial, he showed me

his Who's Who biography, his various

awards and Phi Beta Kappa notice, as well

as a number of letters from other doctors

who said that he was far from being the

biggest nut in Ihe fruitcake. Mrs. Del Zio's

lawyer had asked him to collect these

documents, and they were indeed impres-

sive. One letter, from Dr. Houston Merrill,

the former dean ol the Columbia University

College of Physicians and Surgeons,

called Shettles "an excellent clinician and

teacher and one oi the foremost inves-

tigators in the country in ihe field of human

reproduction . . - highly respected by his

colleagues," (Shettles was on the stafl at

Columbia for twenty-six years.) Moreover. I

couldn't help noticing trom ihe journals and

clippings that he was the firs! man ever lo

report the fertilization of a human-female

egg outside oi the body - that was in

1953—and also years ago made the dis-

covery that there are two types oi sperm,

one carrying blueprints tor a female and



the other for a male. He also spent more
than twenty years at Columbia with no

complaints—that is, before his boss
(lushed his Del Zio project, and now he has

a connection with nearby Dartmouth Col-

lege's medical school.

And he is not one ol those doctors or-

dained by some California ten-dollar-di-

ploma farm. Doc Shettles got his M.Q as

well as a Ph.D. in cell'genetics from Balti-

more's famous Johns Hopkins Medical

School. He's been to more places than

Mississippi and Randolph, too, as you can
tell from his memberships in several En-

glish medical groups wit-i "Royal" in front of

their names. Doc's paper collection also

includes a 1973 letter from a big man in the

National Institutes of Health saying that if is

just as legal to do in vitro egg experiments

in a test tube as it is to do in lady studies of

the same subject. In other words, the Del

Zio experiment was okay by Washington.

I was looking at him sideways while he

was telling me all this, and I can tell you he

is an interesting-looking man. He's about

as high as a midget fence post, and he
looks just as nice as your uncle, although

some folks say he looks and talks like Tru-

man Capote. He's still got that southern

accent, which sounds a little funny there in

Randolph, Vermont, and when he says "I

don't know" it comes out "auno," but the

Randolph folks don't hold that against him.

Often his talk wanders around a bit, and
trying to get his point is like trying to chase
down a rabbit barefooted, but when he

makes his point he does make it.

"You think that writer David Rorvik was
telling the truth when he wrote that book In

His Image claiming that a funny old mil-

lionaire had hmseli cloned sack in 1976?"
I

asked.

"Well, I've been able lo take the nucleus

out of three human eggs and replace them
with nuclei from other body cells."

It might not sound to you as if old doc was
answering my question, but he sure as

Robert E. Lee was. What he was saying

was that Rorvik was probably telling the

truth, or at least that it was possible to take

those first steps toward cloning a human
person, because he, Doc Shettles, had
taken those steps himself. Moreover, he

had been taking them since 1975, right

there in his little down-the-block laboratory

in Randolph, regardless of what the neigh-

bors might think.

Now, getting more information from Doc
Shettles on his country cloning was like

pulling chicken teeth, because he wanted
the official report of it to come out first in the

Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
,
but

then I found he'd already spilled some of

his beans to America's finest backwoods
science writer, old Charlie Siegchrist of

Randolph's White River Valley Herald.

(Shettles delivered Charlie's daughter] So I

figured if was all right to poke around a little

more, and I
did. But now you'll need a little

science lesson on this—as I did—before

you'll appreciate old doc's claims, and I

promise not to make it hurt.
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Now your ordinary dive-bombing sperm
cell has only twenty-three chromosomes in

it, which sounds like a lot but is only half

what you need to get a baby nine months
later. Each one of those chromosomes
holds about two yards of DNA, which stores

up lots of information in little molecules for

things like how big your brain is going to be,

what color of skin you are stuck with, and
even the shape of your toenails, as well as

guarantees that you will be a human being,

not a watermelon. What that sperm does
when it meets a female egg is add its twen-

ty-three to the egg's twenty-three, and
when you get that magic forty-six the egg
automatically begins to divide into all kinds

of other cells, and you wind up with some-
thing that might look like you, me, or Land-
rum B. Shettles. Life has done it again.

Over there in Oxford and Cambridge,
John Gurdon spooked the pants off all of us

in the 1 960s when he took out the nucleus

of a frog's intestine cell and plopped it into

a lady frog's egg cell that had had its nu-

6"i guess I've made more
photographs of the human egg

being fertilized and in

its eariy stages of cleavage

. than anyone else alive

/ don't like to work

with laboratory animals like

rats. The rats bite. "5

cleus pulled out, and that egg started divid-

ing then and there, and, before you knew it,

there was an exact croaking copy of that

other frog who had had his gut played with.

Gurdon had cut the boy frogs out of the

whole sex act and did this over and over

again. Before long, Doc heard about it and
figured he'd try something like that with

human eggs.

"You mean you went ahead and tried that

with human eggs before testing the idea

out in all kinds of other animals?" I asked.

"I started out with human-egg studies

way back when almost everybody else was
playing around with sea-urchin and rabbit

eggs," he said. "I guess I've made more
photographs of Ihe human egg being fer-

tilized and in its early stages of cleavage

than anyone else alive, and those photos

are hanging in science museums in New
York, Boston, and other places. I don't like

to work witn laboratory animals like rats.

The rats bite."

Now, I don't know if that was the real

Landrum B, Shettles talking. I believe it

could have been Landrum A. or Landrum
C, or whichever- one puts plants upside

down in a flowerpot. Anyway, he went look-

ing for just the right cell with just the right

forty-six, and he found it in the tissue in-

volved in manufacturing sperm, which is

pretty logical now that I think of it. Now
you're goingtosayhecheaied and slipped

in one randy old sperm, but remember that

sperm has only twenty-three chromo-
somes, while that-sperm maker has the

whole forty-six. The next thing Shettles did

was to get an egg—Shettles doesn't say

how he gets the eggs, but New York maga-
zine once suggested he gets them any way
he can and they called him an "egg poach-
er'^and suspend it in a mixture of fluids.

All right, now Shettles faced the problem of

how to get that sperm-maker nucleus out of

its cell and into the poached egg. When Mr.

Rorvik wrote his cloning book about that

millionaire who wanted to be mimeo-
graphed, he said that the high-powered

doctors involved figured it was too hard to

do nuclear transplanting by hand, so they

used a virus to snip out the one nucleus

and swim it into the egg. That is called the

"fusion" method, as opposed to 'micro-

surgery." But wait right there; Doc Shettles

learned quite a bit about microsurgery way
back in the thirties at Johns Hopkins, when
he was sticking little glass needles into

cells even without using that expensive au-

tomatic hand-steadying micro-equipment,

since he and nobody else had any money
then. What he said to himself was "I'm

going to do this free-hand, and use my old

Bunsen burner to make up a small, hollow

glass pipette to go fishing for nuclei with,"

and he did. That would be quite a feat for
(

anyone, especially for a man about seventy,

and particularly when some Nobel Prize

winners said it was too hard lo do without

damaging everything, since a numan egg
is much smaller than a frog's.

"I noticed in one of your testimonials that

another big doctor complimented you for

your 'fingers.' You must be pretty good with

your hands," I said.

"Well, I grew up on a farm and 1 was good
with my hands," he said. "I was a black-

smith and I was a carpenter, and one sum-
mer I fired the steam on a locomotive. I

made a pipeline out of bamboo for an arte-

sian waterworks. I studied at night by

coal-oil lamp. When I was milking, I'd squirt

milk right into a calf's mouth. Once, I

trained a chicken how to catch corn."

Well, Doc Shettles made up his pipettes

and went fishing, and three times, he says,

he pressed a rubber bulb on the end of the

pipettes and sucked out those sperm-
maker nuclei and squirted them into those

female eggs. Right before his eyes, those

eggs not only began to divide, but divided

six or seven times, producing a little pre-

baby with some seventy or so cells. In other

words, they were big and normal enough to

transplant into a woman in test-tube-baby

style.

Now, you have every right to ask whether

the doc has any women lined up for this

part of his cloning operation, and he'll say

he hasn't been looking for any and won't

until the hospital gives him permission. But





FICTION

The space habitat was the perfect planned

colony. But people kept

disappearing—until the disaster struck.

DOWN 8 OUT ON ELLFIVE PRIME
BY DEAN ING

Responding to Almc.jisl's

control, the little utility tug

wafted from the North

dock port and made its

gentle pirouette. Elliive Prime

Colony seemed to fall away.

Two hundred thousand
kilometers distant, blue-white

Earth swam into view; cradle of

mankind, cage for too many.

Almquist turned his long body
in its cushions and managed
an obligatory smile over frown

lines. "If thai won't make you
homesick, Mr. Weston, nothing

Thefatmangrunted, looking

not at the planet he had de-

serted but at something much
nearer. From the widening of

Weston's eyes, you could tell it

was something big, closing

fast. Torin Almquist knew what

it was; he eased the tug out.

watching his radar, to give

Weston the full benefit of it,

When the tip of the great

solar mirror swept past, Wes-
ton blanched and cried out.

For an instant, the view port

was filled with cables and the

mirror pivot mechanism. Then
once again there was nothing

but Earth and sharp pinpricks

of starlight. Weston turned to-

ward the- engineering man-
ager, wattles at his jawline

trembling. "Stupid bastard,"

he grated. "If that'll be your

standard joke on new arrivals,

you must cause a lot of

coronaries."

Abashed, disappointed; 'A

mirror comas by every four-

teen seconds, Mr. Weston. I

thought you'd enjoy it. You
asked to see the casting facil-

ity, and this is where you can
see it best. Besides, if you
were retired as a heart case,

I'd know it," And the hell with

you, he added silently.

Almquist retreated into an im-

personal spiel he knew by
heart, moving the tug back to

gain a panorama of the colony

with its yellow legend, L-5',

proud and unnecessary on the

hull. He moved the controls

gently, the blond hairs on his

forearm masking the play of

tendons within.

The colony hung below
them, a vast shining melon the

length of the new Hudson River

Bridge and nearly a kilometer

thick. Another of its three mirror

strips, anchored near the op-

posite South end cap of Ellfive

Prime and spread like curved

petals toward the sun, hurtled

silently past the view port.

Almquist kept talking. "...

Prime was the second indus-

trial colony in space, dedi-

cated in 2007. These days it's

a natural choice for a retire-

ment community. A fixed

population of twenty-five

hundred— plus a few down-
and-oul bums hiding here and
there. Nowhere near as big a

place as Orbital General's new
industrial colony out near the

asteroid belt."

Almquist droned on. back-

ing the tug farther away. Be-

yond the South end cap. a tiny

mote sparkled in the void, and

Weston squinted, watching it.

"The first Elliive was a General

Dynamics-Lever Brothers

project in close orbit, but it got

snuffed by the .Chinese in

2012, during the war."

"I was only a cub then," Wes-
ton said, relaxing a bit. "This

colony took some damage too,

didn't it?"

Almquist glanced at Wes-

ton, who looked older despite

his bland flesh. Well, living

Earthside with seven billion

people tended to age you.

"The month I was born,"
Almquist nodded, "a nuke was
intercepted just off the cen-

terline of Ellfive Prime. Thermal

shock knocked a tremendous
dimple in the hull; from inside.

of course, it looked like a dome
poking up through the soil

south of center."

Weston clapped pudgy
hands, a gesture tagging him

as neo-Afrikaner. "That'll be

the hill, then. The one with the

pines and spruce, near Hilton

Prime?"

A nod. "Stress analysts
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swore they could leave !he dimple if they

patched the hull around it. Cheapest

solution—and tor once, a pretty one. When
they finished bringing new lunar topsoil

and distributing it inside, they saw there

was enough dirt on the slope for spruce

and ponderosa pine roots. To balance

thousands of tons of new processed soil,

they built a blister out on the opposite side

of the hull and moved some heavy hard-

ware into it."

The fat man's gaze grew condescending

as he saw the great metal blister roll -into

view like a tumor on the hull. "Looks slap-

dash," he said.

"Not really; they learned from DynLever's

mistakes. The first Ellfive colony was a cyl-

inder, heavier than an ellipsoid like ours."

Almquist pointed through the view port.

"DynLever designed for a low ambient

pressure without much nitrogen in the cyl-

inder and raised hell with water transpira-

tion and absorption in a lot of trees they

tried to grow around their living quarters.

I'm no botanist, but I know Ellfive Prime has

an Earthside ecology—the same air you'd

breathe in Peru, only cleaner. We don't

coddle our grass and trees, and we grow

all our crops right in the North end cap

below us."

Something new and infinitely pleasing

shifted Weston's features. "You used to

have an external crop module to feed fifty

thousand people, back when this colony

was big in manufacturing
—

"

"Sold it," Almquist put in. "Detached the

big rig and towed it out to a belt colony

when I was new here. We didn't really need

it anymore—"
Weston returned the interruption pointed-

ly: "You didn't let me finish. I
put that deal

over. OrbGen made a grand sum on It

—

which is why the wife and I can retire up

here, One hand washes the other, eh?"

Almquist said something noncommittal.

He had quit wondering why he disliked so

many newcomers. He knew why. It was a

sling-cast irony that he, Ellfive Prime's top

technical man, did not have enough rank in

OrbGen to be slated for colony retirement.

Torin Almquist might last as Civil Projects

Manager for another ten years, if he kept a

spotless record. Then he would be Earth-

sided in the crowds and smog and would

eat fish cakes for the rest of his life. Unlike

his ex-wife, who had left him to teach in a

belt colony so that she would never have to

return to Earth. And who could blame her?

Shit.

"I beg your pardon?"

"Sorry; I was thinking. You wanted to see

the high-g casting facility? It's that sphere

strapped on to the mirror that's swinging

toward us. It's moving over two hundred

meters per second, a lot faster than the

colony floor, being a kilometer and a half out

from the spin axis. So at the mirror tip, in-

stead of pulling around one standard g,

they're pulling over three g's. Nobody
spends more than an hour there. We bal-

ance the sphere with storage masses on

the other mirror tips."
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Restive, only half-interested: "Why? It

doesn't look very heavy."

"It isn't," Almquist conceded, "but Ellfive

Prime has to be balanced just so if she's

going to spin on center. That's why they

filled that blister with heavy stored equip-

ment opposite the hill—though a few tons

here and there don't matter."

Weston wasn't listening. "I keep seeing

something like barn doors flipping around,

past the other end, ah, end cap." He
pointed, Another brief sparkle. "There," he

said.

Almquist's arm tipped the control stick,

and the tug slid farther from the colony's

axis of rotation. "Stacking mirror cells for

shipment," he explained. "We still have

slag left over from a nitrogen-rich asteroid

they towed here in the old days. Fused into

plates, the slag makes good protection

against solar flares. With a mirror face, it

can do double duty. We're bundling up a

pallet load, and a few cargo men are out

there in P-su its—pressure suits. They—"

^Streaking out of the ecliptic,

a brief nova
.

flashed against the stars—
Weston saw

Almquist's eyes blink hard. .

.

the manager's face

seemed aged by compassion

and hopelessness*

Weston would never know, and have

cared less, what Almquist had started io

say The colony manager clapped the fin-

gers of his free hand against the wireless

speaker in his left ear. His face stiffened

with zealot intensity. Fingers flickering to

the console as the tug rolled and acceler-

ated, Almquist began to speak into his

throat mike—something about a Code
Three. Weston knew something was being

kept from him. He didn't like it and said so.

. Then he said so again.

"... happened before," Almquist was

saying to someone, "but this time you keep

him centered, Radar Prime. I'll haul him in

myself. Just talk him out of a panic; you

know the drill. Please be quiet, Mr. Weston,"

he added in a too-polite aside.

"Don't patronize me," Weston spat. 'Are

we in trouble?"

"I'm swinging around the hull; give me a

vector," Almquist continued, and Weston

felt his body sag under acceleration. "Are

you in voice contact?" Pause. "Doesn't he

acknowledge? He's on a work-crew-

scrambler circuit, but you can patch me in.

Do it."

"You're treating me like a child."

"If you don't shut up, Weston, I
will. Oh,

hell, it's easier to humor you." He flicked a

toggle, and the cabin speaker responded.

"... be okay. I have my explosive riveter,"

said an unfamiliar voice; adult male,

thinned and tightened by tension. "Starting

to retro-fire now."

Almquist counted-aloud at the muffled

sharp bursts. "Not too fast, Versky," he

cautioned. "You overheat a rivet gun, and

the whole load could detonate."

"Jeez, I'm cartwheeling," Versky cut in,

"Hang tight, guys." More bursts, now a

staccato hammer. Versky's monologue

gave no sign that he had heard Almquist,

had all the signs of impending panic.

"Versky, listen to me. Take your goddamn
finger off the trigger. We have you on radar.

Relax. This is Torin Almquist, Versky 1 say

again—"
But he didn't. Far beyond, streaking out

of the ecliptic, a brief nova flashed against

the stars. The voice was cut off instantly.

Weston saw Almquist's eyes blink hard,

and in that moment the manager's face

seemed aged by compassion and

hopelessness. Then, very quietly: "Radar

Prime, what do you have on scope?"

"Nothing but confetti, Mr. Almquist.

Going everywhere at once."

"Should I pursue?"

"Your option, sir."

'And your responsibility"

"Yes, sir. No, don't pursue. Sorry."

"Not your fault. I want reports from you

and Versky's cargo-team leader with all

possible speed." Almquist flicked toggles ,

with delicate savagery, turned his little ves-

sel around, arrowed back to the dock port.

Glancing at Weston, he said, 'A skilled

cargo man named Yves Versky. Experi-

enced man; should've known better. He
floated into a mirror support while horsing

those slag cells around and got grazed by

it. Batted him hell to breakfast." Then,

whispering viciously to himself, "God-

damn those big rivet guns. They can't be

used like control jets. Versky knew that."

Then, for the first time, Weston realized

what he had seen. A man in a pressure suit

had just been blown to small pieces before

his eyes. It would make a lovely anecdote

over sherry, Weston decided.

Even if Almquist had swung past the ex-

ternal hull blister he would have failed to

see, through a darkened view port, the two

shabby types looking out. Nobody had of-

ficial business in the blister. The younger

man grimaced nervously, heavy cords

bunching at his neck. He was half a head

taller than his companion. "What d'you

think, Zen?"

The other man yielded a lopsided smile.

"Sounds good." He unplugged a pocket

communicator from the wall and stuffed it

into his threadbare coverall, then leaned

forward at the view port. His chunky, mus-

cular torso and short legs ill-matched the

extraordinary arms that reached halfway to

his knees, giving him the look of a tall

dwarf. "I think they bought it, Yves."

"What if they didn't?"



Zen swung around, now grinning out-

right, and regarded Yves Versky through a

swatcn of browr nair thai was seldom cut.

-Hey, do like boss Almquist told you: Relax!

They gotta buy il."

"1 don't follow you."

"Then you'd better learn to, Look, if they

recover any pieces, they'll find human
flesh. How can they know it was a poor

rummy's body thawed after six months in

deep freeze? And if they did decide it's a

scam, they'd have to explain how we
planted him in your P-Suit. And cut him

loose from the blister, when only a few

people are supposed to have access here;

and preset the audio tape and the explo-

sive, and coaxed a decent performance

out of a lunk like you, .and," he spread his

apelike arms wide, his face comically ugly

in.glee, "nobody can aiford to admit there's

a scam counterculture on Ellfive Prime. All

the way up toTorin Almquist there'd be just

too much egg on too many faces, It ain't

gonna happen, Versky."

The hulking cargo man found himself in-

fected by the grin, but: "I wonder how long

it'll be before / see another egg."

Zen snorted, "First time you lug a carton

of edible garbage out of Hilton Prime, me
lad. Jean Neruda s half-blind; when you put

on the right coverall, he won't know he has

an extra in his recycling crew, and after two

days you won't mind pickirr chicken out of

the slop. Just sit tight In your basement

hidey-hole when you're off duty for a while.

Stay away from crews that might recognize

you until your beard grows. And keep your

head shaved like
I
told you."

Versky heaved a long sigh, sweeping a

hand over his newly bald scalp. "You'll drop

in on me? I need a lot of tips on the scam

life. And—and I don't know how to repay

you."

"A million ways. I'll think of a few, young

fe.Ha. And sure, you'll see me—whenever I

like."

Versky chuckled at the term young telia.

He knew Zen might be in his forties, but he

seemed younger. Versky followed his men-

tor to the air lock into the colony hull. "Well,

just don't forget your friend in the garbage

business," he urged, fearful of his unknown

future.

Zen paused in the conduit that snaked

beneath the soil of Ellfive Prime. "Friend-

ship," he half-joked, "varies directly with

mutual benefit and inversely with guilt. Put

another way" he said, lapsing into scam
language as he trotted toward the South

end cap, "a friend who's willing to be un-

derstood is a.joy. One that demands under-

standing is a pain in the ass."

"You think too much," Versky laughed.

They moved softly now, approaching an

entry to the hotel basement.

Zen glanced through the spy hole,

paused before punching the wall in the

requisite place, "Just like you work too

much." He flashed his patented gargoyle

grin. "Trust me. Give your heart a rest."

Versky, much too tall for his borrowed

clothing, inflated his barrel chest in chal-

lenge. "Do I look like a heart murmur?"

A.shrug. "You did to OrbGen's doctors,

rot their souls—which is why you were due

to be Earthsided next week. Don't lay that

on me, of scam; I'm the one who's re-

prieved you to a low-g colony, if you'll just

stay in low-g areas near the end caps." He
opened the door.

Versky saw the hand signal and whis-

pered, "I got it: Wait thirty seconds." He
chuckled again. "Sometimes I think you

should be running this colony."

Zen slipped through, left the door nearly

closed, waited until Versky had moved near

the slit. "In some ways," he stage-

whispered back, "I do." Wink. Then he scut-

tled away,

At mid-morning the next day, Almquist

arranged the accident report and its sup-

porting documents into a neat sequence

across his video console. Slouching be-

hind his desk with folded arms, he re-

garded the display for a moment before

6 Weston paused half-

way into his harness, staring

up. Suddenly he was
scrambling away from it. .

.

mindless with the

fear of rising into a synthetic

sky. Screaming,

he fled down the slope 9

lifting his eyes. "What've I forgot, Emory?"

Emory Reina cocked his head sparrow-

like at the display. Almquist gnawed a cuti-

cle, watching the soulful Reina's eyes dart

back and forth in sober scrutiny. "It's all

there," was Reina's verdict. "The only

safety infraction was Versky's, I think."

"You mean the tether he should've

worn?"

A nod; Reina started to speak but

thought better of it, the furrows dark on his

olive face.

"Spit it out, dammit," Almquist goaded.

Reina usually thought a lot more than he

talked, a trait Almquist valued in his assis-

tant manager
"I am wondering," the little Brazilian said,

"if it was really accidental." Their eyes

locked again, held for a long moment. "Ell-

five Prime has been orbiting for fifty years.

Discounting early casualties throughout

the war the colony has had twenty-seven

fatal mishaps among OrbGen employees.

Fourteen of them occurred during the last

few days of the victim's tour on the colony"

"That's hard data?"

Another nod.

"You're trying to say they're suicides."

"I am Irying not to think so." A devout

Catholic, Reina spoke hesitantly.

Maybe he's afraid God is listening
.
I wish

I though! He would. "GarYt say I'd blame

some of them," Almquist said aloud, re-

membering. "But not Yves Versky. Too

young, too much to live for,"

"You must account for my pessimism,"

Reina replied.

"It's what we pay you for," Almquist said,

trying in vain to make it airy. "Maybe the

insurance people could convince OrbGen

to sweeten the Earthside trip for returning

people. It might be cheaper in the long

Emory Reina's face said that was bloody

likely. "After I send a repair crew to fix the

drizzle from that rain pipe, I could draft a

suggestion from you to the insurance

group," was all he said.

"Do that." Almquist turned his attention to

the desk console. As Reina padded out of

the low Center building into its courtyard,

the manager committed the accident re-

port to memory storage, then paused. His

fingers twitched nervously over his com-

puter-terminal keyboard. Oh, yes, he'd for-

gotten something, all right. Conveniently.

In moments, Almquist had queried Prime

memory for an accident report ten years

past. It was an old story in more ways than

one. Philip Elroy Hazen: technical editor,

born 14 September 2014, arrived on L-5'

for first tour to write modification work or-

ders 8 May 2039. Earthsided on 10 May
2041; a standard two-year tour for those

who were skilled enough to qualify. A col-

ony tour did not imply any other bonus: The

lour was the bonus. It worked out very well

for the owning conglomerates that con-

trolled literally everything on their colonies.

Almquist's mouth twitched: well, maybe not

literally . .

.

Hazen had wangled a second tourto the

colony on 23 February 2045, implying that

he'd been plenty good at his work. Fatal

injury accident report filed 20 February

2047.

Uh-huh; uh-huhl Yes, by God, there was

a familiar ring to it: a malf in Hazen's radio

while he was suited up, doing one last

check on a modification to the casting facil-

ity. Flung off the tip of the mirror and—
Jesus, wriaf a freakish way to go—straight

Into a mountain of white-hot slag that had

radiated like a dying sun near a temporary

processing module outside the colony hull.

No recovery attempted; why sift ashes?

Phil Hazen; Zen, they'd called him. The

guy they used to say needed rollerskates

on his hands; but that was envy talking.

Almquist had known Zen slightly, and the

guy was an absolute terror at sky-bike rac-

ing along the zero-g axis of the colony Built

his own th-wtng craft, even gave it a Mal-

tese cross, scarlet polymer wingskin, and a

funny name. The Red Baron had looked

like a joke, just what Zen had counted on.

He'd won a year's pay before other sky

bikers realized it wasn't a streak of luck.

Hazen had always made his luck. With
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ULTRAVISION
Medical Eyes of the Future See Today's Disease

BY HAL HELLMAN

One day in the future, your visit to fhe doctor's office may go like this: After a

short interview to determine whether you have a specific complaint, you

will step into a special room. Nobody will touch you, but a series of silent

eyes will probe your body, inside and out. Any or all of a variety of different "lights"

will be used—visible light, ultrasound, infrared rays, radio and microwaves, and, if

necessary, x rays and particle beams. If there is suspicion of trouble, superlenses

Clockwise from below: Nuclear study of heart in motion (brackets indicate "regions of inter-

est"!; x rays of torso and broken bone, with color added to enhance contrast; thermograph

uses heat from this child's body to take this picture, highlighting warm and cool regions.



will zoom in on suspected tissue. Perhaps samples of one or more body fluids

—

saliva, blood, or urine—will be called for. Perhaps not. The machine will be so

refined that it will be able to determine what is normal for you and whether anything

is out of order.

How far has medicine come along that road? Surprisingly far, as we can see from

Ihe techniques illustrated here.

Medical diagnosis is tricky at best. Much of what the family doctor does today is

based on inference—an attempt to determine from external symptoms what is

going on inside the body. The surprise is not that such diagnoses are sometimes

wrong, but that they are right as often as they are. Often a disease is in process and

• No physician will touch you, but a wide array of silent eyes will probe your body, inside and out. 9
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Compute: tomographic

(CJ) scanning uses /. rays

in a new way, provides

cross-sectional views ot

the body (top tett) and
head (above); brain tumor
in cerebellum shows
clearly in lower portion.

Actual brain sl:ce (left) tram



Use of computer to analyze

picture of muscle-fiber

cells. Lower right:

original picture read

into computer from

microscope. Right:

boundaries determined.

Below: single cell isolated

and enlarged, with texture

enhanced. X-ray plales

and photographs can also

be analyzed for signs of

unset

t

I

iAn astounding collection of "lenses" has been developed in recent years for diagnostic imaging.^

there are no external signs, yet the only hope for successful treatment lies in early

and precise diagnosis. Generally, the best way to do that is to "see" inside the body
Prior to the discovery ot x rays in 1895. the only way to see what was going on

inside the body was to cut it open. Still today, exploratory surgery is done when all

other methods of diagnosis fail. But with the astounding collection of "lenses"

developed in recent years for imaging the inside of the body, exploratory surgery,

always risky, is needed less and less. Some of these methods are alsoAiseful in

medical research (see page 89).

A number of them depend on the computer. Simple computers can introduce

color into diagnostic shots to help distinguish what would otherwise be similar gray



^Powerful computers can "read" the images and extract amazing amounts of information from them.

9

areas (e.g.. page 86). More-powerful computers can "read" the images produced
and can extract amazing amounts of information from'them (pages 90 and 91). In

combination with ultrasound and radioactive substances, computers have made it

possible to see the heart, lungs, and other body organs in action (pages 87 and 93).

But the main application so tar has been in head and body scanners that can
already provide information beyond the wildest dreams of diagnosticians.DO

Clockwise from right: Nuclear heart-motion study sfiows coronary-artery disease in this

patient; computer-linked ultrasonograph ol liver (inside yellow curve), CT scan ol skull even
shows eyebalts;dogs femoral artery in cross section (springlike muscle contracts inner wall).



DEEP QUEST
With only map markings to

guide them, three psychics try tofind a ship

sunk deep in the ocean

BY STEPHAN A. SCHWARTZ

In recent years, in an effort

to lend needed credibility to investigations oi the so-called

"paranormal." its researchers have begun to adopt the

techniques and procedures of traditional science—an im-

portant advance in this fledgling, volatile field of endeavor,

Thus, we at Omni were excited when Stephan Schwartz

came to us with Project Deep Quest, a 1977 experiment in

which a team of psychics was asked to discover a new
underwater archaeological site. Admittedly, some of us

were (and still are) skeptical about the results of this exper-

iment, but we were nonetheless impressed by Schwartz's

efforts to document and control his research. Though not

perfect. Project Deep Quest sets the stage for other work in

this area and underscores the careful attention that must

be paid to the design and execution of all research that

attempts to go beyond the bounds of normal science.

The Editors

Sunlight flickered on choppy Pacific waters as the cabin

cruiser Sea Watch cut through the ocean on her way to the

University of Southern California's Marine and Coastal

Studies laboratory on Santa Catalina Island. But this was
not the normal twice-a-week supply run. The crew sensed
something unusual about this trip.

By overhearing snippets of conversation, they had de-

duced that Sea Watch was carrying a unique team of

psychics and researchers, known as The Mobius Group,

which would attempi something over the next three days
that much of science cried out was impossible.

With little more to guide them than the markings on maps
sent out months before, The Mobius Group, using a sub-

marine, would try to locate specific artifacts contained

within a site ninety meters (300 feet) beneath the surface.

The idea was preposterous; and several researchers on

PAINTING BY INGO SWANN



the institute's stall, including members of

the Sea Watch crew, were betting that three

days hence, a very embarrassed project

director would return empty-handed.
Since I was that individual, the phrase

"putting it all on the line" could not have
been clearer. It had taken eight years to

finally get the submarine lor this experi-

ment, and that was made possible only

through the friendship of old Department of

the Navy colleagues who now ran the USC
institute. However, if the experiment did nol

come up with dear-cul results, there would
be no second chance. Too much money
and too many reputations were at stake, not

the least of which was my own.
I had learned— lirsf as an editorial staff

member at National Geographic, then as
an investigative reporter, later as a scien-

tist, as special assistant for research and
analysis to the Chief of Naval Operations

(the controversial Admiral Elmo Zumwalt
and his successor. James Holloway), and
finally as senior lellow at the Philosophical

Research Society in Los Angeles—that if

one gets ahead of the power curve, out into

areas where there is controversy and dis-

putation, one had damn well better have his

act together.

The experiment was simple enough on
paper. I had sent a slandard navigation

chart to three psychics months before this

warm July day. Accompanying the chart

were almost childishly worded questions

asking the psychics to locate something

man-made on the sea bottom, describe it in

as great detail as possible, explain how it

had gotten there and how old it was, and
finally to please sketch a picture of any-

thing they "saw."

It was all so easy—except that the psy-

chics were in some cases thousands of

kilometers away, the target they were seek-
ing was lying beneath hundreds of meters
of seawater. none ol them had ever been to

Santa Catalina Island, and there was noth-

ing to see but seemingly endless stretches

of blank ocean surface.

I looked out at that green water and won-
dered. The task would have been difficult

enough if the target had been known. But to

make matters worse, the target all the psy-
chics had settled on was completely un-

known, Indeed, one of the submarine's
crew members had told me some weeks
before that in five months of diving on an
almost daily basis he had seen nothing re-

sembling the sunken sailing ship that my
psychic respondents had described, let

alone the detailed renderings of cargo and
winches that had been sent back to me
along with the maps. Only one crew
member, submarine pilot Al Witcombe, had
been supportive: "You can never tell; there

are lots of things hidden on the sea floor."

But another of the crew had given the

majority opinion of everyone at the marine
laboratory: "It's damn daft, I can tell you,

damn daft' -

My gray reverie was broken when film-

production supervisor Bob Dixon (I wanted
to make a complele real-time film record of
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the experiment) and Dr. Ann Kahle came
forward to ask when the first dive would
take place. Dr. Kahle is an internationally

known geophysicist and expert on remote

sensor observations — those marvelous
pictures that Mariner sent back from Mars
being one example.
My research colleague, nuclear physi-

cist and parapsychologist Dr. Edwin C.

May, and I had invited Dr. Kahle'to observe

each phase of the experiment and to take

control of all documentation, original maps,
and answers to the questions. The Marine
Institute had appointed a second observer,

associate director Brad Veek.

"Do you really think this thing is going to

work, Stephan?" Ann Kahle asked without

preamble—a perfectly legitimate ques-
tion.

"The truth is, it should; at least the theory

says it should." I couldn't think of much else

to say. "The research done by scienfists

over the last seventy-five years says it

should work. I want it to, God knows, but no,

I don't know for sure that we will do anything

more this weekend than get a good suntan

and possibly a terminal case of embar-
rassment."

"Just thought I'd ask," Kahle said and
turned to talk with psychic Hella Hammid,
who was beginning to look distinctly green
as the boai cui through the Pacific chop.

"You didn't tell me we'd be on top of the

water" the psychic called to me as she and
-Kahle went below. But she smiled with the

same gameness that had led her to try an
experiment at the prestigious Stanford Re-
search Institute at Palo Alto, California. Re-

searchers had been looking for new sub-

jects in thBir psychic experiments. It was
Hammid's uncanny success at seeing
things hidden by hundreds of kilometers, to

say nothing of walls, specially shielded Far-

raday cages, and doubly sealed, randomly
selected targets, that had first attracted my
attention when I was putting The Mobius
Group together.

The idea for a research team composed
of accomplished scientists and psychics

previously well tested, working together as

equals (not in the traditional subject-
scientist relationship), gradually evolved in

my mind from the stimuli of two sources: the

research I had done for my book on psy-

chic archaeology. The Secret Vaults of

Time, and the published papers of Russian

scientists. The Soviets were considered by
most parapsychologists to be anywhere
from five to ten years in advance of Western
researchers, thanks to vast infusions of

government money. They believed, as I had
come to believe, that the relevant question

to ask about psychic phenomena was not

"Does it exist?" but rather "Let's assume it

exists; now what can we do with it that is

practical?"

But not even the Soviets had tried any-
thing as adventurous as Project Deep
Quest, and that was the nub upon which
my mind remained stuck.

Standing on the jetty were physicist May
and one oi the best-tested psychics in the

With tittle mors then a mac (right) to guide them, the psychics andscientists of The Mobius Group set

out to Hnd a sunkSBnship, wreaked almost a century ago "by burning and Plowing up amidships." The

ssearch submarine Taurus (left) was used to reach the site. Once there, the evidence was alt around

mem, including a barnacle-encrusted winch (top) whose discovery had been psychically predicted.

world, IngdSwann. Like Hammid. who was
a well-respected professional photog-

rapher "in real life," Swahn too. was an ac-

complished artist (his painting decorates

the. opening page of this article), But

Swann's .persona as psychic was only a

small pan of his total personality, This was
no accident. Professional psychics, who
must always be "on," oiten have too many
financial and emotional involvements with

their paranormal abilities to do well in ngor-

ous scientilic oxpei'imeris

Ingo and I had been friends for a long

time and had often discussed the devel-

opment of an experiment so lightly con-

trolled that there could be- no honest con-

clusion but the intervention ol psychic data

to achieve the desired result. This confra-

ternal impulse led me to write the seven-

teen-page protocol of controls' that Dr.

Kahle was monitoring.

For Swann it was only the latest in a se-

quence of increasingly more demanding

challenges. He had already demonstrated

that he could stop a magnetic field

shielded by nine meters (thirty feet) of con-

crete, two specially shielded cages, and a

variety of other controls. (One observer of

this experiment in the Varian Hall of Physics

at Stanford, a respected physicist, had

broken into uncontrollable nervous laugh-

ter upon seeing his perception of what

constituted reality destroyed; what Swann
was doing was clearly impossible.)

Ingo Swann has also psychically gone to

Mercury, Jupiter, and Mars months prior to

the arrival of NASA's mechanical space-

iarers. Mariner, Viking, and Pioneer. One
astrophysicist compared the previously re-

corded (and notarized) statements pro-

vided by Swann and another psychic,

Harold Sherman, to what the spacecraft

sent back. He pronounced that Swann's

words contained nothing that the space

capsules contradicted and. in fact, that

Swann's descriptions were more detailed

than NASA's.

For all that, Deep Quest made Swann

nervous. He and Dr: May had flown over via

pontoon plane a day earlier to facilitate

Swann's adjustment to his' surroundings

and get himself "up in my rise time so that
I

will be ready,"

The alarm went off at the ungodly hour of

5:30 a.m. For me, a night person, whose
normal working schedule calls for writing

between 10 rm. and 1 a.m., it seemed the

middle of the night.

To make it worse, we had been up in my
room until 2 a.m. talking with Brad Veek,

from the institute, and the submarine's

chief officer and designer, Al Trice, who
had founded the Canadian firm Interna-

tional Hydrodynamics Company Ltd.,

builders of the submarine,

Taurus, Trice had explained, was the first

of a class of specially designed deep-

diving craft, usually called submersibles

by those who know the difference. She was
battery powered, ten meters (thirty-four

feet) in length, with a large plastic window

to afford those on board a diver's view— ifa
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diver could go as deep as Taurus, which he

could not withoiil biz&ire gas mixtures and
special equipment. Moreover, Taurus had a

manipulator arm to reach out into the

depths and pick up samples.

This device was particularly imporlant,

since it was my hope that artifacts could be

brought back from the sea floor either to

support or lo destroy the psychic recon-

struction I had received.

As we had discussed the following day's

dive, Veek had been openly skeptical and
had made jokes while Trice, the submarine

,
skipper, was good-naturedly tolerant. Veek

listened carefully as Dr. May and I ex-

plained thai through some process that

was only dimly understood, HellaHammid,

Ingo Swann, hunting and fishing guide

George McMullen (a fellow Canadian then

in Israel on an archaeological expedition,

and a psychic who tor the past five years

had worked with the late Professor J. Nor-

man Emerson, president of the Canadian

Archaeological Association and, until his

death in November, that country's most

senior archaeologist), and three sup-
posedly unpsychic "controls" (ot whom I

was one] had provided a detailed descrip-

tion of an event that had happened almost

a century before

.

As they told the story, a sailing ship, pos-

sibly with a steam plant or steam-powered
winches, made of wood, had sunk off Santa

Catalina between eighty-three and ninety

years ago because of a fire and an explo-

sion amidships. Having sunk to the bottom,

the ship's wooden hull was eaten away by

marine organisms, but the psychics felt

sure that a long list of specific artifacts,

including anchor-chain and rope-handling

gear, would be found.

Trice, Veek, and the Taurus crew found it

"damn difficult to believe that somebody
thousands of miles away can see such stuff

on the sea bottom." They were even more
incredulous when we told them that we be-

lieved anyone could perform such psychic

feats although, obviously, just as some
people play the violin better than others,

some individuals are better psychics.

I went on to explain that for the last

seventy-five years archaeologists all over

the world have been very quietly working

with psychics to make locations of previ-

ously unknown sites, to locate artifacts

within a site, to explain what the site was
used for, and occasionally to provide com-
plete reconstruction of the culture that

made use of such artifacts.

So seriously was this work taken, al-

though it is by no means the majority opin-

ion that psychics and archaeologists have

anything to say to one another, that in 1974
the American Anthropology Association of

the American Academy for the Advance-

ment of Science began regular seminars at

its annual convention on parapsychology

(the preferred, term of researchers in the

field) and anthropology (of which ar-

chaeology is a subdiscipline).

The record is clear to anyone who doubts
that psychics can aid practical research.
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Additionally a'chseologicai lleldwork can
do much, in return, to help us understand

ps*ychic functioning and, by extension,

human consciousness. It is, after all, a very

clean experiment when a psychic tells you

first to goto a place, then tells you what you

will find there, perhaps even describes in

what positions the artifacts will be discov-

ered. The stuff is either there o.r it isn't: It

cuts through all the smoke screen about

magic tricks and fraud. The objects we
were looking for could, not have been
salted, because it takes a given number of

years for marine growth to build up on such

objects and for silling to occur. Nor could

the psychics have come out here one day

and agreed on a site. The depth alone mili-

tates against such collusion. If we found

anything it would mean more than an ar-

chaeological jackpot.

As we sat talking, psychic HellaHammid
came in and drew me and Dr. Kahle aside.

She explained that she had been reaching

out with her psychic sense to the site on the

« / had sent a standard

navigation chart to three

psychics asking

them to iocate something

man-made on the

sea bottom, describe it in as

great detail as

possible, and to draw it, too. 5

sea bottom and that she had seen a large

block of stone that showed signs of having

been worked by man. Also, she sensed

that some kind of wheel would be iound,

with a shaft protruding from its center. She
handed Kahle pictures of the block and the

wheel she had drawn, apologizing, "I'm a

photographer, not a draftsman," then, turn-

ing to me, "but I think you'll find these things

on the bottom."

Her comments jolted us like a charge of

electricity. We soon explained the incident

to Trice and the crew. "It is logical to sup-

pose that if something is on the sea bottom,

it might well be a ship, and if it's a ship, you

expect to find debris. But Hella has given

usatargetyoucouldnot expect. Why, after

all, would there be a block of stone such as

she describes in the midst of a ship's

wreckage?" The wheel is interesting for

another reason. Okay, the mention of the

wheel might be explained, although frankly,

identifying a specific object from the

thousands of pieces that make up a ship is

pretty impressive. But, add that there was a

shaft coming out of its center! Well, I didn't

know about the others, but that, plus the

description of a Y-shaped metal object one

meter long and heavily encrusted with

knobs on the end. and the deck winch I

personally had "seen"— the entire concept

tended to fry my circuits. Trice was not the

only one to agree with that evaluation.

In the early" morning after a minimal

breakfast (others, I realized, also had tight

stomachs), the crew and the Mobius mem-
bers gathered at the submersible's hangar.

To Ed May, the stubby white-and-red craft

looked "like a friendly spacecraft," and the

pilot, Al Witcombe, agreed. "There are a lot

of correlations between deep-ocean craft

and space probes—only diving is more
technically complex and in a sense more

dangerous, owing to the enormous pres-

sures that build up with all that seawater on

top of you."

Selected for the first archaeological

deep-ocean dive in history were Bob Dix-

on, me, and, of course, the non-Mobius

independent observer Ann Kahle. Before

entering the craft, Kahle, I, Veek, and Wit-

combe had reviewed the target, an area

about 81 by 108 meters (selected from a

total area measuring about 3,900 square

kilometers) that lay about a kilometer and a

half off Blue Cavern Point. As we stood

around the chart table, Witcombe again

cautioned me not to be disappointed il

nothing turned up. "Except for an old wreck
off Bird Rock about a half-mile away that

was sunk for a 1930s movie, we haven't

seen anything like what you are looking for.

The bottom is very clean in that area. Per-

mission to go to bottom. Over."

For the next three hours Taurus would

roam the strange horizon of the sea floor,

her passengers increasingly desperate as

the sought-for targets failed to materialize.

The problem, Al Witcombe explains, is

that "we can't find the exact location. It's

easy to mark something on a map, hard to

find it when there is no familiar landscape

by which to take one's bearings."

As he explains this, Kahle leans forward,

now herself caught up in the search. "Is that

something over there?"

"Nothing on the sonar, but we'll take a

look." Witcombe alters the sub's course.

It takes almost five minutes to get on

location, and during that time, I'm becom-
ing more depressed. It's not just looking

stupid, although no one likes to look the

fool, particularly when the people to whom
one appears foolish have already pre-

dicted this outcome. It is the embarrass-

ment of disappointing a group of re-

spected scientists who, it suddenly dawns
on me, have participated or provided

equipment largely on the basis of my past

reputation as a responsible researcher and
friend.

It's obvious that the others are discreetly

aware of my anguish, because, like good
friends, they start making supportive

noises. "Well, you knew it wasn't going to

be easy . . .
," Witcombe begins.

"Look, Al," I reply, "can we break for

lunch? I think we should put one of the

psychics aboard . It's obvious we can't even
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minimum amount of daylight will be lost.

As Witcombe asns permission to sur-

face, his copilot speaks up.

"Look, why don't you get the" surface, to

take a fix on trie target point and then have

them drop a pinger [radio horning device]

over the side? n will send out a signal we
can zero In on. That way we will at least find

the site. Whether there Is anything there

now . . . that's another matter."

Witcombe enthusiastically agrees and

calls to see whether a pinger is available.

Several of the .small devices (which look

like old-fashioned doorbell batteries) are

on board, but nearly all are' mechanically

unsound. After some consternation, we lo-

cate a working pinger and make the. ar-

rangements. Meanwhile Ingo Swarm re-

places Bob Dixon for the next trip down.

Taurus- dives again. The pinger's beep

. , - beep . . , beep is loud over the cabin

speaker as Swann suggests, 'A little more

to the left, Al."

"Okay, we're in the area now. Ingo. ... My
God, what is that .

.

Suddenly the cabin temperature, atmo-

sphere, and everything around me seem to

change. There, clearly before us, as

"Neptune had dressed it for our arrival," is

the deck winch seen by one of us in that

strange daydream state which is psychic

perception. Fish swim in and out Of its open-

ings, their yellow and white stripes a con-

trast to its encrusted orange.

Taurus, Can you calm down? What's

going on down there?"

"A hit. We've done it, There's stuff all o'

the bottom here."

In the hours that follow, wefind Hella's

wheel exactly as she drew it and soon

cate the Y-shaped object. With the help of

the manipulator arm and a wired-on Knud-

sen yogurt crate, we pick up the Y-shaped

object and bring it to the surface, as f

day's dive ends in exultation.

In the next two days we hit every single

target. Nothing is missed. Including the

strange bfock of stone Harnmid had pre-

dicted. Looking like the monolith in Arthur

C, Clarke's 200?
,

it rears up from the murk
of the ocean iloor. a final testimony to Deep
:.ji_.0:t'i successful ex!-ilor.;;lioi'i o~ mar s

psychic powers.

When we board Sea Watch for the trip

back'to the mainland an older scientist not

involved with the experiment asks Dr. May,

"What is the probability that you were just

lucky, that it was just Ghance?" For May, who
has been working on statistical analyses of

psychic experiments for several years, the

query is to be taken with utmost serious-

ness. After a pause, during Which he is

almost visibly thinking through the factors

he must consider, the physicist responds;

With ar experiment such 'as this, there

are so many things one must account for
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"There's a tremendous amount

of space travel

going on around the universe.

When a vehicle arrives

here, we'll know about it."
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In
1 945, a young English technical officer who had spent World

War II helping to develop radar systems for the Royal Air Force

published a remarkably prescient article in the British journal

Wireless World. The article showed in detail how artificial satellites

could be used to relay electronic communications- around the

world. The writer was Arthur C. Clarke.

Thus began the most remarkable marriage of far-flung imagina-

tion and realistic scientific fact in the history of English letters, for,

as much as anyone, Clarke has been a founder of trie Space Age.

* In his writings, both fiction and nonaction, Clarke has been the

% Space Age's prophet and one of its chief movers.

I His books are world renowned, and his writing has earned

i international awards. Less well known is the fact that he helped to

I" push a doubting scientific community into serious consideration of

s space flight, back m the days when "shooting for the moon" was
§ synonymous with attempting the impossible,

i As chairman of the British Interplanetary Society, Clarke en-

couraged scientists and engineers to look at the real possibilities

ofspace travel. His invention ofthecommunications satellite was a
natural outgrowth of his ceaseless search for the practical realities

that would bring the dream of space flight into useful life.

In his science-fiction stories and novels, he painted future

scenarios in which space travel was an integral and irreplaceable

part ot human life in the very near future. In his nonfiction articles

and books, he presented powerful arguments for exploring

space- -and the inner depths of Earth's oceans.

His nonfiction works include such classics as Interplanetary

Flight. The Exploration of Space . Profiles of the Future
,
Voices from

the Sky. and The Promise ol Space. His science-fiction novels are,

if anything, even better-known around the world. Perhaps Clarke's

most stunning contribution was his screenplay (with Stanley Ku-

brick) and novel. 2007; A Space Odyssey.

Clarke now resides in Sri Lanka, where he was interviewed

exclusively tor Omni by journalist-photographer Malcolm Kirk.



Omni: 1 understand you have given up writ-

ing for good. About any subject what-

soever, or simply aboul science fiction?

Clarke: I wont even write a one-sentence

blurb lor the jackets of books for my best

friends. I mean, I
have to be absolutely firm,

because once you've made exceptions,

you know, you can't stop. I've said all I want

1o say in both fiction and nonaction, at least

at this point. But thai doesn't mean in five

years or so I won't recharge my batteries

and start writing again. I may get involved

in controversy from time to time. In fact, in

the local papers I'm having a controversy

with some astrological people who think

that the planets are going to be lined up at

Chrislmas 1982 and all hell will break loose.

And I had fun pointing out that this is utter

nonsense, the planets aren't lined up in '82.

So occasionally things like this will trigger

me olf , but I don't expect to do any writing.

In The View from Serendip I have put all

my recent nonaction essays, and particu-

larly Sri Lanka articles, and sort of wrapped

thai ail up. On the fiction side, I'm sure I'll

never do anything as good as The Phan-

toms of Paradise jHarcourt Brace
Jovanovichj. Everything came together in

it—the locale, the theme. I got the biggest

theme I've ever tackled: a serious, real

theme which may involve the large-scale

exploitation of space on a scale never

dreamed of, even by people like Gerard

O'Neill with his space colonies. And yet,

this is real hard engineering. All sorts of

things have come together—religion,

philosophy— in this one book.

Also, I want to enjoy my declining years

and have some time for skin diving. I've

learned to play the piano, a secret ambition

I've had all my life and never dreamed I'd

have the chance of realizing. I've got a li-

brary of videotapes I'm building up.

Omni: On what subjects?

Clarke: Mostly science. It started with a

commercial I did for the Bell Telephone Sys-

tem when they made a two-hour version of

The Man in the Iron Mash, a line perfor-

mance with Louis Jourdan, Ralph Richard-

son, and the star Richard Chamberlain, a

very fine actor. Then the Bell System flew a

team out here to film me in Sri Lanka, and

they gave me a video system so I could see

the result. So now I'm building up a library

with a lot of science programs, and also,

I've got a 16mm library that I'm building up.

Omni: Do you film or photograph much

yourself?

Clarke: We used to do quite a bit of filming.

A partner of mine and I made a film called

Beneath the Seas of Ceylon for the Ceylon

tourist board. A thirteen-minute 16mm film.

Then we did a two-hour Ceylonese epic

that was a smash hit and is still one ot the

best films ever made on the local market

—

in color, original sound, original music, a re-

ally first-rate film. We reissued it after more

than ten years, and it is packing them in.

And the next thing I did was 2001

.

Omni: Have you ever intended, alter 2001

,

to get involved in anything else on a major

scale like that?
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Clarke: No, because when one slarts at the

top like that, where do you go from there?

Omni: Was there at one point any talk of

doing a film version of Childhood's End?

Clarke: There's always talk of doing a iilm

version ot Childhood's End. I started the

movie more than twenty years ago, and at

the momenl there's a cease-and-desist

order oul from my agent to Universal

Studios, who claim they're making a tv ver-

sion of it. I don't know what's going on.

About five of my books have been sold to

the movies.

Omni: Bob Guccione was very interested in

working on some film with you, if you

showed any interest at all. Do you think you

would be interested or not?

Clarke: Well, I've spread the word around

that if anyone wants to film any of my books,

I'm willing to talk to them for a few days,

here in Sri Lanka, or on the telephone, if

they call at a reasonable hour. And I'll even

look al scripts, although I hate scripts:

movie scripts are terrible, they're meaning-

iSpace brought me to

Sri Lanka. I was interested in

diving here simply

because it is the only way of

reproducing the

condition ol weightlessness,

which is characteristic of

space flight 9

less, except lo directors. But I'm quite will-

ing to cooperate within limits. What I won't

do is sit down at the typewriter ior long

periods of time when the sun is shining and

the waves are sparkling at the reel.

But I'm willing to talk to anybody in gen-

eral terms about projects and discuss

Ihings. I've got a stunning new opening for

Childhood's End if anybody does want to

iilm it.

Omni: Are there any other kinds oi projects

that you might be interested in working

on—underwater or anything like that?

Clarke: On the underwater side, my part-

ner, Hector Ekanayake, and his fiancee,

Valerie Fuller, are taking divers out from all

over the world. In fact, our most distin-

guished clients were the Apollo 12 team

when they came back from the moon. We
took them diving in Trincomalee. So I'm sur-

rounded by diving activities, and I hope to

spend some time underwater. I have a

bungalow on the south coast oi the island in

the most beautiful bay you can imagine and

a lovely reef outside it.

Omni: What brought you to Sri Lanka in the

first place? For how long are you here, and

what keeps you here?

Clarke: Space brought me to Sri Lanka, I

suppose, il you go back to the beginning. I

became interested in underwater explor-

ing and diving simply because I realized

that it was the only way of reproducing the

condition of weightlessness, which is

characteristic of space flight. You aren't

quite weightless, strietly speaking, under-

water, but it's the nearest approximation

you can get for any length of time. So that's

why I learned diving.

Omni: How long ago was that?

Clarke: This was in the late forties I went to

the Great Barrier Reef in Australia, and on

the way I passed through Sri Lanka and

went out by the old Himalaya one aiternoon

and met some local divers and . .

.

Omni: Excuse me, what's the Himalaya? Is

thai an old P. and O. [Pacific and Orient]

ship?

Clarke: Yes: she's broken up now. And dur-

ing the course of this I got more and more

interested in the country. I met many iriends

and kept coming back and eventually set-

tled down here. I
just hate being anywhere

else.

Omni: It seems an odd place to find a

science-fiction writer. One would imagine

you to be in Cambridge or Palo Alto, Lon-

don or New York, and instead you've cho-

sen a sort of chaotic situation here.

Clarke: I've been lo all those places. I have

friends in all. But because it is quiet here I

have time to read all the material that's

been sent me. I have at least twenty jour-

nals of various kinds and a vast correspon-

dence, and everybody passes through Sh

Lanka eventually. My Iriends come here.

Bucky Fuller was here a tew months ago,

and we flew him around and showed him

the locales of my new novel.

And there are also emotional, inner rea-

sons for being here. It is a very nice way of

living, as you can see. I
finally got every-

thing organized in this house, which I

moved into four years ago. The only night-

mare I've had is about leaving Sri Lanka.

Omni: Are you here all year at this point?

Clarke: I
haven't been oul ol the country for

a year. I don't plan to go out for another year,

and then it will only be for a brief visit to

England. And if I never leave again, that's

tine with me. I
know in fact I shall be going.

Something very imporlanl may come up

that I can't possibly turn down. But I've said

half-jokingly, or maybe quarter-jokingly, that

as much as I love America—and I have a

great many friends there—the only thing

thai will get me back is when there's a seat

in a space shuttle for me. I told the NASA
administrator that.

Omni: How do you occupy yourself in a

typical day here?

Clarke: Oh, my goodness. I've often tried to

answer this question, and I found there's no

such thing as a typical day. But I get tea ai

six-thirty and hear the Voice of America

news; then at seven have breaklast and

hear the BBC. Then my day starts about

eight. My working day starts about eight

o'clock. I've always got about twenty books

waiting to be read. I
count that I have about

_J



thirty-six hours of reading for every twenty-

four hours. The mail bombs me out. And
then I

try to get in at least an hour on tne :

piano. I
have anything up to ten visitors a

day.

Omni: What are they usually here to see you

about?
Clarke: Sometimes they just come for au-

tographs. A lot.of diving people, of-course. I

normally never leave the house at all, ex-

cept at four o'clock in the afternoon, when I

go to the local swimming club and play a
vicious game of table tennis for a couple of

hours. That's my only recreation. I am a

table-tennis addict. I can still beat most of

the amateurs there. Then I come back and
may have a film show, may listen to some
music and get to bed quite early, around

nine o'clock. I never go to receptions,

cocktail parties, dinners, simply because
they're so time-consuming.

Omni: No more bashing away at the type-

I

writer?

Clarke: No; I haven't used a typewriter

since January, I suppose. I'm thinking of

taking the typewriter down to the reef and
photographing it surrounded by fish.

Omni: You're not active in the scuba diving

or the school?

Clarke: I haven't been active in that way for

a long lime. I became totally paralyzed in

1 962 as a result of a spinal injury, and I was
a basket case for many months. I'm lucky to

be alive, let alone to be able to move
around. And I never recovered my strength,

so I've got to take things rather carefully.

But I still enjoy snorkeling when I have a

chance of doing it. I can still stay underwa-
ter for a minute by my own power if I have to.

I used to be able to stay underwater lor

nearly four minutes, even though I didn't

take up diving until I was nearly thirty.

Omni: Hyperventilating?

Clarke: Yes, which is dangerous, a stupid

thing to do.

Omni: Are you actively involved in any pro-

grams connected with the ocean?
Clarke: Yes; I am fighting to save the reefs

here. The coral reefs have been smashed
up to make lime, and around the tourist

centers you'll see hundreds of people

smashing up the beautiful reefs, right be-

side the hotels. It's incredible. It's against

the law, but there's such an economic.pres-
sure to- do it that no one is able to stop it I'm

also frying to set up marine sanctuaries.

Omni: Do you see exciting developments in

the future of oceanographic exploration,

work with dolphins—things along those

I lines?

Clarke: Well, I've always been fascinated

by dolphins, and I
have written a couple of

books about them. Dolphin Island, I men-
tioned, is being filmed by Radnitz Produc-

tions. I've tried to geHbem to come here,

although the story takes place on the Great

Barrier Reel, Of course, the ocean is the

other great frontier, as everybody says. I

mean, this is a cliche now. The most impor-

l tant thing in the ocean at the moment is

probably oil and deep-sea mining, which is

now held up with the problem of getting

international agreement. The other thing

I'm interested in, which is rather specula-

tive, is ocean thermal power. That's the use
of the temperature differential in the tropi-

cal oceans, where it is always about eighty

degrees |F] or more on the surface and
thirty-five or so a mile down. I wrote "The

Shining Ones" on this theme. It was set in

Trincomalee, in Sri Lanka—there was a
deep canyon coming right in close to land,

so you had deep water very close to land,

and this is an ideal place for it.

I wrote this story partly to alert people to

the possibilities, I've done that several

times, although as a rule I'm very much
against writing fiction to teach people. Ac-

cording to Sam Goldwyn, "If you got a mes-
sage, use Western Union." But that is one
story that I did do for that purpose, to make
people think of ocean thermal power. But

the classic case is my story 'I Remember
Babylon." That was about the possibility of

communication satellites, before there

were any communication satellites. Al-

QNe should only be concerned

with close encounters.

Either they exist or they don't.

If anyone reported

a Tyrannosaurus rex loose

in Central Park

I'd verify it quite quickly; same
with flying saucers

3

though that story is. I hope, worth reading

as a story it was a deliberate attempt to say
communication satellites are possible

—

they can make a big difference to your
world.

Omni: Someone mentioned that you have
the only tv set in Sri Lanka. Is that true? You
can't receive any image, can you?
Clarke: This video system here is, of

coursB, closed, and when we do get tv

here, which will be next year, It will be a
different system anyway But I did have in

fact the only television receiver in the coun-
try two years ago and, as far as I know, the

only privately owned Earth-satellite sfation

in the world.

In 1976, the Indians had this very impor-

tant experiment, broadcasting educational
programs from a satellite loaned by NASA.
It was called the Satellite Instructional Tele-

vision Experiment. And to my delight and
surprise, the Indian Space Research Or-

ganization flew in a complete ground sta-

tion, set it up on my roof, and gave it to me
so I could see the programs. For one year, I

had the only set on the island. And every-

body, from the president down, came to

see the television programs.

Omni: Is there going to be any follow-up on
this? Have they stopped it altogether?

Clarke: Well, the satellite was only on loan

for one year, and now it's gone back and is

doing much the same thing for the Eskimos

and over the western United States. The
Indians will have to follow on fairly quickly

with their own satellite.

Omni: Do you think the current interest in

science fiction is a passing fad? Or do you
think it indicates a wider interest among the

population at large in the near future?

Clarke; There's always been a background
of interest in science fiction. It's always

been popular, whether it's been called sci-

ence fiction or not. Right back to Verne and
Wells and then to the modern era with the

science-fiction magazines. Almost any
number of well-known writers have tried

their hand at science ticlion at some time or

another, some with disastrous results,

some with good results. H. Bruce Franklin

wrote a book, Future Perfect, claiming that

every major American writer had written

some science fiction, and his anthology,

which is an interesting one, tries to prove

his point. The first robot language in En-

glish fiction was written by Herman Mel-

ville, for instance,, something not generally

realized. I'm afraid the pulp magazines
tended to degrade science fiction in many
ways and ghettoize it. And now it's becom-
ing slowly recognized and respected, and
people are not turned off by it. Obviously,

judging by Siar Wars and Close Encoun-
ters ot the Third Kind, which I haven't yet

seen.

Omni:
I was just going to ask you about

that.

Clarke: I am dying to see Close Encoun-
ters. I've seen Star Wars twice and thor-

oughly liked it, like everybody except a few

tough-nosed characters. I think it's a mar-

velous film. At its level, I don't see how it

could be improved. I do appreciate George
Lucas's saying that 2001 is better. Well, you
can't really compare the two. It's like com-
paring steak-and-kidney pudding with

strawberries and cream. Close Encounters
I've not yet seen. Obviously this is a new
phenomenon. There's a great deal of inter-

est in the universe and great possibilities,

and of course I'm very happy about this.

Omni: How do you think Omni fits into this,

by the way?
Clarke: I was really very impressed. The
contents were uniformly interesting. There
was none or very little of the nonsense I'd

rather feared. I mean, you can't keep the

UFO people out. The treatment of that sort

of thing in the fringe sections was very sen-
sible. I felt in many ways that it was the sort

of magazine I'd like to have designed for

myself.

Omni: What else would you like to see in

Omni?
Clarke: I would like to see a hard-nosed

treatment of some of the cranks who are

littering the scene and fringes of science.

Some of my friends, like Martin Gardner
and James Randi, are frying to put some
sense into the public about Uri Geller, who I

CONTINUED ON PAGE 138 -|03



THE EYES

ON BUTTERFLIES' IGS

They wanted to break free of this

controlled society,

but fear kept them ail prisoners

BY PATRICE DUVIC

Everybody sal and waited. Maybe the butterfly would go
away. . .

.

The bullerlly with the eyes on its wings, watching.

But, deep inside, they knew it would stay. Or would pretend

to go away and then sneak back, unnoticed. So they didn't say

anything. Didn't even talk about something else.

And werefrightened that their silence would give away what

they were thinking. If they were thinking. . .

.

They tried not to. Succeeded more or less. Less. More. But

couldn't keep themselves from watching one another. Asked
themselves. Why is he moving his fingers? Why is he looking

at me? Why is he thinking? Why won't he stop thinking? I can

tell he's thinking. With that butterfly here in the room' Why
won't he STOP thinking? Why can't I stop thinking?

Watching one another would reveal too much. And without

being positive that they were deceiving the butterfly or that it

was gone, they didn't dare close their eyes.

So they stared at the eyes on the butterfly's wings. And let

themselves be hypnotized into oblivion, Oblivion was sale,

and, after all, tomorrow would be another day .

A very slow fluttering of the wings, And you wait lor it to

cease, and it almost does, but it doesn't. It slackens, pauses,

and then starts again. Over and over.

Then, a'ler a while, the butterfly left the room.

So did they. Anyway, they didn't feel like talking any more.

More like sleeping.

Dreaming.

Colors.

He was on the point of waking up, and images were still

lingering before his eyes Colors. As if he were in deep forest.

And under the trees, flowers that were not really flowers buf

more like butterflies on a stem, butterflies made of feathers.

He tried to stay asleep or, rather, in this state between sleep

and awakening. To remain in his bed tor a white. And to

remember his dream.

To remember a dream, one of his friends had once loid him,

you've got to go backward. You've got to try to remember the

image just before the one you have, in mind. Never let yourselt

gel trapped by the scene that comes next, because then

you'll find out very soon that you're wide awake and the whole

dream's fading away. The scene that comes before; once .

you've got that, just go on backward, always backward.

My bladder hurts.

I'm walking in the forest, looking for some kind of castle. No.

In fact, it's not exactly a castle, more like a very large house,

a colonial mansion but somehow very Arabic, Arches, colored

tiles arranged in an intricate Escher pattern underfoot.

Nearby there's a swimming pool. The water is green with

tmy floating plants. But they've emplied it. And the ladder

doesn't reach down lo the concrete bottom. I'm playing there

with my balloon. I often do. And I'm telling myself stones,

inventing imaginary adventures. Can'l remember whiph.

PAINTING BY BILL MARTIN



I'm a kid, and my parents are up there, in

front of the colonial mansion. They can't see

me from where they are. My bladder is hurt-

ing, worse and worse, and I don't want to

jump to catch hold of the ladder, climb the

ladder, and walk to the house, to the tiled

bathroom

.

The concrete bottom of the swimming

pool is still wet in places, green with algae.

It wouldn't show. And I have to pee.

Wake up! You know what kind of dream

this is, where you dream you're pissing. But

it's not just a dream, and you're going to

wake up and find the sheets wet and cold.

5o he got to the bathroom, still half

asleep, with a vague memory that he'd

been dreaming. Pretty soon, though, he

couldn't say what the dream had been

about. Just that there'd been colors in it.

After a while, he wasn't even sure of that.

He got to the kitchen, put some water in a

kettle, turned on the electric stove, and

opened the window
A few butterflies flew past him out of the

open window. Who knew how long they'd

been hiding in the apartment?

And how many were still in it, behind one

piece of furniture or another.

There were strange and terrifying stories

told on the subject of butterflies, the sort of

rumors that no one really dared talk about

but that everyone had heard at one time or

another. And you'd wonder why such sto-

ries spread so easily But they did.

It was said that these stories began as

facts taken from old entomology books.

Supposedly taken from old entomology

books. But no one dared to go to a library

and ask for an entomology book any more.

It would have looked very, very suspicious.

Was there some legitimate reason to try

to learn more about insects? For what rea-

sons would one be interested in entomol-

ogy? Except. . .

.

So it was difficult to know if the rumors

were reliable or not. They sure looked like

pseudoscientific paranoia. But. . .

.

Anyway, before they all died, when you

could still find them outside natural history

museums, birds used to feed on insects, all

kinds of insects, including butterflies. At

least, certain species of birds did. Be-

cause there were also birds of prey that fed

on smaller birds, the very birds that fed on

the butterflies.

So to protect themselves, the butterflies

learned for maybe they didn't learn; maybe
it was just some kind of Darwinian selec-

tion, but that wouldn't change anything

either way) to mimic birds of prey.

A sparrow would try to catch a butterfly

and, suddenly, find itself faced with an

eagle and fly away But the eagle wouldn't

really be an eagle, just a small butterfly

pretending to be an eagle, a butterfly with

eyes on its wings. And lhat kind of butterfly

would survive and reproduce and spread

all over the werid. Millions, billions, of but-

terflies with eyes on their wings.

Butterflies, you see, really had a knack

for survival. But sparrows were not their

only problem, because before turning into

winged adults, imagoes, butterflies were

caterpillars, and farmers thought ot the

caterpillars that ate their crops as a plague.

So the time of pesticides came. And at the

beginning, they were very effective.

Except that insects, and especially but-

terflies, adapted very quickly. And caterpil-

lars not only began to find pesticides very

nice seasonings, they became addicted to

them and got to the point where they

needed greater and greater quantities.

And where do you think they could find

these very high concentrations?

Ever hear about food chains?

The highest concentration of pesticides

can be found in the vital organs of carnivo-

rous animals. Men. for example.
As you can see, these stories very much

resembled the kinds of stories parents al-

ways tell their children to frighten them. "If

you don't stop it, if you don't drink your

soup, if you keep on being naughty, the

butterfly is gonna come. He's gonna lay his

iThere were strange

and terrifying stories told on

the subject of

butterflies, the sort of rumors

that no one dared

talk about but . . . everyone

had heard at

one time or another. 9

eggs in your liver and in your kidneys and in

your brain. And the caterpillars will eat you.

And you'll be very very sorry. . .

.

"But there'll be nothing we can do. It'll be

too late. We'll be very sorry for you, but it'll

be too late."

"But Daddy, the butterfly won't know if

we're bad. If you don't tell him, he won't

know"
"Oh, he'll know You see, he's got eyes on

his wings."

But grown-ups are no longer kids. And
for one thing, they know that it would be

nearly impossible—no, quite impossi-

ble—for a butterfly to lay its eggs in a

human brain and tor a caterpillar to survive

in a human body.

Unless they get help.

Now, sometimes when you need help,

and even if you're a butterfly, you'll find

people willing to help you. Especially when
they've got something to gain from it.

And if people could use these butterflies

to spy on everyone, they'd have something

to gain from it indeed.

When he looked for the cigarettes in his

pocket, he found the carefully folded sheet

of paper. He was supposed to Xerox it.

Twenty copies, more if he could make them.

As long as he took the necessary precau-

tions. To spread revolutionary thinking all

over the world. He hadn't even read it,

which, he had to admit, was very signifi-

cant. A year earlier, when he'd entered the

Movement, he really hadn't been able to

wait to read the things, would even take

risks to read Ihem as soon as possible. To

him, then, they had had tremendous impor-

tance. But he didn't care for them anymore.

Nor for the meetings.

He didn't even know why he was still

attending them, and he got the definite im-

pression that they never led anywhere ex-

cept to more meetings. Meetings that, like

the last one, would stop in the middle of a

sentence, as soon as a butterfly appeared

in the room.

Strange thought, but, in a way, we rea/ly

need to believe that they're watching us,

and we'd be—they'd be—very disap-

pointed if we found out that they don't, be-

cause it confirms our belief that we're im-

portant, that we constitute some kind of a

peril for the System. That we're dangerous

and that we're working in the right direction

.

Maybe that's what the butterflies are for,

not only to spy on us but also to convince us

that we can be dangerous to the Estab-

lishment.

But why?
So that we go on doing the same thing

that we've always done! Twenty Xerox

copies of Xerox thinking. . .

.

Xerox thinking. The idea made him smile.

The problem was, he didn't know what '

else he could do.

As he entered the photocopy room, with

the leaflet hidden in the middle of a bunch
of other documents, he saw that someone
was already there, which was quite unusual

for that time of day He decided to come
back later.

"No, wait! I'm nearly finished. Five min-

utes at most. But if you're in a hurry, you can

make your copies now. I'll wait. Really"

"No, no hurry But I've got a lot of docu-

ments to Xerox, so you'd better finish yours

first."

"Okay"
He didn't know precisely why, but there

was something about the guy that he didn't

like. Jusf a little too friendly, and there was
too much interest and curiosity in his eyes.

He made you thinkof a friendly spider.

Exactly the kind of situation he was afraid

of. Especially now that he had made his

decision. The next Movement's meeting

would be the last for him. And the tracts he

was going to Xerox were the last he would

do. It would be too stupid if after a year of

clandestine Xeroxing it was precisely this

last time that he got into trouble.

But he had to do it. He didn't want the

others to think he was quitting out of cow-

ardice. He wanted that to be quite clear. In

fact, the ideal would be to make a huge

number of copies, ten times what they

asked for, two hundred copies—throw
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Out of deepest space they

came! Bullets

couldn't stop them; fire

couldn't kill

them. AH Earth lay at

their mercy I But

what did they really want?

BY STEPHEN ROBINETT

T'hay
came out of the night sky like

something out of Close Encounters of the

Third Kind. No organ music but plenty of

lights and a big mother of a mother ship. I

was on duty al the time, making sure no one stole

Bruce, (he mechanical shark on the studio lour

I had just locked up the set for The 88*-

Million-Dollar Man and was walking through

Six Points, Texas, the Western town left over

from silent days— I think I was in front of the

saloon—when I saw it. At first, I thought it was the

freeway spotter helicopter in trouble. There's

plenty of room on the back lot tor a helicopter

n trouble to land. Then those lights came

on—flick—-and the sky lit up like a forest of

Christmas trees. I couldn't see one real star on
either side, not that you can see real stars through

the L.A. smog, but the point is, like I
said, the

mother ship was a big mother.

It stood there in midair, not making a sound.

That grabbed me right away, this immense thing

quiet as a cat on tiptoe, When my eyes and my
mind started getting used to what they were

looking at, I began to make out parts of the ship,

metal plates, and little windows with people—or
something—moving around inside, just tike in

Star Wars or Galactica (I get them confused) or

2001. Okay, probably you've guessed it by now.



I'm a film buff. I'm also a cinematography

student at UCLA. That's why I took the

summer job as a studio night watchman, to

be hear the business I love and maybe
learn something.

Eventually, my mind started working

again, and I figured I should notify some-
one. After all, they were trespassing, and I

was responsible for things like that. I trotted

to the phone behind the facade of the

marshal's office and called the police.

Okay, okay, I know it was dumb. But who
else was I supposed to call? The Presi-

dent? Maybe. They say he saw one once.

Still, I admit it was a dumb thing to do. What
could the police do against beings who
had boldly gone where no alien had gone
before, right? What could a few black-

and-whites throw against a big mother of a

mother ship that had crossed the infinite

void of space unscathed, right? I guess I

wasn't thinking. I just ran to the phone and
Galled.

The first black-and-white showed up in

about three minutes. The two kids in it got

out and stared at the ship, their faces a

sickly shade of green. I still don't know
whether the green came from them or the

lights on the ship. One of them almost

broke his neck diving through the open car

window to get at his radio. He screamed

into the mike, saying I wasn't a nut after all

and to send every unit in L.A.—in the state!

That's when we heard something for the

first time, a sort of buzzing, crackling hum
like the light bridge in Flash Gordon, fol-

lowed by a scraping rumble as if a hun-

dred-ton stone door were opening above

us. I think they had a noise like it in The
Mummy. We looked up. The bottom of the

mother ship was opening.

Blinding light spilled out of the widening

rectangle and lit up the entire back lot like a

klieg light. A second ship, momentarily

dimming the light from the belly of the

mother ship, appeared in the rectangle oi

light and began a slow, almost impercepti-

ble descent out of the bay. It looked like

your basic flying saucer from Invasion

Earth 21 50 A. D.

Now black-and-whites were pouring into

the back lot, sirens wailing, lights flashing,

full of cops turning a sickly green. They slid

to stops on Six Points, Texas, the set of

Thoroughly Modern Millie, in front of the

Psycho house, anywhere and everywhere.

A black van rolled up in front of Uncle Tom's

cabin, and a tac squad spilled out, just like

they used to do on SWAT.

Then everyone froze.

Dead silence, except for the Flash
Gordon-light-bridge noise. The small ship

was about halfway to the ground, mechan-
ical arms popping out, devices—who
knows what they were—ominously pan-
ning back and forth on the ends of the

arms.

Someone yelled, 'Weapons.'" and the

cops opene'd up. They blasted it with every-

thing Ihey had: pistols, shotguns, automat-

ic weapons. The SWAT team tried to lob tear

gas into the open bay of the mother ship.
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The canisters fell back and gassed a half-

dozen policemen.

About this time, the cops figured out they

were doing about as much good as
Richard Carlson in the first half of Trie Mag-
netic Monster. Still, the mechanical arms
did pop back into the saucer, and the

hatches did snap shut. The saucer backed
off, fast, disappearing through the hole in

the mother ship. We heard the-immense
stone door sound, and the mother ship

closed up tight, plunging the back lot into

darkness. The mother ship lifted—slowly at

first, then faster—and streaked off toward

the Pacific in a wink.

The cops went crazy, cheering, yelling,

throwing their hats in the air. One man was
injured when a motorcycle helmet came
down. They were all as happy as the crew of

the Enterprise after extracting Captain Kirk

from a tight spot. They figured they had

won, all of them but one, Lieutenant

McGraw, a pot-bellied, thirty-year veteran

of the LAPD. He came over to me, flipped

open the cylinder on his .38 police special,

ejected the spent casings on the ground at

my feet, and began reloading, stuffing

each new cartridge into its chamber with

grim determination. He finished loading,

flipped the cylinder closed, and looked at

me, saying, "They'll be back."

He was right. Six hours later, after the

governor had ordered out .the National

Guard and the President had flown in the

finest combat troops he could find (the Big

Red One all the way from Fort Benning,

complete with tanks and artillery support),

the mother ship came back. The door in the

belly rumbled open, light flooded the back

lot; the saucer, its arms already out and
moving, began its slow descent.

Nobody waited. The National Guard cut

loose with bazookas, the Big Red One with

.rocket launchers, the cops with handguns.
A wing of F-1 5s from March Air Force Base
thundered in and blasted both ships,

mother and child. It was the most stupen-

dous display of fire power since the battle

scenes in The Cosmic Man or Invaders

from Mars. Flash! Bang! Boom! It was
something! I was proud of our boys.

In spite of our best efforts, the saucer

kept coming, settling smoothly to the

ground. A door in the side slid open, and a

ramp extruded, like the alien landing in The

Day the Earth Stood Still, A robot—the
thing must have been six meters tall!—ap-

peared at the head of the ramp and lum-

bered toward us. Bullets, rockets, bazooka

shells whinged off its tough hide without

leaving a scratch..

It stopped at the foot ot the ramp. Its visor

winked up. A beam of blue light zapped out

from the eye-slit, and our weapons were

useless. You think I'm kidding. I'm not.

That's the part that blanked out on TV and

that no one will talk about. That robot had
awesome, unheard-of powers.

Behind it, a bunch ot transparent flimsy-

looking creatures like a cross between
something out of Invasion of the Hell Crea-

tures and Duel of the Space Monsters

sauntered down the ramp, slung all over

with funny-looking equipment. The Big Red
One fixed bayonets and charged. The
creatures paid no attention to them what-

soever. Halfway to the saucer, the scream-
ing, psyched-up Gls ran square into the

force field, like the one in Forbidden Planet.

The bayonets went in and stuck, spidery

blue sparks bursting out at the points of

impact. The Gls couldn't get their weapons
unstuck and had to retreat without them,

leaving the rifles sticking out of the force

field like toothpicks in cheese.

The creatures trotted around, setting up
equipment, their bodies constantly chang-

ing colors: subtle, rippling hues like light

seen through quartz. Evidently, they talked

that way. Finally, they settled down. Since

we couldn't do much of anything, we set-

tled down too. Lieutenant McGraw passed
me a doughnut and a cup of coffee.

At the top of the ramp, two creatures

appeared, one flimsier and more translu-

cent-looking than the others. I
could see

the skeleton and maybe an internal organ

or two in the light from the doorway of the

saucer. They promenaded slowly down the

ramp, reached the foot of it next to the

robot, and began changing colors: pink,

red, blue, green, orange, like a beer sign.

McGraw said he thought it was real pretty.

They had no more than started changing

colors when a short one ran out from be-

hind the equipment, jumped up and down
in front of them, and turned scarlet. He
waved a flipper at the ramp. The two

turned, hurried back up the ramp, and dis-»

appeared inside.

They reappeared almost immediately

and started the slow promenade down.

This time, the flimsiest one tripped and tell

off the ramp, landing on a bunch of equip-

ment. The short scarlet one, once it saw the

flimsy one was okay, jumped up and down
again. They started over. . .

.

The fourth time they showed up, the mili-

tary finally got it through their heads that

the aliens were invulnerable. They stacked

rifles (and bazookas and rocket launchers

and F-1 5s) and just watched.
That caused the short alien to go apo-

plectic. It ran over to the edge of the force

field and fumed at us in bright crimson, It

waved its flippery arm and clenched a little

fist on the end of the flipper. Then it fainted

dead away. Other aliens rushed to it, exam-
ined it, and carried it back up the ramp and
into the saucer. The others picked up their

equipment and got aboard. The saucer
disappeared into the mother ship. The

mother ship went straight up, dwindling to

a point of light and vanishing— all in the

blink of an eye.

Lieutenant McGraw came over to me,

frowning, puzzled, shaking his head, say-

ing, "I don't get it. I just don't get it."

He never did. Almost no one did. The
police, the Pentagon, all the thousands of

scientists who worked on it under govern-

ment grants—none of them got it. Most of

us around the lot got it. We're film buffs. We
know the value of location shooting. OQ



MEASURES IN THE DUST

EXPLORMTIOOIS
By Roy A. Gallant

The next time you find yourself

nodding behind Ihe wheel from

the monotony of turnpike driving,

pull oif beside a road cut where highway
engineers have blasted the rock outcrop.

Your reward will be not only a well-earned

rest, but the possibility of finding some of

those exquisite treasures in the dust that

we call fossils.

Road cuts in many states, such as
northern Kentucky, Michigan, and others

listed on pages 1 1 2 and 1 1 3, are a sure

bet for the fossil hunter. Other excellent

hunting grounds for fossils include old

rock quarries, coal and metal mines, canal

and river banks, mountain slopes,

beaches, and the rock dump heaps in

areas where strip mining is practiced. In

short, wherever the bedrock of the earth's

crust has been exposed, you have a good
chance of finding fossils. K you're not

successful the first time you go fossil

browsing by a road cut, don't be
discouraged. Try another, farther down the

highway. Eventually you are bound to strike

pay dirt. Soon you may find yourself

joining the hundreds of amateur fossil

collectors, many of whom have built

impressive collections and in the process

developed a keen appreciation for the

geology oi certain areas.

You may even strike it rich another way.

One beginner collector, Francis Tully,

now a seasoned veteran with an enviable

collection of more than 3,000 animal

fossils, began by breaking open rust-

brown ironstone nodules heaped
beside his favorite fishing spot in the

strip-coal-mining region south of his home
in Lockport, Illinois. One day he turned up

a real prize—the fossil of a strange and
grotesque thirteen-centimeter-long

creature unknown in the paleontological

records. He brought it to the attention of

experts and eventually was rewarded by

having the long-exiiopt animal named
after him

—

Tuliimonstrum gregarium

("common Tully monster"),

HOW FOSSILS ARE FORMED

Fossils are the remains, or imprints, of

animals or plants that have been
preserved in rocks. They predate the

withdrawal ot the last glacier about 10,000
years ago. Thus, a fossil can be as young
as 1 0,000 years. The oldest known
fossils—microscopic bacterialike

organisms found in Swaziland.

Africa—date back to 3.6 billion years ago.

Don't expect lo find fossils in all

exposed rock. Virtually all fossils are found

in sedimentary rocks. Sedimentary rock

is composed of mud, lime, or sand'

deposited on the floors of ancient, shallow

seas, or it may be the dried and solidified

remains of mud lefl behind by long-

vanished rivers, lakes, or swamps. Over

the vast stretches of geologic time, untold

billions of animals and plants lived, died,

and were fortuitously buried in such soggy
heaps of sediment. Slowly the sediments

were compacted, the water gradually

squeezed out of them, and the individual

particles eventually cemented together by
minerals that acted as glue. The slow,

inexorable process that converts soft

sediments into solid dry rock is called

lithification.

There are at least three ways animals or

plants have become fossilized. First, if an

organism, or pari of it, was tough

enough —such as bone, shell, or hard

wood— it may have been preserved more
or less intact if conditions were dry enough
and if the area was prolected from erosion.

But hardness alone is not enough. The
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hard part must have been buried quite

quickly after the organism died (or while it

was still alive), or it would have decayed,
as did the soft parts of the organism. Also,

the plant or animal must have remained
undisturbed during the entire time it was
being fossilized.

In a few unusual and rare cases, some
very special condition has helped

preserve almost the entire animal—either

extreme cold or extreme dryness, for

example. Almost entire fossil mammoths
have been found preserved in frozen

ground, refrigerated for more than 25,000
years in Siberia and Alaska. And in dry

regions of South America, parts of

mummified ground sloths have been
found preserved in dry and protected

caves, But these cases are not the norm.

A second way in which many plants and
animals have been fossilized was by

being petrified: Their bone, shell, or other

hard parts were changed into a different

substance. Mineral-bearing water slowly

seeping downward through the sediments

was soaked up by the porous bones,

shells, or wood. Gradually, as the water

evaporated when the Sediments dried. Ihe

minerals left behind filled the small open
spaces within the bone or shell. The
addition of minerals tends to make bone,

shell, or wood even harder. Very often the

actual bone or shell was dissolved by the

groundwater. When that has happened,

Ihe minerals in the water have slowly

replaced the bone, shell, or wood as they

are being dissolved. Brightly colored

silica, calcite, or orange and red iron

compounds often become part of fossil

bone or shell. In some petrified wood,

silica has not only filled in small hollow

spaces but has replaced the once living

woody tissue so perfectly that the

individual cells and annual-growth rings

show up exactly and clearly many millions

of years later.

A third group of fossils are merely

traces—leaf or foot impressions in

stone—of once living organisms. After the

plant or animal died, it was quickly buried

in the sediments. Gradually the hard parts

as well as the soft parts dissolved or

decayed. Only a cavity was lefl in the



sedimGntary rock where the shell or other

hard part once lay. The walls of such

cavities then became a natural copy, or

mold, ot the shell or other skeletal part.

Millions of years after the cavity was
formed, minerals seeped into and refilled

the cavily. In this way, a natural cast of the

original mold was formed. Millennia later,

many such casts can be dug up by lucky

fossil hunters. Molds and casts are very

common fossil forms, particularly for

invertebrates (animals lacking

backbones).

Occasionally, the hard ouiside skeleton

and tiny appendages of insects have been

discovered in amber, which is the

hardened and fossilized resin of ancient

trees. Sometimes, plants and small

soft-bodied organisms living in the seas

have been buried in mud that hardened

into shale. But in these cases, the only

remains are a thin film of carbon showing

the delicate details of their appearance.

Sandstone casfs showing in remarkable

detail the texture of dinosaur skin have

been found in western Canada.

HOW TO F IND AND PREPARE FOSSILS

You do not need much in the way of

special equipment to prepare yourself for

a fossil hunt. Because most fossils are

found in sedimentary rocks, you'll find it

helpful to learn to identify the common
fossil-bearing sedimentary rocks:

limeslone, dolomite limestone, coal, and

shale. A rock-identificalion guidebook is

an invaluable tool, as is a geological map
of the area in which you plan to search.

Other tools you should take are a

geologist's hammer or a bricklayer's

hammer, one or two medium-sized

tempered-coid-steel chisels, a knapsack,

some old newspapers, masking iape, a

small notebook, a ball-point pen, a small

magnifying glass, and a few plastic pill

bottles with cotton to hold small or delicate

specimens.

When you are searching for specimens,

avoid running quickly from one spot to

another. Instead, spend some time looking

carefully either by crawling slowly on your

hands and knees or by just sitting in one

place. Turn over loose pieces of rock and

carefully examine all sides of them. You

will be surprised at what you may find.

With your hammer and chisel, carefully

split the sedimentary rocks parallel to the

layers, not across them. It is on the broad,

flat surfaces between layers that you will

find fossils.

When you find a specimen, wrap it in

newspaper and tape the ends together.

On the tape, number each fossil and
the date on which you found it. In the

notebook, record the number and the date

for each fossil, a short description of it, the

kind of rock you found it in, and where you

found it. This will allow you to return to the

spot, or guide-others to the spot, with a
minimum ol frustration, even years in the

future.

After you have brought your specimens
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home, clean them by placing each one in

water with a mild detergent and letting it

soak overnight. Excess rock and soil can

then be removed with a stiff toothbrush.

You can next use long needles, tweezers,

or old dental picks to clean around the

smaller structures of your fossil. With the

dental pick you may even remove much of

the rock around the fossil, but work

cautiously whenever you pick away_ at the

rock next to the fossil. If a specimen is

found in a stained condition, soak it in

Clorox overnight.

If you are a serious collector, after

cleaning and drying each fossil you

should label and catalog it. One way of

arranging your specimens is to group all

the fossils from one collecting area. You

should designate each collecting area by

a different letter, then paint the letter and

specimen number on the fossil. Much of

the information you find out about the fossil

should go on a special label, together

with the catalog number, and be placed

beneath the fossil in its slorage tray This

information, plus all the additional data

you have in your field notebook and any

information you get from olher sources,

should all be transcribed on a file card.

These. catalog cards, one for each fossil,

can then be arranged in numerical order

with each group and kept in your files. A
fossil without such information is little more

than a curio and is of no scientific value.

A word of warning: If you plan to do any

fossil hunling on private or public property,

be sure to get permission. Although most

public property is "open," il may be

temporarily closed to rock and fossil

collecting because it is under a mining

claim, or for some other reason. And don't

risk getting a ticket by stopping fo explore

a road cuf when turnpike signs warn you

that you may stop only for an emergency.

Happy hunting!

WHERE TO FIND FOSSILS

Some excellent general gudes identifying

fossil-bearing rocks and giving more
details on collecting techniques are:

An Illustrated Guide to Foss/7 Collecting by

Richard Casanova (Healdsburg, Calif.:

Naturegraph, new edition, 1970),

Discovering Rocks and Minerals by Roy A.

Gallant and Christopher J. Schuberth

(New York: Natural History

Press/Doubleday 1967), and

Fossils for Amateurs: A Handbook for

Collectors by Russell P McFall and Jay C.

Wollin (Mew York: Van Nostrand, 1972).

For more detailed information about the

locations of specific fossil sites and the

kinds of fossils you may expect to find,

wrile to the source listed for each state

noted below States not included tend to

be relatively poor sites for fossil collecting.

ALABAMA Mollusks and bryozoans

abundant in road cuts, especially in south

and central Alabama. Geological Survey,

P.O. Drawer O, University 35486.

ARIZONA Numerous dinosaur remains:

turtle, fish, and other vertebrate. fossils;

much petrified wood, especially around

Holbrook. Bureau of Mines, University of

Arizona, Tucson 85721

.

ARKANSAS Good collecting over most of

state. Geological Commission, State

Capitol, Utile Rock 721 19.

CALIFORNIA Excellent fossil hunting in

most parts of state-Road cuts, rocky

hillsides, and the Pacific coast are

excellent collecting siles. Division of Mines

and Geology, Resources Building, Room
1341, 1416 Ninth Street, Sacramento

95814.
FLORIDA Another good state for fossils.

Limestone pits or phosphate mines are

particularly good sites. Geological Survey,

Box 631 , Tallahassee 32304.

ILLINOIS Another good state for fossils.

Numerous plant fossils, especially around

Mazon Creek in Will County. Far north and

northeast, animal fossils in dolomite

limestone -trilobites and crinoids.

Geological Survey, Natural Resources

Building, Urbana 61801.

INDIANA Another excellenl state for

collectors. Eastern Indiana rich in animal

fossils. Prime collecting site along spoil

banks of railroad cuts around Weisburg

and Crawfordsville. Geological Survey,

61 1 N. Walnut Street, Bloomington 47401

.

IOWA Large variely of fossils around

Rocktord. Excellent crinoids in quarries

near Le Grand and Burlington. Geological

Survey, Geological Survey Building, Iowa

City 52240.

KANSAS Especially fossil-nch state.

Central Kansas famed for Niobrara chalk

deposits with splendid marine and land

vertebrates. Geological Survey, University

of Kansas, Lawrence 66044.

KENTUCKY Highway and railroad cuts,

quarries, slreamside cliffs are excellent
:

ussil Sites in northern part ol slate.

Department of Natural Resources, 209

St. Clair Street, Frankfort 40601.

MARYLAND Another excellent area,

especially along Atlantic coast from

Chesapeake Beach south. Geological

Survey, Latrobe Hall, Johns Hopkins

University. Baltimore 21218.

MICHIGAN Another excellent area with

many outcrops and abundant fossils.

Department of Natural Resources,

Stevens T. Mason Building, Lansing

48.926.

MINNESOTA Excellent fossil collecting

around St. Paul, Red Wing, St. Croix.

Geological Survey, University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis 55414.

MISSISSIPPI Good collecting among
Cretaceous outcrops. Geological Survey,

2525 North West Street. Jackson 39205.

MISSOURI Good state for fossils, best

hunling being among the Mississippian

Age beds. Division of Geology Survey

and Water Resources, Box 250, Roll a

65401

.

NEBRASKA Many Pennsylvanian Age
outcrops provide good collecting.

Conservation and Survey Division,

University of Nebraska, 1 1 3 Nebraska

Hall, Lincoln 68508.



NEVADA Eureka region provides good

collecting. Bureau of Mines, University oi

Nevada, Reno 89507.

NEW JERSEY Many fossil-bearing

outcrops ol Cretaceous and Cenozoic
Eras. Department oi Conservation and
Economic Development, Bureau of

Geology and Topography, Box 1 889,

Trenton 08625.

\EW YORK Proliiic fossil collecting in this

state. Due west of Albany, richest

Cambrian. Ordovician, Silurian, and
Devonian outcrops in the country.

University of tile State of New York, Slate

Museum and Science Service, Albany

12224.

NORTH CAROLINA Good state for fossil

collecting: Raleigh-Durham area,

northwest of Wilmington, Craven County,

and along Cape Fear River. Mineral

Resources Division, Departmenl of

Conservation and Development, Raleigh

22607.

NORTH DAKOTA Both Dakotas famous

ferabundant fossils. Many dinosaur

remains. State Geologist, University of

North Dakota, Grand Forks 58202.

OHIO A state rich in fossil-bearing rocks.

Areas around Cincinnati, Hamilton.

Oxford. Clarksville, Coal beds around

Cleveland- excel lent. Fossils in virtually all

counties. Geological Survey, 1 55 South

Oval Drive, Ohio State University,

Columbus 43201

.

OKLAHOMA Another good state for

fossils. ArbucKle Mountain region

excellent; Texas-Oklahoma line also good.

Geological Survey, University of

Norman 73069.

OREGON Norfh central pari of slate good

in John Day River valley. Department of

Geology and Mineral Industries, 1069

State Office Building, Portland 97201

.

PENNSYLVANIA Mines throughout state

are good collecting areas. Also Lancaster

and Bucks counties. Bureau of

Topographic and Geologic Survey, Main

Capitol Annex, Harnsburg 17120.

SOUTH CAROLINA Excellent collecting

along the Intercoasial Canal. Areas north,

west, and south of Myrtle Beach 'good.

State Development Board, Division of

Geology Box 927, Columbia 29202.

SOUTH DAKOTA (See North Dakota.)

Geological Survey, Science Center

University of South Dakota, Vermillion

57069.

TENNESSEE Excellent Paleozoic

outcrops'. Department of Conservation,

Division of Geology, G-5 State Office

Building, Nashville 37219.

TEXAS Excellent collecting throughout

slate. Many surface outcrops, especially

along line south from Oklahoma to central

Mexico; also east-west line from Arkansas

line to E! Paso County. Highway

Department, 1 1th and Brazos Street,

Austin 78711.

UTAH Road cuts along new mountain

highways provide excellent collecting

areas. House Range ol Millard County

excellent; also Blacksmith Fork seclion in

Northern Utah; also Confusion Range;

also try near town of Ibex, and Wasalch

and Uinta ranges. Geological -and

Mineralogical Survey, University of Utah,

Salt Lake City 84 102.

VERMONT Northwestern part' of state

near Highgate Springs for Irilobites,

especially. Geological Survey, East Hall,

University of Vermont, Burlington 05401

.

VIRGINIA Good collecting along coast; in

southwest part of state; and in Bland,

Rockbridge, and Smyth counties. State

Geologist, Division of Mineral Resources.

Box 3667, Charlottesville 22903.

WASHINGTON Good collecting on

coastal slope. Department of Natural

Resources, Box 168, Olympia 98501.

WEST VIRGINIA Excellent collecting

throughout the many tailings and'r.ock

dumps of shale and sandstone found in

this state. Geological and Economic

Survey, Box 879, Morgantown 26505.

WISCONSIN Excellent outcrops along

Willow River near Hudson. From Green

Bay to the Illinois line also good.

Geological and Natural Survey, 1815

University Avenue, Madison 53706.

Roy A. Gallant, former editor in chief of The

Natural History Press, is the author of more

than forty popular science books for

general audiences, particularly in

astronomyand geology. DO

EMRJ1ES
MjSWERS TO GAMES Ipage 144)

How Much Wine?: With the ruler, measure

me inside diameter of the bottle's base

and the height of the liquid in Ihe standing

bottle. The wine fi Is a cylinder of these

dimensions, so its volume is easily

calculated. Now turn it upside down. The
air space now fills a cylinder, and Ihe same
procedure can be followed. The volume ol

trie air space, added to the wine's volume,

gives the 'total capacity of the bottle, and
me percentage is easily determined.

Circle Round: The radius is 8 inches.

Note that one of the diagonals of ihe

rectangle is 8 inches and that the

other diagonal, of the same length, is

i the radius.

Cube Cutting: No. Six is the minimum
mber of cuts required, no matter how
e p eces ate resiacxed. Consider the

ill cube that will be' cut from the very

;r of the large cube. Since none of its

ss touches the outside surface of the

e'eube, each side will require a

Saratecut.

e Suspended Egg: First fill the glass half

Ml o! water and dissolve enough salt into it

:o make it dense enough for the egg to
"

ja! on top. Then add more unsalted water

othe top, filling to. the brim,

Vaier and Whiskey : Place a card over the

;r glass and invert it over the whiskey

glass. Now slide the card so that there is a

fraction-of-a-centimeter opening between

it and the inside edges of the 2 glasses.

The water, Ihe denser of the 2 liquids, will

seep down into Ihe bottom glass, and the

lighter whiskey will rise into the upper
glass to replace it.

Weigh-in: The filled balloon weighs more,

because Ihe. air in it is pressurized,

making it more dense.

Cold Storage: The room will be hotter.

There is energy coming intotheroomin

the form of electricity, but no energy

leaves, Ihus increasing the temperature.

A Red-Hot Problem: They are all Ihe same
temperature, since temperature directly

determines the frequency of electro-

magnetic radiation, and thus the color.

The Great Pound Roll-Off: The ball will

reach bottom first because it has less of its

mass on the outside, which gives it less

angular (turning) inertia.

Close the Door: Nothing, since there is no

oxygen in the room.

Milk or Cream : Cream rises to the top:

tlierefore.-milk weighs more.

One, Two: Both bullets will hit the ground
at the same time. Horizontal velocity

doesn't affect downward acceleration.

Three in a Row: Ace of diamonds, king of

hearts, and two of spades.
A Puzzle Classic: Ed is.16 1/? years old.

Birds and Beasts :
Seventeen beasts, '

26 birds,

Junior's First Case: The arguments cannot

be reconciled, because they are self-

contradictory. This puzzle is similar to the

tale of the village barber who shaves all

and only Ihose who do not shave them-

selves. There cannot be such a barber!

Body Parts: Arm; ear; eye; fat; hip; jaw;

leg; lip; rib; toe.

The Pet Store: Ten puppies, 2 kittens, and

88 goldfish.

Caffeine Quota: Thirty-three and athird

cups.

How Many Children: Four boys, 3 girls.

Target Practice: No. Hank and Lem's

overall shooting accuracy is the same. The

only way to compute an accuracy rating is

to find the ratio of hits to attempts. Hank's

rating was 28/84 and Lem's was 25/75, so

the 2 men tied for the day by each hitting

one third of their shots.

To the Corners: The most southern state is

Hawaii. All of the rest are Alaska, since the

Aleutian Islands chain extends thriugh

the 180° meridian, making Alaska

simultaneously the most eastern and most
western state.

Save Ihe Birdie: Thanks to Martin Gardner
for stumping us with this one. The key lies

in the available materia! mentioned in the

first sentence: sand. By pouring sand

slowly into the hole, the baby bird may
be raised to. the top.

Word Wise: Each word contains 3

consecutive letters from the alphabet.

Disassembly Line: The meat-packing

industry. DO
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With the immediate prospect oi finally

being on the Outside, plus that it was
dangerous to larry, we soon overcame our

initial disappointment and eagerly began
to roll the closesl automobile—a rusty

Chevrolet Whoosh!—up lo The Wall. With

some 140 men trying to lend a hand, the

task was over before it had hardly started.

The car hit The Wall with a great rusty,

dusty crunch, Immediately Bill Smitl and

Lawrence Lardicart climbed up on its roof;

this put them about seven feet below the

edge of The Wall. "Come up one by one,

men," said Smiti. "We'll boost you over. You,

Hank, first. Use your clippers on the wire."

(Hank Lawnsdown, a metal smith.)

What we would have done once over The

Wall I don't know—swim, i suppose. As it.

turned out, that problem never plagued us.

Lawnsdown had got on the car and was
being boosted up toward the edge of The

Wall when the helicopters came—by the

dawn's early light. Their machine guns

began chattering immediately. The first lew

bursts ripped into Smitt and Lawnsdown.

They fell to the Moveway. More bullets

poured into the cluster of men waiting to

climb onto the car. Many fell, screaming.

Some dragged themselves off toward the

surrounding automobiles. Most did not

move. The remanuer panicked; they ran in

all directions. The helicopters continued

firing—there must have been five or six. of

them. They pumped bullets into the run-

rinnKiK!" ir.oreilossly It was Dure slaughter.

They fell like flies. I was some seventy-five

leet from Smitt and Lawnsdown—maybe
more -when the firing began, and some-
what apart from the men grouped around

the car. This is what probably saved

me—and thai I was, by pure luck, standing

next to a flatbed truck still partially loaded

with concrete blocks. I don't remember ac-

tually jumping under it, but I watched the

slaughter from under its protection, the

whole area was filled with screaming, curs-

ing, groaning, and blood. If any of our men
fired what weapons they had, I did not see

it. Bullets, of course, went right through the

automobiles that most of the men flung

themselves under. The copters came back

again and again; they raked the area with-

out letup. One man crawled under the truck

with me.. Blood poured from his foot. He
groaned, looked at me with eyes glazed

with shock, then collapsed, dead. Then I

saw blood spewing from his chest.

Suddenly the tiring stopped. A great

moaning silence took its place, except for

the clatter of choppers. I peeked out from

under the truck. The sky was thick with

copters; more had'arrived. And guns pro-

truding from their bellies, they began to

settle down toward what was lefl of us.

How I escaped undetected I'll never

know God must have been with me. I sim-

ply crawled out "from under the truck, in the

direction that took me away from The Wall,

and wormed my way under a car, then left

fhat car, picked the one closest to ft, and
crawled to and under that one, avoiding

open spaces as much as possible, tor I felt

sure that the copters would land in them.

How long I
kept this up I'm not sure. I only

know that I stopped ony when I was too

exhausted to go on; and whenl could no

longer hear any sounds from the Moveway
Engineers,

I lay there panting.

I must have dozed, because the sun was
high when I looked out from under the car.

My hands were scraped and bruised from

my flight; the. tront of my Jam Survival Suit

was torn. The sky was clear of copiers.
I

heard not one sound, I crawled on aim-

lessly, staying under vehicles as much as

possible. I saw not one living soul, al-

though there was an occasional skeleton. I

suppose the firing scared all the "humans"

of Unincorporated Jamland away. My thirst

was terrible; a blazing sun had broken

through the usual smog. My weakness was
nearly overpowering. I had lost all food and

water. I had to stop after having crawled

only a very short distance.

I must have dozed again. The next thing I

remember was that the sun was nearly

down. Quickly, before darkness fell, I

began to write the day's horrible happen-

ings, which I now have just done. Now I am
trying to think what to do. Shall I try to make
itbacktoMoveville?! doubt if I could make
it, with no food, no water, and nothing in

between except a prairie of rusting au-,

tomobiles and childlike "savages." If I went

back to The Wall, how could I get over it? I

cannot bring myself to return to the scene

of the massacre, even if the Chevrolet is still

next to The Wall, even if I had strength to

climb it and somehow go over the top of

The Wall. Probably the Moveway Men have

Moved the car away, anyway. And they

would certainly be (here for the nexl few

days, cleaning up the mess they made. I

think the best thing for me to do is to head
back toward The Wall to a poinl some dis-

tance from where we first encountered it. In

the morning I shall risk a climb to the top of

a car here, find The Wall (I have not crawled

far from it, I'm sure), and start crawling

toward it. Perhaps I can find some method

to get over it.

Or under it?

July 14, 1999—This will be hard to read.

{Editor's note: This portion of Littlefinger's

Notebook was almost illegible, the reason

for which will be shortly known.) I am hardly

in a position to write well-formed words and

well-formed sentences. I write feverishly.

There is so little time left.

To go back

—

I was awakened last night by the clatter-

ing sound of many helicopters, some pass-

ing over me and others some distance

away. At the same time I heard a different

noise, a mystifying patter similar to the

sound of falling hail, although not as in-

tense. Crawling out from inside the au-



lomobile I was sleeping in to investigate, I

was immediately struck by two or three

small, lightweight objects- 1 heard others hit

the Moveway around me; one bounced

from a fender and landed right in front of

me; I could see it in the moonlight. When I

picked it up I was chilled to my very soul;

-and after I had examined it by the best

angle of moonlight and noted its color, 1

knew I was not mistaken, although I
swore

to God that! might be.

Moveway Engineers were- showering

Jamland with thousands of suicide cap-

sules I

And by morning I knew why
I
barely slept from that point on. At dawn I

crawled out from inside my car. All around

me were suicide capsules—dozens of

them in my immediate area, in all their

green malevolence. I was seized with an

indescribable fury. Cursing, I began to

grind every Capsule I could see underfoot.

It was as if fourteen months' worth of frus-

tration burst out of me, concentrated into

one minute of fury I was soon exhausted. I

l am veryweak. As 1 sprawled out to rest I

saw one capsule nearly hidden behind a

wheel. At first I
thought

I
would mash it, too,

I as soon as I had regained my strength. But

when I got up in a few minutes, I found

myself putting the capsule in the pocket of

my Jam Survival Suit reserved for just such

pills of instant death, {Editor's note: These

suits were dropped from helicopters in the

early days of the Jam.)

When with painful effort I climbed to the

top of the car I had slept under I saw that

The Wall was about a mile away. I was about

to climb back down to Ihe Moveway when I

took one quick glance in the direction of

Moveway City.
I saw a dark mass and then

heard the beginning of a deafening roar

I Then— I could nof believe what I saw Ap-

proaching Jamland were hundreds of

helicopters.

I hurried down and scrambled under the

automobile. The ground literally shook as

they approached. The roar was overpower-

ing. I risked a peek out. The sky was black

with the whirling monsters: They were all

the large KILs—the biggest helicopter

made, large enough to lift two tanks. As I

watched, and as they passed over The

Wall, I saw a stream of something fall from

the leading copter; and then as each ma-

chine passed over The Wall it, too, dropped

a stream of what appeared to be a grayish,

mucky substance. As soon as each copter

dumped its load, it turned back toward

Moveway City. In following the return of one

kx a second, I saw a second great cloud of

helicopters approaching. Then, looking oft

I lo north and south, I saw more gigantic

clusters of the machines, all coming toward

Jamland. And as I watched, each of these

copters also dropped something—a load

of something—onto Ihe Jammed cars as

soon as it passed over The Wall.

Jamland was being covered up by some-

I thing dropped by hundreds—thou-

sands—of helicopters! No wonder suicide

s were dropped during the night.

In a matter of minutes vie copiers were

dropping their loads a goodly distance

from The Wall—in my direction. Each
dropped load easily eq.ualed that of a large

dump truck. In the spot where each load

was dropped a rflound of a gray, mucky
substance appeared, then settled a bit

until it was nearly level with the lops of the

cars. I watched, horror stricken. Closer and
closer they dumped. I

could not stay under

the car; I would be covered by the muck,

There was no firing. In fact, I
saw no guns

protruding from the- copters.

Then I realized what
I was seeing. These

copiers were the specially made ones used

in Moveway construction. They had proba-

bly been assembled from various parts of

the United States for the job they we're

doing now.

And as one dropped his load scarcely

fifty feet from me 1 realized what they were

chopping and what they were doing.

They were dropping wet cement. They

were making a new Moveway over the old

Moveway.
I quickly climbed from beneath the car

and got inside it. Fortunately it was a sedan

and in relatively good condition. I ran up- all.

the windows but one—and just in time.

With a tremendous slushing thump, a bad
of cement hit the top of the car and the

surrounding area. As It mounted up the

side of the car, I shot through the open

window and onto the roof again, just ahead

of the rising wet goo. It leveled oft just

below the lop of the car. As I reached my
new position, another copter dropped a

lead so close lo me that I was splattered

and nearly knocked over by it-

I
whipped out my Notebook and began

to write furiously. It was obvious that a sec-

ond assaull would put the cement over my
head. They probably intended (omake the

new Moveway level with the top of The Wall.

I
thought fleetingly of frying to make it to

The Wall by jumping i'dn- cariop to cartop.

There were many spaces, though, where

no tops showed, where the spaces were

too great to jump over. Those damn sports

cars! Could I swim in wet cement9 I de-

cided I couldn't. So I sat on top of my car

and wrote and wrote and wrote—which is

what I'm doing at this exact moment.

Thousands of helicopters are now over-

head, coming and going, dumping their

loads and flying back for more. Such a

giganlic effort (it looks as if they want to

linish in time for lunch) must have been the

result of a congressional investigation.

After all, this Jam has been the longest on

reco'o. ,-ji'l! something just had to be done,

and done fast.

The cement is creeping' over the roof of

my car now. I am now sitting in it. It- feels

most disagreeable.
I stand up. I write while

hiildifc "T'v No;'ii:;ook on my chest, It is the

only thing I have left.

I -i ihe distance I see a few Jam-ees also

on lops of cars. Not many. A hall a dozen or

so. The other poor creatures are probably



too weak to climb onto the roofs. I try not to

think of my friends in Moveville.

By the thousands! Never have I seen so

many helicopters. The sky is a black fury of

them. Tons and tons of cement falling.

Another wave approaches me, dropping

cement as they come, peeling back. More

coming.
The cement is rising, constantly finding

its own level. There are so many tons of it in

thisareaofJamlandnowthateveryload.no
matter where dropped, raises the level a

fraction. And tons are being dropped.

The level is now just below my knees.

What can I write? There is nothing new.

I just saw a man who was on a car some
100 yards from me disappear. A load of

cement hit him squarely.

And another just toppled over. Suicide?

Here comes a load. (Editor's note: This

sentence was scrawled out so badly it is

assumed Litllefinger wrote it as he was ac-

tually ducking. Spots of cement were found

on this page.)

It hit about 100 feet from me. Cement is

now at my waist, I must raise my hands to

write.

Suicide?

Another load is approaching. Here it

comes.
Just missed me. Hit about fifty feet a

Cement up to neck now.

Write with Notebook over head.

At chin.

Can't die like this.

I am going

At lips.

I have taken the capsule.

It is gone.

Goodb

(Editor's note: It may well be assumed,

although there is no supporting evidence,

that Henry Littlefinger died holding the

pages of his Notebook over his head,

above the cement; and that, some time lat-

er, it was thus found in "his death grip. One
must imagine that that unknown man, that

finder of the Notebook pages, that only

known survivor of the Great Fourteen-

Month Moveway Jam, somehow escaped

the onslaught of the "dump-truck heli-

copters" that fateful day. One must also

imagine him for some reason cautiously

creeping out over the just-hardened, or

hardening, cement the next morning, or

later that same day, and coming upon

Littlefinger's Notebook pages and hand.

As readers may know, Moveway Engineers

ceased dumping cement at a level corre-

sponding roughly to the height of a man
standing on the roof of a Jammed car, plus

about one foot. And since the Notebook

pages were not encrusted with cement, it

would appear that they were not buried in it.

Later, of course, after the original cement

had entirely hardened. Engineers dumped
the final layef, which brought the level of the

new Moveway "up to the edge of The Wall—

and covered Littlefinger's hand, wherever

it may be, that hand lhat wrote so. much
for the enlightenment of so many.) DO
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that it would be very hard to put a specific

'one-in-a-thousand' kind of framework to

the answer. However, it is safe to say that the

probability would be one in millions, par-

ticularly when you remember the number of

specific things we found. I think" the best

thing I can say at this point is that I sure

would hate to be the one to defend the idea

that this was all some sort of good-luck

coincidence; that explanation would be

harder to sustain than the psychic model

as a hypothesis."

May's inquisitor, almost as obviously as

May himself, is working through this an-

swer. He has the mathematical training to

appreciate how impossible it would be just

to guess correctly that blocks of stone,

Y-shaped objects, and wheels with shafts

sticking out would be found. By the time he

reaches his conclusions he has been jarred

enough to leave the cabin interior, walk to

the deck area at the foot of the bridge, and

approach me; I had come here for solitude

and some time to think things through.

As we stand silently side by side for sev-

eral minutes the older man introduces him-

self as a marine biologist doing some work

at the institute's labs.

"I just heard about your experiment. It's

very interesting. Not my field, of course, but

it's clear that there are implications here for

every discipline in science."

Almost a year would elapse before the

final chapter of Deep Quest was closed.

During that time, we arranged for a metal-

lurgist to examine recovered metal frag-

ments, Using x-ray excitation, Scott Hub-

bard, an expert in the field working out of

Berkeley, reported back to me: "We cannot

say anything absolutely conclusive, but

there is highly suggestive evidence, based

on the lack of chromium [present in all steel

smelted by modern processes], that this

metal was produced at least seventy-five

years ago." The psychics had placed the

wreck as occurring eighty to ninety-three

years ago.

Thomas Cooke, marine-sites expert for

the Bureau of Land Management (the gov-

ernment agency charged with keeping

track of marine wrecks), analyzed the site

selected by all respondents and offered

these comments: "Based on an intensive

study of sites in southern California waters,

I must conclude that the area selected by

Schwartz's psychics was previously un-

known and. could not have been found by

going through old papers, books at the

library, or that sort of thing." This is critical,

because it rules oul cheating by checking

old records or soliciting secret advice from

jects also turned out to be important.

Marine organisms grow at a known rate,

and the over;one-inch thickness found on

several artifacts clearly demonstrates that

they lay on the ocean floor tor many de-

cades. Similarly, the growth of seaweed

proves that objects have been in the area,

undisturbed, for a period of time far greater

than when I first learned from institute dep-

uty director Don Keach that I
would have

access to a submarine and that it would be

in the waters off Santa Catalina. This de-

fuses the charge that the psychics all got

together, decided on the site, found the

objects we discovered, pulled them up

from somewhere else, and fheh dumped
them overboard— in essence the old trick

of salting the mine.

Our psychic trio also predicted a

wooden ship. When the debris was later

brought up and sorted, a fragment of

wooden hull was clearly identified. And fi-

nally the psychic reconstruction of how the

ship sank, "by burning and blowing up

amidships," was vouchsafed by Wit-

combe, who, in going back through the

Taurus logs and drawing a map of the ar-

tifact locations, concluded:

"By the distribution of wreckage it is clear

that this ship did not jusi settle to the bot-

tom, She appears to have suffered an ex-

plosion amidships, probably owing to fire,

and, only then, to have sunk."

For me personally, though, the most

gratifying comments to come out of the

postdiving research were those of the two

friends who had lent me the submarine in

the first place.

Don Walsh and Don Keach would be at

the head of anyone's list of experts in

deep-ocean technology, its problems and

its promise. Walsh, as ayoung lieutenant in

the navy, took the submersible Trieste to

whai is literally the bottom of the sea: Cal-

lenger Deep in the Marianas Trench, over

145,000 meters to the bottom. Keach

would later succeed Walsh as the craft's

officer-in-charge and locate the nuclear

submarine Thresher when she was lost at

sea. For decades these two men had

headed or had a hand in virtually every US
program having to do with deep-ocean re-

search.

When I first approached them they lis-

tened carefully but indulgently;
I
was an old

friend with a freaky interest. But, as Keach

would tell me later, "We knew, as you know,

just how difficult locating something on the

sea floor can be. Frankly, I felt nothing but

skepticism about this psychic experiment.

But in talking it over and listening to the

research you mentioned, Don Walsh and I

both felt that if we were going to call our-

selves scientists we had to let the facts lead

where Ihey would. The experiment was

rigorous and its results clear-cut. Anyone

who will look at this open-mindedly has to

feel that something happened down there
.

that can't be explained in the old ways. I

don't know exactly what it was, but I think

we had better take a long, hard look."

Coming from this expert and skeptical

Maine man, it meant a lot. This is the posi-

tion of the true scientist, and neither I nor

anyone else in parapsychology can—or

should— ask for anything more. DQ
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TICKET
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 48

to 461,763. In potential commercial space

travel, we can foresee a potential $85-mil-

lion-per-year market. This is attractive.

But can we do it from the technical point

of view? Right now, space travel costs are

more than thirty times higher than this

magic $20 per kilogram. Is it technically

feasible to try to getthese costs down to the

$20-per-kilogram target figure? Unfortu-

nately, not with the NASA Space Shuttle,

since it was designed to be a space truck,

no! a space bus. And it was designed with

1 970 technology as a pioneering effort. All

early, pioneering technologies are expen-

sive and crude, but they become inexpen-

sive and highly refined in a surprisingly

short period of time if there is a market with

a price goal to be met.

Even though the NASA Space Shuttle

holds center stage today, a lot of advanced

planning and conceptual design work has

been going on to define the space-launch

vehicles that would be required in the late

1980s. Independent aerospace engineers

such as Robert Salkeld, as well as the ad-

vanced-design groups at Martin-Marietta,

Boeing, McDonnell-Douglas, and Rockwell

International, are already laying the

groundwork for the space shuttles of 1 990.

And these plans are not totally along the

lines of making bigger and heavier space

shuttles.

First of all, a 1990 space shuttle capable

of meeting the cost goal of $20 per kilo-

gram will not be as large as the current

NASA Space Shuttle. It will be a "space

DC-3" (SDC-3) with a much smaller pay-

load. It will not be a space 747 or DC-1 0.

It the DC-10 had preceded the DC-3, no

airline in the world in 1 935 could have filled

the DC-10 to the break-even load factor,

even if only one trip per week had been

offered. In order to have profitable opera-

tions so that they could develop and ex-

pand, the fledgling airlines needed an

airplane with two important economic fea-

tures: (a) It had to carry the right number of

passengers for the existing and antici-

pated market, and (b) its operating costs

had to be low enough that it could make
money flying passengers only. The airlines

got that airplane in the Douglas DC-3.

There were some bigger airliners thai fol-

lowed on the heels ot the DC-3. The Hand-

ley Page HP. 42, the Armstrong Whitworth

A.W 27, the Junkers Ju-90, and the Boeing

SA-307B "Stratoliner" could each carry al-

most double the payload of the DC-3, but

the airlines could not fill these planes.

The SDC-3 of 1990 will not have the

30,000-kilogram-payload capability of the

NASA Space Shuttle, and it will also oper-

ate differently. Carrying twenty-five pas-

sengers and a crew of three, the SDC-3 will

take off horizontally from an airport runway

and climb into orbit under the thrust of

rocket engines using liquid oxygen and

liquid hydrogen, propellants that produce

only steam as an exhaust. It will glide back

to a landing on any 3,000-meter runway,

These characteristics are not impossible

to achieve with technology that is either

currently in hand or possible within five

years. Remember thai a 1990 operational

date is more than ten years away. The first

commercial jet-airliner service began al-

most seven years to the day after the end of

World War II in Europe (World War- II had
seen the tirst operational use of jet aircraft).

Engineers do not like to make big leaps

but prefer to take gentle, evolutionary

steps, building slowly on what they know

how to do. Don't blame them for being con-

servative; they are responsible for design-

ing transportation devices that are not only

economical but also very reliable because

flesh-and-blood people are going to ride in

them. Therefore, we can reasonably antici-

pate a cost reduction of about ten, which in

itself may appear to many engineers to be

a big leap.

But the SDC-3 is not going to cost as

<mWhen we begin planning for

137 people per day

into orbit, we must begin to

think of something

more than a primitive space

station with crude

facilities. There will have to

be a "space hotel"

with all the amenities.^

much as the NASA Space Shuttle for two

reasons: fa) It is not as radical a departure

from existing space systems as the NASA
Space Shuttle is, and it can therefore utilize

much of the advanced technology of the

Space Shuttle; and (b) the SDC-3 has

roughly one tenth the gross lift-off weight of

the NASA Space Shuttle, because the

SDC-3 is sized to a specific market.

This market, by the way, is more than

merely boosting tourists to orbit and bring-

ing them back. The SDC-3, like its name-
sake DC-3, can and will do many jobs. It will

lift scientists to space telescopes and
space laboratories, engineers to space
factories and solar-power-satellite con-
struction sites, and maintenance techni-

cians to malfunctioning unmanned satel-

lites in low Earth orbit. The seats will be
yanked out for certain flights, and the

SDC-3 will haul 2,250 kilograms of cargo

that, for a wide variety of reasons, isn't

being launched by the big "Heavy Lift"

launch vehicles of the time. (Not all

freighters, air or sea, are the same size.)

Something like the SDC-3 can be built

and flying by 1990. It is interesting to note

that the concept of the SDC-3 isn't really

new. The "Orion" space shuttle depicted in

the Kubrick-Clarke film 2001: A Space
Odyssey was designed for thirty-two pas-

'

sengers plus a crew of three, according to

a study of the photographs of the vehicle.

Orbiting 5,000 people per year is no

small operation. It requires 200 fully loaded

SDC-3 flights, or "roughly four flights per

week -Monday, Wednesday, and twice on

Friday. This is four times the projected

NASA Space Shuttle schedule frequency.

According to this traffic model, ten to twelve

SDC-3 ships would be required. Prepos-

terous? Third World countries today own
and fly nearly a hundred Boeing 707s out of

nearly 1,700 that have been built to date.

And the 707 costs more than six times as

much as a propeller-driven airliner.

Designing, building, and operating the

SDC-3 will undoubtedly pave ine way for its

successor of 1995-2000 that will bring

costs down from $50 per kilogram to the

target of $20 per kilogram. Such a. cost

reduction is going to make space travel

attractive to a much larger market—50,000

people per year. This traffic model cannot

be handled by the SDC-3 anyway, and

when we have reached this point in space

travel, we are "over the hump." Space travel

becomes a totally different sort of opera-

tion. When we begin planning for 137

people per day into orbit, we must, among
other things, begin to think of something

more than a primitive space station with

crude facilities. There will have to be a

"space hotel" with all the amenities. Han-

dling 50,000 people or more per year in a
,

completely closed ecological system
means oxygen, water purification, sewage
disposal, food handling, garbage disposal,

sleeping accommodations, medical

facilities, and a host of other travel services

in orbit. Facilities on the ground and in orbit

must be geared to handle this throng. And,

at $20 per kilogram, the throng is going to

grow. Rapidly

This is not—repeat, not—"Buck Rogers

stuff" suitable only for science-fiction sto-

ries, tv series, and Sunday-supplement

material. It is, at the very most, only twenty

years down the road. Many of you will still

be paying off your home mortgage.

It is going to happen because most ot the

technology to permit it is almost in place.

The schedule will not slip by more than ten

years at the very most. If the market is there,

if people are able to pay for it, and if some-

one can make a profit, it will get done.

Our terrestrial civilization isgrowing and

progressing. There are no long-term trends

to indicate otherwise, in spite of glitches in

the trends and localized Malthusian crises.

My grandfather couldn't consider owning

an automobile; my father owned several

automobiles but couldn't consider owning

an airplane; I own automobiles and an air-

plane but cannot consider flying into

space today; my children will do all of these

things, including flying into space. Perhaps

my grandchildren will own spaceships of

their own. When that happens, we can truly

say that space travel has come of age.DO



massive enough to become supernovas

themselves a few million years later.

Perhaps some kind of chain reaction of

such supernova explosions is responsible

for creating the spiral patterns.

THE COMPUTER MODEL
By making a computer model of a galaxy.

Drs. Gerola and Seiden have consid-

ered what would happen if supernovas

were indeed responsible for spiral-arm

formation. Any model of a physical object

or process must include mathemaiical

expressions that describe how things hap-

pen. Calculations are made, and the results

are shown as a pattern of dots—rep-
resenting stars—on a grid. Since the first

njle of computing is GIGO, "Garbage In,

Garbage Out," the model must correspond

to reality as closely as possible. You wantto

consider as many fine details as possible in

order to mimic the real world, yei you must
resist the Siren call of trying to put in too

much or you will exceed the capacity of the

computer.

The IBM astronomers model the galaxy

as a disc made of forty-nine rings of stars.

Each ring, at a different distance from the

center, can be made to revolve around the

nucleus at a different rate, just as stars do
n a real galaxy. The rates of revolution are

taken from actual observations of galaxies.

Each ring is divided into cells of equal

size. Each ceil is allowed io have a star or

star group in it, and at any time there is a

probability that a star will become a super-

nova. If it does, it will induce the formation of

other stars in a- neighboring cell. In addi-

tion, throughout the "galaxy" the scientists

allow tor a very small number of spontane-

ous star iormations.

They begin by randomly populating their

galaxy with about 1 percent of the cells

having stars. Then they move lime ahead
one step—about 15 million years—and

see what happens. Some of the first stars

explode, causing new stars. At the next

time step, some of those new stars

explode. And so on, After each step, they

look at where the bright stars are located in

the galaxy The computer models have run

for up to 2,000 time steps, equivalent to

some 30 billion years of real time.

The differences between galactic types

are important. In the model, each is differ-

ent in the way that the speed of revolution of

the rings changes with distance from the

center of the galaxy. Significantly, the type

of galaxy that results from the calculations

is the same as the type of galaxy from

which the motion data were taken. Motion

data from a galaxy wifh patchy irregular

arms produce a patchy, irregular galaxy;

motion data from a smooth galaxy produce

a smooth galaxy This fact gives Gerola and
Seiden reassurance that their model does

indeed correspond to reality. Furthermore,

their model also Shows that the spiral pat-

terns persist over the entire lifetime of the

galaxies. Of course, many of the spiral

segments wind up and disappear, but new
ones form and join with older ones to main-

tain a constant pattern,

The results indicate that the different

forms of spiral galaxies are not due to any
evolution from one type to another but are

fixed at the time of formation by the way in

which they rotate.

So what will this galaxy look like in the

future—a billion or 5 billion years hence?
The light from the galaxy some 20 billion

years from now will come from different

stars not yei born, descendants of the

bright ones now shining. The arms will be in

different places, and details of the design

will be quite different. But overall it will be
the same.

Sometime in the far future, however, the

gas in the galaxy may begin to be used up.

New stars can no longer be formed and
eventually there will be no supernovas.

Then the spiral arms will fade from view,

leaving only the nucleus of the galaxy visi-

ble across the vast reaches of intergalactic

space. Eventually, the nucleus too will pale

as the stars consume their thermonuclear

fuels and the sky will become devoid of

galaxies. Within our galaxy our far descen-

dants will see only a few lackluster red stars

.. . and then nothing.

What comes next we don't know, DO
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SONATA
What is his music? What is his music?

Whai is his music?
Wondering. Until dawn, when the storm

was abating and the wind had died. Chris-

tian got out of his bed-, where he had not

slept but only tossed back and forth ali

night, and took the recorder from its hiding

place and played ft

At first it sounded strange, like noise;

odd sounds that had nothing to do with the

sdunds of Christian's life. But the patterns

were clear, and by the end of the recording,

which was nol even a half-hour long. Chris-

tian had mastered the idea of fugue, and

the sound of the harpsichord preyed on his

mind.

Yet he knew that if he let these things

show up in his music, he would be discov-

ered. So he did not try a fugue. He did not

attempt to imitate the harpsichord's sound.

And every night he listened to the record-

ing, learning more and more until finally the

Watcher came.
The Watcher was blind, and a dog led

him. He came to the door, and because he

was a Watcher, the door opened for him

without his even knocking.

"Christian Haroldsen, where is the re-

corder?" the Watcher asked.

"Recorder?" Christian asked, then knew
it was hopeless. So he took the machine

and gave it to the Watcher.

"Oh, Christian," said the Watcher, and his

voice was mild and sorrowful. "Why didn't

you turn it in without listening to it?"

"I meant to," Christian said. "But how did

you know?"
"Because suddenly there are no fugues

in your work. Suddenly your songs have lost

the only Bach-like thing about them. And
you've stopped experimenting with new
sounds. What were you trying to avoid?"

"This," Christian said, and he sat down
and on his first try duplicated the sound of

the harpsichord.

"Yet you've never tried to do that until now,

have you?"

"I thought you'd notice."

"Fugues and harpischord, the two things

you noticed first—and the only things you

didn't absorb into your music. All your other

songs forthese last weeks have been tinted

and colored and influenced by Bach. Ex-

cept that there was no fugue, and there was
no harpsichord. You have broken the law.

You were put here because you were a

genius, creating new things with only na-

ture for your inspiration. Now, of course,

you're derivative, and truly new creation is

impossible for you. You'll have to leave."

"I know," Christian said, afraid, yet not

really understanding what life outside his

house would be like.

"We'll trainjrou for the kinds of jobs you

can pursue now. You won't starve. You won't

die of boredom. Bui because you broke the

law, one thing is forbidden to you now"
"Music."

"Not all music. There is music of a sort,

Christian, that the common people, the

ones who aren't Listeners, can have. Radio

and television and record music, But live

music and new music—those are forbid-

den to you. You may not sing. You may not

play an instrument You may not tap out a

rhythm."

"Why not?"

The Watcher shook his head. "TTle world

is too perfect, too at peace, too happy, for

us to permit a misfit who broke the law to go

about spreading discontent. And if you

make more music, Christian, you Will be

punished drastically. Drastically."

Christian nodded, and when the Walcher

told him to come, he came, leaving behind

the house and the woods and his Instru-

ment. At first he took it calmly, as the inevi-

table punishmenl for his infraction; but he

had little concept of punishment, or of what

exile from his Instrument would mean.

Within five hours he was shouting and

striking out at anyone who came near him,

ZOnce, Joe went to the piano

and lifted the lid

and played every key on the

piano. And when
'he had done that he put his

head down on

the piano and cried. . . . It was
like . . . losing his bar3

because his fingers craved the touch of the

Instrument's keys and levers and strips and
bars, and he could not have them, and now
he knew that he had never been lonely beJ

lore.

II took six months before he was ready for

normal life. And when he left the Retraining

Center (a small building, because it was so

rarely used), he looked tired and years

older, and he didn't smile at anyone. He
became a delivery-truck driver, because
the tests said that this was a job that would

least grieve him and :east remind him of his

loss and most engage his few remaining

aoltudes and interests.

He delivered doughnuts to grocery

stores.

And at night he discovered the mysteries

of alcohol; and the alcohol and the

doughnuts and the truck and his dreams
were enough that he was, in his way, con-

tent. He had no anger in him. He could live

the rest of his life, without bitterness.

He delivered fresh doughnuts and took

the stale ones away with him.

SECOND MOVEMENT
"-.With a name like Joe," Joe always said,

"I had to open a bar and grill, just so! could

put up a sign saync Joe ?; Bar and Grill,'

"

And he laughed and laughed, because,

after all, Joe's Bar and Grill was a funny

name fhese days.

But Joe was a good bartender, and the

Watchers had put_him in the right kind of

place. Not in a big city but In a small town; a

town just off the freeway, where truck driv-

ers often came; a town not far from a large

city, so that interesting things were nearby

to be talked about and worried about and

bitched about and loved.

Joe's Bar and Grill was, therefore, a nice

place to come, and many people came
there. Not fashionable people, and not

drunks, but lonely people and friendly

people in just the right mixture. "My clients

are like a good drink. Just enough of this

and that to make a new flavor that tastes

better than any of the ingredients." Oh, Joe

was a poet; he was a poet of alcohol, and

like many another person these days, he

often said, "My father was a lawyer, and in

the old days I would have probably ended
up a lawyer too. And I never would have

known what I was missing."

Joe was right. And he was a damn good
bartender, and he didn't wish he were any-

thing else, so he was happy.

One night, however, a new man came in,

a man with a doughnut delivery truck and a

doughnut brand name on his uniform. Joe
noticed him because silence clung to the

man like a smell—wherever he walked,

people sensed it, and though they scarcely

looked at him, they lowered their voices or >

stopped talking at all, and they got reflec-

tive and looked at the walls and the mirror

behind the bar. The doughnut deliveryman

sat in a corner and had a watered-down

drink that meant he intended to stay a long

time and didn't want his alcohol intake to be

so rapid (hat he was forced to leave early.

Joe noticed things about people, and he

noticed that this man kept looking off in the

dark corner where the piano stood. It was
an old, out-of-tune monstrosity from the old

days (for this had been a bar for a long

time), and Joe wondered why the man was
fascinated by it. True, a lot of Joe's custom-

ers had been interested, but they had al-

ways walked over and plunked on the keys,

trying to find a melody, failing with the oul-

of-tune keys, and finally giving up. This

man, however, seemed almost afraid of the

piano, and didn't go near it.

At closing time, the man was still there,

and, on awhim, instead of making the man
leave, Joe turned off the piped-in music,

turned off most of the lights, and went over

and lifted the lid and exposed the gray

keys.

The deliveryman came over to the piano.

Chris, his name tag said. He sat and
touched a single key The sound was not

pretty. But the man touched all the keys one

by one and then touched them in different

orders, and all the time Joe watched, won-

dering why the man was so intense about it.

"Chris," Joe said.

Chris looked up at him.



"Do you know any songs?"
Chris's face went funny.

"I mean, some of those old-time songs,

nijl those fancy ass-twitcbers on the radio,

but songs. 'In a Little Spanish Town,' My
mother sang that one 1o me." And Joe

began to sing, "In a little Spanish town,

'twas on a night like this Stars were oeek-

a-booing down, 'twas on a night like this."

Chns began to play as Joe's weak and
toneless baritone went on with the song,.

But his playing wasn't an accompaniment,
not anything Joe could call an accompan-

iment, It was, instead, an opponent to his

melody, an enemy to it, and the sounds

coming but. of the piano were strange and

unharmonious and, by God, beautiful. Joe
stopped singing and listened. For two

hours he listened, and when it was over he

soberly poured the man a drink and poured

one for himself and clinked glasses with

Chris the doughnut deliveryman who could

take that rotten old piano and. make the

damn thing sing.

Three nights later, Chris came back, look-

ing harried .and afraid. But this time Joe
knew what would happen (had to happen),

and instead of wailing until closing time,

Joe turned off the piped-in music ten min-

utes early. Chris looked up at him plead-

ingly. Joe misunderstood—he went over

and lifted the lid to the keyboard and
smiled. Chris walkec st hly, perhaps reluc-

tantly, to the stool and sat.

"Hey Joe," one of the last five customers

shouted, "closing early?'"

Joe didn't answer. Jusl watched as Chris

began to play. No preliminaries this time; no

scales and wanderings over the keys. Just

power, and the piano was played as pianos

aren't meant to be played; the bad notes,

the out-of-tune notes, were 'i; into ihe music

so that they sounded right, and Chris's fin-

gers, ignoring the strictures ot the twelve-

tone scale, played, it seemed to Joe, in the

cracks.

None ot the customers left until Chris

finished an hour and a half later. They all

shared that final drink and went home,

shaken by the. experience.

The next night Chris came again, and the

next, and the next, Whatever private battle

had kept him away for the first few days

after his first night of playing, he had ap-

parently won it or lost it. None of Joe's busi-

ness. What Joe cared about was the fact

that when Chris played the piano, it did

things to him that music had never done,

and he wanted it.

The customers apparently wanted it, too.

Near closing time people began showing

up, apparently just to hear Chris play. Joe
began starling the piano musiG earlier and

earlier, and he had to discontinue the free

drinks after the playmg, because there

re so many people it would have put him

out of business.

It went on for Iwo long, strange months.

The delivery van pulled up outside, and

people stood aside for Chris to enter, No
one saidanything to him. No one said any-

thing at all, but everyone waited until he

began to play the piano. He drank nothing

at all. Just played. And between songs the

hundreds of people in Joe's Bar and Grill

ale ana drank.

But the merriment was gone. The laugh-

ter and the chatter and the camaraderie

were missing, and. after a while Joe grew
tired of the music and wanted to have his

bar backthe way it was. He toyed with the

idea -of getting rid of the piano, but the

customers would have been angry at him.

He thought of asking Chris not to come any

more, but he could not bring himself to

speak to the strange, silent man.

And so finally he did what he knew he

should have done in the first place. He
called the Watchers.

They came in the middle of a perform-

ance, a blind Watcher with a dog on a

leash, and an earless Watcher who walked

unsteadily, holding on to hmgs "or bahrr'e

They came in the middle ofa song and did

not wait for it to end. They walked to the

piano and closed the id gently, and Chris

withdrew his fingers and looked at the

closed lid.

"Oh, Christian," said the man with the

setting-eve dog.

"I'm sorry," Christian answered. "I tried

not to."

"Oh, Christian, how can I bear doing to

you what must be done?"

"Do it," Christian said.

And so the man with no ears took a laser

knife from his coa! pocke; ana cut off Chris-

i an's "ingers and rhumbs, iignt where they

roofed into h s hands The laser cauterized

and sterilized the wound even as it cut, but

still some blood spattered-on Christian's

uniform. And, his hands now meaningless

palms and useless knuckles. C'V'Si-ar

stood and walked out of Joe's Bar and Grill.

The people made- way for him again, and
they listened intently as the blind Watcher
said, "That was a man who broke the law

and was forbidden lo oe a Maker. He broke

the law a second time, and the law insists

that he do stopped : rom breaking down the

system that makes all of you so happy."

The people understood. It grieved them;

it made them uncomfortable for a few

hours, but once they had returned home to

their exactly right homes and got back to

their exactly right jobs. Ihe sheer content-

ment of their lives overwhelmed their

momentary sorrow for Chris. After all, Chris

had broken the law And it was the law that

kept them all safe and happy,

Even Joe. Even Joe soon forgot Chris and
his music. He knew he had done the right

thing. Hecoulon [figure out, though, why a

man like Chris would have broken the law in

the first place, or what law he would have

broken. There wasn't a law in the -world that

wasn't designed to make people
happy—and there wasn't a law Joe could

think of that he was even mildly interested

in breaking.

Yet. Once, Joe went to the pianoand lifted

the lid and played every key on the piano.



And when he had done ihat he put his head
down on the piano and cried, because he

knew that when Chris lost thai piano, lost

even his fingers so he could never play

again— it was like Joe's losing his bar. And
it Joe ever lost his bar, his liie wouldn't be
worth living.

As for Chris, someone else began com-
ing to the bar driving, the same doughnut
delivery van, and no one ever saw Chris

again in that part of the world.

THIRD MOVEMENT
.

"Oh, what a beautiful mornin'!" sang the

road-crew man who had seen Oklahoma!
four times in his home town.

"Rock my soul in the bosom of Abra-

ham!" sang the road-crew man who had
learned to sing when his family got together

with guitars.

"Lead, kindly light, amid the encircling

gloom!" sang the road-crew man who be-

lieved.

But the road-crew man without hands,

who held the signs telling the traffic to Stop

or Go Slow, listened but never sang.

"Whyn'tyou never sing?" asked the man
who liked Rogers and Hammerstein; asked
all of them, at one time or another.

And the man they called Sugar just

shrugged. "Don't feel like singin'," he'd say,

when he said anything at all.

"Why they call him Sugar?"a new guy
once asked. "He don't look sweet to me."

And the man who believed said, "His

initials are CH. Like the sugar. C & H, you
know" And the new guy laughed. A stupid

joke, but the kind of gag that makes life

easier on the road building crew.

Not that life was that hard. For these men,
too, had been tested, and they were in the

job that made them happiest. They took

pride in the pain of sunburn and pulled

muscles, and the road growing long and
thin behind them was the most beautiful

thing in the world. And so they sang all day
at their work, knowing that they could not

possibly be happier than they were this day.

Except Sugar.

Then Guillermo came A short Mexican
who spoke with an accent, Guillermo told

everyone who asked, "1 may come from

Sonora, but my heart belongs in Milano!"

And when anyone asked why (and often

when no one asked anything), he'd explain:

"I'm an Italian tenor in a Mexican body," and

he proved it by singing every note that Puc-

cini and Verdi ever wrote. "Caruso was
nothing," Guillermo boasted. "Listen to

this!"

Guillermo had records, and he sang
along with them, and at work on the road

crew he'd join in with any man's song and
harmonize with it or sing an obbligato high

above the melody, a soaring lenor thai took

the roof off his head and filled the clouds. "I

can sing," Guillermo would say, and soon

the other road-crew men answered, "Damn
right, Guillermo!- Sing it again!"

Bui one night Guillermo was honesl and
told the truth. 'Ah, my friends, I'm no
singer."
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"What do you mean? Of course you are!"

came the unanimous answer.

"Nonsense!" Guillermo cried, his voice

theatrical. "If
I am this great singer, why do

you never see me going off to record

songs? Hey? This is a great singer? Non-
sense! Great singers they raise to be great

singers. I'm just a man who loves to sing but

has no talent! I'm a man who loves to work

on the road crew with men like you-and sing

his guts out, but in the opera I could never

be! Never!"

He did not say it sadly. He said it fervently,

confidently. "Here is where I belong! I can
sing to you who like to hear me sing! I can
harmonize with you when I feel a harmony
in my heart. But don't be thinking that Guil-

lermo is a great singer, because he's not!"

It was an evening of honesty, and every

man there explained why it was he was
happy on the road crew and didn't wish to

be anywhere else. Everyone, that is, except

Sugar.

"Come on, Sugar. Aren't you happy

£ The blind Watcher took a

company car with

a company driver up the road,

and at the end of it . .

.

the . - . Watcher got out of the

car and heard

... a song that made even an

eyeless man weep

3

here?"

Sugar smiled. "I'm happy. I like it here.

This is good work for me. And I love to hear

you sing."

"Then why don't you sing with us?"

Sugar shook his head. "I'm not a singer."

But Guillermo looked at him knowingly.

"Not a singer, ha! Wot a singer. A man with-

out hands who refuses to sing is not a man
who is not a singer. Hey?"

"What the hell did thai mean?" asked the

man who sang folk songs.

"It means that this man you call Sugar,

he's a fraud. Not a singer! Look at his

hands. All his fingers gone! Who is it who
cuts off men's fingers?"

The road crew didn't try to guess. There

were many ways a man could lose fingers,

and none of them were anyone's business.

"He loses his fingers because he breaks

the law and the Watchers cut them off!

That's how a man loses fingers. What was
he doing with his fingers that the Watchers

wanted him to stop? He was breaking the

law, wasn't he?"

"Stop," Sugar said.

"If you want," Guillermo said, but the

others would not respect Sugar's privacy

"Tell us," they said.

Sugar left Ihe room.

"Tell us," and Guillermo told them. That

Sugar must have been a Maker who broke

the law and was forbidden to make music
any more. The very thought that a Maker

—

even a lawbreaker— was working on the

road crew with them filled the men with

awe. Makers were rare, and they were the

most esteemed of men and women.
"But why his fingers7

"

"Because," Guillermo said, "he must

have tried to make music again afterward.

And when you break the law a second time,

the power to break it a third time is taken

away from you." Guillermo spoke seriously,

and so lo the road-crew men Sugar's story

sounded as majestic and terrible as an op-

era. They crowded into Sugar's room and
found the man staring at the wall.

"Sugar, is it true?" asked the man who
loved Rogers and Hammerstein.

"Were you a Maker?" asked the man who
believed.

"Yes," Sugar said.

"But Sugar," Ihe man who believed said,

"God can't mean for a man to stop making
music, even if he broke the law."

Sugar smiled. "No one asked God."

"Sugar," Guillermo finally said, "There

are nine of us on the crew, nine of us, and
we're miles from any other human beings.

You know us, Sugar. We swear on our moth-
er's graves, every one of us, that we'll never

tell a soul. Why should we? You're one of us.

But sing, dammit man, sing!"

"I can't," Sugar said. »

"It isn't what God intended," said the

man who believed. "We're all doing what

we love best, and here you are, loving

music and not able to sing a note. Sing for

us! Sing with us! And only you and us and
God will know!"

They all promised. They all pleaded.

And the next day as the man who loved

Rogers and Hammerstein sang "Love,

Look Away," Sugar began to hum. As the

man who believed sang "God of Our Fa-

thers," Sugar sang softly along. And as the

man who loved folk songs sang, "Swing

Low, Sweet Chariot," Sugar joined in with a

strange, piping voice, and all the men
laughed and cheered and welcomed
Sugar's voice to the songs.

Inevitably Sugar began inventing. First

harmonies, of course, strange harmonies

that made Guillermo frown and then, after a

while, grin as he joined in, sensing as best

he could what Sugar was doing to the

music.

And after harmonies, Sugar began sing-

ing his own melodies, with his own words.

He made them repetitive, the words simple

and the melodies simpler still. And yet he

shaped them into odd shapes and built

them into songs that had never been heard

of before, that sounded wrong and yet were

absolutely right. It was not long before the

man who loved Rogers and Hammerstein
and the man who sang folk songs and the

man who believed were learning Sugar's

songs and singing them joyously or mourn-



fully or angrily orgaily as they worked along

the road.

Even Guillermo learned the songs, and
his strong tenor was changed by them until

his- voice, which had, alter all. been ordi-

nary, became something unusual and fine.

Guillermo finally said to Sugar one day
"Hey. Sugar, your music is all wrong, man.
Bui I like the way it feels in my nose! Hey
you know? I like the way it feels in my
mouth!"

Some o- 'he songs were-hymns: "Keep
me hungry, Lord," Sugar sang, and the

road crew sang it too.

Some of the songs were love songs-: "Put

your hands in someone eise's pockets,"

Sugar sang angrily; "I hear your voice in the

morning," Sugar sang tenderly; "Is it sum-
mer yet?" Sugar sang sadly; and the road

crew sang them. too.

Over the months, the road erew
changed, one man leaving on Wednesday
and a new man taking his place on Thurs-

day, as different skills were heeded in dif-

ferent places. Sugar was silent when each
newcomer arrived, until the man had given

his word and the secret was sure to be kept.

What finally destroyed Sugar was the

fact that his songs were so unforgettable.

Themen who left would sing the songs with

their new crews, and those crews would

learn them and teach them to others. Crew
men taught the songs in bars and on the

road; people learned them quickly and
loved them; and one day a blind Watcher

heard the songs and knew, instantly, who
had first sung them. They were Christian

Haroldsen's music, because in those
melodies, simple as they were, the wind of

the north wooes svil wf -tied and the fall pi

leaves still hung oppressively over every

note and—and the Watcher sighed. He
oak s specialized tool from his file of tools

and boarded an airplane and flew to the

city closest to where a certain road crew
worked. And the blind Watcher took a
company car with a company driver up the

road, and at the end ol it, where the road

was just beginning to swallow a strip of

wilderness, he got out of the car and heard

singing. Heard a piping voice singing a

song that made even an eyeless man
weep,

"Christian," the Watcher said, and the

song stopped.

"You," said Christian.

"Christian, even after you lost your fin-

gers/'

The oiher men didn't understand—all

the other men, that is, except Guillermo.

"Watcher," said Guillermo. "Watcher, he

done no harm."

The Watcher smiled wryly. "No one said

he did. Buthe.brokethe law. You, Guillermo,

how would you like to~work as a servant in a

rich man's house? How would you like to be

a bank teller'?"

"Don't take me from the road crew, man,"

Guillermo said.

"it's the law that linds where people will

be happy, But Christian Haroldsen broke

the law. And he's gone around ever since,

makmg peep e hear n-.u=ic "ney were never

mean! :c hea v
"

Guillermo knew he had lost the battle

before it began, but he couldn't slop him-

self. "Don't hurt him, man.
I
was meant to

I'oa; hismjsio Swear io Gad., it's made me
happier."

The Watcher shook his head sadly. "Be

honest, Guillermo. You're an honest man.
H.s music's made ycu rmseraoie. hasT; if'

You've got everything you could want in liie,

arid yet his music makes you sad. All the

time, sad."

Guillermo tried to argue, but he was hon-

s-J and ne locked into his own -icad Ana
he knew that the music was full of grief.

Even the taopy songs mourned lor some-
thing; even the angry songs wept; e/ven the

eve songs seemed :o say that everything

dies and contentment is the most fleeting of

things. Guillermo looked in his own heart,

and all Sugar's music stared back up at

-iim; and G..nlle ,
"
,no wcpl

"Just don't hurt him. please," Guillermo

murmured as he .cried.

"I won't." the blind Warcner said Tnen he

walked to Christian, who stood passively

waiting, and he held the special tool up to

CnrisTian's :hroat. Christian gasped.

No," Chnstian said, but the word only

formed with his. lips and tongue. No.sound
oame out. Just.a hiss of air "No."

"Yes," the Watcher said.

The road crew watched silently as the

Watcher led Christian away. They did not

sing for days. But'then Guillermo forgot his

grief one day and sang an aria from La
Bnn>:-r;:e r-ind "ie songs went on from there.

Mow and then they sangfone of Sugar's

songs, because the songs could not be
forgotten,

In the city, the blind Watcher furnished

Christian with a pad of paper and a pen
Christian immed aiely giipued the pencil in

toe crease of his palm and wrote; "What do
i do now?"

The blind Watcne r ai.ghed. "Have we
got a job for you.! Oh. Christian l-.avewegol

a job for you!"

APPLAUSE

In all the world there were only two dozen
Watchers. They were secielive men who
supervised a system that needed tittle

Supervision because it actually made
nearly everybody happy. It was a good sys-

tem, but like- even the most perfect of ma-
chines, here and there it broke down. Here
and there someone acted madly and dam-
aged himself arc to p-otec; everyone and
-.ne person him.sel- . a Watcher had tonotice

the madness and go to fix it.

For many years ine best o- the Watchers

was a man with no fingers, a man with no

voice. He would come siienvy wear ng Ihe

uniform that named him with the only name
he needed—Authority. And he would find

[i'e incest easiest, yet most thorough way
of solving the problem and curing the mad-
ness and preserving '-ie system tra' r"-,?,de

ding
impanion
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Ihe world, for the first lime in history, a very

good place to live. For practically every-

one.

For there were still a few people—one or

two each year—who were caught in a cir-

cle of their own devising, who could neither

adjust to the system nor bear to harm it,

people who kept breaking the law despite

their knowledge that it would destroy Ihem.

Eventually, when the gentle maimings

and deprivations did not cure their mad-
ness and set them back into the system,

they were given uniforms, and they, -too,

wenl out. Watching.

The keys of power were placed in the

hands ot those who had most cause to hate

the system they had to preserve. Were they

sorrowful?

"I am," Christian answered in the mo-

ments when he dared to ask himself that

question,

In sorrow he did his duty. In sorrow he

grew old. And finally the other Watchers,

who reverenced the silent man (for they

knew he had once sung magnificent

songs), told him he was free, "You've

served yourtime," said the Watcher with no

legs, and he smiled.

Christian raised an eyebrow, as if to say,

"And?"

"So wander."

Christian wandered. He took off his uni-

form, but lacking neither money nor time he

found few doors closed to him. He wan-

dered where in his former lives he had once

lived. A road in the mountains. A city where

he had once known the loading entrance of

every restaurant and coffee shop and
grocery store. And, at last, a place in the

woods where a house was falling apart in

the weather because it had not been used

in forty years.

Christian was old. The thunder roared,

and it only made him realize that it was
about to rain. All the old songs. All "the old

songs, he mourned inside himself, more

because he couldn't remember them than

because he thought his life had been par-

ticularly sad.

As he sat in a coffee shop in a nearby

town to stay out of the rain, he heard four

teenagers who played the guitar very badly

singing a song that he knew. It was a song

he had invented while tht asphalt poured

on a hot summer day The teenagers were

not musicians and certainly were not Mak-

ers. But they sang the song from their

hearts, and even though the words were

happy the song made everyone who heard

it cry

Christian wrote on the pad he always

carried, and showed his question to Ihe

boys. "Where did that song come from?"

"It's a Sugar song," the leader of the

group answered. "It's a song by Sugar."

Christian raised an eyebrow, making a

shrugging motion.

"Sugar was a guy who worked on a road

crew and made up songs. He's dead now
though," the boy answered,

Christian smiled. Then he wrote (and the

boys waited impatiently for this speechless

old man to go away): 'Aren't you happy?

Why sing sad songs?"
The boys were at a loss for an answer.

The leader spoke up, though, and said,

"Sure, I'm happy. I!ve got a good job, a girl I

like, and man, I couTdn't ask for more. I got

my guitar. I got my songs. And my friends."

And another boy said, "These songs

aren't sad, mister. Sure, they make people

cry, but they aren't sad."

"Yeah," said another. "It's jusl that they

were written by a man who knows."

Christian scribbled on his paper. "Knows

what?"

"He just knows. Just knows, that's all."

And then the teenagers turned back to

their clumsy guitars and their young, un-

trained voices, and Christian walked to the

door to leave because the rain had stopped

and because he knew when to leave the

stage. He turned and bowed just a little

toward the singers. They didn't notice him,

but their voices were all the applause he

needed. He left the ovation and went out-

side where the leaves were just turning

color and would soon, with a slight inaudi-

ble sound, break free and fall to the earth.

For a moment he thought he heard him-

self singing. But it was just the last of the

wind, coasting madly through the wires

over the street. It was a frenzied song, and
Christian thought he had recognized his

voice. OO
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his sky bike— it was with young seasoned
spruce and the foam polymer, tine en-

gineering and -better craftsmanship, all

disguised to lure the suckers. And all with-

out an engineering degree. Zen had just

picked up expertise, never seeming to

work at it.

And when his luck ran out, it was

—

Almquist checked the display—only days

belore he was slated for Earthside. Uh-

huh\

Torin Almquist knew about the shadowy
wraiths who somehow dropped from sight

on the colony, to be caught later or to die for

lack of medical attention or, in a few cases,

to find some scam—some special
advantage—to keep them hidden on Eli-

five Prime. He'd been sure Zen was a sur-

vivor, no matter what the accident report

said. What was the phrase? A scam, not a

bum: being on the scam wasn't quite the

same- A scam wasn't down and out of re-

sources; he was down and out of sight.

Maybe the crafty Zen had engineered
another fatality that wasn't fatal.

Almquist hadn't caught anyone match-

ing the description of Zen. Almost, but not

quite. He thought about young Yves Versky,

whose medical report hadn't been all that

bad, then 'Considered Versky's life expec-

tancy on the colony versus his chances
Earthside.. Versky had been a sharp hard-

worker too. Almquist leaned back in his

chair again and stared at his display. He
had no way of knowing that Reina's rain-

pipe crew was too late to ward oft disaster.

A rain pipe had been leaking long before

Grounds Maintenance realized they had a

problem. Rain was a simple matter on Ell-

five Prime: You built a web ot pipes with

spray nozzles that ran the length ot the

colony. From ground level the pipes were

nearly invisible, thin lines connected by

crosspieces in a great cylindrical net sur-

rounding the colony's zero-g axis. Gravity

Soading near the axis was so slight that the

rain pipes could be anchored lightly

Yet now and then, a sky biker would

oedal foolishly from the zero-g region or

would fail to compensate for the gentle roll-

ing movement generated by the air itself.

That was when the ram pipes saved some-

body's bacon and on rare occasions suf-

fered a kink. At such times, Almquist was
tempted to press tor the outlawing ot sky

bikes until the rabid, sports association

could raise money for a safety net to protect

people and pipes alike. But the cost would

have been far too great: It would have

amounted to a flat prohibition of sky bikes.

The problem had started a month earlier

;-ia mild collision between a sky bike and
acrosspiece. The biker got back intact, but

the impact popped a kink on the underside
of the attached rain pipe. The kink could

seen from the colony's axis. It might

issibly have been spotted from floor level

with a good, powerful telescope.

Inspection crews used safety tethers,

which loaded the rain pipe just enough to

close the crack while the inspector passed.
Then the drizzle resumed ior as long as the

rain continued. Thereafter, the thrice-

weekly afternoon rain from that pipe had
been lessened in a line running from Elltive

Prime's Hilton Hotel, past the prized hill,

over the colony's one shallow lake, to

work-staff apartments that stretched from

the lake to the North end cap, where crops

were grown. Rain was lessened, that is,

everywhere but over the pine-covered hill

directly below the kink. Total rainfall was
unchanged; but the hill got three times its

normal moisture, which gradually soaked
down through a forty-year accumulation of

ponderosa needles and humus, into the

soil below.

In this fashion the hill absorbed one
hundred thousand kilograms too much
water in a month. A little water percolated

back to the creek and the lake it fed. Some

• Almquist took a . .

.

breath, then cantilevered a

forefinger in

warning. "Watch your tongue,

Hazen. When I pay
your salary you pay some

respect. " He saw
the sullen look in Zen's eyes3

of it was still soaking, down through the

humus overburden. And much of it—far too

much—was held by the underlying slope

soil, which was gradually turning to ooze.

The extra mass had already caused a

barely detectable shift in the colony's spin

axis. Almquist had his best troubleshooter,

Lee Shumway, quietly checking the hull for

a structural problem near the hull blister.

Suzanne Nagel was a lissome widow
whose second passion was for her sky

bike, She had been idling along in zero-g,

her chain-driven propeller a soft whirr be-

hind her, when something obscured her

view of the hill far below She kept staring at

it until she was well beyond the leak, then

realized the obstruction was a spray of wa-
ter. Suzy sprint-pedaled the rest ofthe way
to the end cap, and five minutes later the

rains were canceled by Emory Reina.

Thanks to Suzy Magel's stamina, the

slope did not collapse that day. But working

from inspection records, Reina tragically

assumed that the leak had been present for

perhaps ihree aays nsteaci of a month. The
hill needed something -a local vibration,

for example—to begin the mud slide that

could abruptly displace up to two hundred

thousand tons of mass downslope. Which
would inevitably bring on the nightmare

more feared than meteorites by every col-

ony manager: spinquake: Small meteorites

could only damage a colony, but computer
simulations had proved that if the spin axis

shifted suddenly a spinquake could crack

a colony like an egg.

The repair crew was already in place

high above when Reina brought his elec-

trabout three-wheeler to a halt near a path

that led up to the pines'. His belt-comm set

allowed direct, contact with the- crew and
instant access to-all channels, including his

private scrambler to Torin Almquist.

"I can see the kink oh your video," Reina

told, the crew leader studying his belt-slung

video. "Sleeve it and run a pressure check.

We can be thankful that a leak that large

was not over Hilton Prime," he added,
laughing The retired OrbGen executives

who luxuriated in the hotel would have
screamed raw murder, of course. And the

leak would have been noticed weeks be-

fore.

Scanning the dwarf apple trees at the

foot of the slope. Re na's gaze moved to the

winding footpath. In the forenoon quietude,

he could hear distant swimmers cavorting

in the slightly reduced gravity of the Hilton

pool near the South end cap. But some-
where above him on the hill, a large animal

thrashed clumsily through the pines. It

wasn't one of the half-tame deer; only

maladroit humans made that much com-
motion on Ellfive Prime. Straining to locale

the hiker, Reina saw the leaning trees. He
blinked. No trick of eyesight; they were re-

ally leaning. Then he saw the long shallow

mud slide, no more than a portent of its

potential, that covered part of the footpath.

For perhaps five seconds, his mind grasp-

ing the implication of what he saw, Reina

stood perfectly still. His mouth hung open.

In deadly calm, coding the alarm on his

scrambler circuit: "Torin, Emory Reina. I

have a Code Three on the hill, And," he

swallowed hard, "potential Code One. I say

again, Code One; mud slides on the

main-path side of the hill. Over." Then Reina
began to shout toward the pines.

Code Three was bad enough: a life in

danger. Code Two was more serious still,

implying ah equipment malfunction that

could affect many lives. Code One was'

reserved tor colony-wide disaster. Reina's

voice shook. He had never called a Code
One before.

During the half-minute it took for

Almquist to race from a conference to his

otfice, Reina's shouts flushed not one but

two men from the hillside. The first, a heavy
individual in golf knickers, identified him-

-jel- I'.iM'iy a-:- Voerstef Weston. He stressed

that he was not accustomed to peremptory

demands from an overall-clad worker The
second man emerged far to Reina's right

but kept hidden in a stand of mountain
laurel, listening, surrnis nci, sweating

Reina's was the voice of sweet reason. "If

you want to live, Mr. Weston, please lie

down where, you are. Slowly. The trees



below you are leaning outward, and Ihey

were not that way yesterday."

"Damnation, I know that much," Weston

howled; "that's what I was looking at. Do
you know how wet it is up here? I will not lie

down on this muck!"

The man in the laurels made a snap de-

cision, cursed, and stood up. "If you don't,

two-belly I'll shoot you here and now," came
the voice of Philip Elroy Hazen. Zen had

one hand thrust menacingly into a coverall

pocket. He was liberally smeared with

mud, and his aspect was not pleasant.

"0 demonic, another one," Reina mut-

tered. The fat man saw himself flanked,

believed Zen's implied lie about a weapon,

and carefully levered himself down to the

"blanket of pine needles. At this moment

Torin Almquist answered the Mayday.

There was no way to tell how much soil

might slide, but through staccato inter-

changes Emory Reina described the

scene better than his video could show it.

Almquist was grim. "We're already monitor-

ing an increase in the off-center spin, Em-

ory; not a severe shift, but it could gel to be.

Affirmative on that potential Code One. I'm

sending a full emergency crew to the blis-

ter, now that we know where to start."

Reina thought for a moment, glumly

pleased that neither man on the slope had

moved. "I believe we can save these two by

lowering a safety sling from my crew. They

are directly overhead. Concur?"

An instant's pause. "Smart, Emory. And
you get your butt out of there. Leave the

electrabout, man, just go\"

"With respect, I cannot. Someone must

direct the sling deployment from here."

"It's your bacon. I'll send another crew to

you."

"Volunteers only," Reina begged, watch-

ing the slope. For the moment it seemed
firm. Yet a bulge near cosmetically placed

slag boulders suggested a second mass
displacement. Reina then explained their

predicament to the men on the slope, to

ensure their compliance.

"It's worse than that," Zen called down.

"There was a dugout over there," he

pointed to the base of a boulder, "where a

woman was living. She's buried, I'm afraid."

Reina shook his head sadly using his

comm set to his work crew. Over four

hundred meters above, men were lashing

tether lines from crosspieces to distribute

the weight of a sling. Spare tethers could

be linked by carabiners to make a lifeline

reaching to the colony floor. The exercise

was familiar to the crew, but only as a drill

until now. And they would be hoisting, not

lowering.

Diametrically opposite from the hill, trou-

bleshooters converged on the blister where

the colony's long-unused reactor and cool-

ant tanks were stored. Their job was
simple— in principle.

, The reactor subsystems had been de-

signed as portable elements, furnished

with lifting and towing lugs. The whole reac-

for system weighed nearly ten thousand

tons, including coolant tanks. Since the
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blister originally had been built around the

stored reactor elements to balance the hill

mass, Almquist needed only to split the

blister open to space", then lower the reac-

tor elements on quartz cables. As the mass
moved out of the blister and away from the

hull, it would increase in apparent weight,

balancing the downward flow of mud
across the hull. Almquist was lucky in one

detail: The reactor was not in line with the

great solar-mirror strips. Elements could be
lowered a long way while repairs were car-

ried out to redistribute the soil.

Almquist marshaled forces from his of-

fice. He heard the colony-wide alarm

whoop its signal, watched monitors as the

colony staff and two thousand other resi-

dents hurried toward safety in end-cap

domes. His own P-suit, ungainly and dust-

covered, hung in his apartment ten paces

away. There was no time to fetch it while he

was at his post. Never again, he promised

himself. He divided his attention among
monitors showing the evacuation, the blis-

• Almquist knew about the

shadowy wraiths

who somehow dropped from

sight on the colony,

to be caught later or to

die for lack of medical

attention or, in a few

cases, to find some scam.9

ter team, and the immediate problem

above Emory Reina.

Reina was optimistic as the sling snaked

down. "South a bit," he urged Into his comm
set, then raised his voice. "Mr. Weston, a

sling is above you, a little north. Climb in

and buckle the harness. They will reel you

Weston looked around him, the whites of

his eyes visible from fifty meters away. He

had heard the alarm and remembered only

that it meant mortal danger. He saw the

sling turning gently on its thin cable as it

neared him.

"Now, steady as she goes," Reina said,

then, "Stop." The sling collapsed on the turf

near the fat man, Reina, fearful that the

mud-covered stranger might lose heart,

called to assure him lhat the sling would

return.

"I'll take my chances here," Zen called

back. The sling could mean capture. The

fat man did not understand that any better

than Reina did.

Voerster Weston paused halfway into his

harness, staring up. Suddenly he was
scrambling away from it, tripping in the

sling, mindless with the fear of rising into a

synthetic sky. Screaming, he fled down the

slope. And brought part of it with him.

Reina saw apple trees churning toward

him in time to leap atop his electrabout and
kept his wits enough to grab branches as

the first great wave slid from the slope. He
saw Weston disappear in two separate up-

heavals, swallowed under the mud slide he

had provoked. Mauled by hardwood, mired

to his knees, Reina spat blood and turf. He
hauled one leg free, then the other, pulling

at tree limbs. The second man, he saw, had

slithered against a Ihick pine and was now
trying to climb it.

Still calm, voice indistinct through his

broken jaw Reina redirected the sling crew.

The sling harness bounced upslope near

the second man. "Take the sling," Reina

bawled.

Now Reina's whole world shuddered. It

was a slow, perceptible motion, each dis-

placement of mud worsening the off-center

rotation and slight acceleration changes
that could bring more mud that could bring

worse. .
. . Reina forced his mind back to

the immediate problem. He could not see

himself at its focus.

Almquist felt the tremors, saw what had

to be done. "Emory, I'm sending your relief

crew back. Shumway's in the blister. They

don'l have time to cut the blister now; they'll

have to blow it open. You have about three

minutes to get to firm ground. Then you run

like hell to South end cap."

"As soon as this man is in the sling,"

Reina mumbled. Zen had already made his

decision, seeing the glistening ooze that »

had buried the fat man.

"Now! Right fucking now," Almquist

pleaded. "I can't delay it a millisecond.

When Shumway blows the blister open it'll

be a sudden shake, Emory. You know what

that means?"
Reina did. The sharp tremor would prob-

ably bring the entire middle of the slope

thundering down. Even if the reactor could

be lowered in minutes, it would take only

seconds for the muck'to engulf him. Reina

began to pick his way backward across

fallen apple trees, wondering why his left

arm had an extra bend above the wrist. He
kept a running fire of instructions to the

rain-pipe crew as Zen untangled the sling

harness. Reina struggled toward safety in

pain, patience, reluctance. And far too

slowly.

"He is buckled in," Reina announced.

His last words were, "Haul away." He saw

the mud-spattered Zen begin to rise,

swinging in ,a broad arc, and they ex-

changed "OK" hand signals before Reina

gave full attention to his own escape. He
had just reached the edge of firm ground

when Lee Shumway, moving with incredi-

ble speed in afull P-suit, ducked through a

blister airlock and triggered the charges.

The colony floor bucked once, throwing

Reina off stride, He fell on his fractured

ulna, rolled, opened his mouth—perhaps

to moan, perhaps to pray. His breath was
bottled by mud as he was flung beneath a

viscous gray tide that rolled numberless



tons or debris over him

The immense structure groaned, but

held. Zen swayed sicker ngiy as Eil.vc

Pnrne shook around him. He saw Reina die,

watched helplessly as a retiree home
across the valley sagged, and collapsed.

Below him, a covey of Queizal birds burst

from the treetops like jeweled scissors in

(fight, Ashe was drawn higher he could see

more Irees slide.

The damage worsened: too many
people had been ioo slow. The colony.was
rattling everything that would rattle. Now it

was all rattling louder. Somewhere, a shrill

whistle keened as precious air and more

precious water vapor rushed toward a hole

in the sunlight windows.

When the shouts above him became
louder thanthe.carnage below, Zen began

to hope. Strong arms reached tor his and

moments later he was attached to another

tether. "1 can make it from here," he said,

calling his thanks back as he hauled him-

self toward the end-cap braces.

A crew man with a video comm set thrust

it toward Zen as he n eared a ladder, "It's for

you," he said, noncommittal.

For an instant, an eon, Zen's body froze,

though he continued to waft nearer. Then
he shrugged and took thB comm set as

though it were ticking. He saw a remem-
bered face in the video. Wrapping, an arm

around the ladder, he nodded to the face.

"Don Bellows here," he said innocently.

Pause, then a snarl; "You wouldn't be-

I
lieve my mixed emotions when I recog-

nized you on the monitor. Well, Mister Bel-

iows, Adolf Hitler here." Almquist went on,

"Or you'll think, so damned quick unless

you're in my office as fast as your knuckles

will carry you."

The crew man was looking away, but he

was tense. He knew. Zen cleared his throat

for a whine. "I'm scared
—

"

"You've been dead for ten years, Hazen.

How can you be scared? Frazei I hers wiM

escort you; his instructions are to brain you

it he has to. I have sweeping powers right

now. Don't con me and don't argue; I need

you right here, right now."

By the time Zen reached the terraces

with their felled, jumbled crops, the slow

shakes had subsided. They seemed to di-

minish to nothing as he trotted, the rangy

Frazer in step- behind, to an abandoned
electrabout. Damage was- everywhere, yet

:

n e ?ilenr:g >.»,--is oppressive. A few electrical

":res were -Jrdiing in apartments as they

moved toward the Colony Center building,

Some fires would be out, others out of con-

trol, in minutes. The crew man gestured

Zen through the courtyard and past two

doors, Torin Almquist stood looming over

his console display ignoring huge shards

oi glass that littered hi* carpel.

Almquist adjusted a video monitor.

"Thanks, Frazer; would you wait in the next

room?" The crew man let his face complain

of his idleness but complied silently. With-

out glancing from the monitors-, Almquist

transfixed the grimy Zen. "It I say the word,

you're a dead man. If I say a different word.
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you go Earthside- in manacles. You're stiil

here only because I wanted you here all the

time, just in case I ever needed you. Weil, I

need you now. If you hadn't been dropped
into my lap we'd have found you on a Prior-

ity One. Never doubt [ha:.

"II I say a third word, you get a special

assistant's slot—
I
can swing that—for as

long as I'm here. All I'm waiting for is one
word from you. lilt's a lie, you're dead meat.

Will you help Ellfive Prime? Yes or no?"

Zen considered his chances. Not past

that long-legged Frazer. They could follow

him on monitors for some distance-anyhow
unless he had a head start. "Given the right

conditions,™ Zen hazarded.
Almquist's head snapped up. "My best

friend just died for you, against my better

judgment. Yes or no,"

"Yes. I owe you nothin', but I owe him

somethin'."

Back to the monitors, speaking to Zen:

"Lee Shumway's crew has recovered our

mass balance, and they can doit again II

necessary. I doubt there'll be more mud
slides, Though; five minutes of spinquakes
should've done it all."

Zen moved to watch over the tall man's

bare arms. Twocrews could be seen irom a

utility tug monitor, rushing to repair window
leaks where water vaoor had crystallized in

space as glittering fog. The colony's' exter-

nal heat radtatorwas Tn massive fragments,

and the mirrors were' jammed in place. It

was going to get hot in Ellfive Prime. "How

SL'per-de'oxp and over intriguying collec-
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soon will we get help from other colonies?"

Almquist' hesitated- Then, "We won't, un-

less we fail io cope. OrbGen is afraid some
other corporate pirate will claim salvage

rights. And when you're on my staff, every-

thing I tell you .s privileged data."
' You i.r ink the tisncsr is over7

"

"Over?" Almquist barked a laugh that

threatened to climb out of control. He
ticked items off on his lingers. "We're losing

water vapor; we have to mask mirrors and

repair the radiator, or we fry; halt our crops

are- ruined and food stores may not last;

and ' ! ii i.'ei ope-i :.. clods who
have no. idea how to fend for themselves.

Now d'you see why 1 diverted searches

when I
'could've' taken you twice, before?"

Zen's mouth was a cynical curve.

Almquist; "Qnce when you dragged a

kid from the lake filters I could've had you at

the emergency room." Zen's eyebrows
lifted. in surprised agreement. 'And' once
when a waiter realized you were scamming
food from the Hilton service elevator."

Thai was somebody else, you weren't

even close. But okay, you've been a real

sweetheart. Why?"
"Because you've learned to live outside

the. system! Food, shelter, medical help,

God knows what else; you have another

system that hardly affects mine, and now
we're going to teach your tricks to the.sur-

vivors. This colony is going to make ii, You

were my experimental group, Zen. You just

didn't know it." He rubbed his. chin reflec-



lively. "By the way. how many guys are on

the scam? Couple of dozen?" An optimist.

Tohn Almquist picked what he considered

a high figure.

A chuckle. "Couple of hundred, you

mean." Zen saw slack-jawed disbelief and

Went on: "They're not ail guys. A lew grow-

ing families. There's Wandering Mary,

Maria Polyakova; our only registered nurse,

but I found her dugout lull of mud this morn-

ing. I hope she was sleepin' out."

"Can you enlist their help? If they don't

help, this colony can still die. The computer

says it will, as things stand now. It'll be

close, but we won't make it. How'd you like

io take your chances with a salvage crew?"

"Notachance. Bull can't help just stand-
" ing here swappin' wind with you."

"Right." Eyes bored into Zen's, assessing

him. The thieves' argot, the be-damned-

to-you gaze, suggested a man who was

more than Hazen had been. "I'll give you a

temporary pass. See you here tomorrow

morning; for now, look the whole colony

over, and bring a list of problems and solu-

tions as you see 'em."

Zen turned to leave, then looked back.

"You're really gonna let me just walk right

out." A statement of wonder, and of fact.

"Not without this," Almquist said, scrib-

bling on a plastic chit. He thrust it toward

Zen. "Show it to Frazer."

Inspecting the cursive scrawl; "Doesn't

look like much."

"Mas que nada" Almquist smiled, Ihen

looked quickly away as his face fell. Better

than nothing, his private joke with Emory

Reina. He glanced at the retreating Zen

and rubbed his forehead. Grief did funny

things to people's heads. To deny a death

you won't accept, you invest his character

in another man, Not very smart when the

other man might betray you. for the sheer

fun of it. Torin Almquist massaged, his tem-

ples and called Lee Shumway. They still

had casualties to rescue.

Zen fought a sense of unreality as he

moved openly in broad daylight. Everyone

was lost in his own concerns. Zen hauled

one scam from h's plastic bubble under the

lake surface, half dead in stagnant air after

mud from the creek swamped his air ex-

changer. An entire family of scams, living

as servants in the illegal basement they

had excavated for a resident, had been
crushed when the foundation collapsed.

But he nearly wept to find Wandering

Mary safe in a secret conduit, tending to a

dozen wounded scams. He took notes as

she told him where her curative herbs were

planted and how to use them. The old girl

flatly refused to leave her charges, her

black eyes flashing through wisps of gray

hair, and Zen p'ornisec to send food.

The luck of Sammy the Touch was hold-

ing strong. The crop compost heap that

covered his half-acre foam shell seemed to

insulate it from ground shock as well.

Sammy patted his little round tummy, al-

ways a cheerful sign, as he ushered Zen

into the bar where, on a good night, thirty

scams might be gathered. If Zen was the

widest-ranging scam on Ellfive Prime,

Sammy the Touch was the most secure.

Zen accepted' a glass of potato

vodka—Sammy was seldom that easy a

touch—and allowed a parody of the truth to

be drawn from him. He'd offered his ser-

vices to an assistant engineer, he said, in

exchange for unspecified future privileges.

Sammy either bought the story or took a

lease on it, He responded after some
haggling with the promise of a hundred

kilos of "medicinal" alcohol and half his

supply of bottled methane. Both were pro-

duced from compost precisely under the

noses of the crop crew, and both were

supplied on credit. Sammy also agreed to

provision the hidden infirmary of Wander-

ing Mary. Zen hugged the embarrassed

Sammy and oxitod liroi.gh one ofthe con-

duits, promising to pick up the supplies

later.

Everywhere he went, Zen realized, the

scams were coping belter than legal resi-

* Flung off the tip of

the mirror and . . . straight into

a mountain of white-hot

slag that had radiated like a

dying sun near a

temporary processing module
outside the colony hull.

No recovery attempted. . . . ?

dents. He helped a sfarllingly handsome
middle-aged blonde douse the remains of

her smoldering wardrobe. Her apartment

complex had knelt into its courtyard and

caught fire.

"I'm going to freeze tonight," Suzy Nagel

murmured philosophically.

He eyed her skimpy costume and
doubted it. Besides. :'is temperature was
slowly climbing, and there wouldn't be any

nighi until the solar mirrors could be piv-

oted again. There were other ways to move
the colony to a less refleciive position, but

he knew Almquist would try the direct solu-

tions first.

Farmer Brown— no one knew his original

name—wore his usual stolen agronomy-

crew coverall as he hawked his pack load

of vegetables among residents in the low-

rent area. He had not assessed all the

damage to his own crops, tucked and es-

paliered into corners over five square
kilometers of the colony. Worried as he was,

he had time to hear a convincing story.

"Maybe I'm crazy to compete against my-

self," he told Zen, "but you got a.point, If a

salvage outfit"' takes over, it's kay.mag."

KMAG: Kiss my ass good-bye. "I'll sell you

seeds, even breeding pairs of hamsters,

but don't ask me to face the honchos in

person. You remember about the vig-

ilantes, ol' scam."

Zen nodded. He gave no thought to the

time until a long shadow striped a third, .of

the colony floor. One of the mirrors had

been coaxed intcTpivoting. Christ, he was
tired—but why not? It would have been

dark long before, on an ordinary day, He
sought his sleeping quarters in Jean Neru-

da's apartment, hoping Neruda wouldn't

insist on using Zen's eyesight to fill out re-

ceipts. Their arrangement was a comfort-

able quid pro quo, but please, thought Zen,

not tonight!

He found a more immediate problem

than receipts. Yves Versky slumped, trem-

bling, in the shambles of Neruda's place,

holding a standard emergency oxygen

mask over the old man's face. The adjoin-

ing office had lost one wall in the spin-

quake, momenls after the recycling crew

ran for end-cap domes.
"I had to hole up here," Versky gasped,

exhausted. "Didn't know where else to go.

Neruda wouldn'l leave either. Then the old

fool smelled smoke and dumped his

goldiish bowl on a live power line. Must've

blown half the circuits in his body." Like a

spring-wound toy, Versky's movements and

voice diminished. "Took me two hours of

mouth-to-mouth before he was breathing

steady, Zen. Boy, have I got a headache."

Versky fell asleep holding the mask in

place. Zen could infer the rest. Neruda,

unwilling to leave familiar rooms in his adj

vancing blindness. Versky, unwilling to

abandon a life, even that of a half-

electrocuted, crotchety old man. Yet

Neruda was right to stay put: Earthside

awaited the OrbGen employee whose eyes

failed.

Zen lowered the inert Versky to the door,

patted the big man's shoulder. More than

unremitting care, he had shown stamina

and first-aid expertise. Old Neruda awoke
once, half-manic, half-just disoriented. Zen
nursed him through it with surface aware-

ness. On another level he was cataloguing

items for Almquist; for survivors, for Ellfive

Prime.

And on the critical level a voice in him

jeered, bullshit: Foryourself. Not because

Almquist or Reina had done him any favors,

but because Torin Almquist was right. The
colony manager could find him evenlually;

maybe it was better to rejoin the system

now, on good terms. Besides, as the only

man who could move between the official

system and the scam counterculture, he

could really wheel and deal. It might cause
some hard feelings in the conduits, but . .

.

Zen sighed, and slept. Poorly.

It was two days before Zen made every

contact he needed, two more when Alm-

quist announced that Ellfive Prime would

probably make it. The ambient temperature

had stabilized. Air and water losses had

ceased. They did not have enough stored

food to provide three thousand daily

calories per person beyond twenty days,



but crash courses in muM. cropping were

suddenly popular, and some immature

crops could be eaten.

"it'rj help it you could coax a few scams
into instructing," Almquist urged as he

slowed to match Zen's choppy pace, They
turned from the damaged' crop tqrrac.es

toward the Center.

"Unnn-likely," Zen intoned. "Wa still talk

about wartime, when vigilantes tried to

clean us out. They ushered a couple of nice

people out of airlocks, naked, which we
think was a little brusque. Leave it.alone; it's

working,"

A nod. "Seems to be. But I have doubts

about the maturing rates of your seeds.

Why didn't my people know about those

hybrid daikon radishes and tomatoes?"

"You were after long-term yield," Zen

shrugged. "This hot weather will ripen the

stuif faster, too. We've been hiding a dozen

short-term crops under your nose, includ-

ing dandelions better than spinach. Like

hamster haunch is better'n rabbit, and a lot

quicker to grow."

Almquist could believe the eighteen-day

gestation period, but was astonished at the
' eofthe breeding stock. "You realize your

e^-kilo hamsters could be more pet than

protein?"

"Mot in our economy," Zen snorted. "It's

hard to be sentimental when you're down
and out. Or stylish either." He indicated his

frayed coverall. '"By the time the rag man
jets this, it won't yield three meters of den-

a! floss."

Almquist grinned for the first time in

many days. What his new assistant had

forgotten in polite, speech, he made up in

i optimism of a young punk. He cor-

rected himself: an old punk. "You know
what hurts? You're nearly my age and look

ten years younger. How?"
It wasn't a specific exercise. Zen ex-

plained. It was attitude. "YouYe careworn,"

he sniffed. "Beat your brains out for idling

plutocrats fifty weeks a year and then won-

der why you age faster than I do." Wonder-
ing headshake.

They turned toward the Center court-

yard. Amused, Almquist said, "You're a

plutocrat?" •

'Ain't racin' my motors. Look at all the

Indians who used to live past a hundred. A
Blaekfoot busted his ass like I do, maybe
ten or twenty weeks a year. They we

dumb; just scruffy."

Almquist forgot his retort; his desk con-

sole was flashing for attention. Zen
dered out of the office, returning with two

cups of scam "coffee." Almquist sipped

netween calls, wondering if it was really

cewed irom ground dandelion root, con-

sidering how this impudent troll was chahg-

ng his life, could change it further.

Finally he sat back. "You heard OrbGen's
assessment," he sighed. "I'm a. God-
camned hero, for- now. Don't ask me abouf

next year. If they insist on making poor

Emory a sacrificial goat to feed ravening

stockholders. 1 can't help it."

Impassive; "Sure you couid. You just let

'em co-opt you.' Zen signed, then released

a sad troglodyte's smile.- "Like you co-

opted me."

"I can Unco-opt. Nothing's permanent."

"You said it, bubba."

Almquist took a long breath, then can-

tilevered a forefinger in warning, "Watch

your tongue, Hazen. When I pay your sal-

ary, you pay some respec... He saw ;ne

sullen look in Zen's eyes and bored in. "Or

would you rather go on the scam again and
get Earthsided the first chance- 1 get? I

haven't begun to co-opt you yet," he glow-

ered."! have to meet with the Colony Coun-
cil in five minutes—to explain a lot of

things, including- you. When I get back, 1

want a map of those conduits the scams
built, to the best of your knowledge."

A flood of- ice washed through Zen's

veins. Staring over the cup of coffee that

shook in his hands: "You know I can't do
that."

Almquist paused in the doorway, his ex-

pression smug, "You know the alternative

Think about it," he said, and turned and
walked out.

When Torin Almquist returned, his

wastebasket was overturned on his desk. A
ripe odor wrinkled his nose for him even

before he saw what lay atop the wastebas-

ket like an offering on a pedestal: a lavish

gift of human excrement. His letter opener,

an antique, protruded from the turd, It

skewered a plastic chit, Zen's pass. On the

chit, in draftsman's neat printing, full caps: i

THOUGHT ABOUT IT.

Well, you sure couldn't mistake his an-

swer, Almquist reflected as he dumped the

offal into his toilet. Trust Zen to make the

right decision.

Which way had he gone? Almquist could

only guess at the underground warrens

built during the past fifty years, but chose
not to guess. He also knew better than to

mention Zen to the Colony Council. The
manager felt a twinge of guilt at the choice,

truly no- choice. at all, that he had forced on

Zen—but there was no other way.

If Zen knew the whole truth, he might get

careless, and a low profile was vital for the

scams. The setup benefited all of Ellfive

Prime. Who could say when the colony

might once more need the counterculture

and its primitive ways?
And that meant Zen had to disappear

again, genuinely down and out of reach. If

Almquist himself didn't know exactly where
the scams hid, he couldn't tell OrbGen
even under drugs. And he didn't intend to

tell. Sooner Or later OrbGen would sched-

ule Torin Almquist for permanent Earthside

rotation, and when that day came he might

need help in his own disappearance, That

would be the time to ferret out a secret

conduit, to contact Zen. The scams could

use an engineering manager who knew the

Gific'ai system inside out.

Almquist grinned to himself and brewed
a cup of dandelion co-fee. Best fo get used
to the stuff now, he reasoned; it would be a

staple after he retired, down and out on
Ellfive Prime. DO



CLONE DOCTOR
,;ON":Ni,:DFHOM-PAG

he suspects he won't have any trouble.

"You mean you've already had people

ask you lo clone Ihem?" i asked.

"See this folder right here? It's about an

inch and a hali thick, isn't it? Well, it's got all

the letters I've received since the Del Zio

trial publicity, and maybe about fifty of'them

are asking me to help them have test-tube

babies, and about half that number want

me to try and reverse [heir tubal ligations,

and, yes, I've got a tew folks asking to be

cloned.
I
have Ihe facilities here to do any-

thing I was able to do in New York."

"What are you telling them?"
"I tell them no for the time being," he said,

"but that if things work out, I'll get in touch

with them. I don't want to turn down any
opportunities. Of course, I thought I might

have had that opportunity back in 1975
when David contacted me."

"David? You mean David Rorvik?" I

asked.

"I've known David since 1969, when he

was writing for Time/Life," said Shettles.

"He's written several articles about my
work, and he helped me write that book
Choosing Your Baby's Sex, and I can do
thai pretty good, although I doubt you want

to hear about that now. I looked David in the

eye, and I decided he had integrity. He
wouldn't have done that cloning book for a

stuntorformoneyifhehadn'tthoughtitwas

the God's truth. Well, he wrote me back in

June 1975 and told me about this cloning

project. He said it invo vec a man from New
Jersey, a millionaire in his mid-sixties, but

he wouldn't give me his name, and he

asked me for all the information I had on the

subject. I sent him all the reprints I could

find and made some sketches on how to do
it with microsurgery, mentioning that I

would immobilize the nuclei with carbon

dioxide so that Ihey wouldn't squirt around

while I fished lor them. However, I never

heard from David after that, so I guess they

decided microsurgery wasn't as good as

the fusion approach. Of course, I don't

know anything about fusion except for what

I've read."

"Tell me one more thing," I said. "What if a
woman wanted herself cloned and wanted
to use her own egg holding her own trans-

planted forty-six-chromosome body cell,

and wanted to stick it back in and carry it

herself for the nine months? Would that

work?"

"I hadn't thought about it," he answered.
"I don't see why not, though. I bet you're

going to tell people I'm a mad person.

When you get older, you begin to think on

things. I could go just like that. I try to ap-

preciate today. I don't want lo sound mor-

bid, but I don't think I'm any unhappier by

thinking about-the different ramifications of

life, such as cloning. Why not? I'd just like to

see if if would work. Of course, there might

be some unforeseen ramifications."

Well, before I did loo much head work on
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those unforeseen rami! oalions, I though!

I'd lake a walk around Randolph and ad-

mire those colored leaves and white church

spires, and dropped into Wesley Hurwig's

Randolph Historical Museum, where I

lound out that Randolph had been named
for the first chairman of the Continental

Congress back in 1 776 and barely missed

becoming Vermont's capita! in J 805. I

wandered around, staring at some of the

honest faces of the 4,500 Randolphians,

who work mostly at making wood and dairy

products, but who also make plastics, tools

and dies, and work gloves. And if Doc Shet-

tles has anything to do with it, there might

be a new type of manufacturing industry in

Randolph soon.

I visited over the kitchen table with Mrs.

Edna Braun, a former mental-health worker,

who said that Shettles is lovable, tolerant,

kindly, and sharp as a tack, even though it

might be a slightly odd-shaped tack. She
thinks he ought to be let alone to work, even

though she is an Irish Catholic from Boston

£Doc Shettles claims

he would've done it back in

1973 if his boss

at Columbia Medical Center

hadn't got upset

and tossed the doc's test

tube, contents and
all, into the deep freeze.!

and the pope bac^' n 195^ condemned the

type of work thai Shettles did. I talked to

Tom Rogers, the controller of a local bank
and solid citizen if Ihere ever was one, who
likes Doc just fine, although he holds back
a little from giving Shettles's cloning de-

sires a flat-out endorsement. Everywhere I

went, I was told that Randolphers are a

levelheaded but conservative folk who take

years to warm up to outsiders and new-

comers, but that they accepted Doc right

off when he moved up from New York in

1975 to get away from that high overhead
that was keeping him from helping people
in his own way. Charlie Siegchrist himself

told me thai when his story came out in the

White River Valley Herald on March 9, 1 978,

il was talked about a lot in the Rainbow
Cafe, but nobody got loo excited about it or

went for the tar and feathers or anything.

Randolphers generally believed it wasn't

Iheir business, and a fellow ought to mind
his own business even if it is a funny one.

The main thing to remember about Shet-

tles, though, is that it really doesn't make
much difference what he does in the clon-

ing way if he is right about the other part

—

that it is a fairly easy thing to do. Remember

how there never had been any heart Irans-

plants until that South African fellow did it

one day in the 1960s, and before you knew
it, everyone was doing it? And of course as

faf as we know, the Russians, the Chinese,

and old Howaro Hugnes might have al-

ready done some -eloning, if not a lot of it;

and we've already heard whal David Rorvik

claims. Naturally, it gives me pause, as I

don't know just how many more of me I

could stand, not to mention not being

needed to start off the whole daddy busi-

ness anymore. Now, how would I feel If I

were a clone? Could my "daddy" or

"mama" claim I was a piece of property

with no constitutional rights, the same way
some folks have paion;ed certain types of

cloned grain or plant seeds or farm ani-

mals? Now, wouldn't there be some folks

who would claim I wasn't really human,
even though I felt as it I was? And wouldn't

at least some of them want to wipe me out,

as has been done to "different" or "inferior"

races over the years? And wouldn't
I wanf

to wipe them out in self-defense? As a mat-

ter of fact, ifyou throw in what we'll probably

be facing with computers in a few years,

won't folks all over the world become down-
right confused over what being "human"
is? If it is true that different types and races

ol folks breed stronger children when they

get together behind the barn, as the old

folks claim, and- if you get ones that are

weak in the head when people too much
alike, like cousins, intermarry, then what

can you expect the result to be if someone
makes his children from his own liver? If this

cloning really gets to be serious business, I

imagine lhat some countries are going to

go and start passing laws controlling re-

production among the taxpayers—espe-
cially among those with no political clout.

After a while I went on back to Gifford

Memorial Hospital to say good-bye to Doc
Shettles, but before he let me go, he took

me around to see some of his egg photos,

which he has taken in almost thirty years of

being a laboratory-camera nut. There was
one with two sperm cells crossed over one
another—one a boy sperm and the other a

^irl. They were, as the English heraldry ex-

perts say, rampant upon a field of Egg.

"I call this one 'Man's coat of arms,' but

you'll note, that the ladies make up two

thirds of it," said Doc Shettles.

"I think you ought to be cloned." I an-

swered.

"No, no, no," he said. "You know, once my
daughter asked me if I believed in reincar-

nation, and I said I didn't know, and she
said that it there was any such thing, I'd

come back as a squirrel."

Way up there in Randolph
There's a sight you ought to see.

That good old country doner
Is Xeroxin' you and me.

I'M CLONED, I'M CLONED, I'M CLONED!
I'VE GONE TO GLORY NOW!
But since there's all those Me's around,

It's all the same somehow. 00



THE DELPHIC PDLL
The future as predicted by 20,000

Omni readers—the

largest survey of its kind

BY DR. CHRISTOPHER EVANS

^% I hen Omni asked readers of its

I firstissuetoprediclthefuture,

«v vv we dug in for a blizzard of re-

plies. But even the most ambitious of us

were unprepared for the colossal response.

More than 20,000 readers filled out Omni's

Delphic Poll, making it the largest mass
survey of its kind.

The response has been gratifying on the

scientific level, too, Letters from futurists

and other social scientists have poured into

our offices, wishing us well and asking to

see the results. Even the US Congress has

gotten inio the act. Through the courtesy of

Rep. Charles Rose (D-North Carolina) and
the Congressional Clearinghouse for the

Future, the results have already been dis-

tributed on Capitol Hill.

A Delphic Poll, to jog your memory, is a

method developed by Ihe RAND Corpora-

tion to predict not the future but thai which

experts in a given field expect the future to

be. Since you are the experts in your own
lives, Omni adapted the Delphic Poll for the

general public. We asked our readers to

predict future events with far-reaching con-

sequences.
The responses were overwhelmingly di-

verse. If any one theme can be said to

predominate, it is optimism: Omni's read-

ers are definitely optimistic about the fu-

ture, They are even optimistic that there will

be a future: Nearly two thirds feel that nu-

clear warwill never erupt between the USA
and the USSR. And the one-third minority

that does expect nuclear conflagration

thinks it no more imminent than the iwenty-

lirst century— heartening news for at least

the older generation.

Like a bad joke, the results contain good
news for some and not so good news lor

others. Feminists are among those who can

take heart: Almost everyone polled expects

to see a woman president. some day soon.

(Nearly a third of all respondents picked

ihe years 1 992-96 for that event.) Any male
candidate in 1992 should perhaps take

heed. Balancing his ticket with a female

vice-president, according to Omni's read-

ers, could mean being dumped four years

laier— if he lives out his term, that is.

There is good news, too, for those long-

ing io journey lo space. A vast majority of

respondents expect tickets for space travel

to go on the markei perhaps by the 1990s.

We didn't dare try to predict the fares. Fur-

thermore, by the late 1990s some of us may
be working in space as orbiting industry

becomes a reality

Even card-carrying Communists can find

something to be grateful for. A majority of

South American governments are "ex-

pected to go lefiist by Ihe late 1980s, and
the existing regime in the Soviei Union will

stay in power for the foreseeable future. But

the economic collapse of the West, pre-

dicted by Marxists ior more than a century,

is still not considered imminent.

The bad news falls on a similarly wide

range of people, among them
• chess players, who can expect a com-

puter to capture their world champion-
ship;

butchers, who may face difficulties find-

ing customers for their high-priced mer-

chandise;
• imperialist oppressors, or those per-

ceived as such by terrorists, who are ex-

pected to go nuclear:

• David Rorvik, whose claim to have al-

ready chronicled a human cloning is not

widely believed;

• Puritans, who can expect the permissive

morality of the sixties. to continue indefi-

nitely;

libertines, who can expecl the insiitution

of marriage to do likewise;

Martians, who can expect to find Earth-

lings on their planet and possibly go Ihe

way of the American Indians; and
• Earthlings, who may one day be out-

smarted by self-aware computers. The
question remains: When will there be a

computer smart enough to build one
even smarter ihan itself? And will ft be
stupid enough to do so?

HOW TO READ THE RESULTS

Omni's readers were given a list of

twenty possible- future events and asked to

predict the five-year period in which they

would occur. The results, compiled and
analyzed by computer, are given on the

following pages. Each graph represents

the range of response for a given event.

The percentages o! readers choosing

each five-year period are plotted along the

curves. The solid lines up to the year 2000
represent actual percentages. But since

the period in which it can be considered

most accurate ends in that year, the post-

2000 responses are shown with a dotled

line extending toward the right. The vertical

bar on the far right is the "never" vote—the

percentage which predicted that a given

event would not occur.

The highes'l point on each curve can be
taken to be the consensus on that event's

forthcoming date. A graph with a steep

curve shows broad agreemenl among re-

spondents. A flatter, more drawn-oul curve

reflects a more scattered opinion. The
graphs are arranged, roughly, according to

what might be called their "perceived im-

minence": from Ihpse that show strong

consensus for the near future to those with

near-random results. The latter generally

correspond with high "never" tallies. This

indicates little agreement on when, if ever.

that eventwill occur,

Each graph is accompanied by a sum-
mary of its contents. Two variables are

judged—how likely an event is and when it

will occur. The likelihood is calculated from

its "never" response-; its expected date,

from the shape of its time-curve.

We hope the results make you stop and
think, but it is worth pointing out that they

shouldn't be taken loo seriously Ai owst. as

with all Delphic polls. Ihey merely indicate

the spectrum ot opinion. We don't trusi this

any more than we do any other predictions.

The only prediction we consider safe is that

the future will turn out to surprise us all.
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PDLL
i A woman president, GIs in

Africa, a computer

chess champion, public space

flight, nuclear terrorism

—oniy part of what

the future holds in store. 9

Gasoline reaches twenty-five cents per li-

ter: Would you believe 1982? That's what

our readers think, but they may be in for a

shock, considering the recent OPEC price

hike. Fifty cents per liter will be more like it.

Extrasensory perception is accepted as

fact by the majority of scientists: Our read-

ers believe they're one step ahead of the

scientists on this one. Over 90 percent

foresee ESP as fact rather than fiction.

US commits troops to Africa to counter

Communist incursions: One of the poll's big

surprises: Most readers place GIs on the

Dark Continent by 1985, although one

fourth believes it will never happen at all.

The majority ot South American govern-

ments become Communist or ultra-Left:

Revolution is considered exportable south

of the border. Most respondents color our

southern neighbors red by the late 1980s.

Computer beats world (human) chess
champion: An electronic champion should

be with us by 1985, predict our readers.

Whether it will be less temperamental than

Bobby Fischer is another question.

Return to pre-sixties standards of morality

and end of "Permissive Society": "Never!"

cried Omni's readers, apparently enjoying

their newfound lack of restrictions while

looking forward to even more of the same.

first terrorist use of nuclear weapons: A A human being is successfully cloned: No
terrifying exception to the general op- broad consensus appeared, except that

timism. Watch out for this in the 1980s, human cloning is eventually in store. The
warned two thirds of our readers. Only one late 1980s seems most likely, but a sub-

in ten thinks it's out of the question. stantial minority is waiting for next century.



of Occurrence:

Course: (II Occurring)

World shortage ol animal protein makes
meat too expensive for average American
household to serve: According to lour out of

five readers, hamburger will be more cosily

lhan truffles by and by.

First public "paying passengers" on orbital

spaceflight: Space tourism is definitely in

Ihe cards, predict our readers, But proba-

bly not until the 1990s or later. Check with

your travel agent for time of departure.

Average expectation of life is 100 years or

more: 95 percent of our readers predict this

goal will be attained. The bad news is that it

won't happen until 1998 or later, too late for

all but the youngest among us to benefit.

Manned landing on Mars: Look for the early Economic collapse of the West as pre- Industrialization of space becomes impor-

1 990s
—

'92 is fhe median date—although dieted by Marxist commentators: No need tant source of income: Again, nineteen of

one of out of five readers doesn't expect it to invest your savings in gold bullion, says twenty readers voted yes, but not for the

before the year 2000. The "never" vote was our optimistic readership. But, of course, we near future. Large profits are not expected

the lowest in the survey—only 3 percent. don't expect to convert any card carriers, any sooner than the twenty-first century.

Revolution in USSR leads to overthrow ol

existing regime and replacement by liberal

"pro-West" government: Don't hold your

breath. The most optimistic readers don't

foresee the Iron Curtain lifting before 1990.

Nuclear war breaks out between USA and
USSR: Our readers' optimism showed once
again, as very few people seem to believe

that the "final war" will ever take place. Are

our leaders listening?

Computers have "self-awareness" and in-

telligence greater than that ol humans: De-

spite recent advances in machine intelli-

gence, nearly half our readers expect
never to be outwitfed by a computer.

first woman elected president of the USA:

The 1992 election will put a woman in the

Oval Office, according to the majority of our

readers. Interestingly, only 7 percent say it

will never happen.

Marriage as institution virtually

in USA with over 75 percent of babies bom
outof wedlock: Although permissiveness is

here to stay, we won't put many justices of

the peace out of work.

Contact made with intelligent extraterres-

trial life: Close encounters of the third kind

will get no closer for a while, our wary read-
ers say—at least not during this century.

But they—and Omni—are waiting.DO



BUTTERFLIES
them in their faces or tear all two hundred

apart in front of them.

No. Let them have the fucking copies

and do whatever they want with them; bet-

ter, take what they've written and make cor-

rections, add comments of my own, and
bring them copies of that.

He'd really like to do that.

But he knew what that would lead to.

Accusations, speeches on the Right party

line, on the dangers ol poi'.Lical heresy, the

dangers of individual thinking, individual

initiative, of objective compromise with the

Establishment, the dangers of leftism.

What about the dangers of stupidity?

Might as well talk lo a brick wall. Endless

discussions. They're so sure they know the

truth. Always putting themselves in the role

of the judge, always anxious to find you

guilty. Thai, precisely, was what made him

sick. The mere thought of it made his

stomach twist. His throat was dry. He tried

lo swallow, couldn't.

in a way the Movement looks almost

exactly like the System. Mimicry?

Like the butterflies.

Trying to protect itseif, to go unnoticed,

the Movement begins to resemble what it's

supposed to fight.

Or has italways been that way7 Was I just

too blind to see it?

The idea made him even more uneasy

Sweat was dripping from his iorehead, and,

of course, the friendly spider saw it.

"It's really hot in here, isn't it? Something

wrong with the heating."

"Yes." The second he said it, he knew it

was a mistake. He knew what the guy

would say next.

"I think I'll open the transom. If you'd help

me move that case over there, I 'd climb on it

and do it."

"Are you sure that
—

"

"Yes. I've got more work to do in here this

afternoon. And if there's no one to help

me—"
"Okay, I'll help you."

"Thanks."

Open the transom. It seemed more and

more like a nightmare. If he opens the

transom . .

.

A minute later, there were at least fifteen

butterflies flying around them.

"Oh, butterflies!" The guy was en-

tranced. "They're so beautiful, aren't Ihey?

So beautiful! Those colors—"

"Yup."

"Creatures of God. Angels. You know, I

really think they are. Guardian angels.

Messengers of peace and beauty, the very

image of paradise on earth, helping men to

follow the right path. We're ail sinners, and

every one of us is weak.

"Who knows what would have happened

to us if God hadn't sent them to help us?

Mankind would have gone on to inevitable

destruction. Violence, murder, riots, disor-

der, anarchy. . .

.
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'And they're so beautiful. I can stay hours

just watching them."

God, HE watches THEM! What did I do to

deserve HIM? He's insane!

His eyes were brilliant with inner convic-

tion, with an obsessive drive. Probably the

guy thought of it as joy, convincing himself

he was happy. But his eyes were just too

brilliant for happiness, for anything but in-

sanity.

Religious nut.

And he !oves the butterflies.

How can someone love butterflies? Ver-

min just there to watch us, to spy on people,

and we would be supposed to love them!

But people loved God, didn't they?

Where's the difference? When you think

about it, God is the ultimate dictator, his

universe the ultimate police state. He
knows everything; you can't hide from him.

Everything you do, your most intimate

thoughts. He kills, can kill (no, call back to

him. Sweet euphemism) anyone, whenever

he likes. Even in death you can't escape

6He didn't know precisely

why, but there was something

about the guy that

he didn't like. . . . There was too

much interest and

curiosity in his eyes. He made
you think of a . . . spider. 9

him; he's got his torture chamber. Hell,

where he can imprison you forever.

A good thing he didn't believe in God, at

least in that kind of a God.

Am I realty sure I don't7

In fact, police states use that resem-

blance—mimicry again?—use our super-

stition to control us, use our fear of God,

even if it's so deeply buried in our brains

that we don't think we have it, to manipulate

us.

Butterflies everywhere. The Eyes of God
everywhere. It fitted. There was some logic

in that.

"Cooler, isn't it?"

"Excuse me, I'm just
—

"

"I said, Cooler, isn't it?"

"Yes indeed. Yes."

"But I can see I'm interrupting your

thoughts. What were you going to say?"

"No, nothing. I was just, you know, think-

ing about what you said, butterflies being

angels
—

"

"They are, you know, they really are. Many
people don't like them, are afraid of them,

but they're wrong. There's nothing to fear

from them. I've heard stories you wouldn't

believe about butterflies eating people.

That's absurd. They're so beautiful, and

they love us, you know, they really do."

"Like God does. .

.

"Exactly."

"And you know, I used to be afraid of the

butterflies too. I didn't feel right; I wasn't

comfortable in my skin. Doubts and so on. I

couldn't communicate with other people,

with my brothers. Life didn't have any

meaning Ihen. And I even thought of joining

some ot those underground political

movements. Jesus, he knows. And I can

understand why people do that. I
don't

condemn them. He knows, that's for sure.

Because they just haven't met God yet, and

they don't know the truth. But I know the

Truth now, and I'm happy."

His eyes were more brilliant than ever.

He would hypnotize me if he could. He
also thinks he knows the truth, the one and

only Truth. They're all cut from reality, all of

them, imprisoned in their cocoon of truth.

"Well, I
must go now" Nearly crushed his

fingers, put something in his hand, and left.

"Good-bye, Brother, and don't hesitate to

call on us."

He found himself alone in the photocopy

room. He and the Xerox machine, sur-

rounded by butterflies. He was on the

verge of a nervous breakdown, still wonder-

ing why he'd kept his mouth shut. With all

the shit the guy had been pounding at him.

He took the thing that the guy had
slipped in his hand: a sheet of paper, quite

evidently a Xerox copy of a leaflet, a tract.

The friendly spider was also using the

machine to make leaflets. That was proba- I

bly funny, but he didn't feel like laughing.

There were now at least twenty butterflies

in the room. They might have followed this

guy who loved them so much, but they

hadn't. They'd preferred to stay, obviously

they'd preferred to stay with him, a poor

little fellow with his problems and who
didn't feel at ease. They were so full of love

that they couldn't leave him alone.

Probably wanted to show him the way to

God, to the ultimate Truth that would

change his life forever.

Shit

He didn't know why he did it. Just that he

felt terrible afterward, terrible but better. All

the tension released, suddenly gone.

Everything had added up together: his

guilt toward the Movement, that guy who
looked so satisfied with the System, his fear

. . . and the butterflies fluttering all around

him, everywhere. He was at the point where

he would have made the copies anyway,

even with the butterflies, hundreds of them,

whatever the" consequences might have

been. Just to prove to himself that he

wouldn't fall into paranoia, let paranoia get

the best of him: Butterflies just couldn't

read, even less when they could see just

the back of the leaflet.

But they just wouldn't let him use the

photocopier. There were always four or five

of them on the glass. Waiting, making fun of

him. When he tried to shoo them away, more

came.
Always the same hypnotic movement.



And they wouldn't leave, as H the situa-

tion amused them.

He saw himsejf, as if he were someone
else, fold baok the flap, Crush the but-

terflies under it. The barely perceptible

noise ol the crushed thoraxes-. He didn't let

them escape.

Set the switch of the copier on "colof,"

And pressed the button. A Hash. A copy
of the dead butterflies went out of the ma-
chine. The eyes on the wings, the yetlow-

green splashes of squeezed abdomens, a

wing folded, as if one of the butterflies had
tried to fly away at the very last moment.
Avery impressive image.

He made one more copy, then another,

then ten more.

He lifted the flap, put the leaflet very

carefully on the dead things, and set the

machine on "automatic."

He sat and watched the copies coming
out. Tchak, todo, tchaktodo, tchaktodo,

tchak.
.

, . It looked like an animation film, as

if the butterflies were still alive and trying to

escape from the sheets of paper but failing.

Try and fail, Over and over,

After a while, there was no more paper.

The machine stopped. The Xeroxed but-

terflies froze forever.

He waited for the guy to come back and.

kit! him, for lightning to strike him, for some-
thing to happen, Nothing did.

So, very quietly, so quietly it surprised

him, he took the dead butterflies, put them
in an envelope, threw it in the incinerator,

. cleaned the glass, took all the copies with

him, and left.

member the nightmare. The images were
so vivid he felt he would never forget them,
even though, at first, they didn't seem to

make sense.

He was walking on a transparent glass

surface. It was huge and reached to the

horizon. Under his feet, deep below, there

was a blazing light moving forward and
back, forward and back.

The sky was uniformly red, except for a

5llow cloud with a black lining. And the

loud was coming in his direction. There

a voice, Not a voice of thunder but a
iendly voice, the sound of which re-

ninded him of his father.

"We now have all the data we need to

Xerox you. Arid that's what we are going to

,
make a copy of you, a three-dimen-

sional copy. And no one will ever notice the

difference. The only person who'll know it's

a copy will be you. But you won't be there

anymore.
"It won't be a puppet or a robot or a

zombie. It'll be something more and some-
thing less. An image.

__

'And, just like you, this image will think,

will love, will experience joy and fear And
the funny thing is that it will even be afraid to

be replaced by a copy."

"Why? But why?"
His whole body was covered with sweat.

Drops were falling to the glass surface,

splashing green oily splashes.

The voice answered.
"Change is Evil. That way things won't

change. When everyone has been copied,
the world will be perfect, a world ot images
in which no one will die anymore. A world

that will last forever."

Then, more clouds came over the hori-

zon. And suddenly all the sky was like

black rubber, a.gigantic flap that was going
to crush him againsr t.f id g ass surface.

And this flap was made of butterflies,

billions of them, with eyes on their wings.

So he tried to escape, to run away. Ar-

rived in a deep forest, a jungle-

He knew that within the limits o"' the forest

he would be safe. And he came to a very

small primitive village, just a gathering of

huts. The people were in the village square,

holding a meeting. He knew these people
were the last Incas. Andhe thought that he
should take a few photos of them and of the

village. He pointed his camera. The people
turned their heads, hid their faces behind
their hats, behind their headdresses made
of colored, feathers and tropical butterfly

wings, blue and silver wings like mirrors.

That was something he'd heard about.
that primitives didn't want to be photo-
graphed, that they were afraid you would
steal their soul. How stupid. Magical think-

ing. Afraid that some witch doctor would
use their photos to cast spells on them. He
felt pity for them and went to explore the

A little away from -.ho "ieenng a man was
sitting- in front of his house. He wanted to

take a picture of the man's face but the

man's back was turned, .hie walked very

quietly silently, [Ike a feline, so as not to

frighten him. Then ran. surprising h'irri, and
took the picture. The man didn't have the

time to hide his face. In fact he didn't even
try to. Just smiled,

Then came understanding and fear. The
man was himself, or rather his double, his

mirror image.

And he thought: "Now you haven't got a
soul any more, just a Xerox cooy ot a sou.

"

And that's when he woke up screaming.

Not too difficult to figure out where all the

Xerox imagery came from.

But there was something more. Some-
thing that linked up with all his conscious
and unconscious' fears, with everyone's
fears. The fear of not being me anymore, of

being replaced by something that wouldn't

even know it wasn't me -anymore.

A fear as old as mankind, and maybe
even more ancie'fit,

There was the folk belief that you can see
your double just before you die. Or rather

that all through your life your double is part
of you, and that sometime before your
death. ,- month a week, perhaps a row
hours, he goes away
The primitives who were afraid of the

camera.

In a way, we share the same fear.

"We were made for each other. M&h/BIe
"



No witch doctors any more. Computers.

And we're afraid that a computer will get

an accurate image of ourselves. Yes, accu-

rate enough to be used for imitative magic.

No more dolls with needles stuck in them,

but magnetic tapes, video recordings, per-

forated cards, data banks.

He made his first attempt at the very be-

ginning of the meeting, in a quite awkward
way. Raised his hand and said, "I've got

something to tell you about the butterflies.

I've been thinking, and—

"

"I'm sorry. It's not on the agenda. No un-

scheduled matters. We can't afford to

waste time. We don't know how long we'll

be allowed to continue this meeting. So

priorities first. Okay?"

So they got to priorities, until they noticed

that, of course, there was a butterfly in the

room.

Everybody sat and waited.

Everybody but him.

That was the moment for which he'd

been waiting.

"Well, as no one seems to have anything

more to say, maybe I should tell you what 1

want to tell you."

They looked at him as if he were mad.

Anxious glimpses in the direction of the

butterfly.

He didn't feel too good himself and de-

livered his speech like an automaton, very

quickly, without looking at them.

"As I
tried to tell you a little earlier this

evening, I've been thinking. You probably

know that butterflies, I mean certain spe-

cies^f butterflies, have a particularly de-

veloped sense of smell, so that, for in-

stance, a male butterfly can smell a female

butterfly from more than fifteen kilometers

away and go and find her.

"Now, when you're angry, or anxious,

when you don't feel okay, and most of the

time we don't,
I
mean, it you don't like soci-

ety the way it is, and you want to change it,

to do something about it, I mean, meetings

like this one, although I don't think they lead

anywhere, in a way you're frightened.

Right? You're filled with anguish, very ex-

cited, and distressed. And when you are

like that, you emit a very specific smell.

"You are right now. I can't smell it, but I

know you are."

"Shut up. You're insane. What do you

want? To compromise us all? We don't want
to have anything to do with you. We don't

even know you."

"Neither do I. But I won't shut up. Be-
cause I'm not afraid of the butterflies. And I

don't think you should be either. I'm nol

afraid of them, and I don't think they're spy-

ing onus. I think they just come when we're

afraid of being spied on, when we give off

that specific smell that says, 'I'm afraid to

be watched.' The Establishment, the dic-

tatorship, whatever you want to call ft,

doesn't need to spy on us. It just needs to

have us think it's spying on us. Because
then we're paralyzed, don't dare do any-

thing, don't even dare think.

'And these eyes on the butterflies wings
aren't Ihere to watch us, but to make us

think that we're being watched.

"We're just like mice, hypnotized by a

snake, waiting to be devoured."

He looked at them. He knew it wasn't a

good speech, butrhe'd hoped for some
reaction. And they were doing their best not

to see him, not to listen to what he was
saying. It was exactly like addressing an

assembly of salt sculptures.

"Well, sorry to have upset you. It's been a

hard day. Good-bye."

He went to the door and opened it. No
one moved. In a way he would have pre-

ferred to have them attack him, even kill

him, but, ironically enough, the presence of

the butterfly was protecting him.

The room must have been stinking with

anguish and fear and haired, because the

minute he opened the door, a hundred but-

terflies flew in.

"Sorry, again. I just forgot something."

He tossed all his leaflets in the middle of

the room, toward the ceiling, closed the

door on live and Xeroxed butterflies flutter-

ing together in an intricate, nearly surrealis-

tic, aerial ballet. And left.

He didn't know what he was going to do
next, or what the future would be like, but he

felt better than he had in years.

Not a single butterfly to iowed him.

A wasp did, though. But maybe it was
just an ordinary wasp. DO



FDRURfl
iear the frightening scenario that you have
depicted.

If'our congressmen had been in the

know on thai dilemma, the Space Shuttle

would have moved Skylab to a safe

distance months before the critical decay
began.

To a non- or even para-empirical mind, a

5,000-kilometer-long "footprint" caused by

only eighty-five tons of metal seems hard

to grasp. These factors must be involved:

terminal velocity of the speeding mass,

fragility of the falling body, and Earth's

speed relative to it and the Skylab's orbit.

All this would have to be analyzed before

an accurate "crashdown" prediction could

be made.
Optimistically, I think we'll get to it

before—uh—you know what. And if we
don't, will the Russians turn up their noses

if we ask them for help?

Clay IMorntz

Monroe, LA

The "Pride and Prejudice" piece has at-

tracted quite a bit ol mail, though not a// of it

as thought provoking as your interesting

letter.

NASA is in an unenviable double bind on
this matter. If they don't ask the Russians for

help and Skylab falls to Earth anywhere
near a populated area, Congress will raise

all sorts of hell. If they do ask the Russians
for help, Congress will still raise hell, claim-

ing that NASA gets all those billions and
can't keep its own house in order without

outside help.

Since "Pride and Prejudice" was pub-
lished, NASA has admitted that they will not

be able to "rescue" the sinking bird. NASA
will now try to deliberately de-orbit Skylab
into the Pacific and hope for the best. It's a

lousy situation, no matter how you look at

it—Ed.

SOS, Soviets

Having read "Pride and Prejudice in Orbit," I

find another example of how the American
public is given a pat on the head and kept

totally in the dark, as if we are children who
must not be alarmed.

I am not particularly

well educated, but I think, along wiih the

majority of individuals in this country thai I

am able to cope with the knowledge that

NASA is powerless to prevent this catas-

trophe.

I see no reason why the U.S. government
should hesitate for an instant to appeal to

the Soviet Union lor their assistance in this

matter. If the first effects will be apparent in

less than one year, why. are they wasting

time? It is contemptible that because of

political games and monumental stupidity

on the part of governmental leaders in all

countries, a major disaster is likely to take

place.

Lori L. Lamberton
Phoenix, AZ

Gyromania
I am a musician by trade and hold no col-

lege degrees, yet I feel I may have stum-

bled onto something concerning Earth's

gravity and how to overcome it.

Consider gravity as a mechanical force

created by the rotation of the earth on its

axis. It would then seem the solution to

overcoming this force would also be me-
chanical and not electrical. Consider the

gyro and the force created by its spin. Mow
here's the clincher!

Set a gyro spinning at the same rate of

speed as the earth's, parallel to the earth's

plane. Now place this gyro into a sphere

and set the sphere spinning in opposition to

the g forces of the earth at the same rate of

speed as the gyro. Intuition tells me that

this should create a zero g force surround-

ing the sphere, and this would create a

negative g force, causing the sphere to

rise.

This may be a foolish idea, since my
knowledge of physics is actually nil. Please

let me know what you think.

Peter Singelakis

Quincy MA

Gravity is not mechanical. For more infor-

mation, read Dr. Robert Forward's "Good-
bye Gravity" in the January Omni.

—

Ed.

Siphonic Crystals, Etc.

I have written four novels based on the Har-

gravean theorem. Objectively, the books

musl be seen as science fiction, yet subjec-

tively they are realized as scientific fact.

They are not stories about possible tomor-

rows; rather, they are about delving into the

instant of time in which we exist, in the

Hargravean theorem, the seeds of the

Postulations of Genetical Asium Ascension

are sown. You see, in my writing I am forced

to make up new words, because my con-

cepts are so new that I endeavor to define

all terms solely through their context. ... I

offer up new explanations for the existence

of fruit, the study of arrtnionics. siphonic

crystals, and more.

David Hargrave

Seattle, WA

Thanks for the foma. —Ed.

Absence of Functions

Do you know anyone who can define "abso-

lute" or "relativity"? Even scientists only

think they may know. That being so, I would
like to define the terms for the space-age
reader

We have four sets of 5 zeros each:

1)00000
2)

0" =20 zeros

3)

4)

Four times 5 zeros equals 20 zeros for all

sets. Let us rearrange our four sets of zeros

thus:

4

3)

ooo-
2) = 17 zeros

(surplus - 3)

1)

Each set still has 5 zeros, but the whole

struclure consists of only "17 zeros! The
center zero, in the intersection, is of multi-

ple functions an'd serves all sets. Zero,

however, is zero because it represents the

absence of functions. Conceivably, we
could intersect any number of sets—from
two to infinity—which would give us a dif-

ferent kind of zero in each intersection,

of 2 functions

Oof 3 functions

Oof 4 functions

of 8 functions, etc.

Hence, there exists one infinite series of

functions at zero. Each time, we result in

surplus zeros, meaning that the creation of

something from nothing is mathematically

possible.

In the same way, can we have one infinite

series of functions of three or four, five, six,

seven, to infinity?

The functions of X in intersection are rela-

tive, or, relativity = functions of X. And X, per

se, is absolute, because by our removing X

from intersection, the entire structure col-

lapses and becomes meaningless.

Relativity, then, is defined io mean the

functions of the absolute—and the abso-

lute is defined as X in intersection.

The absolute cannot exist independent

of intersection. Relativity is effect, absolute

is cause, whereas cause=effect!

In four moves I have proved all funda-

mentals of mathematical theory false. And
our understanding of nuclear matter and
energies is faulty, too, because improper

fundamentals are being used.

H. Murker

Ontario, Canada

In the words of Mr. H. L. Mencken, "You may
be right."—Ed. OO
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FIL/
CONTINUED FROM PA

Apart from misinterpreted lines, Gruskoff

feels Herzog's approach has been a sound

one. "He regards the original version of

Nosferatu, directed in 1922 by F. W. Mur-

nau, as the greatest German film ever

made," Gruskoff explains. "Murnau was
making a statement about the decay that

was eating away Germany under Hitler.

Herzog's version is homage to Ihe original

and closely resembles it, except ours has a

twist at the end. He fashioned the film to

reflect the Germans' complacency about

the ascendance of Hitler during the Nazi

era. People in our film just let the vampires

come in and destroy their town. Once you

get beneath the entertainment level of the

film, it's apparent that the political infer-

ences are Herzog's prime concern. He
wants people to see the Holocaust, not just

a town infested with rats."

The town government of Deift, Holland,

seemed more concerned with the rats than

with the feature's political overtones. Al-

ready resentful about the presence of a

German film unit, the city council gave Her-

zog a particularly hard time when he an-

nounced his intention to film the plague of

rats that follows Dracula into that town. "The

Dutch had done a lot to clean up their own
vermin," Gruskoif says, "so they were very

hesitant to have Werner and his 5,000 rat

'extras' running around their streets.

Though he was using clean laboratory rats

imported trom Hungary, it took weeks to

secure permission lor a place to film them."

Even then, the security was strict, and he

was allowed very limited space in which to

work, the assigned areas being cordoned

off by nets just outside of camera range io

keep all ihe rodents in bounds.

Politics and rats aside, Herzog's ap-

proach to the subject matter is more subtle

than that oi his predecessors. "He didn't

make Nosferatu to grab you the way The

Omen or The Exorcist did," Gruskoff notes.

"They were designed to frighten you out of

your seat. He wants a more poetic ap-

proach. He makes you feel something for

the vampire. It's much softer than a tradi-

tional horror movie. It's like a lullaby. You're

made to understand that Dracula's been

around so long that all he wants to do is be

put to sleep and rest, but he's not in a

position to do anything about it. It's only

when he allows himselt to be seduced by a

beautiiul woman [Isabelle AdjaniJ that you

understand how tired he is. You actually

have sympathy for this creature."

Sympathy for Dracula? Contempt, usu-

ally; fear, always. But sympathy? Bela

Lugosi would turn in his grave. Who could

play an erotic, sympathetic, yet still horriiic

vampire?

For this seemingly impossible role, Her-

zog chose Ktaus Kinski, an established

European actor with over 1 75 pictures be-

hind him. Kinski has never been in a film

that has scored a major success in the U.S.,

yet he is known to many oi ihe same people

who have followed Herzog for the past de-

cade.. The star of Herzog's Aguirre, the

Wrath of God, Kinski; now fifty-two, hopes

that Nosferatu will establish him as a new
Karloff or Lugosi or both.

"Kinski is a very sensual man," Gruskoff

explains. "He has a mouth like Mick Jag-

ger's or Marlon Brando's—you know, the

protruding lips. A very sensual mouth, On
top of that, he's a very elegant man, so his

sensuality played a big part in his casting.

He really threw himself into the pari. He
shaved off all his hair and wore makeup that

made him look really horrible. But he sees

this as a stepping-stone to the world mar-

ket, li he does well in this, he can be

catapulted into a different strata of roles.

He's usually the type of man who says,

'Send me the money now and the script

afterward.' Now he's starting to look after

his career"

Though politics and erotic vampires

seem odd subjects for box-oftice success,

Gruskoff was surprisingly relaxed in his

approach to it. "We're not concerned about

the film's really going over big," he says.

"Since it only cost us $800,000, it's going to

make its money back in Europe, regardless

of what we do. We want to give it the best

possible release. Cut the best trailers, do

the best advertising. Get Klaus here, and

Werner We're not putting it in barns, we're

putting ii in tiny cinemas that have played

Herzog's films before.

"The studio isn't panicked, saying, 'Holy

shit! We've spent five million dollars on this

picture! That means we have to spend
another four or five to promote it!' Here,

when you spend $800,000 you can potch-

kie around with a million and a half and still

be assured of commercial success regard-

less."

What makes Herzog's version of the

Dracula story all the more impressive is the

extraordinary care he has taken in the

cinematography of Nosferatu, Almost

every frame of the movie could be exhib-

ited along with fine-art photography, and

some of the shots actually look like paint-

ings. Special care and attention in the light-

ing of each shot create a painterly illusion.

Scenes flow from one to another using

cinematographic effects not seen since

Stanley Kubrick's production of Barry Lyn-

don . The toial effect is one not often seen in

films made for American release. Herzog

may well be paving the way for more Amer-

ican financing of what used to be called

European "art" films, movies that might

never have been seen here.

The film will beat both the Gorey-

Langella Dracula and Hamilton's Love at

First Bite to the theaters. But with its limited

release pattern, they may surpass it at the

box office. Regardless, this year's flock of

vampire films will be the most extensive

array of fantasy/horror in several decades,

and Herzog's Nosferatu, judging by the

accompanying photograph, at any rate,

will be the mosl visually stunning of ihe

lot. -James Delson

BOOK^
unconscious, just as hieroglyphs do, and

take us into the areas of dream and myth

lhat control us without our awareness.

While specialists- may be expected to

debate thai ihesis for some lime to come,

there is no doubt that The Third Mind takes

us into the most amusing and startling

world io be presented in literature since

James Joyce's Finnegans Wake. Plot dis-

appears; characters are reduced to vague

and ghostly presences; words become the

actors as they interact, copulate, separate,

and join new partners in a computerlike

process of disconnection and reconnec-

ts. Ultimately, the Third Mind itself ap-

pears as the "hero," endlessly sorting and

resorting the fundamental elements of our

individual minds. "By this time," the Mind

says near the end of the trip, "you will have

gained some insight into the Conirol Ma-

chine and how it operates. . . . The mecha-

nism has no voice of its own and can talk

indirectly only through the words of others

. . . speaking through comic strips . . . news

items . . .
advertisements . . .

talking, above

all, through names and numbers."

The enigmatic and inhuman voice of the

Third Mind should be of equal interest to

novelists, poets, linguistic philosophers,

communication scientists, and perhaps

even physicists looking for a semantic sys-

tem adequate to discuss quantum me-

chanics. That is no small achievement for a
t

technique that—because it removes the

writer's consciousness from the creative

process—is sure to be denounced as bar-

baric by traditionalists.

"A new mythology is possible in the

Space Age," William S. Burroughs has

been telling interviewers lately. "The future

of writing is in Space." Simultaneously with

the publication of The Third Mind, a group

of Burroughs's admirers siaged a Nova

Convention in New York last November.

"William is always ten years ahead of the

rest of us," psychologist-gadfly Timothy

Leary enthused in a panel discussion,

praising Burroughs as both a literary in-

novator and a prophet of the Space Age.

Les Levine spoke warmly of the "great

compassion" in Burroughs's early novels ot

dope addiction, political terrorism, and

brainwashing (Naked Lunch, Nova Ex-

press). The audience trooped from place to

place, listening to heavy rock as interstellar

as Burroughs's prose and looking at films

edited with Cut Ups, voices taken from the

actor who spoke and dubbed in on another

actor, sequences projected backward, and

other Burroughsesque experiments in dis-

connection and reconnectlon,

Brion Gysm, coauthor ot The Third Mind,

seemed to speak for all when he said, "In

France. William is recognized as both a

great writer and an important philosopher.

Why is he so little appreciated in his own

country?" Why indeed?
—Robert Anion Wiison
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think is now more or less discredited Al-

though I like Uri. I think he's a real charmer.

And the Bermuda Triangle, which is, of

course, utter nonsense.
I think it would be a pity if there weren't

some people like that around to liven up the

world, but what does annoy me are the Von
Danikens and the ancient-astronaut
people, because I do take this very seri-

ously. Because of their activities it's now
atmost impossible to get an important sub-

ject taken as seriously as it should be. I

hope Omni can do something about this.

Of course, there's nothing you can do
about the complete nuts, the religious ma-
niacs who believe in flying saucers landing

all the time. I mean, they're just mad, and
that's all there is to it.

Omni: What are your feelings about things

like telepathy and UFOs and faith healing?

Clarke: Well, you've put a bunch of different

things together, in general, I've always
been interested in ESR and, of course,

Childhood's End was about that. Bui I've

grown disillusioned, partly because after

all this time they're still arguing about
whether these things happen. I suspect
that telepathy does happen, partly be-
cause the evidence seems so overwhelm-
ing. On the other hand, you have to have a

much higher level of evidence for this kind

of thing than for anything else. Something
strange is going on.

Obviously, we don't know all about the
universe. As tar as psychokinesis, metal

bending, and that sort of thing. .. I've stood
beside Geller when he bent my door key,

and I think I know how he did it. People like

Randi are quite sure they know how fie did

it.

Omni: How do you think he did it?

Clarke: First ol all, there's always chaos
around Uri, and several things are happen-
ing at once. No one is quite sure whal went
on at any given time. You'd have to have
three video cameras, X, Y, and Z, watching
him. I've seen good conjurers do the same
sort of thing that he does. And I've seen
some conjurers do some things that I still, to

this day, don't know how they possibly

could have done. Unless you're a profes-

sional conjurer, it's utterly useless for a
layman to even comment on this. And it's

amazing how few scientists seem to realize

this.

Omni: You do have an open mind, to a
certain extent?

Clarke: It's getting less and less open. I

suspect that telepathy occurs, and I sus-
pect that some kind of precognition occurs,

partly because I had some experience my-
self, but it's very hard to rule out coinci-

dence.

Omni: We've talked on this trip to someone
who said he's never suffered from head-
aches, and yet one particular morning he
had the most splitting headache that he'd

ever had in his life, Later that morning he

found out his son had died,

CJarke: There are so many examples of

this.-Yet, it's hard to get a statistical correla-

tion. You forget the misses and remember
the hits. So how can one prove that even the

hits are significant, because anything, no
matter how lantastic, can happen by pure
coincidence. And it's difficult to quantify

this.

One person you might get on to is Pro-

fessor Louis Alvares, the Nobel Laureate in

physics at Berkeley. Louis is a man who
invented ground-control-approach radar.

Louis then assembled the first atomic
bomb. Then he got the Nobel Prize for

physics a few years ago, and he's perhaps
one of the most distinguished American
physicists. Well, he's tackled this problem
of coincidences and the paranormal and
has written a number of interesting letters

to science about it.

Omni: What's your own opinion about
UFOs?
Clarke: When I'm asked this question,
which I have been asked approximately a
hundred thousand times, of course, I say
when you've seen as many UFOs as I have,

you won't believe in them. And this is not

entirely a flip answer. I've seen maybe ten

now, and every one of them would have
convinced the layman.

Having been through the mill, I'm totally

uninterested in UFOs now I'm as con-
vinced, as one can be that they're unimpor-
tant. But I can't be sure. I had an absolute

beauty the other night in back of my house,
one of the best I've ever seen. It turned out

to be the local net balloon caught by the

sunlight, and I was abie to prove this by
getting the position of the MET balloon. But
in other cases, of course, one can never
find out what it is "ORe saw, and so the mys-
tery remains. The only UFOs I'm interested

in now are ones where people see and ap-
proach an artifact and forget all about
lights in the sky, mystery things. We should
only be concerned with close encounters.
Either they exist or they don't exist. Forget
all the others and let's just concentrate on
the reports of close encounters. They're the
only ones that matter, if they do exist. If

anyone reports that there's a Tyran-
nosaurus rex loose in Central Park, I'd be
skeptical. But I'm quite certain that we'd
know for sure very shortly. The same with

flying saucers.

Omni: Then you're skeptical, but you don't

dismiss them out of hand?
Clarke: I take it for granted there's a tre-

mendous amount of space traftic going on
around the universe, and I'm quite sure that

when one vehicle arrives here, we'll know
about it. That's why I can't believe it's been
going on in recent times. I think it's more
probable that in the remote past, maybe
even historic times, there may have been
visitors, but the universe is so huge, it's

hard to believe that there can be all that

amount of traffic in this local area.

Omni: Do you think that everything that's



reported now has to be explicable in terms

ol current scientific understanding?

Clarke: Obviously there's a vast amount

that we don't know. In tact, I'm very fond of

quoting Haldane's "The universe is not only

queerer than we imagine; it's queerer than

we can imagine."

Omni: Have you personally seen any un-

usual phenomena besides the experi-

ences you've just" recounted?

Clarke: No, they all turn out to be sort of

explicable in the long run, even though I'm

sure that many of the astronomical and at-

. mospherical phenomena I've seen would

have fooled the average layman who didn't

know what they were. I'm really fond of

pointing out Venus in the daylight. Venus is

shining up there at the moment, and I
could

show it to you if it were clearer. People don't

realize you can see a bright star in the

daytime. And they see Venus— it's easy to

see, but once you've lost it, it's very hard to

find it again, so they think it's sort of shot off

at an enormous speed. That's such a big

old example.

Omni: Looking back on it, how accurate do

you think you were in Profiles ol the Future

and Prelude to Space?
Clarke: Well, of course, Prelude to Space

was written in 1948, and in detail it wasn't

accurate; I had a horizontally launched,

atomic-fueled spacecraft. But we're com-

ing toward that sort of concept. The shuttle

would look rather like my lunar spacecraft,

even though the shuttle isn't atomically

powered. I'm quite happy wilh my record as

a whole, particularly with the communica-

tion satellite. Also, some of my other early

ideas are now coming to the fore. The

lunar-based electromagnetic launcher

which Gerry O'Neill has made the basis of

his scheme is one, He calls it the mass
driver This was worked out by me in 1950

or '51. It is the key to all these space-'

colonization plans.

Omni: It you were to update either of those

books, would there be any changes that

you would make?
Clarke: What I have done, in tact, is to write

a new preface to Prelude to Space. I

wouldn't dream of updating in the sense of

changing the text of the book, any more

than I'd dream of updating H. G. Wells's

War of the Worlds. They're period pieces

and must be left untouched in their own

time stream. But what I have done is to set

them in a modern perspective by compar-

ing the reality of the Apollo program with

my ideas of almost twenty years before.

Profiles of the Future, again, I've updated

with a new preface and foolnotes, pointing

out where things have diverged. In fact, I

wrote Profiles of the Future with an eye to

fhe pretty long-distance future, because I

was fairly sure there'd be no major

changes. And this has proved to be the

case.

Omni: So""the future doesn't appear to you

any different now than it did at the time that

you wrote those?

Clarke: Not in general. Of course, a lot of

things have turned out different. The
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biggest surprise of all was the speed at

which we got to the moon. Second-biggest

surprise was the speed at which we left the

moon. No one would ever have dreamed

that we'd have got to the moon by early

1969 and would have left it again by the

early seventies, probably not be back

again unlil the end of the century.

Omni: In Rendezvous with Rama, you de-

scribed an elaborate space settlement. Do
you think human beings are ready psycho-

logically and socially for such a break with

nature?

Clarke: When you talk about a break with

nature, I mean just look at New York City. A
lot of people live there perfectly happily. My
friend Isaac Asimov is a city boy. He won't

travel at all. Certainly not by air. But people

like Isaac seem. perfectly happy totally out

of their natural environment. Isaac's The

Cage of Steel, is a perfect example of this.

The human being is incredibly adaptable.

Look at Hong Kong.

Omni: Yes, but there's this need to listen to

<*The biggest surprise was the

speed at which

we got to the moon. Second-

biggest surprise

was the speed at which we left

the moon, probably

not to be back until the end

of the century.3

water or to expose your body to the sun or

smells. Even in that kind of artificial envi-

ronment, we still need to gel backto nature,

don't we? We can't break that link.

Clarke: Yes. And I get the best of both

worlds. In fact, I'm surrounded by trees,

you see, and now some of these colonies

they've been talking about are more back

to nature than any of the cities, in fact,

they're rather ridiculous. Parks transported

into space . . . which is feasible, I'm sure,

but I think we'll do it different ways.

Omni: What do you think of the possibility of

placing our industry out in space and keep-

ing Earth as a natural wilderness?

Clarke: I
think that perhaps many of the

heavy industries and production systems

may go to space, or I suggest the planet

Mercury, where you have all the power you

need from the sun and probably all the

heavy metals as well. I don't want to mess
up the moon. I want to preserve the lunar

wilderness.

Omni: Bui you think that human beings can

make that psychological break with Earth

and live in those kinds of artificial environ-

ments?
"'Clarke: I'm sure that human beings can go

anywhere and do anything as long as they

know what they're doing and perhaps have

some means of relaxation— il they need it.

But, incredibly, some people don't seem fo

need il.

Omni: What ideas do you have about trying

to communicate-with extraterrestrial civili-

zations? Do you think we're setting about it

the right way?
Clarke: Well, there isn't any other way we

can doit at the moment except listen to the

radio, and I'm appalled that Senalor Prox-

mire has succeeded in destroying the first

attempts to set up a listening system. He

sort of got the SETI project thrown out of

Congress, and in fact has even awarded it

the Golden Fleece, which is his sarcastic

term for the project which he thinks is least

worthwhile. He doesn't seem to realize that

with long-term Imaginative projects you

can never guarantee success. But unless

you do have some of them, you'll never get

anywhere. I'm sure Proxmire isn't such a

fool as some of his statements suggest. I

don't envy the congressmen who have the

problem of selecting different budgets for

different things, especially in view of the

fiscal stringencies. You see what's hap-

pened today. Jimmy Carter has put out ail

these projects tor improving the economy

and ending inflation, and the dollardrops to

fhe lowest level ever.

Omni: How do you think we ought to com-

municate with possible civilizations out in

space? I was reading an interesting little

book called Lives of a Cell that suggested

music be our form of communication, *

Clarke: That was the idea in Close Encoun-

ters, wasn't it?

Omni: That's right.

Clarke: I
think that's wrong, because I don't

think music is the form of communicalion.

You don't know how difficult it is to make any

sense of Eastern music for Western ears.

So I think music may turn out to be a very

restricted thing.

Omni: How would you do it, yourself?

Clarke: By logic and mathematics, which

must be universal.

Omni: What kind of information do you think

we ought to send out?

Clarke: Well, it's too late. We've sent out so

much now that that's all been settled years

ago. Unfortunately, think of all the super-

civilizations looking at / Love Lucy.

Omni: What sort of repercussions do you

think there would be if we were to learn we
are alone in the universe?

Clarke: Well, we can never learn that, of

course, because the universe is so enor-

mous that if we go on for the next hundred

million years exploring it and finding no-

body, we can't be quite sure that over the

next hill there isn't someone. I
admit that

after the next hundred million years or so it

will look more and more like there's nobody

there. Just as at the moment on Mars, even

though we've only looked at two landing

sights, we found no trace of anything, and

so it seems probable that there's no life on

Mars. But we can't be sure, by any means.

Omni: What do you see as the most interest-



ing developments in the near iulure.

technology oriented—social change?
Clarke: Hmmm ... I don't think anything

unexpected. Well, obviously if it was unex-

pected I wouldn't be thinking of it. Usually it

is the unexpected things which are the

most important. But as far as one can see

on the horizon at the moment: the coming

computers and the communications revela-

tions. Maybe home computers. Not only

home computers, but the computer revolu-

tion. Microprocessors are getting into ev-

erything. We won't be able to pick up a

single piece of equipment in the near fu-

ture,-except maybe a broom, that hasn't got

a microprocessor in it.

Omni: How will they affect our lives, in a

very general sense?
Clarke: They'll takeover much of the routine

thought. Now what this is going to do to

culture, to education, to art, is the big prob-

lem. A lot of people are very worried, Let's

take a case that everybody knows about

now—the hand calculator. No one's going

to learn arithmetic, but does this mean
they'll go on to iearn more real mathemat-
ics? Il could well be. Because one of the

beauties of the hand calculator is that it

encourages you to do all sorts of calcula-

tions that you would never dream of doing if

you had" to do them by pencil and paper,

because they would be too tedious. It can
act as a wonderful toy and interest children

in mathematics. On the other hand it may
produce a generation of—what's the

equivalent ot illiterates?—enumerates who
can't add up a grocery bill. So you have

these two possibilities. And that's why we
have a real challenge.

Omni: I seem to remember Huxley saying in

Brave New World that the most decisive

changes in the future would be biological

changes rather than technological ones.

Do you agree with that or not?

Clarke: I don't think biological changes in

the sense of human biology. Obviously,

biology is going to be very important, and
genetic engineering too. That's already

starting. It's going to have a revolutionary

impact on society. Now they've got the iirst

patent for a new organism issued by the

patent office. That would have been incred-

ible a tew years ago. We can produce insu-

lin now from purely biological, micro-
biological methods, and if anyone can
succeed in getting a nitrogen-fixing or-

ganism, that will remove one of the main
fertilizer problems. The impact on the Third

World will be enormous. All sorts of terrific

possibilities. Also some negative ones.

People are worried about this recombi-

nant-DNA work. 1 think that fear Is greatly

exaggerated, though I'm not an expert in

this area.

Omni; Are you gloomy or optimistic about

the iuture in terms of the way we're going to

Utilize information that we're receiving? Do
you think we're going too far, too fast? Do
you think it's time to pause?
Clarke: No. we can never pause. You fall flat

on your face if you do. I'm an optimist. We
have a 51 percent chance of survival. DO

ruEXT oruirui

INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE— In a follow-up to "Ticket to Space,'' G. Harry
Stine explores the implications of making space work for Earth. "We are on the verge

of a new industrial revolution," writes Stine, "and it's all. waiting for us out there"

Commercial interests have already booked time on shuttle flights, Corporate draw-
ing boards are turning out plans for private communications satellites, orbital

pharmaceuticals labs, even a space-jeweiry market. It is the greatest remaining

challenge of the twentieth century—one that can be laid out in business fashion.

INTERVIEW/DAVID LEVY— In 1968, David Levy, international master and reigning

chess champion of Scotland, bet a number of scientists working in artificial intelli-

gence that he would not be beaten by a computer in a chess match within the next

ten years. The stakes were 1 ,000 English pounds, and last September in Toronto,

Levy faced off with a computer and put his money on the line. Levy won the

match—by the skin of histeeth, some say—but feels he won't hold the title for long.

tn the next Omni, join Levy in the fascinating world of computer chess and iearn of

the Omni/Levy prize—£5,000 to the first computer program that can beat Levy

STATIC GRAVITY—For the first time, Omni reveals the long-neglected work of

Professor I. F Tidmarsh, who decades ago propounded his theory ot static gravity,

which holds thai you can artificially generate gravity just as you can electricity. Any
objectmoving across agravitaiional field, said Tidmarsh in 1927, acquires a charge'

of staticohs and thus escapes the effect of gravity. This explains why a running man'
"feels lighter" and thereby travels faster than a walking man [both of whom move
infinitely taster than a man'who is standing still). Frankly, we at Omni have found no
mention of Professor Tidmarsh anywhere in the archives of science. Writer Christo-

pher Priest explains why:. Since World War Itherehas been a sinister cover-up of

static gravity by an unnamed superpower, and this warlike nation has.been develop-

ing staticon-prpjection .devices, devices that may be bombarding our cities with

antigravity waves even as you read this!

RETURN TO LOCH NESS--As one of the great mysteries of all time, the Loch Ness
monster has been pursued by everything, from biopsy harpoons to- yellow sub-

marines, from kayaks mounted with machine guns to one-man autogyros. Those
were the good old days. Now .the loch and whatever monsters may be hidden there

are to be pursued by a skin-diving archaeologist and a subtle machine calied TAD.

for Target Alarm Detector. John Chesterman and Michael Marten file a full report,

ENERGY SCAM—True or false; In the next twenty years, we face the worst energy
crunch this' country has ever seen. If you answered "true," then you've been reading

the papers or watching thenewsa bit too much. The answer actually is raise,'' and
next month noted science-fiction writer Frederik Pohf explains why.
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Get out your scratch

pads for this month's potpourri

By Scot Morris

This month we bring you a potpourri ol

games thai require you to look outside the

problem lor a solution. Or perhaps you

should look inside. In any case, get out

your scratch pads and pencils.

.

HOW MUCH WINE? The bottom three

quarters of a wine bottle's total height is

cylindrical in shape-. The upper part is

irregularly shaped. The bottle is filled

about halfway up with wine. Using only a

ruler, and without opening the bottle, how

can you find exactly what percentage of

the bottle's total volume is filled?

CIRCLE ROUND: What is the radius ol the

circle below?

CUBE CUTTING: It is obvious that you can
cut up a large cube of wood into 27

smaller cubes by making 6 cuts, as

shown:

THE SUSPENDED EGG: A glass ol water

contains a raw egg, floating halfway

between the surface and the bottom. How
can this be done?

WATER AND WHISKEY: The shot glass on

the left is filled to the brim with water, and
the one on the right, with whiskey. Without

using another container (or your mouth),

how can you transfer the contents of the

two glasses?

WEIGH-IN: Assume that there are 2

identical balloons on a balance scale. One
balloon is empty, the other is blown up.

Which weighs more?

If you are allowed to restack the pieces

after each cut, is it possible to produce the

27 cubes in fewer than 6 cuts? Explain.
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COLD STORAGE: In a perfectly insulated

room (i.e., no heat can pass through the

walls), a refrigerator is left plugged in, with

its door open, for one year. At the end of

that time is the temperature in the room

higher, lower, or the same as it was the

year before? (Thanks to Keith Selby and

Curt Tabb for sending in this one.)

A RED-HOT PROBLEM: Consider a

red-hot molten glass, a red-hot iron, and a

lump of red-hot coal. They are all the same
shade of red. Which one is the hottest, or

are they all the same?
THE GREAT ROUND ROLL-OFF: At the

top of an inclined plane rest a ball, a disc,

and a ring, each 10 centimeters in

diameter. It all 3 objects start rolling down
the incline at the same instant, which one

,

will reach the bottom first? (Assume that

they all roll efficiently— i.e., no

wobbling—and neglect any effect of air

friction.)

CLOSE THE DOOR: You are in a room

filled with 100 percent methane gas. If you

were to strike a match, what would

happen?
MILK OR CREAM? Which weighs more: a

cup of milk or a cup of cream?
ONE, TWO, THREE . . . FIRE! A man holds

a rifle horizontally 2 meters above the

ground. Althe moment he fires it, another

bullet is dropped from the same height, 2

meters. Ignoring the curvature of the

earth, which bullet hits the ground first?

THREE IN A ROW: Among 3 playing cards,

a two is on the right of a king (but not

necessarily next to it); a diamond is on the

left of a spade; an ace is on the left of a

heart; and a heart is on the left of a spade.

What are the 3 cards?

A PUZZLE CLASSIC; The sum of the ages
of Mike and Ed is 44 years. Mike is twice

as old as Ed was when Mike was half as

old as Ed will be when Ed is 3 times as old

as Mike was when Mike was 3 times as old

as Ed. How old is Ed?
BIRDS AND BEASTS: A zoo keeper has a
number of animals, both birds and beasts.

When you ask how many ol each kind he

has, he replies only that his menagerie
contains 43 heads and 120 feet. .How

many beasts and birds are in the whole

collection?



JUNIOR'S FIRST CASE: A law student

borrowed $10,000 (ram his Uncle Ned to

finance his legal education, with the

stipulation thai he would pay back the

money after he had won his first case,

After getting his degree, he delayed

setting up his practice, so his uncle sued
for the money Uncle Ned reasoned: "If I

win the suit I will collect my money; if I lose,

my nephew will have won his first case and
must pay me in accordance with our

agreement." The nephew, however, had a

different viewpoint: "If I win the suit I will

not have to pay; but if I lose I will still not

have won my first case, so I still will not

have to pay, according to the agreement."

How can the two arguments be
reconciled?

BODY PARTS: Name 10 parts of the body
that are spelled with only 3 letters.

THE PET STORE: At a discount pet store,

puppies sell ior $5 each, kittens for $3
each, and goldfish for 50' each. A man
bought 100 animals and paid $100 for

them. How many of each kind did he get?

CAFFEINE QUOTA: Quick, now How many
cups of "97 percent caffeine-free" coffee

would you have to drink to get the amount
of caffeine in a cup of regular coffee?

HOW MANY CHILDREN? Each son in the

Jones family has just as many brothers as

sisters; but each daughter has twice as

many brothers as sisters. How many boys
and how many girls are in the family?

TARGET PRACTICE: Two marksmen, Hank
and Lem, have a shoot-off to see which of

Ihem is the better shot. Each fires 50
rounds and hits the target 25 times. With

the score tied, they take a break for lunch.

Later they come back and shoot again,

only this time they don't do as well. Hank
gets only 3 hits in 34 shots, and Lem
misses 25 shots in a row before giving up
in disgust. Since Hank's record after lunch

was better than Lem's, Hank argued that

his record for the whole day was better

than Lem's. Was it?

TO THE CORNERS OF THE NATIOM; Of
the 50 states in the USA, which is the
most southern? northern? western?
eastern? Be careful, now. . .

.

SAVE THE BIRDIE: Workmen are making
mortar with sand and cement to lay the

foundation ol a building. A baby bird has
slipped into a 2-meter-deep hole in a large

concrete block. The hole is too small for a
hand to squeeze into it; besides, the bird

is too deep to be reached by an arm.

Grasping the bird between sticks would
injure it. With what simple method can you

get the bird safely out of the hole?

WORD WISE: James F Fixx, author of Trie

Complete Book of Running, says that the

following puzzle was one of the most
popular in his book Games lor the

Superintelligent
. What do these words-

have in common?—deft, first, calmness,
canopy

,
laughing , stupid, crabcake,

hijack.

DISASSEMBLY LINE: Henry Ford, as
almost everyone knows, revolutionized the

industrial-manufacturing process in 1913
by introducing the assembly line. What
most of us don't know, however, is that Ford
acknowledged that he got the idea from

another industry—an industry, curiously

enough, that used the assembly-line

principle for disassembly rather than

assembly. What industry was it?

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Cryptograms are a mainstay of war and

peace—no government wants its top

secrets known by either friend or foe. But
there is also a group of people who enjoy

figuring out cryptograms for themselves
and who devise countless codes and
signals to obscure their messages.
We have chosen a rather simple code

lor the first Omni cryptogram— it is based
on the ubiquitous telephone dial. The
number/letter key may be found on any
telephone: 2 = A, B, C; 3 = D, E, F; 4 = G,

H, I; 5= J, K, L; 6 = M, N, O; 7 = P, R, S; 8
= T, U ,V; 9 = W, X, Y. For our purposes the

numeral "1
" will be used to designate the

letters Q and Z, and the number "0" will

stand for the spaces between words or

any internal punctuation. Now, decode this

message:

'
;

'

' ' !!.'. ',59046767742530

6784553097444801917. Cryptogram answer
next month.

All other answers: page 113.

OMNI Competition #5
Occasionally, an article appears with a

title or sentence that when taken either in

or out of context is so humorous that you

wonder how it ever made it into print. For

example:
• "Development of hydro power in the

desert of North Africa awaits only the

introduction of water. . .

." From Nuclear
News, No. 3, p. 29, March 1 968.

• "No, the devil does not sweat. Its

principal response to heat is panting."

From "Does the Devil Sweat?" by A. J.

Hulbert and R. W Rose, Comp. Biochem.
Physiol., 43A: 219-222 (1972).

• "The Evaluation and Parameterization of

Stability and Safety Performance
Characteristics ol Two- and Three-

Wheeled Vehicular Toys for Riding," Title of

an HEW-funded study on why children fall

off tricycles.

• "It is interesting that the inventor of the

champagne cork, a Benedicline monk by
the name of Dom Perignon, was himself

blind, although the cause is not known."

From "Champagne Cork Injury to the Eye,"

by D. Archer and N. Galloway, The Lancet,

1967, ii (Sept. 2), p. 487.
• "Hazards of Ealing Razor Blades," by

J. E. Weisenberger.J.AM./l., 1969.207

(9), 1719.

• 'A Note on the.Appearance of Wisdom
in Large Bureaucratic Organizations,"

by K. N. Deutsch and W G. Madow
Behavioral Science, 1961, 6, 1972.

"Use of Telephone Interviews in a

Longitudinal Fertility Sludy," L, Coombs
and R. Freedman, The Public Opinion

Quarterly, 1964.

The Competition: Find and submit one title

or quole, from any publication, that might

be sufficient to cause a reader or librarian

to do a double take while reading. If

possible, please send a photocopy of the

title or quote to insure accuracy. All entries

must be postmarked by April 1 5, 1 979.

First-prize winner will receive $100.

Runners-up (2-10) will receive $25 each.

All entries become the property of Omni
and will not be returned. Send entries to:

OMNI Competition #5, 909 Third Avenue.

New. York, N.Y 10022. DO



HE COMPLETE MEMDRY TE

UUDRD
By Daniel L Mclvor

4^\ n exhausting review of the lit-

lal erature on memory research
* % indicates that most memory

tests are extremely limited in scope.

Ebbinghaus (1885) started the practice

(tor.deep reasons known only to himself) of

memorizing nonsense syllables. While he

reported on his memory skills with

nonsense, he did not report on his ability

to recall dates, the color of the first horse

he owned, addresses, and so forth. His

ability to recall nonsense, however, has

never been challenged.

More recently, researchers have

designed models of memory that deal with

encoding, storage, and retrieval (Kesner,

1 973; Bint, 1 974), but, again, such models

are often derived from studies of nonsense

syllables. While it may be true that most

university freshmen and sophomores are

capable of memorizing great quantities of

nonsense, no one has ever adequately

worked out in detail exactly what memory
for nonsense has to do with anything else.

Leaving nonsense syllables for a

moment, why is it that most of us can

remember at least the first name of the first

person we were intimate with, while the

name of the second person is more hazy?

In all likelihood, the serial-position effect is

in operation, but the extrapolation trom the

memory drum to the intimate situation

seems weak, or in some ways unsatis-

factory. And what about the more subtle

types of "memory: "Remember not to ask

John it he got that last promotion, because

he didn't, and it's still sticking in his craw."

In my own research (Mclvor, 1970), I

have investigated the number of digits

recalled, but not over days. I have studied

stories of five sentences (Mclvor, 1971),

but not while the subjects were in the

hypnagogic state. I
have also experi-

mented with lists of words in cued and

noncued recall, but not across language

barriers (Mclvor, 1972).

The list could go on, but it is hardly

necessary. It appears that each

researcherseems to have carved out a

tiny one could almost say trivial, bit of

memory to investigate: the auditory CVC
in left-handed miscreants; the visual

CVC in myopic air-traffic controllers; the
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tactile CVC in a yoked-control

design associated with olfactory CVCs in

ambidextrous civets. In the end, we are

left with vast quantities of unrelated bits of

information about different aspects of the

same phenomenon.
In fact, we are presently in possession

(possibly possessed) of a description of

memory rather like the description of the

elephant given by the three blind men who
touched different parts of the animal. The

philosopher who made up that story cor-

rectly implied that to adequately describe

the elephant, a complete elephant touch

was called tor. He suggested the possible

solution ot 10,000 blind men touching the

elephant at the same time and instantly

yelling their findings (Smith, 1886), but I

find such a solution lacking in finesse and

experimental clarity

In summary, no one has studied memory
as a whole. What seems to be needed

is a complete memory test. I would not

suggest Smith's (1 886) plan to get 1 0,000
" examiners to yell "What do you remem-
ber?" at any one individual at any one

time. The notion of having the entire

population ot the world count oft by twos,

then randomly selecting odd or even for

each pair and having the selected

persons simultaneously ask their partner

what he or she remembers, has certain

appeal, but the logistics in terms oi grants

for research assistants alone are startling.

Rather, I offer the following test as a
possible prototype for a complete memory
test. Such a prototype is put forth at this

time to stimulate discussion, inspection,

criticism, and other heuristic techniques.

There are basically two forms ot the test.

Form I is a speed test. Form II is a power

test. A third form, an integrated speed-

power test, is still being synthesized at this

time.

FORM I

Instructions: You will have two minutes to

answer the following two questions:

1

.

Write down everything you can

remember
2. Write down everything you have

forgotten.

Scoring: Add up the total number of things

remembered. Subtract the total number oi

things forgotten. Express the remainder as

the numerator of a fraction, the denomi-

nator of which is the WAIS I.Q. (Wechsler,

1955). In the case where the subject

remembers more things forgotten than

things remembered, the remainder is

expressed as an imaginary number.

FORM II

Instructions: You will have fourteen days to

answer the following two questions:

1

.

Write down everything you can

remember.

2. Write down everything you have

forgotten.

Scoring: Score as in Form I, but multiply
,

the numerator by the constant 1/10,080.

The purpose of using this constant

is to compensate for the different time

exposures for the tests. Since there are

1 ,440 minutes in a day and 720 two-

minute intervals, there are 720 x 14, or

1 0,080, two-minute intervals in two weeks.

Thus, the number of items remembered in

a two-week period should equal about

10,080 times the number of items

remembered in any given two-minute

interval, otherthings being equal.

The unique clinical and experimental

value of the Complete Memory Test (CMT)

is that all aspects of memory can be

assessed in one fell swoop. As a conse-

quence, broad generalizations can be

made from the CMT score. For example,

instead of saying, "This person can

recall seven digits forward, but he can't

remember where he parked his car," or

"This person can pass his Ph.D. exams,

but he can't remember whom he's

supposed to sleep with at night," the

examiner can now say with great clarity,

conciseness, and confidence, "This

person has a lousy memory."

Permission to use this test is voluntarily

given by the author, and no copyright will

be secured. It is proposed, however,

that a new journal be henceforth initiated,

to be called the Journal of Universal

Simultaneous Thought. The purpose of

such a journal will be to serve as a

clearinghouse for all CMT users in the

sure-to-be-coming future. DO


